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Preface

A great number of libraries and museums all over the world possess Asian
manuscripts, block-printed books and other written or printed items, on paper,
palm leaves, parchment, metal tablets etc. Their texts and scripts have, to a
large extent, been studied and published, but the actual writing materials have
only rarely been closely examined, and hitherto no systematic investigations
of this subject covering a specific area in Asia have been undertaken.
The present work deals with the history. manufacture and uses of writing
materials - mainly paper - in the Himalayan kingdom of Nepal, and is based on
three journeys in Nepal and intervening studies. The primary aim of the research
has been to make it possible to date and place manuscripts in all those instances
where the text or script does not yield sufficient information on provenance.
Such investigations are all the more important as manuscripts from Asia do not
generally state their origin. Well-known examples are the big collections from
Chinese Turkestan (among others the famous Tun-huang collections) which
are by far our most important sources on the early history of Central Asia.
Systematic technical investigations of the writing materials, predominantly paper,
will substantially help to establish the origin of these heterogeneous collections
of manuscripts. Such data also bring to light all sorts of information relating to
cultural history, such as the development and diffusion of various handicrafts even the relations between ethnic groups and their migrations.
Only when detailed paper-historical information from greater parts of Asia
has been gathered and worked up, will technical investigations of writing materials
be a must for librarians and others concerned with such items. It is my hope
that the present book may encourage others in research of this kind.
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part of the means to carry out the investigations as well as Damk Ekspeditionsfond
and De Forenede Papirjabrikker A/S, for supporting my stay in Nepal.
A special debt of gratitude I owe to dr. phil. Erik Haarh for his many-sided
theoretical and practical advice and to my father for reading the prooh.
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Introduction

The art of making paper has been of the greatest
importance to every culture possessing a script.
Only with this material has the effective spread
of knowledge to great numbers of people become
possible, since no other material has proved so
cheap and so suitable for both writing and printing. The study of the migration and use of paper
is therefore of considerable interest for the history
of civilisation.
Paper-making developed in China about two
thousand years ago, and attained a high degree
of perfection only a few centuries later. It was,
however, a long time before the outside world
learned to produce paper, presumably because the
Chinese endeavoured to keep their valuable knowledge secret. Paper-making did not reach Japan until the beginning of the 7th century, and the eastern
parts of the Arabian empire (Sarnarkand) until the
middle of the 8th century, while in Europe it arrived at late as the 1lth century.
The spread of paper-making westwards through
Chinese Turkestan along the "Silk Road" has
been fairly thoroughly investigated. But its migration south and southwest towards Further India,
Tibet and the Himalayan states remains but little
explored. Yet because of the isolation of these regions until recently, some primitive methods of production have survived that presumably differ only
sligthly from the oldest Chinese ones, and may
therefore throw light upon the origins of the craft in
China. Moreover, the isolation has caused a number of interesting and ancient uses of paper to be
preserved in Further India, Tibet and the Himalayan states.

The object of the investigations
I ) The technique of manufacture. The main purpose of my bavels in Nepal was to trace and to

study in detail the age-old techniques of papermaking before they disappeared entirely. As a result of the Chinese occupation of Tibet in 1959
the paper-makers in Himalaya have lost their most
important customers, and in Tibet production has
practically stopped. Even in the most isolated valleys of Nepal, Bhutan and Northern India, machine-made paper is superseding handmade.
2 ) Research on the history of paper. Before the
7th century the Tibetans were probably already
importing paper from China, and according to the
Imperial Annals (cf. for example Pelliot, 1961, p.
6) the Tibetan king Srong-btsan-sgam-po asked the
Chinese shortly before A. D. 650 to send papermakers in order to teach the Tibetans how to produce their own paper. It appears from manuscript
finds and various texts that only two hundred years
later paper-making in Tibet was quite common.
But very little is known to this day about how
the art spread in Tibet and Himalaya. However,
by subjecting the fairly numerous manuscripts and
printed books from the area to a series of systematic investigations, it is possible to trace when and
whence the various districts learned the craft, and
how the techniques of paper production and bookcraft have developed.
3) Determining the origins o f books. Manuscripts
and printed books provide us with our most important source of knowledge about the past of the
Himalayan states, indeed of all Central Asia,
largely because archaeological, ethnographical and
linguistic investigations have been restricted by the
inaccessibility of the area. Old books from Asia,
however, are mostly without indications of either
date or provenance. In such cases it is necessary to
investigate text, script, place of purchase etc. in

order to determine age and origin; yet even on the
basis of such cri,teria doubts will still as a rule persist. For example, the text may be old and widely
diffused or exist only as a fragment, or both
script and colophon may have been copied from
an older model. It is then necessary to examine
the miniatures, the pagination, the framing of the
text, the shape of the book, as well as the materials
used, not only for the leaves but also for ink, colours,
binding etc.
Most of the books preserved from the Himalayan
states and Tibet are of paper. Even within this comparatively limited area raw materials, the method
of production and the subsequent treatment of
the paper show great variation with reference to
time and place. Therefore a series of special paper
analyss can decide-at
any rate approximately
-the origin of books and other objects of paper
from the area, provided that the investigations mentioned under items 1 and 2 above have already
been undertaken.
4 ) Cultural and historical information. Knowledge of the production and use of paper in Tibet
and the Himalayan states may also throw new light
on the little known cultures that grew up between
the cultural centres of India and China. At the beginning of our era a highly developed society
already appears to have existed in the Kathmandu
Valley in Nepal, thanks to the ideal climate and
the valley's position on one of the most important
caravan routes between India and Central Asia.
Furthermore, several small states came into existence at an early date in Southern Tibet and were
united into one large state in the 7th century. This
was the beginning of the unique Tibetan culture,
which in the course of time spread widely in Central Asia. Bhutan and Ladakh should also be mentioned in this context: both old states with a predominantly Tibetan culture.
It should be emphasised that in Tibet, the Himalayan states and India there has been a close connection between the spread of paper-making and
the migrations of those people who make paper;
for this reason research into the history of paper
may indirectly yield information about racial migrations, and at the same time reveal long-forgotten
cultural contacts. The art of making paper is only

one among many skills that reached Tibet and the
Himalayan states from China. Architecture or metalwork, for example, could also be subjects of studies similar to those of the present work.

The present work
After the opening of the frontiers of Nepal to
Westerners in the 1950's, it became possible to
study the manufacture and use of paper in an important part of the Himalayan range, and for this
purpose I stayed in Nepal for six months in 1964
and two months in 1970. The present work deals
exclusively with the production, use and history of
paper in Nepal. During the studies it emerged, however, that the development of paper in Nepal, as
well as in the rest of Himalaya, can only be satisfactorily explained if the broad outline of that in
India and Tibet is known. The results of my investigations concerning these broader aspects of
the subject are included in this work only insofar as
they pertain to Nepal.
From the very start i~thas been my aim not only
to treat the topic from a narrowly technical point
of view, but also to relate the results obtained to
the geography, peoples and history of Himalaya,
realising that otherwise much would remain unexplained or be liable to misinterpretation.

Material
1) Literary sources concerning:

a) The flora, peoples, communications and history
of Himalaya.
b) Paper-making: the plants used, methods of
manufacture, sale etc.
c) The uses of paper, primarily for manuscripts
(including mss. from India and Tibet).
d) The anatomy of paper fibres and methods of
paper analysis, especially microscopical analyses
of paper fibres.
The literature dealing with paper-making in the
Himalayan states and Tibet is extremely sparse. It
is limited to short articles, and brief notes in books
and articles on other topics. Brian H. Hodgson's
four-page article published in 1832 still represents
some of the best that has been written about the
process of manufacture and the paper-makers. Also
worth mentioning are the articles of W. F. Tschudin
in the magazine "Textil-Rundschau" (see references

p. 249). which deal particularly with the plant fibres
used.
The literature on the use of paper is more ample,
but the sources are very scattered. However, manuscripts from Nepal have been thoroughly dealt
with in Cecil Bendall's excellent book of 1883
"Catalogue of Buddhist Sanskrir Manuscripts".
Technical investigations of Central Asiatic paper
are still rare, but attention must be drawn to the
works of Julius Wiesner and Marianne HardersSteinhauser. They concentrate particularly on microscopical analyses of paper fibres, a technique
which till now has yielded most information concerning the origin and production of unknown paper.
2 ) Inves~igationsin Nepal:
a) Personal records, photographs and drawings of
paper-making, as well as notes concerning the
use of paper in Nepal.
b) Information about Himalayan paper-making
from colleagues and acquaintances in Nepal and
Europe.
3 ) Items for detailed technical analysis, such as plant
materials, unused paper and paper in its various uses
- particularly manuscripts:
a) Collected personally in Nepal or sent from there
or from India.
b) In European collections.
The chapters are arranged so that they may be
read independently if desired. Chapters I, IV and
VI have general summaries, and V has summaries
on mss. (pp. 136, 140 and 144).
Chapter I contains a brief summary of the physiography, peoples, history and communications of
Nepal. Besides forming a background for the more
specialised information given in the following chapters, this chapter deals especially with the question
of when, through which peoples, and in which way
the art of making paper entered Nepal.
Chapter I1 gives a survey of the various species
of plants used, with respect mainly to place of
growth, special characteristics and local names.
Chapter I11 enumerates in chronological order
the descriptions to be found in the literature on
Nepalese paper-making: the methods, where and
by whom paper is produced, how it is traded etc.
In chapter 1V my own observations from East

and West Nepal and the Kathmandu Valley are
described, together with material placed at my
disposal by Nepalese and European friends. Special emphasis is laid upon the commonest and
most widespread method of production, not leaqt
because this is most probably the oldest still in existence and not much different from the f i s t Chinese method.
Chapter V enumerates the uses of paper. Particular importance is attached to manuscripts. Text,
script, format and make-up are mentioned too,
hence this chapter in fact gives a survey of the
development of manuscripts in Nepal.
Chapter VI contains the technical analysis. Firstly, analyses of the macroscopic properties (shape,
colour, strength, character of fibres and the imprint on the paper left by the mould) of new as
well as used paper are given. Then follow the
microscopical analyses of paper fibres, to which
special importance has been attached, because they
supply information about both the production and
the subsequent treatment of the paper, thereby
indicating its origin.
Finally a series of chemical analyses of fibres,
pulp and paper are given, to determine, inter alia.
the composition of the colours and coatings by
which the untreated paper is rendered fit for use,
measurements which have only rarely been undertaken with manuscripts from Asia. They furnish
important information on the development of paper
and on book production techniques for each area,
and make it possible, also, to discover the approximate origin of the paper of 'manuscripts etc. Moreover, they can disclose additions, forgeries or enable
fragments to be correctly determined. Hence the
cheniical analyses may be ranked with microscopical analyses-hitherto the most important aid
in the research on Oriental paper.
The manuscripts dealt with in the text, tables,
photographs and microphotographs are arranged in
chronological order. As far as possible, the manuscripts and the other applications of paper investigated have been analysed by all the methods described in chapter VI.
Apart from transcriptions of common Asian
names I have normally employed the transcriptions
used by my sources not least to permit a later recognition of the original words.

CHAPTER I

Nepal and its People
The Introduction of Paper
Nepal borders to the west and south on Lndia, to
the east on India and Sikkim (a Maharaja principality under Indian suzerainty) and to the north on
Tibet (China). It is almost rectangular, about 800
km. long and 180 km. wide. The size of the
population is not exactly known, but may be estimated at c. 1 1 million in 1970.
Only a few countries in the world contain such

great contrasts as Nepal. In the lowlands of the
south there are dense, tropical jungles with a Hindu
population deriving mainly from India, while in
the bleak, lofty mountains of the north the population is mongoloid and Lamaist. However, the many
transitional forms between these two exhemes of
nature and population make up the main part of
Nepal.

A. Geographical Zones
The great difference in height between the Indian
lowlands and the Tibetan highlands, and the elongated form of the Himalayas, divide Nepal into
a series of long zones running southeast-northwest,
each with its particular character (see map at back
of book). These may be grouped into 3 main zones
which differ widely in climate, vegetation, population and culture.

1. The Lowlands
Terai represents the continuation of the Indian
lowlands into Nepal up to an altitude of about
300 m. where the foothills of the Himalayas begin.
28 % of the population of Nepal lives in Terai.
Churia (in India called the Siwaliks) comprises
the southernmost parts of the Himalayan massif.
From an altitude of about 600 m. the terrain rises
steeply, and in several places breaks into one or
several long, narrow crests running parallel to the
southern border and with hilltops up to 1500 m.
The crests are separated by valleys of various
widths, the so-called "duns". Some of the duns
broaden into rather large enclosed areas; they are

called Inner Terai and are situated at an altitude
of about 300 to 600 m. Churia and the Inner
Terai are thinly populated; only 6 % of the inhabitants of Nepal live here.

2. The Middle Range
This zone is the area between the lower Terai and
Churia and the Great Himalayas. The southernmost part of the Middle Range is Mohabharat
Lekh, a fairly well-defined mountain range which
cuts through almost the entire length of Nepal with
peaks of up to 3000 m. With its steep slopes to the
south and its smoother gradient to the north this
mountain range, together with the unhealthy Terai,
makes a formidable natural barrier, which only few
armies have been able to force. This obstacle has,
moreover, been of paramount importance in the
development of a specific Nepalese culture.
The Middle Range is between 60 and 100 km.
broad. It lies mainly at an altitude of 600 to
2000 m. and is characterised by rounded mountain chains, often following irregular courses (plate
27). Yet there are also peaks up to 3500 m. high

and deep river valleys below 600 m. Almost 60 %
of the population Lives in the Middle Range, which
contains the only two large valley systems of Nepal,
the valleys of Kathmandu and Pokhara.

3. The Highlands
The Great Himalayas form an irregular, but on
the whole southeast-northeast r u ~ i n gsystem, almost parallel to the southern border of Nepal and
Mahabharat Lekh. It is easily recognisable by its
numerous jagged and snow-clad peaks (plates 20,
21,38 etc.) which are 500CL9000 m. high.
Big rivers running north-south break through the
mountain range in immensely deep gorges. For
example, in West Nepal the Kali Gandaki river has
eroded a gorge down to 1500-2500 m. between
the two 8000 m. peaks, Annapurna and Dhaulagiri, which are only 37 km. apart. Through such
gorges age-old caravan roads connect Nepal and

India with Central Asia. They are very narrow
here and not without their dangers.
Within and to the north of the Great Himalayas,
in the area adjoining the northern border of the
country, we meet with a series of elevated valley
systems, the so-called Inner Himalaya. To the east
they are of moderate size, whereas to the west
they form large isolated and thinly populated areas
at an altitude of 2500-5000 m.
Further north the border mountains of the
Tibetan plateau form most of the frontier between
Nepal and Tibet. On the average they are a great
deal lower than the peaks of the Great Himalayas,
but constitute the main watershed between the
Ganges in India and the Tsangpo river in Tibet.
A number of passes lead into Tibet. These passes
are nearly all very high and exposed to icy storms
most of the year, so the few lower and more convenient passes have played a decisive part in the
intercourse between Nepal, India and Central Asia.

B. Natural Vegetation
The vegetation of Nepal is one of the richest and
most varied in the world, mainly because altitude,
rainfall and radiation are so diverse. Moreover,
Himalaya constitutes a corridor for the diffusion
of temperate plants and trees from East and West
Asia, bordered by tropical India to the south and
the cold, dry climate of Central Asia to the north.
According to Sasuke Nakao, cf. KIHARA, 1955, p.
76, most species of plants and trees are supposed
to have spread from West China, the older region,
to Himalaya, the younger region which has been
rising ever since the Cretaceous period.
Four zones of vegetation may be distinguished.
In Terai and the lower parts of Churia the vegetation may be described as tropical, moist and evergreen. Particularly valuable are the siil forests
(Shorea robusta) which, however, have been almost eradicated in many places. In Churia the
undergrowth consists of sabai grass, which is sold
to India for paper-making.
The next zone is subtropical and moist. It comprises parts of Churia, Inner Terai, Mahabharat
Lekh and the southern part of the Middle Range.
Pine is predominant in the wide range from c.

1000 to 2000 m. Underwood is sparse or totally
absent. On Mahabharat Lekh the forest consists
chiefly of various species of conifer, oak, rhododendron, poplar, walnut, alder and magnolia.
The vegetation changes and becomes temperate
and moist in the higher parts of the Middle Range
and near the border of the highlands at about
2000 m. Up to 3000-3500 m., besides different
hardy evergreen trees such as rhododendron and
bamboo, there are many kinds of oak, maple,
larch, kail (Pinus excelsa), spruce (Picea morinda),
fir (Abies pindrow) and birch (Befula utilis). This
zone is characterised by the variety of its species, a
dense junglelike undergrowth, and also by splendid
and gigantic trees even at altitudes above 3000 m.
The attitude of about 3500 m. in the east and 3000
m. in the west, where the rainfall is far less, represents the upper limit of shrubs of the Thymelaeaceae
family, from the inner bark of which paper is made
in Nepal (the 3000 m, contour is indicated in the
map at the end of the book). North of this contour
i. e. at higher altitudes, paper is seldom made
in Nepal. Up to the tree limit at 35004300 m.
the woods consist mainly of pine, birch, various

species of rhododendron and juniper shrubs.
The fourth vegetation zone is alpine and
stretches from 3 5 W 3 0 0 m. to 4500-5500 m.
The only trees growing here are mall stunted
ones, or low bushes of rhododendron and juniper,
and they can only be found in particularly well
sheltered places. At this altitude extensive areas
are covered by a grass-like vegetation well suited
for the grazing of yak and sheep. However, the
rainfall in Northwestern Nepal is in many places
so slight that mountain valleys are reduced to
deserts (plate 26). Above c. 4000 m. permanent
habitation is quite exceptional, but it can occur,

as in the Ddpo district in the northemmost part
of Nepal.
Altogether about onethird of Nepal is covered
by forest, but the rapidly increasing population
and the resulting felling and burning of frees to
provide more farm land represent a serious threat
to the forests of the country. Excessive f e u of
trees has furthermore result4 in a fatal erosion
which has impoverished the soil and caused flooding. To meet these dangers the government has introduced very severe reutrictions concerning wood
cutting, as a result of which the paper-makers in
many places have been forced to cease their work.

C . People
In Nepal no palaeolithic finds of stone tools or the
like have yet been discovered, but researches in
this field are still in their infancy. In other words,
we do not know whether Nepal was already inhabited many thousands of years ago. Through the
ages Nepal has been peopled from India by
Dravidians, Mundas etc., people with both negroid
and caucasoid features, and then by the IndoEuropeans. A number of mongoloid tribes came
from Tibet, and in East Nepal even people with
Indo-Chinese features are found. A series of transitional forms have thus arisen, but the enormous
differences of altitude and the very difficult conditions of transport have contributed to the preservation of a colourful variety of ethnic groups.

1. Ethnic Groups
In Nepal we find at least a score of groups which,
with regard to physiognomy, language, and spiritual
and material culture as well as location, differ so
greatly that they are thought of as different peoples.
Every Nepalese is not only well aware of his position in these groups, but nonnally also knows his
subgroup, whether it be clan or caste. Even to
Westerners the differences between many of the
groups are often quite obvious. At the same time,
however, it must be stressed that there are diffuse
transitions; appearance and dress are not such reliable indications as they may at first appear.

The most important ethnic groups arranged in
4 main groups are:

I. Indian, Kumaon.
II. Bratman, Chetri, Thahrr.
111. Newar, Sunwar, Rai, Limbu, Tharu,
Tamang, Magar, Gurung.
IV. Bhotia, Sherpa, Thakali
Furthermore, there are small low-caste occupational groups dispersed over most of the country,
consisting of tailors, musicians, blacksmiths, potters, sweepers, shoemakers etc., who look much
like Indians. Moreover there are small groups of
short people of dark complexion, but with marked
mongoloid features (plate 31). who speak TibetoBurman dialects. Until recently they were hunters
and gatherers, who lived in foliage dens or caves
or under overhanging rocks. They are often spoken
of as the last remnants of the aborigines of Himalaya (cf. e. g. HODGSON, 1874, part II, pp. 4554). To-day they have settled as farmers like the
neighbouring peoples.
Finally there are a number of mixed groups,
each consisting of intermarried couples from two
of the groups, and their descendants. In the lower
Hindu areas such alliances are very rare, whereas
they are quite common in the Lamaist highlands
(e. g. Tamang--Sherpa).

2. Dispersion
Ethnic groups of mixed, yet predominantly Indian
appearance and origin, main group I, occur in
Terai and along the western border towards Kumaon. Ln main group 11, "southern" features predominate in the Chetri and especially the Brahman
group (see plate 29), while in the Thakur group
"northern" features are equally represented. These
three groups are to be found in Terai, and in the
lower parts of the Middle Range below c. 2000 m.,
where they are the latest settlers.
The ethnic groups belonging to main group I11
were established earlier. Here the mongoloid features are more pronounced: most marked with
Tamang and least with Tharu. Apart from Tharu,
who now live in Terai, all the other groups inhabit
the Middle Range and the lower parts of the highlands, at altitudes of c. 600 to 2700 m.
Finally we have Bhotia, Sherpa and Thakali,
main group IV, of predominantly Tibetan culture
and origin. They almost exclusively inhabit the
higher valleys of the Great Himalayas and the
regions north of it, i. e. between c. 2000 and 4000
m.
As already suggested, each ethnic group prefers
a definite level of altitude. The horizontal dispersion of these groups is therefore rather complicated, because even locally their distribution reflects the remarkable variations in height which
characterise the Nepalese landscape.

3. Migration from the North and South and
the Formation of the Ethnic Groups.
Religion
The first inhabitants of Nepal were presumably
primitive hunters, whose origin is unknown. At a
very early date mongoloid people seem to have
forced their way over the Himalayan passes into
Nepal, attracted by its fertile areas and its agreeable climate. Unrest in their native countries and
military expeditions have also sent many people
down to Nepal. The numerous people in main
group ILI are the descendants of early immigrants
from the north, who mingled in various degrees
with already established tribes and immigrants
from the south. Bhotia and Sherpa belong to the

most recently established peoples in Nepal, and
they have not mixed with the groups to the south
of the Great Himalayas to any noteworthy extent.
The immigrants from Tibet brought with them
the age-old Shamanism of Central Asia. Significant
survivals of this and other f o k religions still flourish in Nepal (langrism, Bonism etc.) especially in
isolated regions. Buddhism reached Nepal, first
and foremost Terai and the Kathmandu Valley,
from the south about the beginning of our era.
In its older form it has practically died out in
Nepal. Most Newars still call themselves Buddhist,
but in fact they have to a large extent adapted
themselves to Hinduism (cf. for example SNELLGROVE, 1957, chapter 111).
Only quite late, from A. D. 800 to 900, did
Buddhism begin to gain a firmer foothold in Tibet,
yet many years were to pass before Tibetan
Buddhism, synthesised with Shamanist beliefs into
Lamaism, penetrated Nepal. To-day Bhotia and
Sherpa are Lamaists, as are sections of Thakali
and of main group 111.
The immigration and building up of the Thakur,
Brahman and Chetri groups (main group II) from
the south was a consequence of the subjugation
of the Indian Hindu states by Mohammedan armies. The last Hindu kingdom was conquered about
A. D. 1200. Great contingents of defeated, mostly
high-caste Hindus, took refuge in Nepal. Particularly in the towns they often managed to preserve
their high caste and social position, indeed even
to improve it. However, in many districts their
adaptation was less successful, and here their
standard of life to-day is often inferior to that of
their neighbours.
As a result of this immigration from the south,
more and more of the ethnic groups in I11 began
to worship the Hindu deities. They even went so
far as to copy the Indian caste system, influenced
by the kings of Nepal, who seem to have had
close relations with the principalities of India at
a very early stage. This caused some of the groups
in I11 each to divide into two subgroups, one consisting of people believing in the Hindu deities and
one being Lamaist, each often having its own social
organisation.
As a result of this development-especially in
the towns of the Middle Range with their many

different ethnic elements and occupations-a confusion of groups and castes has emerged. In the
Lamaist societies in the north this division does not
exist. Here they are opposed to the caste system,
and hold that anyone is free to change his occupation and to take almost any job.
The immigrations from the south have forced
the early established groups in I11 to move to higher
altitudes. Below c. 1200 m. the predominant part
of the population to-day embraces Hinduism and
above c. 2000 m. it is Lamaist. Between these
two limits there is a transitional zone, where the
two main religions thrive side by side, often
blended to such an extent that it is difficult to
distinguish one from the other. Hinduism is the
official religion of Nepal and seems to be steadily
gaining ground. Visible proof of this development
are the many dilapidated Buddhist shrines and
temples to be found in those districts where to-day
the population worship Hindu deities.
In the following pages the two main groups Ill
and IV will be dealt with more closely, because
it is pre-eminently these groups who have produced, traded with, and themselves used paper.
We still know very little of when and from approximately where the main immigration from Tibet
into Nepal took place, simply because the mountain people have left only few inscriptions, manuscripts etc. The question, though, is of great interest here, because the use and production of
paper seem to have reached Northern Nepal
towards the end of the main immigration from the
north. HODGSON, 1874, part 11, p. 31, writes
summarily about the date of this event:
"It must suffice at present to observe that the legends
of the dominant races [ibid sub-Himalayan] indicate a
transit of the Himalaya from thirty-five to forty-five generations back-say 1,000 to 1,300 years, and that I prefer
the remoter period . . ."

If, then, we take the whole interval suggested by
Hodgson's sources, the main immigration from the
north of the people to-day dominant in the Middle
Range should have taken place about A. D. 600900. It will be shown later that this information
is in accordance with other data.
Before mentioning the separate ethnic groups
and their origin, we must look at the most impor-

as they seem to
have a close connection with the spread of papermaking.

tant migration routes in Himalaya,

4. Migration Routes in Himalaya and
the Spread of Paper-Making
Research throwing light on the migration routes in
Asia and especially in Himalaya during the last
two thousand years has been elegantly set forth in
a work by Sasuke Nakao entitled: "Transmittance
of cultivated plants through the Sino-Himalayan
Route" in KIHARA, 1957, pp. 397442. As
Nakao writes on p. 416:
"The cultivated plants must be diffused through human
agencies, so that human racial migration or contact will
be necessary for the diffusion of cultivated plants."

This research is based on the collection of plants
and seeds, as well as morphological and cytological studies, whereby it is possible to trace the
geographical distribution and route of diffusion for
every species of cultivated plant; the outcome
being that the diffusion is concentrated at the socalled "arcs" which, as far as single arcs are concerned, connect areas with similar climates and
vegetation.
S. Nakao shows all the arcs of diffusion in Asia
on a map (op. cit. p. 411). Two of them are of
special interest to us. One, the "Tibetan arc",
runs from Southwest China north of the Himalayas
through Tibet, where it follows the Tsangpo river
valley and the Indus valley to Ladakh. The other,
the "Himalayan arc" also starts in Southwest
China, but runs directly south of the Great Himalayas, i. e. it passes Northern Assam, Bhutan,
Sikkim, Nepal and Kumaon, and ends in Kashmir
(see map p. 12). The diffusion of cultivated plants
along the two arcs not only reflects the interchange of culture along each of the two arcs, but
as previously mentioned, also indicates routes of
racial migration.
Substantial racial migration along large sections
of the Himalayan arc, across the deep river gorges,
is difficult to imagine. More probably, various
tribes penetrated westwards along the more easily
accessible Tibetan arc, whereupon bigger or smaller
groups came across the passes of the Great Hima-

layas and settled in or immediately south of these
mountains, i. e. on the Himalayan arc. The principal movements along the Tibetan arc have taken
place from east to west, viz. up along the Tsangpo
river valley. Further west and to the north the
valley is in fact surrounded by an almost completely desolate mountain desert To the east, however, the Tibetan arc leads through South Tibet to
Szechwan and Yunnan, i. e. towards lower-lying,
more fertile regions, which were earlier and more
densely populated. The existence of these migration routes is further verified by historical and
ethnographical sources.
It is remarkable that we find the same archaic
and very primitive method of paper-making used
along the Tibetan and Himalayan arcs (and also
along the northern parts of the "Malayan arc"
starting likewise from Southwest China and running
south to Thailand). It seems probable, then, that
the manufacture of paper has followed the routes
of racial migration, a theory that is further supported by the following evidence.
As one of the most important results of his
research S. Nakao points out op. cit. p. 414 that
almost all the arcs, including the three mentioned
here, meet in an "arc centre" in Southwestern
China, i. e. in Yuman, Sikang and Western Szechwan. In this arc centre there were-even before
the beginning of our era-rich, densely populated
regions, already penetrated by Chinese culture
from Central and Northern China. According to
CI-IENG TB-K'UN, 1957, p. 13, the capital of
Szechwan, Ch'eng-tu, was said to have as many as
380,000 inhabitants in the first century A. D.:
"second in size only to the imperial capital of
Ch'ang-an." The art of making paper had certainly arrived here from Central China already by
the 2nd or 3rd century A. D. and this, together
with other circumstances (see pp. 21 and 31),
points to Szechwan as the gateway between China
and Tibet as well as the Hirnalayan states for the
craft o f paper-making. (SANDERMANN, 1965,
pp. 401-405, mentions Szechwan as an intermediate station for the migration of paper-making to
Burma, Thailand and so on, but on p. 404 he
writes, oddly enough, that the art reached Tibet,
Bhutan and Nepal from the more distant Yunnan,
without giving any reasons for this supposition.)

5. Newar
This group lives mainly in the Kathmandu Valley
i. e. at an altitude of about 1300 m. Until the
middle of the 18th century the Newars were the
predominant population group of the valley. The
name "Nepal" signified the valley area only, a
denomination that is still used by the population
outside the valley.
According to "Census of Population, Nepal,
1952/54", The Department o f Statistics, Kathmandu
1958, the Newars then numbered almost 400,000.
The statistics of the other ethnic groups, quoted
below, derive from the same source. However, it
should be noted that it must have been difficult to
distinguish between the many ethnic groups, and
that the census obviously does not include the total
population. Moreover it has certainly increased
since then. All in all, the number of persons in
each of the different groups to-day must be estimated as considerably higher than the numbers
from 1952-54 (an increase of about 30 % till
1970).
To-day the Newars are people with both mongoloid and Indian features. On the whole they are
smaller and with more refined features, than the
surrounding mountain people (plates 7, 107 and
175). Their own language, Newari, appears to
belong to the Tibeto-Burman group of languages,
and it is the only language of the country that
possesses a considerable literature. Most Newars
also speak Nepali, an Indo-European language
which is the official language of Nepal. The
Newars are divided into two subgroups, viz. those
who believe in the Hindu deities and those who
are Buddhists, yet there is only a slight distinction
between them since members of the latter category
have increasingly adopted Hindu beliefs and way
of life. Both subgroups have their own religious
and until recently also social organisations.
The great majority of Newars live by cultivating
rice, also wheat, maize, vegetables, fruit etc. They
utilise the soil better than the other peoples of
Nepal, though unlike the rest of the population
they do not as yet use the plough. Trade and many
kinds of handicraft are important occupations too,
and are also practised in the small Newar groups
that exist in most of the trade centres. Right up

to our own time there were even such colonies in
several Tibetan towns.
Most of the intercourse between Lndia and Tibet
seems to have taken place from the earliest times
through the Kathmandu Valley, because the route
via Kashmir was longer, and the route via Sikkim
only became really serviceable about a hundred
years ago. This explains, too, why the Kathmandu
Valley maintained a large population at an early
date, and how it was possible for a large cultural
centre to be founded there. Moreover the Newars
have long been masters of many different crafts,
such as wood-carving, stonecarving and modelling
in terracotta, not to mention all kinds of metal
work; these crafts gradually found their way into
large parts of Asia.
It was probably also the Newars who at an early
stage built the many temples and great palaces which
even impressed Chinese visitors to the Kathmandu
Valley in the 7th century (cf. p. 25). Pagoda-like
buildings are found in great numbers in Nepal (plates
4 and 12) and many Nepalese assert that the Chinese
pagoda-style really originated there. Others claim
that the style derived from India and reached China
together with Buddhism in the first centuries of
our era (see for example SNELLGROVE and RICHARDSON, 1968, p. 141), and others again
believe that the pagoda was a Chinese invention.
Evidently there is no simple answer to this difficult
problem, as many interacting styles from various
parts of Asia are involved (cf. for example WILLETTS, 1958, 723-735). However, there is a striking similarity between the very ancient t'ing-type
Chinese towers (plate 6) and some Nepalese buildings constructed about 1500 years later (plate 4)
but definitely according to old traditions. The t'ing
towers are known from numerous models found in
tombs; and the tile, plate 6 (shown in CHENG
TE-K'UN, 1957, plate 29) is from the Han dynasty,
i. e. from about the beginning of our era, and was
found en Szechwan, the Chinese province lying nearest to Nepal. As mentioned above, this province was
already densely populated then, and Chinese culture
was well established there (see for example YO
Y ING-SHIH, 1957).
Apart from the pagoda style and the ordinary
style of house-building, the Chinese influence is
evident in art objects and in everyday articles (e. g.

thc special yoke, plate 1 1, used in Nepal solely by
the Newars). But nothing indicates that papcrmaking was introduced directly from China or ever
became a special N m a r skill, probably because
from very early times they used palm leaves as
their writing material. However, it is from this
people that most of the inscriptions and literature
stem. It is just for this reason that the group is of
special interest to us, since it was to become-even
if rather late-the
only large-scale purchaser d
paper in Nepal south of the Great Himalayas for
the production of books.

Origin. The origin of the Newars is still unknown; they are probably very much a mixture.
Language, physical appearance etc. suggest, however, that most of the immigration into the valley
has taken place from the northeast (see for example LEVI, I, 1905, p. 220). There is also great
doubt about the age of the Newar culture. The
argument for a very early date is strengthened by
two main considerations: their principal area is the
largest and most fertile valley of the country, and
their craftsmanship even impressed Chinese officials visiting Nepal as early as the 7th cenhlry.

6.Sunwar, Rai, Limbu and Tharu
The Sunwar group is small and found chiefly in
the river valleys of Likhu Kola and Tamba Kosi.
Rai and Limbu, who are both called Kiranti and
both speak TibeteBurman languages, were once
perhaps one people. The Rais are found in East
Nepal, west of the Arun river around Sun Kosi at
1OOCL2200 m. According to the census of 1952
-54 they numbered more than 260,000. The
L i b u s amounted to c. 196,000; they also live in
East Nepal, but further to the east, between Arun
and the border of S i , and at a somewhat
lower altitude than Rai. The Limbus have their
own written language. In all three groups "northern" features predominate, but in the east traces of
IndeChinese features are also found. The groups
are among the earliest established peoples of N e
pal. It is not known whether the three groups
traditionally make paper, but Rai and Limbu are
asserted to make it.
The T h u s live chiefly in Terai. They

amounted in 1952-54 to more than 360,000 and
are considered the oldest inhabitants there. They
do nor make paper.

7 . Tamang
This group comprises about half a million people
and is found in many parts of the country. The
Tamangs being, according to my investigations, the
paper-makers par excellence they will be dealt
with more closely.

In the literature their distribution is indicated
very differently. According to the census of 195254 the "Tamang or Lama" amounted to about
495,000. Out of these c. 284,000 were living in
East Nepal, with 240,000 in the Middle Range and
the highlands, 27,000 in Inner Terai and 17,000
in Terai. In the Kathmandu Valley there were c.
19,000 and finally in West Nepal c. 192,000 with
112,000 in the Middle Range and the highlands
and 80,000 in Central Inner Terai. FORER-HAIMENDORF, 1956, p. 166, says that there are
Tamangs in the Langtang area and around the
Kathmandu Valley, but that they are mainly to be
found in East Nepal in the area enclosed by the
rivers Sun Kosi and Likhu Khola, and in the south
by Mahabharat Lekh. According to the same
author their preferred zone of altitude is 15002000 m., but the density of the population in the
lower-lying area has caused the upper limit to shift
higher, so to-day it is c. 2700 m. KARAN, 1960,
p. 65, indicates that their main habitat is only a
small area north and northeast of Kathmandu.
HAGEN, 1960, p. 66, writes that to-day they are
found at Mahabharat Lekh south of Kathmandu,
in East Nepal and even in Terai, but that their
original Nepalese home is Ganesh Himal's southe m flank between the rivers Trisuli and Buri
Gandaki in West Nepal, where both type and
culture have been preserved at their purest. MAC'DONALD, 1966, p. 27, also deals with the problem and furthermore on p. 29 he gives a quotation
from a small book published in Darjeeling in 1959,
written by the Tamang Sri Santabir Lama: "Le
pays d'orgine (kendrasthkin) des T i h a n g se trouve
dans East nos 1, 2 et 3 et dans West nos 1 et 2."
According to these references and my own observations by far the greater part of the Tamangs
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live between the river Dudh Kosi in the east and
Marsyandi in the west, at altitudes from 200 m. to
2700 m. but principally in the upper half of this
zone.
The Tamangs mostly have markedly mongoloid
features, with broad faces and pronounced slit eyes
(plates 30, 62-90). They look somewhat like
Sherpas, but may be distinguished from the latter
by their somewhat darker complexion, wider-set
eyes, and their dress, which is more reminiscent
of that used in the Middle Range. A not unimportant difference observed during my travels in Nepal is that-unlike the Sherpas-they nearly always
go bare-footed.
The Tamang language belongs to the TibetoBurman language group and it is closely related
to Tibetan. Most Tamangs are nominally Buddhists
like the Sherpas and Bhotias. Although they have
Lamaist temples, chortens, monks and ceremonies,
they still practise old Shamanist rites, and in the
isolated northern areas the magician plays a prominent role (plate 36). In the lower-lying areas the
original Tamang religion has mixed with or been
replaced by Hinduism.
As the group inhabits both high and low areas,
it cultivates rice, maize, wheat, barley and potatoes
and uses several kinds of domestic animals.
Furthermore, the Tamangs are skilled in many
crafts. They do not, however, belong to the more
well-to-do among the ethnic groups of the country,
and particularly where they live among others
their "caste" has a low status. Here they are
rarely prosperous merchants, but often porters.
This is in keeping with the fact that the Tamangs
produce the paper and transport it down to bazaars
and towns (plate 82), but do not deal in it. The
sale of paper to Tibet has chiefly been effected
with Bhotias, Sherpas and Thakalis as middlemen.
The Tamangs not only produce paper but use it
themselves, mainly for ceremonial purposes.
It is not yet known from where the
Tamang people originate. About the name Tamang
itself (in Tibetan rta-mdirs) MAC'DONALD, 1966,
p. 28, writes that translated literally it means
"horse many". BISTA, 1967, p. 48, writes that
the Tamangs were originally called Bhote, i. e.
"the people from Tibet", but that the designation
Origin.

Tamang was later given them because they were
horse traders. A. W. MAC'DONALD points out
that Tamangs are neither horse breeders, nor riders
nor horse traders. Yet they may once have possessed horses, particularly at the time when they
penetrated into Nepal. This point of view is also
advanced by my Tibetan acquaintance, who asserts
that these people were once called ria-dmag, which
means "horse soldier", i. e. cavalry (DAS, 1902,
p. 532).
The Tamangs are also called Murmi, which may
be translated as "border people", implying the
people immediately south of the Great Himalayas.
FORER-HAIMENDORF, 1956, p. 166, writes:
". . . the name Murmi is current among those
members of the tribe who have settled in the
region of Darjeeling." MAC'DONALD, 1966, p.
28, adds: "Le professor von Fiirer-Haimendorf
n'a pas entendu le mot Murmi employ6 spontan6ment au Nkpal meme et mes propres sondages
confirment cette impression" (see further op. cit.
note 10, p. 43). My guide, the Sherpa Urgen, writes
however: "In Kathmandu the Yolmalis are called
Murmi." These people live three to four days'
journey northeast of Kathmandu and seem to comprise both Tamangs and Sherpas, as well as the
descendants of mixed marriages (plate 32 and 34).
FURER-HAIMENDORF, 1956, p. 167, writes
on the origin of the Tamang people: ". . . their
own traditions point to an immigration from a
region situated north of their present habitat," and
later on: "The Tamangs have nevertheless a firm
belief in the common origin of their races."
HAGEN, 1960, p. 67, takes a further step by
saying that tradition has it that they originally
came from the interior of Tibet, and in a caption
to illustration no. 19 he states that they are supposed to be of Tartar origin. Toni Hagen also says
that the Tamangs are called Bhoie, i. e. from
Tibet, by the surrounding ethnic groups (main
group 111, see p. 15); also Sherpas, I heard, spoke
of Tamangs as Bhote.
In KIHARA, 1957, p. 417, Sasuke Nakao gives
some interesting information about this people,
who seem to have contributed to the migration of
cultivated plants along the Himalayan arc, i. e.
the lower lying parts of the Great Himalayas and
the areas immediately to the south thereof:

"The Tamang tribe who inhabit central Nepal, eastern
Nepal, Sikkim, Bhutan, Assam and Upper Burma, may
be the best example for such studies. They live mainly
on the southern middle slopes of the I-limalayan Range,
and not in the plains of India or the plateau of Tibet.
The hall of the Himalayan arc is really covered by the
Tamang tribe. Thus the Tamang tribe can be qualified
to become the actual agency of diffusion of cultivated
plants in the Himalayan arc."
To this observation it may be added that is has
hardly been proved that the Tamangs live along
the Himalayas all the way from Nepal to Upper
Burma, even though they have close links to the
peoples living there. According to my investigations, they are only known by this name in Nepal
and Sikkim but not further eastward. There are,
however, a remarkable series of coincidences to
be considered:
a. Among the many ethnic groups to be found in
Nepal the Tamangs are the chief practitioners
of paper-making.
b. The Tamangs, and people evidently closely related to them, are primarily found along large
sections of the Himalayan arc.
c. Much the same very primitive and very early
method of paper-making has been practised
along the whole of the Tibetan and the Himalayan arcs.
d. These two arcs start from Southwest China,
where the art of making paper must have
arrived by the second to third centuries A. D.
Time of arrival. At what time the main wave
of Tamangs came to Nepal is not known except
that it was a long time before the Sherpas, for
example, arrived in the country. According to
KARAN, 1960, p. 66, the Tamangs are considered to be among the earliest immigrants to
Nepal. More cautiously FORER-HAIMENDORF,
1956, p. 167, writes:

. . there can be no doubt that for many centuries the
Tamangs must have been living in Central and Eastern
Nepal, and this is borne out by the proprietary rights
claimed by individual Tamang clans in respect of particular tracts of country."
'I.

Sri Santabir Lama, mentioned earlier, also refers
to the problem, suggesting that his people must
have already been living in Nepal before the 7th
century (cf. MAC'DONALD, 1966, p. 32 and note

34, p. 47). In support of this it is alleged, that if
they had arrived with the famous Tibetan king
Srong-btsan-sgam-po, and had invaded Nepal some
time in the 7th century, a tradition to this effect
among the Tamangs should have survived. But
they have not-it is said-even heard of this king.
The objection might be made that the Tamang
people are quite capable of having lost all such
traditions; 1300 years is certainly a considerable
length of time. Finally, they may have arrived
later, or over a long period of time.
Altogether it is most probable that the expansion
of the Tibetan empire during the 7th-9th centuries
brought most of the Tamang people down to Nepal. This is also in keeping with Hodgson's statement that the immigration from the north of the
most important tribes ("sub-Himalayan") took
place at this period. If we accept what several
independent sources indicate, that paper-making
did not spread through Tibet until the 8th or 9th
century (cf. THOMAS, 1951, 11, p. 331), and also
that the Tamangs were the mainstay of this craft,
then the immigration o f fhe paper-rnakers into Nepal can hardly have taken place before the 9th or
10th century. The paper-makers must therefore
belong to the latest arrivals among the Tamangs,
as also suggested by their settling in the highest
part of the area inhabited by the group. Furthermore in Sri Santabir Lama's account of this people
in Yolmo (Helambu), cf. MAC'DONALD, 1966, p.
31, it is said: "Dans les parlers @ha@) des KBgate,
qui vivent entre le pays h a n g et celui de YolmZ,
se milent les parlers (bhBs8) yolmdi et tamang."
In other words the Tamang paper-makers, Kiigate,
are specified here as a separate subgroup, placed
between the lower-dwelling and earlier established
Tamangs on the one hand, and the higher-dwelling
and later established Yolmalis and Sherpas on the
other. TURNER, 1931, p. 84, also states: "kigate
. . . a caste of paper-makers (= kiigate bhote),"
i. e. the paper-makers from Tibet. The Sherpa
Urgen, with whom I visited the Tamang papermakers in Tumbu in East Nepal, called them
Kagadi, but claimed that to-day they do not constitute an ethnic subgroup. MAC'DONALD, 1966,
note 28, p. 46, comes to the same conclusion.

8. Gurung
According to HAGEN, 1960, p. 67, the original
area of this rather big group is the south flanks
of the Annapurna massif, but it has spread to large
parts of the Middle Range and is found as far
away as the eastern border of Nepal. The Gurungspeaking population, according to the census of
1952-54, amounted to c. 163,000, of which 90 %
lived in the mountains of West Nepal. The
Gumngs are generally quite small with marked
mongoloid features (plate 15). Their language has
many dialects and according to Jiro Kawakita (cf.
KIHARA, 1957, p. 84) it appears to be related to
Thakali and Tamang. The same writer distinguishes between "Lama-Gurung", who are Lamaists and whose culture is Tibetan, and "ChoGurung" who dwell in lower areas, many of whom
worship Hindu deities. According to HAGEN,
1960, p. 68, most Gurungs believe in Hinduism.
The Gurungs produce paper, but it is not known to
what extent.

9. Magar
The main area inhabited by this big group is the
western and southern spurs of the Dhaulagirimassif, but smaller groups are also found both
further west and in East Nepal. According to the
census of 1952-54, out of 274,000 more than
180,000 were living in the mountains of West
Nepal. The mongoloid element is less dominant
in the Magars (plates 91-104) than in the Gurungs.
They also dwell at somewhat lower altitudes and
believe in Hinduism. HAGEN, 1960, p. 69, and
BISTA, 1967, p. 62, mention smaller groups of
Magars who are Buddhists. The language belongs
to the Tibeto-Burman family. The Magars produce
paper in the Baglung region in West Nepal.

10. Thakali
A small group concentrated in the area where Kali
Gandaki cuts through the Great Himalayas. According to Kawakita, see KIHARA, 1957, p. 87,
it numbers about 10,000, but according to BISTA,
1967, p. 81, only 3,300. Appearance, religion and
material culture all bear the stamp of the location
of this group on the border of the Middle Range
and the Lamaist highlands, but the "northern"

features are dominant (plates 14 and 16) and their
language is related to Tibetan. It is noteworthy
that they sometimes call themselves Tamang.
Widespread trade has made this people more
wealthy and influential than the surrounding ethnic
groups. The Thakalis do not seem to have produced paper, but they have traded in it.

11. Bhotia
This group, which actually consists of several diiferent peoples, lives in the northernmost part of
Nepal and it differs only a little from the Tibetans
on the other side of the border in both appearance
and culture (plates 24 and 25). Tibetans (plate 33)
are also found in small numbers in Nepal, mostly
as exiles after the events in Tibet in 1959. The
Bhotias number about 70,000.
The Bhotias speak only Tibetan and are Lamaists but, on account of their isolation, they have
retained many pre-Buddhist characteristics in their
faith (plate 18). The Bhotias are frugal people, who
cultivate barley and potatoes and keep yak, sheep
etc. Furthermore they take part in long-distance
trade between the lowlands and Tibet.
As the group inhabits only very high areas, it
lives above the upper limit of growth of those
species of plants whose bast is commonly used for
paper-making in Nepal. For this reason the
Bhotias rarely make paper, except perhups in the
easternmost region o f Nepal. According to Corneille Jesr, MusCe de I'Homme, they once made
paper in the Dolpo area in West Nepal. The
Bhotias were once middlemen in the paper trade
between Nepal and Tibet and they also make considerable use of it themselves.
Origin. The immigration of Bhotias into Northeastern Nepal is supposed to have taken place
comparatively late, while there is every indication
that it occurred fairly early into Northwestern Nepal. In this connection it is worth noting that the
arid, barren land there was once apparently more
fertile. Present conditions may be explained by the
gradual deterioration of climate in Central Asia
and India during the last two to three thousand
years, perhaps mainly caused by the excessive
felling of trees over very wide areas. The mountain valleys of Northwestern Nepal, where condi-

tions were never very favourable, must havc been
very severely affected by such a climatic detcriaration, to which the number of remarkable ruins
of ancient castles bear witness (plate 22; see also
PEISSEL, 1965, p. 590).
Several historical sources mention small, ancient
kingdoms along the northwestern border of Nepal.
SNELLGROVE and RICHARDSON, 1968, p.
112, write that one of the noblemen entitled to
the Tibetan throne had to flee as a result of the
civil war in Central Tibet in A. D. 866. He and
his descendants then founded three kingdoms,
Mar-yul, sPu-hrangs and Gu-ge, situated along the
Tibetan border from Mustang to Ladakh. According to TUCCI, 1956, pp. 108-109 and 129, invasions from West Nepal into West Tibet took
place between the 11th and 13th centuries. Considerable parts of these areas united to form a
bigger state in the 13th century.
It is interesting, and also typical, that connections with Tibet have extended not only across the
border, but often to far distant provinces of Tibet.
For instance, many places in Northwestern Nepal
have old religious and family links with the Kham
province of Eastern Tibet; similarly, linguistic evidence also indicates close connections with the east
(TUCCI, 1956, p. 29, and KIHARA, 1967, pp.
93-94, 161 and 217). This is consistent with what
is said on p. 8 about the existence of the Tibetan
arc.

12. Sherpa
A small group which in appearance and culture
does not differ much £rom the Bhotias (see plates
3 1, 35 and 36). In their way of life as in other
aspects the Sherpas have to some degree adapted
to the peoples to the south of their districts, but
their language is Tibetan and they are exclusively
Lamaist. They dwell in three adjoining valley systems of the Everest-massif and are also found in
smaller groups along the Great Himalayas, but not
much further west than the meridian of Kathmandu.
They live primarily at altitudes of over 2500 m.
and there are about 10,000 of them in Nepal.
The Sherpas cultivate barley and potatoes and
keep cattle and sheep etc. just as the Bhotias.
Long-distance trade with Tibet and Lndia, however, has made them more prosperous than the
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Bhotias and other neighbouring peoples. Opinions
are divided even among the Sherpas themselves,
as to whether or not they produce paper at all.
MAC'DONALD, 1966, p. 46 (see also plate 90
from Yolmo), and one of my Sherpa acquaintances
state that they do sometimes make paper. But in
their main area they consider it beneath them to
participate personally in its manufacture. They will
order the paper from the Tamangs or lend them
money to start production, just as they used to
resell the paper at the time when it was delivered
to Tibet in large quantities.
Origin.

It is not known from where the Sherpas

derive except that they must have come from Tibet.
Translated literally Sherpa means "East people",
but according to FORER-HAIMENDORF, 1964,
p. 1, a more exact interpretation of the name is
difficult. HAGEN, 1960, p. 73, writes that the
name suggests an origin from East Tibet. The
Sherpas themselves claim that they came originally
from the Kham province in East Tibet with which
they still have family bonds. It is not known when
the Sherpas reached Nepal, but they are not believed to have been there for more than 500 years
at the most. This is c o n f i i e d , inter alia, by the
fact that contrary to West Nepal there are no very
old temples or ruins in their areas.

D. History
The following survey will concentrate on those
features of the history of Nepal which are of
interest to our main topic, especially Nepal's relation with its neighbours, principally Tibet, from
where the craft of paper-making came to Nepal.
As already mentioned, the historical sources confine themselves mainly to the Kathmandu Valley.
This is primarily due to the fact that the valley
was densely populated at an early date and had
a very differentiated social structure. Thus a need
arose for a written language, which manifested
itself in inscriptions, manuscripts etc., and moreover the Kathmandu Valley was the only part of
Nepal accessible to Western explorers until the
middle of this century. From the researches of
Guiseppe Tucci and others, we now know that
quite big states existed in West Nepal at a comparatively early time.
The ancient history of Nepal, up to about the
4th century A. D., is still hidden in myth and
legend. Buddhist literature has particularly early
references to Nepal, but these are difficult to date.
They seem, however, to show that the valley was
a goal for tradesmen and pilgrims from India at a
very early date (LEVI, 1905, 111, pp. 181-185).
Several temples and shrines in the valley are of
considerable age, such as the four neglected and
primeval-looking stupas in Patan (plate 3), which
according to tradition were built by the famous
Emperor ASoka, i. e. about 250 B. C. The Svayambhiinath sanctuary (plate I), just outside Kathmandu,

is likewise considered very old. Only excavations
will settle these questions.
The first reliable record concerning Nepal dates
from the 4th century A. D.-the inscription on the
stone column of Sarnudra Gupfa in Allahabad.
Here the king of Nepal is placed in the lowest
rank among those princes who pay tribute, obey
orders etc. From here onwards, according to
PETECH, 1958, p. 1, the history of Nepal may
be divided into four periods corresponding to the
ruling dynasties:

1.
2.
3.
4.

Licchavi and their successors
Thakuri and early Malla
The three Malla kingdoms
The Gurkha dynasty

(c. 400- 750)
(c. 750-1480)
( 1480-1768)
( 1768)

1. Licchavi and their Successors
(c. 400-750)
The kingdom of the Licchavis comprised the Kathmandu Valley together with a number of small
principalities of varying degrees of adherence lying close to the valley; a state of affairs that was
quite common up to the time of the Gurkhas'
conquest of the valley in the 18th century. When
the term "Nepal" is used in the following, it implies this rather modest and not very well-defined
region.
One of the Licchavi kings deserves particular
mention: Amfuvartnan, who ruled from c. 620 to
640. He is known not only as a commander but

also for the buildings erected during his reign.
LEVI, 1905, 11, pp. 166-167, points out that inscriptions which go back to these times mention
methods of irrigation, temples and their possessions, flourishing trade, taxes and the work of the
scribes of the royal chancellery.
From the famous Chinese pilgrim, Yuan Chiiong,
who visited India A. D. 629-644 during the reign
of AmSuvarman, we have the first Chinese records
of Nepal. He did not himself reach the country,
but during his long journey he collected information about the valley, which was recorded in the
reliable Chinese Imperial Annals. Here, among
other information about the kingdom of Ni-po-lo,
we are told that a variety of cereal crops are
cultivated, the land is rich in flowers and h i t s ,
red copper is mined and coins minted from it for
trade. The capital is 20 li (c. 4 km?) in circumference; monasteries and temples are numerous.
The inhabitants and their customs are described
as primitive; they are without literary knowledge,
but are skilful craftsmen. There are two thousand
monks studying the "Lesser" and the "Great Vehicle" (the two most important Buddhist schools,
Himyam and Mahayam). The number of Brahmins (Hindus) and other believers is not exactly
known (LEVI, 1905, I, pp. 154-155).
Several Chinese, some of whom were pilgrims,
visited Nepal in the 7th century. The famous general
Wang Hiuen-ts'e, who received 7000 horsemen
from Nepal to assist in the Chinese punitive expedition against Magadha in Bengal in the year
648, visited India three times and each time he
passed through Nepal. Fragments of his description of the valley have been preserved in the form
of quotations in later works. It is interesting that,
although familiar with fine buildings, he was
fascinated by the royal palace of Nepal, which
is described in detail. A later version of the Imperial Annals has the surprising but surely somewhat exaggerated observation, that there are a
great many tradesmen but only a few farmers;
furthermore that they have a good knowledge of
astrology and the making of calendars (LEVI,
1905, I, pp. 156-166). The fact that King Narendradeva sent a tribute to the Chinese emperor in
the year 651 shows that contact with the Celestial
Empire was not altogether negligible.

Manuscripts were probably written on palm
leaves in Nepal at the time of AqSuvarman. It
is difficult to imagine that they had astrologers,
scribes and Buddhist monasteries, but no books,
especially as books had been used in India far
earlier. We have, however, no manuscripts from
this period. LEVI, 1905, 11, pp. 149-150, relates
that the Nepalese princess who married the Tibetan king Srong-btsan-sgam-po in A. D. 639 brought
with her a complete collection of the holy Buddhist
texts from Nepal. Here, however, it seems to be
a question of legend; indeed it is possible that this
princess is not historical. On the other hand, it
may be taken for granted that the Nepalese
learned about paper and paper manuscripts from
their Chinese visitors, even though several hundred
years were to pass before they themselves started
to produce manuscripts on paper.

THE DEVELOPMENT LN TIBET
The formation of the Tibetan empire and the in~roduction o f paper into Tibet. About the time
of A m S u v m a n important events took place in
the north; Tibet began to act as a great power.
Already long before the beginning of our era
Chinese sources mention some non-Chinese nomads near the western border of China, who were
presumably precursors of the Tibetans. The Chinese called them the Ch'iang tribes; they came to
know them partly because of their raids and partly
through trading with them. From the 1st century
A. D. onwards they spread further west and reached Western Tibet Gradually they united and created a state, centered around the kings of Yarlung
in South Tibet (see HAARH, 1969). Large parts
of Tibet were united under gNarn-ri-srong-btsan.
According to Chinese sources he is said to have
commanded an army numbering 100,000 men
(HOFFMANN, 1950, p. 265) which is most likely
a somewhat exaggerated figure. His son, the illustrious Srong-btsan-sgam-po, conquered even more
of Tibet. His forces invaded China, and the Chinese tried to paclfy h i by giving him a Chinese
princess for a wife. Young Tibetan noblemen were
allowed to attend the Imperial School in China,
and Buddhism slowly began to make its way into
Tibet from India and China.
The Tibetan alphabet was constructed with

northwest-Indian alphabets as a model-perhaps
also based to some extent on the Nepalese (cf.
e. g. THOMAS, 1951, 11, pp. 151-165 and
SNELLGROVE, 1957, pp. 141-144). It was intended to be used for translating the holy Buddhist
works brought home from India and Nepal into
the Tibetan language. But more important, it was
used after the Chinese precedent, for issuing orders
and decrees in the new empire. Before the year
650 the king asked for experts from China to
establish rules for the drawing up of documents,
notes and orders. He asked also for craftsmen who
could teach the Tibetans to make wine, water
mills, paper and ink (PELLIOT, 1961, pp. 5-6).
Under Khri-srong-lde-btsan (755-797) the Tibetan empire attained the peak of its power and
size. Until the middle of the 9th century Tibet
remained united, after which it was divided as a
result of inner strife. By that time Tibetan-speaking
people had settled in the western provinces of
China, occupied great parts of Chinese Turkestan
in the north, and gained Ladakh, Kashmir and
even Swat in the west. In the south they had
penetrated most of the Himalayas and reached
the Indian lowlands (cf. SNELLGROVE and
RICHARDSON, 1968, pp. 31-32 and 49).
Finds o f early Tibetan manuscripts. The reproduction of the holy writings and the administration
of monasteries and government must soon have
required a considerable amount of writing material. Numerous finds of early Tibetan manuscripts in Chinese East Turkestan, great parts of
which were occupied by Tibet from the 8th to the
10th century, confirm this supposition. It would
carry us too far away from our subject to go into
detail about these finds to trace the earliest history
of paper in Tibet, even if the history of paper in
Nepal cannot be satisfactorily explained without a
knowledge of the former. But from the available
evidence it can be concluded that in the lowerlying areas in the east, near the caravan routes
leading to China, the older writing material i. e.
wooden tablets, was soon abandoned in favour of
Chinese paper at first, and native paper later. But
far away from China or in isolated areas, wooden
tablets continued to be used for a very long time,
even as late as the 10th century. Here the import

of paper was expensive or its manufacture still
unknown. In many places both kinds of writing
materials were used side by side.
It is interesting that the Tibetans in East
Turkestan not only used Chinese paper, but also
possessed manuscripts on Daphne paper entirely
different from the Chinese, possibly made in South
Tibet (STEIN, 1921, pp. 810, 814, 816, 914 and
919). Not only the writing materials but also the
extant texts prove that the consumption of paper in
Tibet must have soon reached considerable proportions. The texts contain many references to paper,
about its delivery, settling of accounts and storage
(THOMAS, 1951, 11, pp. 72-84). Paper was certainly prodrrced in several places by the 8th and
9th century in the lower-lying valleys of East and
Central Tibet not far from Northeast Nepal.
The imnzigration from Tibet to Nepal. The expansion of the Tibetan empire in the 7th-9th centuries caused many people to move, and extensive
migrations into Nepal from the north probably occurred during this period and some time thereafter.
Nepal seems to have been under Tibetan suzerainty in the reigns of A@uvannan and succeeding kings. I11 704, however, Nepal rose successfully
in rebellion, and it is said that King Rudradevo
drove the Tibetans from the country (i. e. the Kathmandu Valley and adjoining areas) and brought
about peace (PETECH, 1958, pp. 29-30). The
last waves of migration from Tibet towards the
end of the first millennium may have included
paper-makers. As we shall see later, however,
another five hundred years were to elapse before
the palm leaf was completely abandoned south of
the Great Himalayas in favour of paper. I f paper
- 4 t any rate for manuscripts-was produced in
Nepal already in the 9th or 10th century, nearly
all o f it must have gone to Tibet.

2. Thiikur~and Early Malla (c. 750-1480)
Little is known of the history of Nepal between
750 and 1000, probably because of the unrest and
confusion caused by the invasions from the north.
The introduction of a new era, called Newari
Samvat, beginning October 20th in the year 879
remains unexplained.

In spite of many upheavals the country benefited from trade between India and Tibet, most of
which passed through Nepal. Not only trade but
also craftsmanship steadily increased and several
towns were founded, including Kathmandu, Bhatgaon and Sanku (Patan existed long before AmSuvannan's time).
Nepal's contacts with China between 750 and
1000 are but little known. LEVI, 1905, I, p. 166,
mentions a group of Buddhist monks, who between
964 and 976 travelled through Tibet and Nepal to
India in search of holy writings. The unification
and expansion of Tibet during the 7th-9th centuries had probably cut off communications between Nepal and China during the greater part of
this period.
During the 10th century, and in any event during the greater part of the 11th century, Nepal was
divided between two rulers of almost the same
rank, each ruling one half of the valley and its
surrounding areas; nevertheless the valley must
still be regarded as one state. Occasionally one of
the two kingdoms was subdivided between two
more kings (PETECH, 1958, pp. 30-33). We shall
find this peculiar form of rule within such a limited area on many occasions later on. It naturally
created rivalry and many minor wars, which made
Nepal vulnerable to foreign attack.
Nepalese craftsmanship reached a florescence
during the 11th-14th centuries and also found its
way into Tibet. Many of the best paintings and
bronzes from Tibet show a marked Nepalese influence and often appear to have been made by
Newar craftsmen, or with their work as a model.
Nepalese bronzes even found their way to China.
One Nepalese, A-ni-ko, actually employed by
Qubilai Khan, became general director of all the
workers in bronze, and in 1278 he was appointed
controller of the Imperial Manufacturers.
Under the illustrious Ananfamalla (c. 12741310) Nepal was exposed to heavy invasions from
both west and south. After his reign the state was
again divided and once more invaded by foreign
forces. Feudal anarchy and confusion dominated
the country.
The Mohammedan invasion. As a consequence of
the prevalent discord and weakness in the country,

this otherwise extremely well-sheltered valley became exposed to the incursions of the much feared
Mohammedan armies. In the year 1346 Sultan
Shams ud-din IlySir of Bengal invaded the valley
and plundered, burned and destroyed the towns.
Not even the greatest sanctuaries, PaSupatinith
and Svayambhiiniith, were spared. The devastations
are supposed to have surpassed those of any earlier
strife and, in addition to the violent earthquakes
that constantly afflict Nepal, this contributes to the
fact that no large building from before the 15th
century exists anywhere in the valley.
The country was reconstructed under the succeeding rulers. Hinduism still progressed, and the
prevailingly Buddhist Patan now entirely lost its
political supremacy, and never regained it.
Political contacts between Nepal and China were
resumed in the years 1384-1427. On several occasions embassies were dispatched from China with
different tokens of honour and gifts to Nepal,
which reacted each time by sending tribute to the
Chinese court, consisting of coveted products from
the country (such as Buddhist manuscripts, see
LEVI, 1905, II, p. 228). In 1427 an emissary
was again sent from China, but after this Nepal
stopped sending tribute.
With Jayayaksa Malla (1428-1480) the Malla
reign reached its climax. Not only did he gain
control of the Kathmandu Valley and its extensions eastwards and westwards as far as Gurkha,
but he also invaded a number of areas in North
India, including Bengal. Furthermore, he went to
the north and conquered Shekar Dzong in Tibet,
on the important trade route to Lhasa Under
Jayayaba M d a the national language, Newari,
was encouraged and temples etc. were built.

3. The Three Malla-Kingdoms (1480-1 768)
It proved a catastrophe that J a y a y w a Malla
made all three of his sons heirs to his kingdom.
Thus the foundation was laid not only for the
resulting quarrels between their principalities, but
also for the subjugation of the valley by a foreign
power.
Commercial intercourse with India and Tibet
was steadily developing. Even merchants from
Kashmir came through Tibet to the Kathmandu
Valley around the year 1500. At the beginning of

the 17th century an agreement was made with the
authorities of Lhasa regarding the Newar colony
there. Now the journey to Lhasa was no longer
considered a difficult enterprise (LEVI, 1905, I, p.
172). Trade with Tibet had become so important,
that rites of purification were instituted for the
merchants who returned from Tibet. In fact it is
at this period that we are able to trace strong influences from Tibet-thereby also indirectly from
China-in the book-craft.
The invasion of the Gurkhas. The town of
Gurkha is situated about 60 km, to the west of
Kathmandu, and was only one of many such small
duchies which had joined in a form of union.
Prthivi Ncirciyana ascended the throne in 1742.
Little by little he conquered more of the adjoining
duchies and steadily made his way towards the
Kathmandu Valley. In the palaces of Patan,
Kathmandu and Bhatgaon, all kinds of intrigues
and conspiracies were going on, and these the
Gurkha king did not hesitate to profit by. Through
blockade, cunning and terror just as much as
through fighting, first the town of Kirtiphur fell,
and then Patan. Worried by Prthivi NBrByana's
progress, the British sent a detachment to the
Kathmandu Valley. Bad lines of communication
and malaria in Terai, however, compelled the relieving force to retire. Kathmandu then fell without
resistance in 1768, and Bhatgaon in 1769. The
victory was complete; the Newars were no longer
their own masters.

4. The Gurkha Dynasty (1786-

)

Prthivi NZrZyqa made Kathmandu the capital of
his new kingdom. After the fall of Bhatgaon it
was the turn of the small principalities in the west.
The kingdom was also extended further to the east,
and even Sikkim was invaded. In the north the
country was subjugated as far as Kuti (Nyalam)
and Kirong, and in the south Terai was gained.
Only then did Nepal begin to acquire something
of the extent it has to-day. The maintenance of
armies cost the country much money, most of
which the merchants were forced to provide. The
king's hatred of Europeans was so strong that he
closed the frontiers of the country not only to
them but also to their goods. Gurkhali or Nepali,

an IndeEuropean language, now became the oficial language.
After Prthivi Niirayapa's death the Gurkhas
penetrated Kumaon and Sikkim and entered Bhutan.
Not even Tibet escaped; Shekar Dzong was plundered in 1790. The Chinese emperor intervened,
however, and pursued by a large Chinese force
the Nepalese army had to plead for peace, when
the enemy was only 30 km. from the capital. But
the conquests continued, and Garhwal, towards
Kashmir, was made a Nepalese province in 1794.
Finally, the British lost their patience and d e
manded that Nepal should relinquish the subjugated areas in Terai and elsewhere. Nepal answered by declaring war in 1814, but was beaten
in 1816 in spite of stubborn resistance. Nepal then
lost Sikkim, Kumaon, Garhwal and Terai west of
Gandaki but recovered a great deal of the latter
area later. Furthermore Kathmandu was to have a
British Resident. In 1855 Nepal once more attacked
Tibet, and in 1856 after hard struggles, the T i b e
tans had to agree to a number of truce terms,
including the abolition of duty on Nepalese goods.
In 1856 under the famous anglophile prime
minister Jang Bahadur, the office of prime minister, under which the country had already been
governed for some years, was made hereditary.
The Ranas, as the new ruling class was called,
were on the whole unprogressive. They were not at
all interested in seeing Western ideas gain a foothold in the country, and apart from the British
Resident and his staff, the entry of foreigners was
prohibited. Under the Ranas the nobility lived a
luxurious life without much concern for the poor
conditions of the population as a whole. A few
rulers, such as Chaudra Shamsher (190 1-1 929),
were to some extent an exception.
I n 1951 the Rana oligarchy was overthrown
after an almost bloodless revolution, and the then
king, Tribhuvana Bir Vikram Shah Deva, declared
Nepal to be a constitutional monarchy. For the
first time the country was opened to foreigners,
but certain restrictions were, and are still, imposed.
In 1955 Nepal became a member of the United
Nations. The crowning of King Mahendra Bir
Vikram Shah Deva took place in 1956. In 1959
he proclaimed a new constitution, and in the same
year Nepal's first free elections were held.

E. Transport and Communications with Tibet
Only a few other countries in the world have such
difficult conditions of transportation as Nepal. The
immensity of the problem is evident when we consider that there are more than 10 million inhabitants and only about 5 0 0 km. of good "allweather" roads. These consist mainly of the road
from India to Kathmandu and from there to the
Kodari pass on the new road to Lhasa, and the
road from the south to Pokhara. The remaining
roads are only accessible by car in the dry season
and they are almost all in Terai. Beyond this
there is merely a railway about 80 km. long, and
an aerial ropeway 30 km. long for the transport
of goods from the south to Kathmandu, plus some
airline connections. No wonder that many regions
of Nepal are virtually isolated from the rest of the
country.

1. The Caravan Routes
The remaining transport facilities of Nepal consist
of narrow roads and trails, of which the caravan
routes must particularly claim our attention. The
most important ones are indicated on the map at
the back of the book. They often follow the great
rivers running north-south, thus making it possible
to avoid the many exhausting variations in height,
and at the same time to serve the trade across
the Himalayas. Only in the southern half of the
Middle Range, immediately north of Mahabharat
Lekh, do the rivers run in various directions, and
likewise the caravan routes. Here they often run
east-west, thus connecting the densely populated
areas of Central and East Nepal.
With the exception of a few asphalted roads
and the paved streets of towns and villages, the
caravan trails rarely have any paving. Most of
them are just uneven earthen or stony trails.
Streams and shallow rivers are usually crossed by
jumping from stone to stone or by wading across
in waist-deep water. Bridges have to be used across
deep rivers; only exceptionally, where the current
is less strong, are there ferries (plate 28). Across
big spans the bridges are always suspension
bridges, usually consisting of two iron wires, under
which wooden planks are hung. Bridges may also

be made of bast. They are often far from safe,
and it is quite understandable that many Nepalese
say a prayer before they cross. Nearly all g o d s
must therefore be carried to-day, as formerly, on
the backs of animals or men. Beasts of burden are
in fact only common in the highlands north of the
Great Himalayas. It is noteworthy that the use of
the wheel for practical purposes, such as transport,
has been almost unknown up to quite recent times.
Many caravan routes are obviously very old.
In several places they have worn deep into the
ground, and along them old temples and holy
shrines are found. The rest places, situated at short,
convenient intervals along all the more frequented
caravan routes, are remarkable; a long shelf of
flat stones is made, on which tired porters may
place their burden or just support it for a few
minutes before walking on. Big trees offer shelter
against rain or strong sunshine. Larger rest places
lie mostly in or near a village, by the riverside,
close to a stream or a mountain pass. The long
stone shelves may then be replaced by square,
stepped landings, a few metres high, covered with
flat stones. Here the sheltering trees are often big,
very old and gnarled (e. g. gigantic banyan trees,
plate 13). Their appearance and position indicate
that such rest place-and
therefore the caravan
routes--are very old.

2. Travellers
In spite of the rugged, often narrow and sometimes
unsafe caravan routes, people and merchant goods
travel long distances. The various merchant goods
from India, Nepal and Tibet, such as rice, wheat,
barley, tea, spices, tobacco, paper, cotton, wool,
hides, oil, kerosene, the all-important salt (plate
35), metals and industrial goods, have been very
profitable for the north-south trade. Furthermore,
pilgrimage and small trade in local products have
caused many families to travel, frequently to the
north in the summer season and to the south in
the winter season.
By far the largest number of travellers in longdistance traffic have been the high-dwelling mountain people (Bhotia, Sherpa, Thakali, Tamang,
Gurung etc.). There are several reasons for this.
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They have no troublesome caste regulations, and
trade can be carried out by anybody, even by the
monasteries and their lamas. At one time these
people were nomadic or semi-nomadic and many
of the characteristics of this way of life are still
evident. Thus travelling for months is quite usual
and indeed a normal part of their life. Their great
tnobility has also had the effect o f spreading the
knowledge of paper and its uses. If they are largescale merchants, they often have depots and places
of transshipment along the caravan routes (plates
12 and 16) using yaks, mules etc. for the transport
of goods. Many highland dwellers trade by bartering. For example, they buy salt and wool in the
highlands and take it southward to the Middle
Range, where it is bartered for rice and kerosene.
This is then transported back to the highlands,
where it is either sold or exchanged for other
goods, but at a price many times that of the salt
and wool with which the merchant started out.
The population in the lowlands and in the lower
part of the Middle Range are predominantly the
followers of Hinduism, and their troublesome caste
regulations make longer journeys far more difficult. If they are shopkeepers they usually settle
down in a town or village, where they sell various
goods to the local population from stalls. They
rarely go any further north than the upper part
of the Middle Range. A special position is held by
the Newars, who have settled down as craftsmen or
shopkeepers in most commercial centres, until recently even in several towns in Tibet.

3. The Most Important Caravan Routes
towards Tibet
Immigration from Tibet to Nepal, and the trade between these two countries and between Tibet and
India, have generally taken place over the few
low passes in the north. The most densely populated parts of Nepal are situated exactly south of
the easiest passes over the Himalayas.
The Kathmandu Valley with adjoining valleys are
the most densely populated. T o the north lie the
two lowest and easiest caravan routes towards
Tibet via the border passes Rasua Garhi and
Kodari, both at an altitude of only about 2000 m.
The Pokhara area is also densely populated, and
from there to the north an easy and important

route makes its way through the Great Himalayas.
It leads between the giant peaks of Annapurna and
Dhaulagiri, passing the trading stations of Lete,
Koprang and Tukucha (plate 16) as well as
Mustang, the capital of the s m d duchy of the
same name, finally leaving Nepal across a wide,
easy pass at a height of about 4000 m. S N E L L
GROVE, 1961, p. 182, writes about this route:
"In earlier times (8th to 13th centuries) this must have
been one of the main routes by which Tibetan, Nepalese
and Indian teachers travelled, painstakingly importing
Buddhist teachings into Tibet."

Also rather densely populated are large parts of
the Middle Range in East Nepal. The passes north
of this area are all situated at an altitude of more
than 5000 m., but are important because they
lead to the central parts of Tibet; the passes
Nangpa La, Rakra La and Khang La should be
specially mentioned. Finally, the parts of Terai
lying south of the three mentioned regions of the
Middle Range are also thickly populated.
Mahabharat Lekh and Northern Nepal are
thinly populated, and likewise large parts of the
Middle Range in West Nepal west of the Pokhara
district, where the ethnic groups I11 (see p. 15) are
not found.
There is an interesting correspondence between
the caravan routes into Tibet and paper-making in
Nepal. As previously said, the consumption of
paper in Tibet must already have been quite considerable before A. D. 1000, while in Nepal south
of the Great Himalayas, paper does not seem to
have been used in large quantities until much later.
The paper consumption of Tibet soon increased to
such an extent, that it was presumably necessary
to produce paper in new areas which had plenty of
suitable plant fibres. It is therefore reasonable to
assume that Nepal's first production of paper took
place in the neighbourhood of the caravan routes,
which could carry it to the consumers in Tibet
comparatively easily. This is proved by the fact
that even to-day the production o f paper is concentrated around the most important caravan
routes in Northern Nepal leading to Tibet.

4. Caravan Routes to Tibet and China
according to Early Sources
The caravan routes leading northwards to Tibet

and China (apart from the new road between
Kathmandu and Lhasa) are to-day much longer
and more inconvenient than the roads leading
southward down to the North Indian lowlands.
Conditions were quite different in former times.
It made no difference whether the roads were
broad or narrow, since all transport had to be
undertaken on foot or with beasts of burden. The
then much thicker jungles of the lowlands, with
their wild animals and dangerous tropical diseases,
had a more deterrent effect on the inhabitants of
the Middle Range and the highlands than the
expanses of Central Asia.
Probably the Kathmandu Valley already had
links northwards with Tibet about the beginning
of our era, and by the time of AmSuvarman and
Srong-btsan-sgam-po such links must have been
comparatively well-known. Sources which supply
detailed information concerning the routes across
the mountain passes in the north, however, are
not particularly old. Some of them should nevertheless be mentioned, because they speak of connections with Lhasa and China which are evidently
much older.
In the years 1661-62 Grueber, a Jesuit monk,
travelled from China via Lhasa and Nepal to
India keeping note of his route and the time it
took. He says that from Lhasa to Kuti (Nyalam)
in Tibet the journey lasted a month, that 5 days
later he came to Listi in Nepal and in another
5 days reached Kathmandu. From here the route
went across Hitaura to Benares, and this part of
the journey took 32 days in all (LEVI, 1905, I,
pp. 83-84). In other words, Lhasa and Benares
were at that time almost equidistant from Kathmandu if the journey was measured in days.
On several later occasions Roman Catholic
monks travelled through Tibet (until 1754) and
through Nepal (until 1759). Observations from these
journeys were collected by Georgius in the work
"Alphabeturn Tibefanurn", edited in Rome, 1762.
Here two routes are mentioned: one leading to
the Kathmandu Valley from India and the other
to Lhasa via Kuti. The monks also mention another
pass further east, but did not know the Rasua pass,
which is the easiest one between Nepal and Tibet
and can be travelled on horseback. LEVI, 1905, I,
p. 131, writes that mutual distrust between the

two countries made them agree to close Rasua.
It was incidentally through this pass that Chinese
armies penetrated deep into Nepal in 1793. After
the defeat of Nepal it was agreed that the country
should send tribute to China every five years.
Rigid laws were ordained regarding the character
of the tribute, the number of participants and,
which is of special interest to us here, the route
to be taken and the distances of the stages all
the way to Peking.
Georgius says that 12 stages (one stage equals a
day's journey) separated Kathmandu from Kuti.
From here the journey continued to Lhasa via
Tingri and Shigatse; this distance was 28 stages.
In the capital of Tibet they rested for 1'12 months,
whereupon the journey continued to Ta-tsien-lou
(Ta-chien-lu) on the border between Tibet and
China. This section amounted to 64 stages, and
they passed through Detsin dzong, Gya-la, Gyamdo
(Giamda) dzong, Artsa (Archa, Acha), Lhari (Lhariguo), Alamdo (Alado), Chor-kong-la, Lhatse,
Nganda (Ngemda), Lagong, Tchamdo (Chiemdo,
Chamdo), Tag yab (Draya, Ch'aya), Nyeba, Batang (Patang) and Litang. From Ta-tsien-lou the
journey went on through Szechwan to Peking, a distance of 72 stages. After a rest of 45 days the
mission returned to Nepal by the same route, but
this time taking via Kirong and the easier pass Rasua
Garhi (LEVI, 1905, I, pp. 182-184. The names
in brackets I have added from various maps).
This link was the shortest one with China. According to HODGSON, 1874, II, pp. 94-95, 87
days were needed for the journey From Kathmandu
to Szechwan. This route claims our special interest,
not only because it was the shortest between N e
pal and China, but also because ever since prehistoric times it had passed through inhabited regions and led to rich areas of China. From Szechwan
the Tibetans bought tea, iron, silk, porcelain etc.
at an early date (tea was not grown in India until
the beginning of the 19th century).
The route running northeast from Lhasa to
North Chiia has certainly much fewer variations
of height and is easier to pass. (It is described in
the T'ang Annals, cf. BUSHELL, 1880, pp. 538541, and PELLIOT, 1961, pp. 141-142). It leads,
however, through more desolate, cold and thinly
populated areas and, above all, it does not lead to
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those areas of China in which the materials and
methods of paper-making are found that have been
used along the whole of the Himalayan range.
According to my investigations into Tibetan
paper-making, paper was in fact produced in or
near a number o f the above-named localities on
the route between Kathmandu and Szechwan until
the events in 1959, viz. near Tengri, Shigatse,
Lhasa, Giamda Dzong, Ghiamdo, Batang and

Litang (map. p. 12). The ordinary method of
production seems to have corresponded in broad
outline to the primitive Nepalese one. (There also
existed more recent and advanced methods, but
they never reached Nepal.) Therefore everything
seems to indicate that the art of making paper
reached Tibet and hence Nepal along the route
from Szechwan situated on the Tibetan arc, defined p. 17.

Summary
Paper has been made in the upper parts of the
Middle Range and the lower parts of the Great
Himalayas at altitudes from about 1500 to 3500
m. and mainly by Tamang. Rai and Limbu in the
easternmost regions of Nepal are said to make
paper, and in West Nepal west of the Marsyandi
river, where the Tamangs are not found, Magar and
Gurung make it. The higher-dwelling Bhotia and
Sherpa have only made paper sporadically but
they have traded in it with Tibet, to which most
of the paper production in Nepal has gone. Papermaking has only been introduced quite recently in
the lower parts of the Middle Range and in Terai.
Geographical, botanical, linguistic, ethnographical and historical evidence show that the migration
and cultural contacts of the Himalayan people have
mainly taken place along two stretches of rather
different character. Both start in Southwestern
China, but whereas "the Tibetan arc" is situated
north of the Great Himalayas "the Himalayan
arc" runs south of this mountain chain. The few
caravan routes across the Himalayas have acted
as bridges between the two arcs.
As a result of the investigations it can be stated
that:
1. The Tamangs and closely related people are
found all along the Himalayan arc.
2. Their features, language and culture leave no
doubt that their main stock came from Tibet,
viz. from the Tibetan arc.
3. The Tibetan and Himalayan arc both start in
Southwestern China, where paper and papermaking probably were known already by the
2nd-3rd centuries A. D.

4. Almost the same very simple and very ancient
paper-making method has been used along
great parts of both arcs but especially along
the Himalayan arc around the routes leading
to Tibet (see moreover chapter IV).
5. Paper-making first became common in Tibet
in the 8th or 9th century. There are no ancient
written records from Nepal about paper but the
oldest extant Nepalese manuscripts on paper are
from the beginning of the 12th century (see
chapter V).

On this evidence paper-making seems to have
reached Tibet and Nepal in the following way.
The art came to Southwestern China (Szechwan)
in the first centuries A. D. From there it spread
along the Tibetan arc to Central Tibet in the 7th
and 8th centuries, because the administration of
the Tibetan empire and the introduction of Buddhism brought about a great demand for writing
materials. Due to the expansion of the Tibetan
empire up to the 10th century big waves of migration swept westwards and southwards over the
Himalayan passes down to Bhutan and Nepal. In
Nepal the people living in the upper half of the
Middle Range like Tamang, Gurung and Magar are
largely the descendants of these migrations. Papermakers seem to have been among the latest amvals of these people about the turn of the millennium.
This explains why we find the earliest method of
making paper along most of the Himalayan arc
whereas more advanced methods, which developed
later in China or Tibet, are found only along the
Tibetan arc.

Plate 1. The Svayambhiinath stupa near Kathmandu; one of the
oldest and most important Buddhist shrines in Himalaya. Photograph by Ulrik Sochting.
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Plate 2. The BodhnHth stupa 4
km. from Kathmandu; an important Lamaist place of pilgrimage
in Nepal for Tibetans and Sherpas.
This stupa is presumably not much
earlier than the 14th century. Notice the prayer wheels in the
wall. Photograph by ''The Nepal
Group".
Plate 3. One of the four stupas
in Patan which according to legend
are said to have been erected by
ASoka i.e. about 250 B.C. Photograph by "The Nepal Group".
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Plate 4. Hanuman Dhoka, a palace in
the centre of Kathmandu. The woodwork
on the temples is very elaborately carved
and painted.
Plate 5. Boy with his paper kite during
the "kite festival" that taka place in October. Kathmandu.
Plate 6. A tile with pagoda-like towers
from Szechwan, made in the Han-dynasty
(206 B.C. - A.D. 221). This style closely
resembles that of many Nepalese temples
(see p. 19).

Plate 7. A Newar reading a holy book.
Bungmati, 6 miles south of Kathmandu.
Photograph by 'The Nepal Group".
Plate 8. Hindu mendicant friar carrying a stiok and stringed instrument. Note
his framed paper print. Kathmandu.
Plate 9. From an evening ceremony
Outside Hanuman Dhoka (23rd September 1970). The masks are made of papier mPch6.

Plate 10. Kamalaksmi, shopping street in the centre of Kathmandu.
Plate 1 1 . The west gate of Bhatgaon. Notice the Newars with carrying poles and the two fabulous beasts in
stone (protectors of the town).

Plate 12. The main street through Pokhara, 900 m., the largest town in Nepal outside the Kathmandu Valley.
Plate 13. Lay-by with stepped landings of stone under a large banyan tree near Kusma, 1200 m.; like the banyan trees these structures are probably very old.

Plate 14. Thakali children from Koprang, 2500 m.
From Ghasa in the south to Jomosum in the north the
population is Thakali.
Plate 15. Gurung woman. Khare, 1700 m.
Plate 16. Tuche or Tukucha, 2500 m. Along the caravan trail to the north towards Tibet there are many
large houses which once belonged to rich merchants.
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Plate 17. A prayer wheel turned by the wind, on the
roof of a house. Marpha, 2600 m.
Plate 18. A demon trap over the entrance to a house to
keep away evil spirits. Cheego, 3600 m.
Plate 19. Dancing "black hat" monk in a temple courtyard. The hat is made of papier milch& Opposite Thini,
2800 m.
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Plate 22.

Ruins of a medieval castle in Cheego,

3600 m. The tower in the foreground is about 25
I metres
high.

Plate 23. The temple grounds in Muktinath.
3800 m. In the building to the right is a big prayer
wheel with block-printed prayers. The wheel is
turned by water power from the famous springs.

Plate 24. Interested onlookers. Notice the amulet bag of leather with
paper woodeuts carried by the woman to the right. Muktinath, 3700
m.

Plate 25. Bhotia from Manang,
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Plate 26. The houses in Muktinath have vertical multi-coloured stripes; man-madecaves can be seen in the mewtain face. Opinions are divided as to their use; according to TUCCI, 1956, p. 1% they are p d b l y prehistoric winter-dweIlings but many other possibilities have been suggested (e. g. refuges in times of strife).
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Pla'te 29. A Brahmin at Bhota Kosi river near Munpitar, 600 m.
Notice the unmistakable Caucasian features.

Plate 30. A Tamang girl from the mountains a little north of the
Kathmandu Valley. Mulharlca, 2000 m.
Plate 31. Sherpa girl with a boy servant. Notice his features and
dark complexion (paleomongoloid?). Tarke Ghyang, 2600 m.

'late 32. A chapel, ma b r a ' w@ from Tarke Ghyang, 2600
m. Paper prayer flag5 ar-e hung up. Photograph by Ulrik Siichting.
31ate 33. A monk, 8 refugee from Tibet photographed 1961 in
Tarke Ghyang.
Plate 34. The big prayer wheel near the temple in Tarke Ghyang which i4 said to canfain 6666 paper wood cuts.
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Plate 35. A Sherpa selling salt from Tibet in Dopu
Bazar, 2400 m. Until about 1960 most of Nepal was
supplied with salt from Tibet, but to-day it is almost exclusively imported from India.
Plate 36. Itinerant magician or yogi (lit. Tibetan ma/'bpor-pa), who performs certain minor rituals. Notice,
among the many religious objects, the manuscript in a case
hanging across his left shoulder. Junbesi, 3000 m.
Plate 37. An old man with a prayer wheel containing
one long paper roll like the one shown in plate 163. Tarke
Ghyang, 2600 m.

Plate 38. Lemaia temples are the greatest consumers of paper in Northern Nepal. The Thyangboche monastery,
4000 m.

CHAPTER I1

Fibres for Paper-Making

Right up fo our lime fhe paper-makers in Nepal
have almosf exclusively used the white inner bark,
the bast, of some closely related species o f shrubs
o f the family Thymelaeaceae as fibre-materials for
making paper. These are found in China, Tibet,
Himalaya, North India and Further India, in other
words in just those areas in which paper has been
produced by almost the same primitive methods.
The paper in a few early Nepalese manuscripts
and in some modern paper is made of quite different fibres, but these are well-known and with a
few exceptions will not require further mention
here.
More or less detailed descriptions of papermaking in Nepal have been given in previous
studies, including plants, methods etc. The greater
part of this material, however, is based on secondhand information, partly because the area was
closed to Europeans for a long time. This is also
the case in TSCHUDIN, 1964, pp. 3-10, which
nevertheless caretidly enumerates those species of

Thymelaeaceae that have been used for papermaking in Nepal. In TSCHUDIN, 1966, p. 313,
there is a list of these species, covering the Himalayan States, India, China, Japan etc.
As the Himalayan species of Thymelaeaceae
have not yet been fully investigated, and the source
material is so dilluse, their most distinctive features, distribution etc. are given below, followed by
bibliographical references and details of the material collected by myself. Microscopical investigations of the bast fibres are given in detail in
chapter VI. Most species of Thymelaeaceae used
for paper-making in Nepal are so much alike that
the paper-makers do not generally make much
distinction between them, and therefore have no
specific name for each species. As a rule one name
includes several species; for this reason and for the
sake of clarity the local names of plants are mentioned and commented upon in a separate section
at the end of this chapter.

A. The Family Thymelaeaceae
DOMKE, 1934, who investigated this family very
thoroughly, divides it into 4 subfamilies, including
Thymelaeoideae, which again is subdivided into 4
tribes including Daphneae (see table). Daphneae,
which according to the same author comprises 13
genera and c. 150 species, has spread to nearly
a l l parts of the earth. The area of origin of this
tribe as well as of the rest of the family is, according to DOMKE, 1934, p. 48, the Asiatic "Pala*
tropis".
Daphneae is divided into 5 subtribes, of which
three must be mentioned: Wikstroemiinae (includ-

ing the species Wikstroemia canescens and Wikstroemia chamaejmme), Daphnopsinae (including
Lagetta linfearia) and Daphninae.
Daphninae is divided into two subseries, of
which the first comprises Daphne and Erisolena
(with its single species Daphne involucrafa) and
the second Edgeworthia (comprising the two species Edgeworfhia gardneri m d Edgeworfhia chrysanfha).
Daphne comprises c. 70 species and is divided
into 3 sections, viz. Daphnantes, Laureola and
Mezereum (including Daphne mezereum).

Gonystyloideae
Aquilarioideae
' Dicranolepideae

Gilgiodaphnoideae

' Wikstroemiinae

Phalerieae
Thymelaeoideae

.
Daphneae
Gnidieae

Dendrostellerinae
. Daphnopsinae

Daphninae
Rhamnoneurinae

Subfamily

Tribe

Subtribe

Daphnantes is subdivided into 6 subsections, 4
of which are:
Daphnanthoides (including

a: Daphne sureil, Daphne bholua and Daphne
papyracea.
b: Daphne retusa and Daphne tangutica).
Alpinae (including Daphne giraldii).
Oleoides (including Daphne alpina).
Collinae (including Daphne sericea).

With regard to some of those species from which
paper has been made, it should be mentioned that
there has been some doubt about their exact bota-

[(Daphne
Erisolena
Edgeworthia
Subseries
Ramus

(

Daphnantes
Laurmla
Mezereum

Section

Daphnanthoides
Alpinae
Pseudomezereum

1

Oleoides
Collinae
Cneorum

Subsection

nical classification as well as their names. Thus,
according to HOU, 1960, p. 37, Daphne involucrata ought to be classified with Daphne (see however p. 197).
Domke's treatise, moreover, is of interest because it gives the distribution of all the species of
Thymelaeaceae (arranged in subgroups) according
to geographical area, which is illustrated in maps;
furthermore he emphasises the great similarity between certain species in Asia, the Middle East and
Europe, and also between species from the same
area but growing at different altitudes (DOMKE,
1934, pp. 72-78).

B. Species of Thymelaeaceae used for Paper-Making
1. Edgeworthia gardneri (Wall.) Meisn.
An evergreen shrub (plate 42) like the other species
mentioned below. It is much branched, and grows
into a broader shrub than Daphne bholua and
Daphne papyracea. The leaves are 7-3 cm.
long, elliptical lanceolate and acuminate, glabrous
above, pubescent or silky beneath; unlike Daphne
bholua and the other species of Daphnanthoides,
the midrib is hairy. The flowers are joined, 40 or
more in densely crowded, ball-shaped, sweetscented, golden-yellow or yellow-brownish pedunculate heads.
Distribution.

Several botanists count Edgeworthia

as only one single species, viz. Edgeworthia
gardneri (Wall.) Meisn. found in Central and East
Himalaya, northern parts of Further India, China
and Japan. However, TSCHUDIN, 1964, p. 5,
distinguishes between Edgeworthia chrysantha
Lindl. (synonym Edgeworthia papyrifera Sieb. et
Zucc.) and Edgeworthia gardneri (Wall.) Meisn.
(synonym Daphne gardneri Wall.). The last mentioned is found in Nepal (but not West Nepal) and
the northern border regions of Further India probably including Southwestern China. The shrub is
also found along the Tsangpo river in Tibet. It
grows wild and, like the Daphne species, it is not
cultivated in Nepal. It is found here between 1500
and 2400 m. and is rarer than Daphne bholua.

According t o Wallich the bast has better fibre
properties for paper-making than bast of Daphne
bholua and Daphne papyracea. My own investigations show that paper made from Edgeworthia bast

is indeed softer than paper made from the two
other species but, on the other hand, with less
safisfaclory properties for writing purposes.

References
WALLICH, 1820. The botanist Nathaniel Wallich was
the first to give detailed information on the plants used
for paper-making in the Himalayas. He was born in
Copenhagen, where he studied medicine and botany, and
was for a number of years superintendent of the Botanical
Gardens in Calcutta. He described the flora of India in
several finely illustrated works. Wallich named the plant
Daphne Gordneri Wall. after Edward Gardner, the first
to draw attention to this shrub. P. 390: "1 am informed
it grows to be a large shrub and is cultivated extensively
about Kathmandu, both on account of its beauty and
perfume, and also on account of the utility of its bark.
affording a material of which a superior sort of paper
is made in Napoul." The observation that the plant was
cultivated extensively around the Kathmandu Valley in
WaUich's time is interesting, but it has not been possible
to verify it. None of the Nepalese I asked have heard of
such cultivation, which for other reasons does not seem
very likely. Possibly the information is due to the fact
that the collectors of bark usually cut off the branches
in such a way that the plant is able to regenerate in the
course of one or two years, which involves a certain care
of the bushes; a procedure all the paper-maken I met
with in Nepal laid stress upon.
HOOKER, 1855, p. 195, near Taptiatok in farthest East
Nepal: "Eltzagnus was common here, with Edgeworthia
Gardneri*. *A kind of Daphne, from whose bark the
Nepal paper is manufactured, a beautiful shrub, with
globes of waxy, cowslip-coloured, deliciously scented
flowers; . .

."

HOOKER, 1890, p. 194: "Central and Eastern Himalaya. Nepal, Wallich. Sikkim, alt. 5-7000 ft., J.D. H. & C.
Bhotan. Griffith. Dist. China, Japan." Plant briefly described. It is finally remarked: "I find no character
whereby to distinguish the Chinese and Japanese plant
from the Himalayan."
CURTIS, 1891, TAB. 7180 description and a drawing:
". . the British Provinces west of Nepal [i. e. Kumaon
etc.] where the Edgeworthia does not exist." This however
is not tantamount to the non-existence of the plant in
West Nepal, as mentioned by TSCHUDIN, 1964, p. 5,
from the same source. Nevertheless there is some indication that it does not in fact grow there.

.

.

BRANDIS, 1911, p. 545: "Nepal (common,. .). Sikkim,
3-7.000 ft. Assam . ."

.

MARQUAND, 1928, p. 220: "Bush of 3 4 m. in thickets.
Tsangpo Gorge, Tibet 21W-2400 meter."

.

SMYTHIES etc., c. 1940, p. 5: ". . a common evergreen
shrub (Eclgeworthia Gordneri a spesies of Daphne), that
grows in the damp forests of 4,000 ft. to 8.000 ft. altitude."
TSCHUDIN, 1964, p. 9. According to Mr. K. von Gunten the paper-makers at Jiri. East No. 2 in East Nepal.
use bast from Eiigeworthio gardneri: "Diese Daphne sol1
auRerhalb der g r o k n WPlder in Lagen liber 1800 m.
wachsen. Sie uberzieht ganze Hange als Reinbestand und
gedeilt auch im losen Buschwald."

Present morerial. Judging from microscopical analyses
and the easy divisibility and the red-brown wlour of the
bast, a piece of bark sent from Kalimpong on the border
between India and Sikkim seems to derive from Edge-

worthia gardneri.

2. Daphne involucrata Wall.
A tall shrub (plate 43) o r a small tree which may
grow to a height of 6 m. T h e leaves alternate (are
rarely opposite); blade oblong lanceolate, pale beneath, thin and with many secondary nerves. T h e
shrub o r tree flowers in January o r February. T h e
flowers are white and the fruits black. Paper mnde
from the bast fibres is coarse and o f inferior quality.

Distribution. Further India, Northern Assam,
East Bengal, the Khasia Hills, East Himalaya, including East Nepal from 1200 t o 1800 m.

References
WALLICH, 1820, p. 385: According to M. R. Smith, Sylhet:
. a very good and durable kind of hemp is
prepared of its fibrous bark." The plant is described and
shown in an engraving (plate 43).

". .

WATT, 1890, p. 24: "A shrub of Eastern Himalaya, the
KhAsia Hills. Upper Assam, East Bengal, and Burma.
. . ,Gamble. however, distinguishes between Daphne Wallichii, Meissn. (the chhota aryili) and D. longifolio,
Meissn. (the Shedbarwa), and he states that while they
both flower at the same time the latter does not mature
its black fruits till November and December. . . . The
Bark is used in the manufacture of Nepal paper."
HOOKER. 1890, p. 194: "Sikkim Himalaya, alt. 6000 ft.
Khasia Mts. alt. 4-6000 ft. common. Patkoge Mts. in
Upper Assam. Griffith.. . Nepal not mentioned. Short
description of the plant.

."

BRANDIS, 1911. p. 545: "A tall shrub. attaining 20 ft."

TURNER, 1931, p. 23: "argeli, or aryili (?), s. Name of
a plant used for making paper, Daphne cannabina or
Efgeworrhia Gardrteri, choto a" Daphne involucrara."
P. 203: "choto, adj. Small, short, inferior." I. e. chofo
argeli or chofo aryili seems to signify a less suitable plant
for making paper.
Present material. G.B. Shah writes that he has heard that

paper-makers in East Nos. 2 and 3 sometimes mix bast
from baruwa (probably Daphne bholua) with the hard
bast fibres from the arghali-tree and that this tree may
grow to be 6 m. high. The paper-makers, it is said, mix
these fibres to produce more paper, but the paper is not
so good and is mainly used as wrapping paper. The tree
is certainly the same as that which the Sherpa Urgen
says has a more brownish and coarse bast than that of
Daphne bholua. He adds that the paper-makers in Tumbu,
East No. 3, used this bast for the production of wrapping
paper. Urgen has sent me a piece of bark, said to be
from this tree. The specimen was gathered near Likhu
Kola in the area south of the Everest massif. It is very
hard and tough and difficult to divide. The appearance
of both the bark strip and the fibres corresponds entirely
to that of a herbarium specimen of Daphne involucrata
from the Botanical Museum in Copenhagen.

3. Daphne sureil W.W. Smith et Cave
An upright shrub (plate 44), 1-2112 m. high, with
branches almost in whorls. The bark is greyishbrown and smooth. The leaves alternate; blade
stalked, lanceolate to oblong lanceolate, acutely
acurninate, 5-13 cm. by 1.6-3.5 cm. (according to
SMITH and CAVE, 1913, p. 49, average 9 cm.
by 2.5), thinly leathery, glabrous, dark green and
somewhat glossy above, and paler light green beneath; secondary nerves very oblique, 9-12 on
each side.
Inflorescences of about 12-20 flowers in a
rather lax head borne on terminal or lateral
branches, up to 4 cm. long. Flowers faintly scented,
borne on densely finely tomentose stout stalks up
to 3 mm. long. Perianth 4-lobed, up to 2.5 cm. and
of a dull ivory white. The shrub is in flower from
October to the end of January. Fruits mature in
February and are red-orange.
Daphne sureil differs from Daphne bholua in
the colour of the flowers and of the fruits, and in
the form of the perianth. Daphne sureil differs
from Daphne papyracea in the leaves being less
coriaceous and more pointed and in the longer and
narrower perianth.
Distribution.

Southern Assam, Bhutan, Sikkirn

and the Darjeeling area and also easternmost Nepal from c. 1300 to 1700 m. The paper probably
is very similar to that of Daphne papyracea.

References
SMITH and CAVE, 1913. A very thorough description
with drawings. Distribution and many properties of
Daphne sureil and Daphne bholua are compared, the latter
being replaced by Daphne sureil below 1800 m. in the
Darjeeling area. P. 49: ". . . a not uncommon plant of
the upper belt of cultivation. 4.500-5,500 ft. . . . Both
equally yield paper and string from the tough fibrous
bark."
CURTIS, 1933, TAB. 9297. Description and a coloured
drawing (plate 44). Distribution: "India, Sikkim Himalaya and Southern Assam." In Sikkim from 1350 to
1650 m.
TSCHUDIN, 1964, p. 6. In addition to the areas of
distribution mentioned by Curtis, East Nepal is also given.

4. Daphne papyracea Wall. ex Steud.
emend. W. W. Smith et Cave
Daphne papyracea (plates 39, 41, 45 and 47) and
Daphne bholua have been known to science as
raw materials for paper-making since their first
botanical descriptions at the beginning of the last
century. As they grow side by side and resemble
each other fairly closely, many writers have not
made a clear distinction between them or have
described them simply as one species. They are
consequently treated together in references.
A shrub, 1-3 m. high with branches up to 3
cm. thick. The leaves alternate; blade oblong
lanceolate, rather comgated, very dark green,
smooth, mat shining and thinly leathery. When dry
they become a dark bluish-grey. They measure up
to 15 cm. by 3 4 cm. (average 9 cm. by 2'14).
The flowers, 10-16, are in sessile bracteate
heads terminating the branches, white and with
either a faint scent or none. The perianth is longer
than in Daphne bholua (but shorter than in
Daphne sureif). They flower from November to
the end of February. The fruits are showy, red,
and ripen from April to May.
Distribution. The shrub is found in Northern
India, including Kumaon and Simla, as well as
West and Central Nepal, in other words not only

in West Nepal as noted by W. W.Smith and
G. H. Cave and most others. In Nepal it is found
from c. 1600 to 3000 m. and is less frequent
than Daphne bholua both horizontally and vertically.
I t has been claimed that paper made from its
bast fibres is not as good as that made from
Daphne bholua. However, according to the papermakers in West Nepal and my own investigations
it seems, o n the contrary, to yield a finer and
whiter paper. Probably the tough paper made from
Daphne involucrata has been believed to derive
from Daphne papyracea.

Distribution. The shrub is found in China, Southern Tibet, Northwestern Assam, North Bengal,
Bhutan, Sikkim, Nepal and Kumaon; it thus occurs along the whole of the Himalayan arc. It is
found from c. 1800 m. to 3600 (4000) m. in East
Nepal, but only up to c. 3000 m. in West Nepal
where the rainfall is noticeably less, and the upper
timber line correspondingly lower. I t grows wild
and like the other species is not cultivated in
Himalaya. On account of its wide distribution,
both horizontally and vertically, the bast fibres
from Daphne bholua have been an important raw
material for paper-making in Nepal. The unbleached paper is brown, almost skin-coloured.

5 . Daphne bholua Ham. ex D. Don

References
(Daphne papyracea and Daphne bholua)

A shrub (plates 40, 41, 4 5 and 46), 1-3 m. high
with branches at the most 2-3 cm. thick. The
leaves are oblong lanceolate, very green (but not as
dark green as Daphne papyracea). On the average
they are shorter, up to 11 cm. (according to
SMITH and CAVE, 1913, p. 49, they measure
on the average 7.6 cm by 2.0, which corresponds
quite well with my own samples).
The small flowers, 6-12, joined in heads terminating the branches are sweetly scented. The
perianth segments are violet to reddish and blunt,
thus quite different from Daphne sureil and
Daphne papyracea. (For the identification of dried
samples it should be noted that the filament of
the stamen is very short in Daphne bholua and
quite long in Daphne papyracea). Flowering takes
place from December to May (incl.) depending o n
altitude etc. The fruits ripen from March to June
and become purple or almost black.
A variety, Daphne cannabina Wall. var. glacialis Smith et Cave, according to SMITH and CAVE.
1913, p. 52, is reported to replace Daphne bholua
above 3000-3500 m. The plant here is a very
small shrub, as little as 15-20 cm. high. It flowers
in April and May at the same time as the leaves
unfold, o r even before. If this variety can be
maintained at all, it oughr to be called Daphne
bholua Ham. ex D. Don, var. glacialis Smith et
Cave considering that the species Daphne cannabina Wall., from which it was originally derived,
is to-day called Daphne bholua Ham. ex D. Don.

MOORCROFT, 1816, p. 379 from Kumaon west of
Nepal: "I observed a common plant something resembling butcher's broom, which was said to be the Setbard,
from which the mountaineers make a paper. . .".
WALLICH, 1820, p. 385-387. Here Daphne bholua is
described and pictured in two engraving, one on handmade Nepalese paper (plate 46). Wallich identified the
plant as Daphne camlabina Loweiro? (which is Wikstvoemia indica C.A.Mey.), but pointed out that Loureiro's description indicates opposite leaves, hence the
question-mark, and also that the plant strongly resembles
Daphne odora Thunb. Wallich's description, however, also
partly covers Daphne papyracea; thus it is said p. 386:
"It appears there are two varieties, one with perfectly
white the other with reddish flowers; . . ." (see also discussion Smith and Cave. 1913,pp. W 7 ) . It is said further
that the plant is in flower between December and March
and is in fruit between April and May. On p. 387 it is
said that according to H. R. Murray in Kumaon the plant
is 5-6 feet high, it flowers in January and February, and
that the fruit matures at the end of April.
DON. 1825. Buchanan-Hamilton was a painstaking botanist, who in his notes gave the names DaphnepopyrQ-era
and Daphne Bholua for the two plants. His specimens and
notes were accessible to Don before the latter published
"Prodromus Form Nepalemis" in 1825. DON, p. 68, supposed the former to be identical with Daphne odora
Thunb. The description of the plants is not quite correct
(see also SMITH and CAVE, 1913, p. 47).
JACQUEMONT, 1844, pp. 143-144. Description of
Daphne papyracea with a drawing PI. 148 (see plate 47).
It is said inter alia: The plant is a small shrub, the branches
are round, as thick as a rather coarse goose-quill with
an evil smelling, almost ash-grey bark. . .Leaves alternate,
gathered at the ends of the twigs, oblong lanceolate, narrower towards the ground, not infrequently indistinctly

. .

retused, . , with quite short stalks, 8-9 cm. long, and
2 cm. broad, directed upwards, quite smooth, a little
thick and leathery, when dried mat greyish-blue on the
upper side, paler with a narrow edge rolled backwards
on the lower side. Leaves are moreover feather-ribbed,
with midribs on the upper side depressed, on the lower
side prominent and rather pale, secondary nerves are
quite fine disappearing towards the tip. Flowers white
without scent . . . Flowering in November, fruits ripening
in May. In the forests ol Ghiounla, beyond the mountain
range of Rari-Ka-Teibi at 2317 m. and in Kohauti near
Ilahabad at 1800 m.
SMITH and CAVE, 1913, pp. 4748, write on the same
source: "The figure of Decaisne in Jacq. Voy. Bot. t. 148
is evidently taken from dried material and appears to us
to be D. odora Don; this is partly confirmed by 'Flores
nivei inodori. Calyx pilis subadpressis vestitus,' though
evidently there is a disagreement regarding the perfume."
However in my opinion the description and drawing by
Jacquemont does cover Daphne papyracea.
MADDEN, 1848. A list is given of the vegetation of
Nynee Tal (Naini Tal) near Almora in the Kumaon area.
Here we find, p. 368: "Daphne cannabina: 'Set-burwa'
both the white and purple flowering varieties", evidently
Daphne papyracea and Daphne bholua (name quoted as
set barwa by HORNE, 1877, p. 97). Moreover we find:
"Daphne sericea ( Wickstramia salici/olia of Jacquemont)
'Chumlia'. The Nepal paper is made from this and the
purple D. cannabina." The former is presumably Wicksrroemia canescens (Wall.) Meisn., while the latter is
obviously Daphne bholua, which wrongly indicates that
Daphne papyracea is less suited for paper-making.
HORNE, 1877, pp. 95-96: "Naini TIl, Kumaon. . . . ,
being a shrub of generally three to four feet; although,
1 am told, it often grows higher. The thickness of the
stem is not generally greater than one's finger. . . . at
5000 to 9000 feet. . The leaves are small and glabrous,
being somewhat glossy; and the flower is insignificant,
but with a slightly pleasant odour. The berries, which
w m e on the tree in April to June, are showy, red, and
very acrid." Probably Daphne papyracea.

. .

WATT, 1890, p. 19, Daphncpapyracea and Daphne bholua
taken together: "Daphne cant~abina,Wall. . . Habitat.
-A large shrub or small tree found on the Himalaya
from the Indus to Bhutan, between altitudes of 3,000
and 10,000 feet; also on the Khhsia and Naga Hills; one
of the most abundant bushes on the hills between Manipur
and Burma." P. 20 according to Gamble, Darjeeling:
". . . blossoms from November to February,. . He adds
that the flowers are "exceedingly sweetly scented. This
seems to be Daphne bholua, although the time of flowering is very early. "In the Simla district this species flowers
from the middle of December to the end of February or
middle of March, but the flowers are then devoid of any
smell." This is obviously Daphne papyracea. P. 22 Dr.
Gimlette, Nepal writes: "This paper, . . . is manufactured
from two or three forms of Daphne and also from Edgeworrhia Gardneri. . . . The barks of the different species

.

."

are generally mixed together, that of Daphne papyracea
being seldom used except for cordage." The latter should
indicate that the fibrous bast of this plant is coarser and
less useful for making paper than the fibres of Daphne
bholua. Possibly the plant in question is Daphne involucrata.
HOOKER, 1890, p. 193 on Daphne cannabina (both
Daphne bholua and Daphne papyracea): "Temperate Himalaya, from Chamba to Bhotan, alt. 5-7000 ft. in the
west and 6-10,000 It. in the east. Khasia Mts., alt.
3-6000 ft." Under the same heading the species Daphne
cannabina Wall.. var. glacialis Smith et Cave is mentioned:
"Small alpine states 6-8 in. high from Sikkim have
broadly elliptic-ovate hard reticulated leaves 4/2-1 inch
long, and dark brown when dry; the stems are half buried
in the ground with the few leaves and small greenishwhite flowers exserted."
SMITH and CAVE, 1913. A critical survey by two specialists on the Himalayan species of Daphne based on
earlier sources, and a substantial collection of samples as
well as observations in the neighbourhood of Darjeeling.
Pp. 46-48 a discussion of the earlier names and descriptions of Daphne papyracea and Daphne bholua. P. 48:
"-Daphne papyracea Decne.. N. W. Himalaya and Western Nepal, 7-8,000 ft.; Daphne cannabina Wall., Nepal,
Sikkim, Darjeeling and Bhutan above 6000 ft. and up to
11,000 ft.; . . ." P. 49 on Daphne cannabina i. e. Daphne
bholua: found from 6000 ft. to 8000 ft. ". . . and an alpine
variety goes much higher." i. e. Daphne cannabina Wall.,
var. glacialis Smith et Cave. Daphne bholua: ". . . 6-12
ft., bushy, branching somewhat irregularly; the branches
horizontal or almost drooping, very dense. FLOWERING: . in flower from the end of December to the
end of February; flowers numerous from every terminal
shoot. . LEAVES: . . dark shining green in colour;
average length 3 in. average width 9/4 in.; petiole '/, in.;
. . . ; texture rather hard and leaf always rather cormgated." P. 50: "BARK: The bark is covered in D. cannabina with a short rough scaly tornentum; the young shoots
have a fairly shaggy tomentum. . INFLORESCENCE:
-The flowers of D. cannabina are in sessile bracteate
heads terminating the branches, very fugacious, . . .
FLOWER: . bluish-purple to a rosy white; . .
FRUIT: . . . It does not show any red or orange tint
during the ripening stage, the change of colour is that
of ripe grapes, the purple gradually overcoming the green
and then darkening in tint."

..

..
..

.

..

. .

.

KIHARA, 1955, p. 183: "Daphne Bholua Ham. ex Don.
Kal Tal (Nov. 29-Dec. 2, 1952,
flower). Kakani hill, 1800-2000 m. (March 29, 1953.
fruit)." Both localities are situated to the northwest of
Kathmandu. "Distr. Himalaya from Nepal to Bhotan;
Northern Bengal, Northwest Assam. China, Yunnan. The
flowers of our specimens seem to be red."

. . . Between Sama and

BEATTY, 1962. From the neighbourhood of Kathmandu. P. 17: . . no effort is made to grow Daphne
domestically." The drawing on the cover of "Daphne cannabina" seems to be Daphne papyracea.

".
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MADDEN, 1848, p. 368, says that "Daphne sericea
'Chumlia' ( Wikstramia salici/olia of Jacquemont)" is used
in Kumaon for paper-making. Here, however. it is a
question of Wiksrroemia canescens because according to
INDEX KEWENSIS, 1895, Part IV, p. 1230: " Wiksrroemia salici/olia, Decne, in JACQUEM. VOY. BOT. 144 t.
149 = W . canescens." In INDEX KEWENSIS, 1893,
Part LI. p. 717 we find: "Daphne sericea, D. Don, Prod.
FI. Nep. 69 = Wikstroemia canescens." (According to the
sources investigated Daphne sericea Vahl is not found
further east than Asia Minor.)

8. Wikstroemia chamaejasme (L.) Dornke
(synonym Stellera chamaejasme L.; regarding the
name see e. g. HOU, 1960, pp. 28-29). T h e plant
is shown plate 48-50.
An entirely glabrous shrublet which produces
numerous slender leafy upright annual shoots, 154 0 cm. high from a woody, u p to 6 o r 7 cm. thick
branched root-stock. Leaves almost sessile, very
variable in shape, linear-lanceolate to ellipticoblong, 1-2 cm. by 211-5 mm., the uppermost
crowded below the flower-head into a n involucre.
Hower-heads globular, many-flowered, 21/2-31/~
cm. in diameter. Receptacle more or less pink.
Perianth-lobes 5, rarely 4, elliptic, blunt, forming
a white o r slightly pinkish limb, u p to 8 mm. across.
Fruit a small blackish nut. T h e colour of the
flowers is sometimes described as yellow, sometimes purple. However, KASHYAP, 1930, p. 209,
writes that they become yellow when dry. Paper
is made from bast fibres of the roots of this plant.
It is grey, soft and good for writing on.

Distribution. China, North and Central Asia towards the west as far as the Caucasus. Occurs in
Tibet, North Nepal, Kumaon, Garhwal and undoubtedly the rest of the Great Himalayas on
grassy mountain slopes from 2500 t o 4500 m.

References
HOOKER, 1890, p. 195; CURTIS, 1924, TAB. 9028
drawing in colours; KASHYAP, 1930, pp. 208-210;
KIHARA, 1955, p. 183.
We found this shrublet in North Nepal
in bare and arid places where almost no other plants
thrive. A sample from Muktinath in Northwestern Nepal

Present marerial.

was collected by the Sherpa Dawa at about 3700m. (plate
49). The shoots, c. 70, are only 10-20 cm. high, 1 mm.
thick and have on each shoot 30-60 small, c. 1 cm.long
and 3 mm. broad elliptic-oblong leaves. The root-stock
is branched, up to 30 cm. long and 4 cm. thick. Thus
only a very small part of this interesting shrub is above
the soil. It was at the end of flowering at the beginning
of November 1970.
It is the abnormally thick roots that have been used for
paper-making in Tibet. Many regions there are situated
so high up that the roots from this shrub were the only
raw material available for the paper-makers. In any case,
paper made from the bast fibres of Wikstroemia chamaejasme was regarded as high quality in Tibet and used for
special purposes such as paper money. In Nepal, in or
south of the Great Himalayas, where other fibres are
abundant, Wiksrroemia chamaejasme has not been used
for making paper. Its characteristic fibres, very easily
rewgnisable under the microscope, are found in paper
used for manuscripts, letters etc., but they derive-and
this is worth noticing-from Tibet and Northwestern
Nepal. In not one of some 500 different samples of paper
from the rest of Nepal, analysed under the microscope,
have I found Wikstroemia chamaejasme fibres.
According to Mr. Corneille Jest, Paris, the root fibres
have been used for paper-making in Dolpo in Northwestern Nepal, which agrees with the fact that one
manuscript bought in Tukucha is on this paper, although
it could have come from Tibet. Wiksrroemia chamaejasme
paper from Tibet has been used to some extent by Bhotias
and Sherpas in Nepal (see also p. 146). The roots of the
shrub have also been used for medical purposes all over
Central Asia.

9. Other Species of Thymelaeaceae
In I N D E X KEWENSIS, 1893, Part 11, p. 716, we
find: "Daphne alpina, Li.Sp. PI. 356. - Reg.
Mediterr,; H i a l . " However, I have not found any
other sources which indicate the Himalayas as a n
area of distribution.
According to HEGI, 1926, p. 701, referred to
by TSCHUDLN, 1964, p. 9 and 1965, p. 312,
Lagetta lintearia Lam. (= Daphne lagefta SW) is
used for paper-making in Nepal. I n INDEX
KEWENSIS, 1893, Part 11, two different plants of
the same name are mentioned viz.: "Daphne Lagetto, Bonpl. ex Kunth, Syn. P1. I. 447 = Dophnopsis Bonplandii' and "Daphne Lagetto, SW.
Prod. Veg. Ind. Occ. 6 3 = Lagetta linteraria."
Both plants are alleged to occur only in Central
America, they are therefore hardly likely to be
found in Nepal.

C. Other Fibres for Paper-Making
Besides the species of the family Thymelaeaceae,
experiments have probably been made from time
immemorial with other kinds of fibres for papermaking in Nepal. However, my systematic fibre
analyses of both new and old manuscripts, as well
as other samples of paper from the whole country,
show that before the 19th century paper was only
seldom produced from fibres other than Thymelaeaceae. BEATTY, 1962, p. 14, also writes about
manuscripts investigated at "the Royal Treasury"
and the King's Museum in Kathmandu:

"AU of these older papers were of pure bark fibres."
On p. 15 he says however:
"In earlier times paper was made in Nepal from rush
grass, probably the Sabai grass. Some of the sheets of
antique paper collected by the author were made from
rush grass; they were rough in texture and a dirty gray
in color, being without benefit of any bleaching."

Here it is probably a question of some other
fibrous material, as sabai grass was apparently
only used for this purpose at a much later period.
Anyway, none of the early Nepalese or Indian
paper manuscripts that I have investigated contains this fibre.
Of the comparatively few preserved 13th-15th
century manuscripts on paper, some of the oldest
of which I have had the opportunity of analysing,
most are executed on paper made of ramie or hemp
(Boehmeria tuvea and Cannabis sariva). (According
to BRANDIS, 19 1 1, p. 6 17, concerning Boehmeria
nivea: "A variety with the leaves green on both surfaces ("Ramie") is distinguished as B. tenacissima,
Gaud.") It is surely such fibres to which W. B.
Beatty alludes. The paper for these manuscripts was
probably imported from Northern India, where
these fibres have been used for paper-making ever
since the invasion of the Mohammedans, through
which the art of making paper was really brought to
India. It is a well-known fact that hemp also grows
in Nepal. According to TURNER, 1931, p. 473, it
is: ''bhaii', s. (ob1.-a) Cannabis sativa, the hemp
leaf" and p. 583: "sanl, s. Hemp, Cannabis sativa."
It should be mentioned that sabai gross is
gathered in the Siwaliks in South Nepal and from
there sent to India, where it is used for paper-

making. Some time after 1940 the fibre was used
for this purpose in the Kathmandu Valley as well.
HA=,
1921, I1 ("The Botany of B i h r and
Orissa") writes about sabai grass, Pollinidum augustifolium comb. nov. Syn. Ischamum augustifolium, p. 1020:
"A much tufted grass 1-2 It. high, with long drooping
wiry leaves when old and clothed with wool at the base
of the tuft. . . . It is used locally for strings, ropes and
mats and it is very largely employed for paper-making."

Again it seems to be a question of sabai grass etc.
in TURNER, 1931, pp. 115 and 419:
"khar, s. (obl.-a). Dry grass, straw, hay; thatch; the plant

used for making paper;" "ban-kas, s. A partic. kind of
plant with a long stalk and slender sharpedged leaves
growing in the Terai and used for making paper."

Finally G. B. Shah writes that sometimes in the
small paper factory at Sunderijal in the Kathmandu
Valley (see p. 88) a certain kind of bast was used
of what is described as "a long vine", called
chiuli, which is mixed with Daphne fibres for the
manufacture of cardboard. This plant is said to
grow in the jungle from c. 1500 to 2000 m. As
the bast is hard and stiff, is it not considered an
important raw material. G. B. Shah maintains that
the use of this fibre is rather recent, and microscopical analyses corroborate this. I am not able
to identify this plant with certainty, although it is
probably the plant mentioned by TURNER, 1931,
p. 174:
"ciuri or cyuri, s. A partic. kind of plant from which
fibre (psi) is obtained, Sterculia coxinia . . ."

BRANDIS, 1911, p. 83, presumably describes the
same tree, Sterculia coccinea, Roxb., which is said
to occur in Sikkim up to 1000 m. (J. D. H. gives
3000-6000 feet), in Bhutan, Assam, the Khasi Hills
and Burma The bast of this family of plants is
very strong and is known to have been used for
making paper.
With regard to fibre materials, other than sabai
grass, which have come to be used in the Kathmandu Valley in recent times, viz. rice straw,
wood pulp and all sorts of waste paper, see chapters IV and VI.

D. Local Names of Species of Thymelaeaceae
A great many different local names of plants are
quoted in the literature about the species of Thymelaeaceae used for paper-making in Nepal. These
are listed below according to source, together with
the name of the species they seem to represent.
MOORCROFT. 1816, p. 379, in Kumaon: Sefbarua
( D . bholua and D. papyracea?). P. 445, in the border
regions towards Tibet : Larbarisa, presumably Wikstroemia chamaejasme.
WALLICH, 1820, p. 385: "Nomen Set-Burooa" probably
D. papyracea. "Nepalensibus Bhulloo-Soang", D. bholua
presumably also D . papyracea. Footnote: "I understand
from Mr. Gardner that Soang, Soan and Swa are synonymous terms in the language of Nepaul, and signify
'flower'." This agrees with JBRGENSEN, 1936, p. 174:
"swan, s. a flower, blossom . ." in classical Newari. Set
moreover means white from set0 = white. P. 387, from
Mr. H. R. Murray, Kumaon: Set-burooa; one of the
names quoted by Wallich, which presumably comes from
Murray. The short description of the plant indicates that
it is D. papyracea. P. 388 concerning Daphne Gardtieri,
thus Edgeworfhia gardneri: "Nomen vernaculum Chuckmaree Soah" which possibly means the plant with reddishyellow flowers, from Tibetan dmar-po = red, reddish.

.

DON, 1825, p. 68: "1. D. Odora . . . Set Buroa", probably D. papyracea. "2. D. Bholua . . . Bholua Swa. Nawarid." which is D. bholua.
MADDEN, 1848, p. 368 on Kumaon: "Daphne cannabina: 'Set-burwa:' both the white and purple flowering
varieties." viz. D. papyracea and D. bholua. (The name
is quoted as set barwa by HORNE, 1877, p. 97). Also
mentioned is Wikstroemia canescens: "Chumlia".
WATT, 1890, p. 19: "Daphne cannabina", here both
D.papyracea and D. bholua: "Set baruwa, satpljra, HIND.;
Dunkofah, gande, kaghufi, bhullu soang. NEPAL; Dayshing, BHUTIA; Balwa or hhalua, chamboi, barua,
KUMAON ; Niggi, mahadeo-ka-phul (God's Flower), jeku
(SIMLA), PB. ; . . ." Dunkotah is the town mentioned by
HOOKER, 1855, p. 181, near which paper is made, and
not the name of a Daphne plant. The mistake is repeated
in TSCHUDIN, 1964, p. 4, and others. The name gan&
is not found in other sources but possibly derives from
gandhe = stinking (bark), see TURNER, 1931, p. 135.
P. 20: "Setburosa"; the cited material to which the name
belongs comes from Wallich's article in Asiatic Researches. The name there, however, is Set Burooa. P. 22
quotes Dr. Girnlette. Nepal (i. e. the Kathmandu Valley): "Shosho, arbadi, shedbarwa, or lefbarwa, are names
given by the Bhotias to the Daphne shrubs;" Shosho
probably means a bunch or roll of paper; in Tibetan
paper is written iog. (THOMAS, 1951, 11, p. 82, writes:
"Sog-Sog, reduplicated, occurs frequently as, perhaps, a
sort of plural"; these sources are all earlier than A.D.
1000.) Furthermore: "Kaghuti, bara kaghuti, and chora

kaghufi are names also used . . ." all derivations from the
same word, paper, which in Hindi is called klgad, in
Urdu klghaz and in Arabic kHghadh according to
WADDELL, 1914, p. 136. According to TURNER, 1931,
p. 84, paper in Nepalese is klgat, klgaj or klgad. P. 24
according to Gamble, Darjeeling, Daphne involucrata is
called: "Shedbarwa, chhora aryili" for explanation see
TURNER, 1931, below.

SMITH and CAVE, 1913, p. 49 concerning D. bholua
and D. sureil: "Both are called Deyslring by the Bhutiyas
[shing from Tibetan, a shrub or a small tree], Dhenok by
the Lepchas, and both have in Nepalese the two names
of Argaley-the name of the plant itself-and Kagatiin allusion to paper being made from its bark."
TURNER, 1931, p. 23: "(?)argeli, or aryili (?), s. Name
of a plant used for making paper. D.cannabina [probably
both D. papyracea and D. bholua] or Edgeworfhia Gardneri, -cho!o a" D. involucrata." P. 203 : "choto, adj. Small,
short, mean, inferior." P. 84: "kigafe, s. The name of
various trees from which paper is made, Daphne cannabina, Daphne involucrata. Edgeworthia Gardneri;-a caste
of paper-makers (= klgate bhote)."
SEN, 1940, p. 3, the Kathmandu Valley and surroundings: "Raw Materials: (1) Green bark of 'Krigaj Pit'
(also known as 'Swet Varowa', Newari: Bhonlu)." Kfigaj
= paper and plt = fibres.
BEAl'TY, 1962, p. 14: "In Nepal the bark of the particular species of Daphne cannabina, long known as 'The
Nepal Paper Tree' is also called Barua, or sometimes,
Lokta . . ."
TSCHUDIN, 1964. Besides referring to many of the above
names it is said of D. papyracea and D, bholua p. 4: "Die
Hindus nennen beide . setburwa, setburosa . . ." P. 9
concerning Jiri, East No. 2 in East Nepal: "Das Volk
nennt die Daphne Lofo-rug (rug = Baum)." This according to the author includes Edgeworfhiagardneri, and what
seems to be D. bhohta.

..

Present material. Junbesi, East No. 2 in East Nepal:
Tamangs, who were kakadi i.e. paper-makers, called the
plant lokodo. The sherpa Urgen, on the other hand, used
the name dahl which he wrote rdal in Tibetan; but he
used this word principally for the bast. Surprisingly
enough, I never heard any of the many specific Tibetan
names for the Daphne species. Both the Tamangs and
Urgen called paper klgas: Urgen too, like the Tibetans,
called it sjugu (written Sog-bu, properly a piece of paper).
In the Yolrno-district, East No. 1 near Tarke Gyang,
according to Ulrich Sochting, the Daphne species are
called sjugu mendo in Sherpa (from Tibetan jog-bu me-tog
= paper plant, pronounced sjugu meto), lokodo pul in
Tamang (= bast plant) and chargat pul in Nepali (from
klgat pul = paper plant).
In the Kafhmandu Valley I heard lokoda or lokda.
G.B.Shah gives baruwa as the most common term for

the species used, but also mentions lokara and kagare,
adding that the term kPgadi is wrong, and that paper is
called kiigat in Nepali. If one wishes particularly to
indicate Daphne papyracea it is called set baruwa. Finally
Shah states that in East Nepal in East No. 3, as already
mentioned, Daphne bast is sometimes mixed with bast
from the arghali-tree, which is probably identical with

In Nanglihng in rhe Baglung disrricr our paper-maker.
who is a Chetri, called the plant baudoar and he added
that lokodo was an old-fashioned term. ?he two plants
sent from this area were called kdlo (black) baruwa which
is D, bholua and sero (white) baruwa, which is D. papy-

racea.

Daphne involucrata.

Summary
may particularly designate Daphne papyracea. In
the highlands, e. g. among the Tamangs the term
lokoda (dental d) with variants is most frequently
used and both here and in the Middle Range kagate
with variants. Argeli, aryili, arghali etc. seem to
have been used specially to denote Daphne involucrata. Sherpa and Bhotia mostly name the plant
according to their use or special characteristics and
seldom use any commonly adopted names.

The local names of plants are listed below, with
omission of a few uncertain names and of the s p e
cial phonetic signs which are only included in a few
sources. Only where the name refers to a special
species of Daphne is this added.
From the survey it will be seen that comparatively few, really different names have been used
for the various species of Thymelaeaceae in Nepal. In the Middle Range the name baruo with
variants is preferred, often with set in front, which

List of Local Names of Species of Thymelaeaceae
BHUTAN:

deyshing

SIKKIM:

dhenok

NEPAL:
barua
baruwa
baudoar
bhonlu
bhulloo-soang

set baruwa
shedbarwa
letbarwa
swet varowa
set0 baruwa
(often Daphne
papyracea)

kalo baruwa

kagate
kagati
kaghuti
kagaj pat
kagajipat
chargat pul
chota kaghuti
bara kaghuti

lokta
lokda
lokota
lokoda
lokodo
lokodo pul

argeli
aryili
argale~
arbadi
arghali
choto argeli
choto aryili
(often Daphne

lowrug

involucrara)

chuckmaree soah

(Daphne bholua)

gande
KUMAON:
balwa
bhalua
barua

shugu mendo

(Edgeworthia
gardneri)

chamboi
setbarua
set-burwa
set-burooa

NORTH INDIA: set buroa
set baruwa
satpura
setburwa
setburosa

chumlia (Wikstroernia canescens)
latbatisa (Wikstroemia charmejarme)
niggi
mahadeo-ka-phul
jeku

CHAPTER I11

The Literature on Paper-Making

This chapter cites and comments on the literary
sources which mention paper-making in Nepal,
where and by whom the paper has been produced,
its sale etc. In order to avoid repetition and furher
division of the source material the various subjects
will not be treated separately, but a l l sources are
arranged chronologically. The facts that can be
extracted from this material may often seem fragmentary, but taken together they nevertheless give a
good picture of the history of paper in Nepal during the last 150 years, at a time when Nepal still
had very little contact with the West.
MOORCROR, 18 16, p. 379 on Kumaon:

". . . the

Setbard, from which the mountaineers make
a paper that is sold at Srinagar and Almora, and from
thence finds its way into Hindustan although not in large
quantity."

WALLICH, 1820. Wallich's short description of
the paper-making process does not come from his
contacts in Nepal, but from Lieut. M. R. Murray,
who travelled in Kumaon (west of Nepal) and observed the method there. Murray says p. 388:
"After scraping off the outer surface of the bark. what
remains is boiled in fair water with a small quantity of
the ashes of the oak, a most necessary part of the ingredients, which has the effect of cleaning and whitening the
stuff. After the boiling, it is washed and immediately beat
to a pulp with small maUets on a stone, so that when
mixed up in a vat with the fairest water, it has the appearance of flour and water. It is then spread on moulds or
frames made of common bamboo mats."

The method described is very much like the ordinary Nepalese one, yet it is remarkable that bamboo mats were used for the moulds, a material
which has never, or only very rarely, been used
in Nepal for this purpose. Probably they have been

grass mats which are often mistaken for bamboo

mats. Murray furthermore reports:
"It is generally made about one yard square [c. 90 by
90 m.],and of three different qualities. The best sort is
retailed at the rate of 40 sheets for a current rupee F d i a n
R.] and at wholesale 80 sheets. The second is retailed
at the rate of 50 sheets for a current rupee and 100 at
wholesale. The third or a much smaller size, is retailed
at 140 sheets and wholesale 160 to 170 for the rupee."

Wallich obviously received various specimens of
paper besides plants and seeds from Edward
Gardner, Resident in Kathmandu. Wallich writes p.
386:
"The common kind measures generaUy about two feet
square [c. 60 by 60 cm.]. The finest kind measures ten
feet in length by 4 feet in breadth [c. 300 by 120 an.];
and is manufactured chiefly in Dotee, a province to the
eastward of Kumoon."

The province of Doti is situated in westernmost
Nepal (e. g. shown in KARAN, 1960, on the detachable map at the end of his book). Probably
the larger sizes of paper have been produced in
Doti. However, to-day it is only the Baglung area,
also situated in West Nepal, that has a reputation
for making this quality.
Of Daphne Gardneri, i. e. Edgeworrhia gardneri,
it is said p. 390 that the bast from this plant
furnishes:

". . . a material of which a superior sort of paper is made
in Napoul. The process of this manufactory, as well as
the essential qualities of the paper, . . does not differ
from those of the other species."

.

None of my Nepalese acquaintances seem to
know of the finer quality made from this species
and neither have I encountered it. A certain kind
of paper is indeed made of fibres that in all prob-

ability come from Edgeworthia gardneri, but this is
poorly sized and very soft, though it is suitable
for the production of woodcuts. Probably the finer
paper Wallich heard about was the paper made
from Daphne papyracea, said t o be less knotty
and whiter.
HODGSON, 1832. Quite surprisingly, the most
detailed description as yet of the commonest and
undoubtedly the oldest method is the excellent
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page article by Brian H. Hodgson in the "Journal
o f The Royal Asiatic Society o f Bengal." Moreover he is the only one to have investigated the
question of which peoples in Nepal make paper.
H e even discusses the problem of how and by
whom the art reached the country. F o r these
reasons Hodgson's article is quoted below i n full
(minus two foot-notes and a postscript). I t appears
that the method I examined in East Nepal (see
pp. 69-78) is practically identical with the o n e described by Hodgson p. 8-1 1 :
"For the manufacture of the Nipalese paper the following
implements are necessary.
- . but a verv rude construction
of them suffices for the end in view. 1st. A stone mortar, of shallow and wide cavity, or a
large block of stone, slightly but smoothly excavated.
2nd. A mallet or pestle of hard wood, such as oak,
and in size proportioned to the mortar, and the quantity
of boiled rind of the paper plant which it is desired to
pound into pulp.
3rd. A basket of close wicker work, to put the ashes
in, and through which water will pass only drop by drop.
4th. An earthen vessel or receiver, to receive the juice
of the ashes after they have been watered.
5th. A metallic open-mouthed pot, to boil the rind of
the plant in. It may be of iron, or copper, or brass, indifferently; an earthen one would hardly bear the requisite
degree of fire.
6th. A sieve, the reticulation of the bottom of which
is wide and open, so as to let all the pulp pass through
it, save only the lumpy parts of it.
7th. A frame, with stout wooden sides, so that it will
float well in water, and with a bottom of cloth, only so
porous that the meshes of it will stay all the pulp, even
when dilated and diffused in water; but will let the water
pass off, when the frame is raised out of the cistern; the
operator must also have the command of a cistern of
clear water, plenty of fire-wood, ashes of oak, (though I
fancy other ashes might answer as well,) a fire place, however rude, and lastly, quant. sufficit of slips of the inner
bark of the paper tree, such as is peeled off the plant by
the paper makers, who commonly use the peelings when
fresh from the plant; but that is not indispensable. With
these "appliances and means to boot," suppose you take
our seers of ashes of oak [I seer 2.06 Ibs. = 0.934 kg.].

-

put them into the basket above-mentioned, place the
earthen receiver or vessel beneath the basket, and then
gradually pour five seers of clear water upon the ashes,
and let the water drip slowly through the ashes and fall
into the receiver. This juice of ashes must be strong, of
a dark bark-like red colour, and in quantity about 2 Ibs.;
and if the first filtering yield not such a produce, pass
the juice through the ashes a second time. Next, pour
this extract of ashes into the metal pot, already described,
and boil the extract; and so soon as it begins to boil,
throw into it as many slips or peelings of the inner bark
of the paper plant as you can easily grasp, each slip being
about a cubit long [I cubit = 46 cm.] and an inch wide;
(in fact the quantity of the slips of bark should be to the
quantity of juice of ashes, such that the former shall float
freely in the latter, and that the juice shall not be absorbed
and evaporated with less than half an hour's boiling.)
Boil the slips for about half an hour, at the expiration
of which time, the juice will be nearly absorbed, and the
slips quite soft. Then take the softened slips and put them
into the stone mortar, and beat them with the oaken
mallet, till they are reduced to a homogeneous or uniform
pulp, like so much dough. Take this pulp, put it into any
wide-mouthed vessel, add a little pure water to it, and
churn it with a wooden instrument like a chocolate mill
for ten minutes, or until it loses all stringiness, and will
spread itself out when shaken about under water. Next,
take as much of this prepared pulp as will wver your
paper frame, (with a thicker or thinner coat according
to the strength of the paper you need,) toss it into such
a sieve as I have described, and lay the sieve upon the
paper frame, and let both sieve and frame float in the
cistern: agitate them, and the pulp will spread itself over
the sieve; the grosser and knotty parts of the pulp will
remain in the sieve, but all the rest of it will ooze through
into the frame. Then put away the sieve, and taking the
frame in your left hand, as it floats on the water, shake
the water and pulp smartly with your right hand, and the
pulp will readily diffuse itself in an uniform manner over
the bottom of the frame. When it is thus properly diffused, raise the frame out of the water, easing off the
water in such a manner that the uniformity of the pulp
spread, shall continue after the frame is clear of the
water, and the paper is made.
To dry it, the frame is set endwise, near a large fire;
and so soon as it is dry, the sheet is peeled off the bottom
of the frame and folded up. When (which is seldom the
case) it is deemed needful to smooth and polish the surface of the paper, the dry sheets are laid on wooden boards
and rubbed, with the convex entire side of the conch-shell;
or, in case of the sheets of paper being large, with the
flat surface of a large rubber of hard smooth-grained
wood; no size is ever needed or applied, to prevent the
ink from running. It would probably surprise the papermakers of England, to hear that the Kachar Bhoteahs
can make up this paper into fine smooth sheets of several
yards square. This paper may be purchased at Kathmandu in almost any quantity, at the price of 17 annas
sicca [Indian] per dharni of three seers [I R. = 16 annas
and 1 Dharni = 2.7 Seers = 5.56 Ibs.]: and the bricks
of dried pulp may be had at the same place, for from
8 to 10 annas sicca per dharni. Though called Nipalese,

the paper is not in fact made in Nepal proper. It is
manufactured exclusively in Cis-Himalayan Bhote, and
by the race of Bhoteahs denominated (in their own
tongue) Rangbo [DAS, p. 1194: "Ran-yul the country
of ravines; p n . Nepal, Sikkim. Bhutan. etc.. are so
called." Rongpa is the people living south of the Great
Himalayas], in contradistinction to the Trans-Himalayan
Bhoteahs, whose vernacular name is Sokhpot [Sherpa].
The Rangbo or Cis-Himalayan Bhoteeahs are divided
into several tribes, (such as Murmi pamang], Lapcha,
&c. &c.) who do not generally intermarry, and who speak
dialects of the Bhote or Tibet language so diverse, that,
ignorant as they are, several of them cannot efrectually
communicate together. They are all somewhat ruder,
darker, and smaller, than the Sokhpos or Trans-Himalayan Bhoteeahs, by whom they are all alike held in slight
esteem, though most evidently essentially one and the
same with themselves in race and in language, as well as
in religion.
To return to our paper-making,-most of the Cis-Himalayan Bhoteahs, east of the Kali river [Kali Gandaki],
make the Nipalese paper; but the greatest part of it is
manufactured in the tract above Nepal proper, and the
best market for it is afforded by the Nipalese people, and
hence probably it derived its name; a great quantity is
annually made and exported southwards, to Nepal and
Hindustan, and northwards, to Sakya-Ghba, DigarchI
[Shigatse], and other places in Tramontane Bhote [Tibet].
The manufactories are mere sheds, established in the
midst of the immense forest of Cis-Himalayan Bhote,
which afford to the paper-makers an inexhaustible supply,
on the very spot, of the firewood and ashes, which they
consume so largely: abundance of clear water (another
requisite) is likewise procurable every where in the same
region. I cannot learn by whom or when the valuable
properties of the paper plant were discovered; but the
Nipalese say that any of their books now existent, which
is made of Palmira leaves, may be safely pronounced, on
that account, to be 500 years old: whence we may perhaps infer that the paper manufacture was founded about
that time. I conjecture that the art of paper making was
got by the Cis-Himalayan Bhoteahs, via Shassa [Lhasa],
from China. A paper of the very same sort being manulactured at Shassa; and most of the useful arts of these
regions having flowed upon them, through Tibet, from
China; and not from Hinddstan."

The only item in Hodgson's description of the
technique of manufacture which I have not encountered in the paper-making of to-day in Nepal
is the sieve, which he says is placed on top of
the floating mould to keep back the uncooked or
unbeaten, knotty parts of the pulp. The reason
surely is that no one now manufactures much of
the finest sorts, which were so amply produced for
export to Tibet in earlier times. A sieve with the
same function is described and photographed in
"Paper & Prints", 1945, pp. 260-262, where it is
said that it is used by a "Bhutane-Tibetan tribe

inhabiting h e Assam Himalaya immediately east of
the Bhutanese frontier . . . The tribe is called
Monba [or rather Mon-pa, for this name see DAS,
1902, p. 9761."
According to Hodgson the price of paper of the
ordinary quality was "17 annas sicca per dharni
of three seers." 1 R. (Rupee) is equivalent to 16
Amas, 1 R. sicca was then c. 16/13 Nep Rs
(Nepalese Rs) and 1 Seer c. 2 Ibs. Thus about
the year 1830 c. 4'15 Ibs paper cost 1 Nep R.
LEVI, 1905, I, p. 310, quoting CAMPBELL,
1839, states that in 1832-35 one bought 9 kg. rice
per Nep R. in the Kathmandu Valley; i. e. paper
then cost about 4112 times as much per kg. as rice.
Another interesting detail in Hodgson's account
is the sale of dried pulp made into bricks which
may have found their way into both Tibet and
India. On the other hand, it is hardly likely that
it was a normal practice to send dried pulp across
long distances in Himalaya, since the paper itself
must have fetched larger profits. Certainly pulp
bricks are no longer made in Nepal.
Hodgson's remarks about where paper was
made in his time, and by whom, are of special
interest. He says that production takes place exclusively in "Cis-Himalayan Bhote", i.e. by
people who live immediately south of the Great
Himalayas, and mentions as examples Murmi and
Lopcha. Murmi according to p. 21 is mainly the
same as Tamang, the ethnic group which, as my
own investigations show, is still the main paper
manufacturer in Nepal. The Lapchas or Lepchas
live mainly in Sikkim. Finally, Hodgson alleges
that most of "the Cis-Himalayan Bhoteahs" who
live east of Kali Gandaki (precisely the western
limit of the area populated by the Tamang people)
make paper, but that the greater part is produced
north of Kathmandu, the best market. Hodgson's
reflections on when and from where the art first
came to Nepal do not require comment here, as
the subject has already been discussed in chapter I.

CAMPBELL, 1836, p. 225. This source does not
deal with paper-making, but it is interesting because textiles are mentioned made from bast fibres,
by methods that have much in common with
paper-making. According to Campbell the material

is called bhangara and is used as sackcloth etc.
He writes:
"The poorer people of the hills, who subsist chiefly by
woodcutting and carrying, make this cloth in their houses
and wear it. . . . The hill people say that several different
trees furnish the appropriate bark, and that it is necessary
to beat and pound it, as for papermaking."
G. B. Shah writes: "Bhangra is made of coarse
jute. The common hill men also weave the cloth
for their domestic use, making mattresses etc." According to TURNER, 1931, p. 474, the material
is called bhiiiro or bhiingro. On p. 565 we even find
a garment made of bast fibres: "valkal, or b-,
(1.) s. Bark of a tree;-garment made of bark and
worn by ascetics". In Himalaya, as well as in great
parts o f the rest o f Asia, bast fibres were probably used for making ropes, implements and textiles long before our era. Here one merely had to
modify already well-known working processes in
order to make paper.
HOOKER, 1855, p. 181, mentions paper-making
near Dunkotah (Dhankuta in East Nepal).
HODGSON, 1874, 11, pp. 91-121 describes Nepal's trade--i. e. that of the Kathmandu Valleywith India and Tibet, giving much valuable information about the nature and extent of this
trade. In a list, p. 102, of some of the most important articles of export to India with their respective duties, we also find "Bhotea and Nepalese
p a p e r . . . per cent 4 11 1 Nepal Rupee & 3 13 9
Siccas" (indicated in Rupees, Annas and Pies. 1
R. = 16 Annas = 64 Pies). In the lists, op. cit. pp.
105-113, of imports from India we notice that
Indian or European paper does not occur. This
agrees with information from G. B. Shah, that only
in the second half of the 19th century did a few
businessmen begin to import European or Indian
factory-made paper on a small scale.
P. 115 Hodgson states that the price of paper
in Kathmandu was 5-6 Nepalese Annas per Seer
or c. 6 Ibs. per Nep R. Furthermore he estimates
the annual import of paper from North Nepal
to the Kathmandu Valley at 8,500 Nep Rs, the
re-export to the south amounting to 5,000 Nep
Rs. These figures from 1830-31 are interesting,
not least because they give an idea of the number

of paper-making workshops in Hodgson's time. Importation into the Kathmandu Valley, according
to the above, amounted to 8,500 Nep R s which
corresponds to c. 50,000 lbs. Supposing that
each workshop (commonly consisting of husband
and wife) produced an average of 5 Ibs. a day
and 1,000 lbs. a year, the 50,000 Ibs. would be
equivalent to 50 workshops sending their production exclusively to the Kathmandu Valley in Hodgson's time. The greater part of Nepal's paper production, however, went to Tibet, and besides a
certain amount used locally in the mountains,
paper was exported to India by other routes than
those from the Kathmandu Valley. Altogether it
is estimated that about 400 paper-making workshops must have been at work all over Nepal in
Hodgsorz's time, as against not much more than
100 to-day and with a much larger population.
The annual production per workshop is now even
smaller on account of fluctuating demand, restrictions and competition from modem machine-made
paper.
HORNE, 1877. In a 4-page article the material
of Wallich and Hodgson etc. is cited, and the
author deals with the problem of whether Daphne
fibres might be used as a supplement, at a time
when raw-materials were lacking in England. P. 98
Home writes:
"Near the residence of a Llml at Kardang, in LlhDl
[a province east of Simla near the Tibetan border] we
saw a number of Bhotils making paper from the bark
of a tree they say they get in KfillG, called "Bujil," a
species of Daphne."
The short description of the method of production
which follows, i, e. of pouring pulp onto a piece of
cloth stretched under a wooden frame, seems to
correspond to the Nepalese method.
WATT, 1890, p. 22 quotes Dr. Gimlette, Kathmandu:
This paper, justly celebrated for its toughness and durability, is manufactured from two or three forms of Daphtre
and also irom Edgeworrhia Gardneri, the last mentioned
producing the finest and whitest paper [possibly cited
from WALLICH, 18201 . . . The barks of the different
species are generally mixed together, that of Daphnepapyracea being seldom used except for cordage [probably
confused with Daphne involucrata, because paper made

from the bast of Daphne papyracea is the finest and
whitest]. . . . The paper sells in the Kathmandu bazar at
the rate of six annas per twenty-four large sheets. p.e. at
that time one had 200 big sheets at 3 Nep Rs some time
before 1890.1 Dr. Campbell reported in 1837 that the
price was then 160 sheets, per Nepalese rupee, to 400;
or from 9 to 13 Company's rupees per maund [i.e. 15 to
22 Nep Rs per 40 Seers or c. 82 Ibs.]

In other words, some time before 1837, for 1 Nep
R. one bought 160 sheets weighing 3914 Ibs. (each
sheet weighing c. 1 0 g. corresponding to the
good heavy quality of the ordinary size 4 8 by 64
cm.) o r 400 sheets weighing 5'12 Ibs. (each sheet
weighing c. 6 g. corresponding to the thin commonly used quality with big bundles of rough bast
fibres, holes etc.). The paper-makers in Nepal today operate with the same two qualities. We notice, too, that Hodgson's and Campbell's indications
of prices are quite consistent with each other. P.
22:
"The transport to Patna (a distance of 200 miles) he
estimated at R 1-12 [Rupee and annas], and the price
in Patna only a little more than in Catmandoo. This
latter fact he explains by the circumstance of there being
a monopoly of the sale of paper kept up by the Nepalese
Government.
Throughout the greater part of India Daphne paper
may be purchased, so that the manufacture by the hill
tribes must be very extensive. Around Sirnla it is not
made; indeed, the people seem utterly ignorant of the
value of the plant-one of the commonest of wild plants.
They prefer to make their ropes from Grewia opposiri/olia,
and alike neglect the Daphne and the wild hemp. This
seems to be the state of affairs on most of the outer
ranges. At Nagkanda (some 40 miles to the north of
Simla) the writer came across some men carrying loads
of Daphne bark, and was told it was being carried to the
east where it was made into paper. This fact is in support
of Stewart's statement that the Panjib Himilayan tribes
do not make the paper, though it is well known to be
extensively made in Kumaon."
This agrees with the observations of other travellers. Thus Thymelaeaceae paper, in the area
south o f the Great Himalayas, seems to have been
made only to rhe east o f Simla, but thence all the
way along the Himalayan arc to Szechwan.
WESSELS, 1924. In this work on "Early
Jesuit travellers in Central Asia 1603-1721" we
find o n p. 250, the following comment by
Desideri:
"From Yee one passes into regions with a somewhat

more temperate climate, which are called Takp6 [about
150 km. east of Lhasa]. Takpb produces the best kind
of writing paper, which is used throughout Tibet and is
exported to Nepal. It is made of the inner bark of shrubs."
This information from about 1715 is interesting,
but also rather strange, because paper had already
been made in North Nepal for several centuries;
the Takpo-province is also about 5 0 days' journey
from the Kathmandu Valley. Surely this is a question o f an "export" of small quantities o f special
Tibetan paper to Nepal such as Wikstroemia
chamaejasme paper, of which I saw specimens
during a stay in East Nepal.
SMYTHLES, DAWSON & HAVERBECK, c. 1940.
In this booklet about Nepalese stamps there is
mention on p. 5 of the paper on which they are
printed:
"The main raw material is the inner bark of a common
ever-n
shrub (Edgeworrhia Gardneri, a species of
Daphne), that grows in the damp forest at 4,000 It. to
8,000 It. altitude. This inner bark is stripped and collected
chiefly by women and children, who bring it to the villages."
The short description of the manufacture of the
paper which follows will not be cited, as it contains some strange misunderstandings.
"When finally ready, 60 to 70 Ibs. of the paper are made
into loads and carried by men for 20, 30 or 40 miles up
and down the mountain passes to the nearest big town
or market, where it is sold or bartered for other goods,
cloth, salt, matches, oil, and all sorts of articles."
SEN, 1940. A 5-page article about Nepalese paper.
P. 460:
"Paper-making is a fairly wide-extended cottage industry
in Nepal. Districts Nos. 1, 2 and 3 in the East; 'Biglung'
and 'PokhrH' in the West, are noted for the manufacture
of paper. This particular handicraft is never concentrated
with any special caste. Timing, Chattri, Brghman, Newar,
etc., of the said localities earn their livelihood by this
. . . art."
It is true that anybody may start making paper.
However, it is generally the Tamangs who p r e
duce paper in Nepal. But in West Nepal, west of
the Marsyandi-river, where there are hardly any
Tamangs, and in the Kathmandu Valley (where
Sen presumably comes from) other ethnic groups
are engaged in paper-making. I t may be noted,

too, that the author mentions the Tarnangs first,
and moreover that three of the four captions to
photographs of paper-makers specially mention the
Tamang paper-makers.
"This industry has a great market at honie and the Nepal
Government is one of the best patrons of it. Tibetans
import this paper for copying and printing books . . ."
S. N. Sen's brief but well-arranged description of
the method of production is accompanied by drawings of implements and photographs of the papermaker's workshop, which might well be situated
in or near Kathmandu.
P. 461 the names of the paper-maker's tools are
listed: "Nepali equivalent" (transcribed): copper
kettle, ngyamgi kharkalo; stone slab, dhutnga;
mallet, mugro; bamboo churner, mandiini; container where the beaten bast is mixed with water
into pulp, tyalam; ladle, tiipke (TURNER, 1931:
tapke = Iron frying pan); mould, jiilitiina (TURNER, 1931: jiili = net, and tiin = cloth, tissue).
"Raw materials: (1) Green bark of 'KHgaj Pat' . . . (2)
Wood of 'BHnj'; or 'Kharsu'; or 'PhlHnd'; or 'Banset'.
Alkali is made out of the ash of these woods. Of these
"BHnj" is supposed to be the best for the purpose. Process: First stage: Ash of any of the four varieties of wood
(Binj, Kharsu, Phllnd, Banset) is first pressed into a
basket and placed over an earthen jar. Then hot water
is percolated through the ash-the basket serving the
purpose of a sieve. A dark-brown solution is collected
in the jar. This is a sort of carbonated-alkali."
The rest of the process will not be commented on,
as it does not differ from the description from
Tumbu in East Nepal, mentioned in the next c h a p
ter. P. 463:
"When still in solution any dye could be used to make
coloured papers. Vegetable dyes (such as: -Tarmaric to
make yellow; Manjistha to make red; etc., etc.) are the
best and the cheapest."
GONDHALEKAR, 1952, p. 185, writes that the
art of making paper was introduced into Nepal
via Tibet in the 7th century, but no arguments
are given in support of this very early date.
H. R. H. PRINCE PETER O F GREECE AND
DENMARK, 1954.
An article on Tibetan book art. On p. 22 it is
said about the paper:

"Some is also imported from Nepal, Bhutan and Assam,
the best kind even coming from Walung in the extreme
north<astern corner of that Indian state."

RAY, 1956, p. 234. Here it is said that the art
of making paper reached Nepal in the period 7th9th centuries, which is somewhat early and is
moreover unproved.
SPOHEL, 1956. This article in two pages about
paper-making in Nepal is probably the most misleading to be written on the subject. But as the
material has been used by other writers some of
it will be cited and commented on. Both from the
captions, pp. 8 and 9, and from the text, p. 9, it
appears that the author supposes the paper to
have been made from wood shavings:
"Die Baume werden njcht gefat, sondern man spaltet
sie der Unge nach in millimeterstarke SpBne a d . . . . Es
ist das uralte System der Papierbereitung aus Holzstoffaser."
Making paper of such chips requires far more
thorough mechanical and chemical treament than
that which the Himalayan paper-makers have at
their disposal. The mistake is presumably due to
the fact that, at a distance, the dried strips of bast
look a good deal like long wood shavings. P. 9:
"Sie [the paper-makers in one workshop] werden in Laufe
ihres Lebens ein paar tausend BlBtter Papier herstellen.. ."
Each workshop, however, produces c. 2000 sheets
in just one week! The photos show that the process
in question is almost identical with that described
in the next chapter from East Nepal, and the female
paper-maker in the pictures is to all appearances a
Tamang.
BEATTY, 1962. A well-written article of 12
pages about handmade Nepalese paper, but somewhat inaccurate in places and with sweeping statements. Thus it is said on p. 13:

". . . the art was introduced from China and Kashmir
by traders who visited the country regularly."
Where does this piece of information come from?
It is most unlikely that traders brought the art to
Nepal, and it can hardly have come from Kashmir,

where quite different techniques were used (see
e. g. CLAPPERTON, 1934, pp. 47-52).
Concerning the antiquity of the art in Nepal,
W. B. Beatty maintains p. 1 3 that in the Asutosh
Museum in Calcutta there is a block-printed book
dated A. D. 1105:

". . . on paper that originated in Nepal and is distinctly
different from Chinese paper of comparable calligraphic
time. This independent development of paper suited to
printing indicates that paper had been made in Nepal for
some time."
I n the first place it is not block-printed but a
manuscript (see plate 121). Secondly, as shown in
chapter I, there is no question of a n independent
development in Nepal, and so the paper does not
necessarily derive from there, even if other circumstances would seem to indicate that the paper was
made in North Nepal.
W. B. Beatty describes pp. 14-22 the papermaking in Sundarijal, 1 0 km. from Kathmandu (see
map plate 105). The enterprise is owned by Chuda
Bikram Shah, G. B. Shah's father. The author's
vivid description of the manufacturing will not be
quoted and commented o n here, as this will be
treated in detail in the next chapter. But it should
be mentioned, that neither the workshop nor the
methods in Sundarijal represent typical examples of
the original procedures still practised in the mountains. Many special tools had been introduced a
long time before W. B. Beatty visited the small
factory, and many stages in the processes of manufacture had been modified. That does not, however, make the report less valuable. O n the contrary it describes paper-making in Nepal at a n
interesting transitional stage.

PULP & PAPER, 1964, p. 232:
"Population: 10,050,100 (est.). Per capita paper and
paperboard consumption: 2 Ibs. Paper and paperboard
mills: more than 200 small manual mills.
Production (in short tons)
1962 1963
Paper and paperboard
300
360 (est.)
Imports-Exports (in short tons)
Paper and board imports
9600 10100..
The annual production in 1962 of 300 short tons
or c. 270,000 kg. of handmade paper and paperboard, distributed among 200 workshops, would
correspond to an annual production of 1350 kg.

per workshop. However, a yearly production half
this s h , o r 700 kg. per workshop, is closer to the
average, corresponding t o 200 working d a y and
3'12 kg. per day. This might suggest that the yearly
production is overrated, even more so as the number of active workshops was presumably closer to
100 than 200 in 1962.
"-Kathmandu. A paper mill to produce 6000 tons a year
was planned for construction during this year and next
at Nepalgunj on the Indian border, according to Nepol'r
Industrial Development Corp. The corporation reportedly
has also been sponsor of a feasibility study of establishin8
I&ton plants to replace some of the many small handmade paper mills in the country. . . . For instana, rice
straw has been suggested as a raw material for a larlp.
efficient mill . . ."
TSCHUDIN 1964. A sound 7-page article on
paper-making in Nepal, primarily about the fibres
of Thymelaeaceae used. O n p. 6 is mentioned the
production near Jiri in East Nepal, about 5 days'
journey from Kathmandu and Is/* km. above the
model Swiss farm SHAG:
"Mit dem Abschneiden der Zweige und Abschllen der
Rinde und der Entfernung der Bukren, dunkelbraun gfbbten Rindenschicht werden bei Jiri dauernd nvei Leute
beschatigt, desgleichen mit dem Kochen, Waschen und
Schlagn der Rindenmassc und mit deren Weiterverarbeitung m Papier. TPgl~chwerden von diesen vier Leuten
etwa 400 Bogen Papier eneugt, die einen Wert von rund
1600 Peisas brw. etwa 16 Nepal-Rupien oder etwa sFr.
9,50 entsprechen [to-day 1 Nep R. is divided into 100pais].
. . . Die Papiere messen 50 x 60 cm, auch 80 x 100 an[!].
Blatter von 50 x 60 cm wiegen im Mittel 5,s g (1 ma im
Mittel = 18 g). 400 Bogen (= eine Tagesproduction)
wiegen 2,2 kg, was etwa 2.5 kg weikr, innere Daphnerinde entspricht [tor the production of 2.2 kg. of paper,
more than 3.0 kg. of bast strips is needed, see further
p. 2041. Ein Rindenstreifen (innere Rinde) weigt rund
20 g. Fiir 2,s kg Rinde, entsprechend 125 Rindenstreifen.
miissen somit rund 60 Papierstraiicher zur Verfiigung
stehen, wenn je Strauch a d einmal nicht mehr als rwei
Zweige abgeschnitten werden. Man macht kleine Biindel
m zehn Bllttern und grokre m 100 Bliittern. 8OOO B1Btter, entsprechend 44 kg, also zwanzig Tagesleistungen,
bringt ein Trlger in fiinf TagesmBrschen nach der Hauptstadt Kathmandu.
Beim Dorfe Bene am FuDe des Dhaulagiri werden von
Bauern im Nebenverdienst nach dem gleichen Verfahren
Blatter vom Format 59 x 127 cm mit einem Quadratmetergewicht von 25,5 g hergestellt."
In note 1 2 on p. 9 it is said:
"Imnierhin konnte abgeklM werden, daD in Sundarijal
nach dem EingieDverfahren und nicht nach dem Schopf-

verfahren, wie Herr BEA'ITY irrtiimlicherweise amahm,
gearbeitet worden ist. Herr BIKRAM [Chuda Bikram
Shah] hat seincrzeit Papiermacher aus dem Dorfe Bene
am FuBe des Dhaulagiri zugezogen. Sie sind aber wieder
in ihre Heimat zuriickgekehrt.
However, W. B. Beatty undoubtedly saw the
paper-makers in Sundarijal making paper by d i p
ping the frames into the pulp. According to
G. B. Shah there had already been experiments
with new materials and methods (introduced from
Japan by Mr. H. B. Baruwa, see p. 90) before
Beatty visited Sundarijal; for example, instead of
the traditional technique of pouring the pulp into
the mould the technique of dipping the mould
deep into the pulp and slowly lifting it out was
used.
GEORG JAYME and M. HARDERS-STEINHXUSER, 1965. An article of 6 pages discussing
the possibility of wood shavings having been used
for paper-making in Nepal. It quotes, moreover,
several of the above-mentioned sources and refers to
some microscopical analyses of paper from Nepal.
Their chief source on the production of paper
from wood shavings is the book by NORMAN D.
HARDIE: "In Highest Nepal; our life among
the Sherpas" London 1957. N. Hardie writes that
in the village of Thudam in East Nepal (see map
on last page) paper is made in considerable quantities from shavings of spruce and juniper. The
workshop is made entirely of wood with the exception of a stone grinding-plate, and is driven by
water-power. It is described in the text and shown
in a drawing. The wood shavings, it is said, are
pressed into bales, so that they can be transported
to Tibet. The paper is light, strong and somewhat
transparent, with small splinters of wood here and
there (these are also common in Daphne paper!). In
addition to the drawing, the authors reproduce
a photograph of the workshop, pp. 3-4, and some
supplementary information furnished by N. Hardie,
including the remark that: ". . . 1 was told, that
juniper and yew was sometimes used for making
paper."
Finally, Hardie says in a letter of 16th May
1961, after another visit to Nepal in 1960, that

the manufacture of paper from wood shavings had
ceased because the frontier to Tibet had been
closed 15 months earlier, viz. in the autumn of
1959, just after China's definite assumption of
power in Tibet.
H.-Steinhaiiser's investigation, op. cit. pp. 4-5, of
several samples (including a sheet of paper from
Thudam) shows that these are made exclusively of
bast fibres from Thymelaeaceae. However, a sample
of paper sent from Mr. Ove Nordstrand, Copenhagen, consists of three layers, and the inner layer
contains a considerable quantity of conifer cellulose.
Of this sample it is said: "Es ist vie1 eher anzunehmen, dass in diesem Falle, wie von Beatty berichtet,
Altpapier verwandt wurde." This agrees with the
fact that the sample in question was bought in Kathmandu, where paper of this kind was already being
produced at that time. But on p. 5 it is said:
"Trotzdem halten wir es fur sehr wahrscheinlich, daO
diese Kunst des Schleifens von Holz schon seit sehr langer
Zeit in Nepal ausgeubt wurde."
This may be right, but it seems very unlikely that
the use of wood shavings as a raw material for
making paper was an Asian or even Himalayan
invention. N. Hardie has not seen this procedure,
and his description of the paper seems to deal
with the ordinary quality made from the bast of a
species of Daphne. Moreover, I have found no
wood fibres in any of the 500 samples of paper
from Nepal I have examined, apart from paper
made in the Kathmandu Valley within the last 30
years.
Wood shavings from Thudam, however, have
been put to quite another use. Thus BISTA, 1967,
p. 149, writes about the peoples of Thudarn, a
Bhotia-like people:
"To further their economy they made incense by pulping
juniper wood. The incense of juniper has a pleasant scent
in great demand in Tibet. Each of the twenty woodpulping water mills produces about two hundred rupees
worth of incense yearly which is traded across the border.
The mills are owned by individual families of Thudam."
These primitive workshops for the production of incense by pulping juniper wood are very reminiscent
of that described by Norman Hardie.

CHAPTER IV

Field Studies of Paper-Making 1962-1970
This chapter contains my own observations regarding paper-making in East and West Nepal and the
Kathmandu Valley, as well as material placed at
my disposal by Nepalese and European q u a i n t ances. The commonest and oldest method is that
found in East and Central Nepal. It is probably also
the oldest in the world and can be traced back to
the origin o f paper-making in China about 2000
years ago, for which reason it is the most elaborately described. A less widespread method used in
West Nepal is then dealt with. Finally, an account
is given of the methods used in the Kathmandu
Valley, where paper-making is at a transitional
stage.
Imported factory-made paper is by far the most
used nowadays in the greater part of Nepal. But
in many places you will find stalls with piles of
the beautiful reddish-brown, strong, textile-like
paper lying in a comer of the shop, either for sale
or for wrapping the goods sold. Several small workshops also fashion the paper into writing pads, envelopes, albums etc. In Kathmandu it was difficult to learn where the paper was made. Even in
a shop which sold nothing but handmade paper,
they said that it came from the mountains, but
they could not say precisely where.
After a week of preparations in Kathmandu we
set out from the capital to find the paper-makers.
Our little group, which included the Sherpa Urgen
and four porters, followed the south-eastern route
to Okhaldunga in East Nepal, where we had been

told that paper was made. But we did not encounter any paper-making localities during this
first ten days' walk. In Dopu Bazar, two days'
walk north of Okhaldunga, we reached an area
where we were told that paper was normally made,
but that production had just been suspended. The
government's ban (in about 1960) on the removal
of anything whatsoever from the forests without
special permission, in order to prevent ruthless exploitation, was evidently just beginning to be enforced. The paper-makers were thus prevented
from procuring bast and especially wood for drying
the wet paper. With the assistance of an influential
Sherpa we nevertheless succeeded in finding five
paper-making workshops which had not ceased
production.
Finally one late afternoon when we were toiling
up a steep and very densely wooded mountain
slope above Tumbu, near Junbesi, our eyes caught
sight of the thin columns of smoke that disclosed
the paper-makers. Soon we were standing in front
of their huts, and they came forward to greet the
peculiar stranger. They were all Tamangs, shy but
obliging people who lived here in the spell of the
forest
Urgen and I stayed in the Sherpa village Junbesi
(plate 51) about an hour's walk from the papermakers. The subsequent two weeks were spent in
studying and photographing the method of pr*
duction and the huts, as well as questioning the
paper-makers.

A. Paper-making near Tumbu, Solu District (East No. 3)
l . The Region
The Solu district (plate 52) is situated where the
Middle Range and the Great Himalayas meet. The

area is covered with magnificent jungle, and cultivated land is found chiefly along the rivers (plate
51). Solu, Khumbu and Pharak is the main temtory of the Sherpas. Altitudes above 2700 m. are

almost solely inhabited by Sherpas, whereas below
this altitude there are other ethnic groups, mainly
Tamangs.
Two of the most important and probably the
oldest caravan routes of East Nepal cut through
Solu. One leads from Tibet across the Nangpa La
pass to the caravan centre of Namche Bazar in
Khumbu and further via the TakSindhu-temple,
Dopu Bazar and the big village of Okhaldunga to
the south towards India. The other branches off
from this route not far from Ringmo, leading via
Junbesi, Bandar Bazar etc, westwards to Kathmandu.
Paper is preferably made from the inner bark
of Daphne bholua, and in Solu this shrub is very
common. We were told that formerly when the
demand was heavy, paper had been made in many
places in the district, e. g. in Gunikhop, Lapcha,
Juke, Taklor, Tumbu and Gunba (Gunbu on the
map), but now in 1964 it was only made in Tumbu.
We were further informed that the paper-makers,
anyway in the Solu area, were exclusively Tamangs
(calling themselves Kakadi Tamangs).

2. The Huts
Four couples were working near Tumbu, each in
their own workshop, and in a fifth was a young
man with his small brother and sister. Four of the
five huts were by the same steeply falling stream,
while the fifth was a few hundred metres west of
the others. The position of the five workshops is
shown in the site plan, plate 53, in which three of
the workshops (I,
I1 and III) are included. The
photographs plate 54-56 show the character of the
area chosen by the paper-makers. It is situated at
about 3400 m. The workshops themselves, except
V, are shown in plates 57, 59, 60 and 86. Workshops I and I11 were measured and the groundplans are seen in plates 58 and 61.
The paper-makers live in the hut adjoining the
workshop. They move when there is no longer
sufficient wood for the big fire to dry the wet
moulds, i, e. after 3 or 4 months. All paper-makers
are domiciled in villages further down, where they
generally have a farm, which some relatives take
care of while they are away. Urgen and I stayed
mostly in hut I11 with Ganza and his wife Seili, in

order to follow the daily working process more
closely.

3. The Shrub
In this area, as mentioned in chapter 11, besides
bast of Daphne bholua, that of Daphne involucrata and Edgeworfhia gardneri has also presumably been used. However, we only found Daphne
bholua, perhaps the sole species of Daphne growing on the mountain slope near the huts. At an
altitude of 3500 m. it was still a 1112 m. tall
shrub and it may even have grown a few hundred
metres higher up. The paper-makers call all
Daphne species lokodo.

4. Collecting and Cleaning of Bast
One day near his workshop, Ganza demonstrated
how the plant was stripped. He chose plants at
least 1 m. high and 2-3 years old. With a big
kukri knife (for tools, see plates 87 and 88 and
descriptions p. 76) the longest branches were cut
off about 10 cm. above the ground so that the
plant could regenerate, after which the lateral
branches were removed (plate 62). When a bunch
had been gathered Ganza sat down and, grasping
a branch with his right hand, forced the severed
end down into the soil with his left big toe, and
then tore off the bark with his left hand (plate 63).
Subsequently the dark green outer layer was
separated from the almost white inner layer. The
bast was finally cleansed of impurities with a short
knife, chiefly the dark circular spots left from
severed or dead lateral branches (plate 66). It is
easiest to do this work while the bast is still fresh,
as it gets very hard after drying.
Several times I saw women and children cutting
off Daphne branches on the mountain slope where
the workshops were situated, and in many places
we found small heaps of thin, white sticks from the
stripped branches. Ganza, however, mostly bought
the bast in bunches of dried strips from people
who came to his hut, or in Tumbu. It was not
worth his while to collect the bast himself, as there
were not sufficient areas with big shrubs in the
vicinity. He paid 1112 Nep Rs per bunch or 1.30
Eng. sh. for c. 5 lbs. (c. 2.3 kg.). In such a bunch,

chosen at random, I counted 104 strips, which
would be the cuttings from about 40 shrubs. The
strips were 0.9 to 1.6 m. long (average 1.3 m.),
therefore the plants must have been 1.3 to 2.0 m.
high. Plate 64 shows a woman bast collector on
her way to Tumbu with a big bunch of bast strips.

5. Division of Work
The paper-makers do not adhere to any fixed timetable during the day's work. Their procedure is
to some extent dependent on the weather, the
quality of the paper to be made, whether pressing
orders exist and so forth. Normally, paper is
scooped every morning from a portion of bast that
has been cooked and beaten on the previous day.
The scooping process is continued in the afternoon,
but from a portion of bast cooked and beaten in
the morning of the same day, while at the same
time still another portion is prepared for the next
morning. As we shall see, there is a marked division of labour between husband and wife, and the
work is adjusted so that neither of them has to
wait for the other.

6. Soaking and Rinsing
12 hours before being cooked the bast is put in
the mountain stream in front of the workshop to
soak (plate 65). The bast strips are then rinsed to
remove sand and earth particles, and hung over
a branch. If necessary dark stains and the circular, knotty thickening in the bark from lateral
branches are cut off once more, especially if a
particularly fine, white paper is to be made.
Finally a portion corresponding to one bunch or
about 5 lbs. (2.3 kg.) is put into a big copper
cauldron (plate 69), standing on the hearth inside
the hut.

cm.,see plate 67); they are renewed every three
days. Early in the morning before the big drying
f i e outside is lighted, the basket is fiUed about
two-thirds full of ashes (preferably from Quernrs),
or with 5 to 10 kg. The lye is then made by pouring water into the basket at intervals all day long;
it oozes through the ashes dissolving their alkalies.
The lye' of ashes then passes through the rhododendron leaves, drips from the bottom of the
basket and collects as a red-brown liquid in the
wooden vessel on which the bamboo basket stands.
(The pH value of the liquid was 12.5 to 13.5.) If
the lye is not red i. e. alkaline enough, part of it is
scooped up into the basket once more.
The paper-makers call the rhododendron shrub, which
grows everywhere on the mountain slope, gurance.
TURNER, 1931, p. 145, writes: "guris, or go&, s. The
name of various kinds of rhododendron . . .-cim81 go
Rhododendron arboreum." Urgen on the other hand called
it dogmar, which is probably derived from Tibetan and
simply means "plant red". i. e. the plant with red leaves.
The paper-makers did not quite agree as to what purpose the leaves served besides being a kind of filter, and
in V, the westernmost hut, they were not used at all. Urgen
wrote later: "The dahl bast strips] are of two kinds; one
is white and the other yellow. . . . The white dahl has
white and purple flowers [Daphne bholua]. Paper made
from white dahl is fine and white. Yellow dahl only has
whte flowers [possibly Daphne involucrata]; paper made
from yellow dahl is thick and brownish. . . . The papermakers put gurance only in yellow dahl to make the
paper red, and any dirty substance contained in the liquid
[the pulp] will disappear." However, according to my
observations most of the paper-makers, even if they only
used Daphne bholua bast, also used rhododendron leaves.
The leaves undoubtedly colour the paper. Comparing
pulp and paper made in LI and III where the leaves were
used, with samples from V where they were not used, it is
quite obvious that both pulp and paper from V are more
white than from II and III. It is, however, not inconceivable that the leaves serve other purposes which are
now forgotten, and their use has survived as part of the
paper-making tradition. The following possibilities may
be considered:

7. The Cooking (Digesting) Lye

1). The plant is sacred. According to I. Kawakita (cf.
KIHARA, 1957, pp. 112, 127 and 130) rhododendron
leaves are used at several religious ceremonies, though
rarely, as in our case, in the Buddhist highlands.

The liquid to disintegrate the lignin substances
which bind the fibre bundles together is prepared
in the following way: A bunch of about a hundred
leaves of Rhododendron arboreum (plate 68) are
placed in an almost cone-shaped bamboo basket
(inner depth and diameter at the top both 45

2). The sap of the leaves is poisonous. The leaves of
several rhododendron species are poisonous and the
extract from these could coneivably make the paper
poisonous too, and thus protect it against attacks from
insects. However, cultivation on Petri glasses of samples
of paper from Tumbu and other sites showed no significant differences in the growth of various cultures.

3). The sap contains deflocculation agents. For more than
1300 years the mucilage of various plants has been used
in China and Japan as an admixture to the pulp. Thus it
h a becn possible to make the scoopitrg of the paper easier
and the sheets more unvorm in thickness, bccause these
interesting compounds, even in extremely snroll amounts,
reduce the formotion of trr/ts ondflocks. By no means all
plant mucilage possesses this useful efCect. In Japan, for
instance, an extract from the roots of Hibiscus manihot
is applied for the purpose. Also in the Kathmandu Valley
a similar admixture is known and used; here it is the
sap of the Daphne bast fibres themselves that supplies
the mucilage (see further p. 86). The rhododendron leaves
are certainly thick and could contain such agents, but in
our case the sap is not pressed out of the leaves and added
to the pulp. The lye of ashes just oozes through the leaves
and the red-brown liquid is then boiled for some hours,
so that most of the mucilage presumably decomposes, and
the deflocculation effect from the sap of the rhododendron
leaves is therefore probably negligible during the scooping
of the paper.

8. Cooking (Digesting)
8 or 9 full vessels of the lye of ashes (c. 20 litres)
are poured into the big cauldron (diameter c. 40
cm., height 28 cm. and contents about 33 litres)
so that the liquid just covers a big bunch of bast
or 5 Ibs. The cauldron is put on the hearth in the
hut itself (plate 69).
The cooking lasts 3112 to 4112 hours. It takes that
long because at this altitude (c. 3400 m.) the pressure is only about 213 of that at sea level. The boiling point of the lye was measured at 88O centigrade which means that since the chemical reaction rate is reduced to about one half of what it
would be at sea level, the cooking time must be
approximately doubled.
The bast strips are turned a few times with a
forked stick during the cooking and if necessary
more lye is added. Ganza decided whether the
cooking was finished by testing with his fingers
whether the bast strips could be easily divided both
lengthwise and transversely.

9. Rinsing
When the cooking is over, the cauldron is moved
to a thick wooden slab opposite the hearth, where
it is turned upside down so that the remaining lye,
c. 15 litres, trickles away from the bast strips. The
liquid is now dark red and thick. The steaming
hot mass of bast is cleansed of its worst impurities,

which only takes 5 minutes. Ganza used his hands
for this work as they were horny from the labour
of wood cutting and almost insensitive to the hot,
alkaline liquid.

10. Beating
The beating of the bast takes place on the above
mentioned wooden slab, and in this district it is
always executed by men (plate 70). It is hard work.
In order to be able to hammer nearly uninterruptedly for the I-Il/e hours required for the beating process, the paper-makers shift their wooden
mallet now and then from one hand to the other.
Moreover, the beating is carried out in such a way
that all parts of the mass are equally covered.
First the mass is beaten until it is quite flattened
in the middle, then the far section of the mound
at the circumference thus produced is lifted with
a sweeper towards the middle and beaten, whereupon the near section is lifted towards the middle
and beaten, and finally the right and left sections
are treated in the same way. This five-stage cycle
is repeated, so Ganza told us, about 5 times in the
course of the 1114 hours when making paper of
the ordinary quality. The bast fibres for the best
quality have to be beaten one and a half times as
much, i. e. for over 2 hours.

11. Rinsing and Mixing with Water
When the beating of the bast strips is finished the
mass is carried out to an upright hollow log-the
mixer, which stands to the right of the scooping
basin. About 50 litres of water have previously
been poured into the mixer. The bast mass is now
crumbled into it, and at the same time cleansed
of impurities which are thrown away, while solid
lumps of bast go back to be beaten with the next
portion.
The pulp is then produced by mixing the beaten
bast mass and the water thoroughly, passing a
mixer up and down quickly through the cylinder
(plate 71). The mixer consists of two bamboo canes
bound together and each split in two at one end.
The four legs thus created are kept extended by
means of a cross (plate 88). This implement combined with the container is in principle somewhat

reminiscent of the Tibetan butter-tea chum used
everywhere in Nepal by people of Tibetan culture,
i, e. by Bhotia, Sherpa etc. This is hardly coincidental and once more indicates from where this
method of making paper reached Nepal. After the
mixing, which later has to be repeated now and
then, a certain part of the pulp is placed in a smaller wooden trough which can hold about 12 litres
of pulp and stands directly to the right of the basin.
(The pH value of the pulp was now about 9.)
The cooking and beating was done by Ganza
(in the meantime Seili scooped and dried paper
made from an earlier prepared portion of pulp).
Then Seili normally undertook the working up of
the pulp into paper. Only if she was behind in her
work did Ganza carry out the final cleaning and
the mixing with water. Moreover he scooped paper
and took care of the drying of the paper when Seili
stopped to eat.

12. Scooping
Seili took 3 or 4 moulds, put one into the basin
and leaned the others to the right against the
mixer. The moulds are simple wooden kames. In
each of the long sides two holes have been made
for the two short sides which are secured with
wooden wedges. A prinlitive, wide-meshed piece
of coarse flax-like, locally made fabric is extended
under the frame, to which it is attached with
bamboo sprigs (plate 87). The cloth, according to
G. B. Shah, is made of "the nettle", perhaps the
plant which according to TURNER, 1931, p. 610
is called sisnu "The nettle Girardinia heterophylla."
Seili squatted in front of the basin and filled a
wooden scoop with pulp from the trough, which was
poured into the mould floating in the middle of
the basin. During the pouring the paper-makers
used their left hand as a sprinkler (plate 74). With
her hands held like two rakes she spread the pulp
by making fast circular movements of the hands,
the finger tips being thrust only just a little below
the surface of the water and under no circumstances touching the cloth (plate 72). Thus the
plant fibres are stirred up, distributed over the
whole mould, and settle in a fairly uniform layer
on the mesh. In the mornings and on cold days,
when the water in the basin was cold--even in the

middle of the day it was only 8'-10" centiflad*
bey used small bamboo stirrers in hut I and 11 to
distribute the pulp (plate 88).
10 to 15 seconds after the pulp has been poured
into the mould, it is slowly raised from the basin
in about 10 seconds with some characteristic tossing movements of the frame (plates 73 and 75).
First one side or corner and then another is lifted
a few centimetres above the water which causes
the water to flow to and fro over the surface of
the film of pulp. By these means small currents
are set up in the mould which further distribute
the fibres; this is necessary if a uniformly thick
sheet of paper is to be produced. Nevertheless, holes
could form in the tangled layer of bast fibres on the
mesh, and if this happened Seili put the mould back
into the basin, taking a little extra pulp which she
poured over the hole, again dishibuting the fibres
and lifting the mould. Finally, the wet mould was
leaned against a stick standing in the left side of
the basin.
The distribution of the pulp and the lifting of
the mould are the most difficult parts of the pr*
cess of paper-makiig. Ganza said that it required
years of training before one really learned to scoop
the paper, and also that Seili was much more
skilled at this work than he was.

13. Drying
Even on sunny days it is seldom really warm at
this altitude, so the paper has ro be dried by a big
fire. This was done by placing the moulds with
the wet paper sheets against 7 thin sticks arranged
in a semicircle around the big fire just behind the
basin (plate 78). The paper-makers here used 10
moulds, in three batches of 3, 3 and 4 moulds, so
that while pulp was scooped in one batch, the two
others were drying round the fire.
The moving of the moulds was done as quick as
lightning and in a way that seems at first rather
complicated. We leap into the middle of the process, and assume that 3 moulds have just been
scooped and are dripping off to the left of the seat,
and also that the remaining 7 are drylng around
the fie. Then Seili rises and moves all 10 moulds
(plate 78) with the following result:

1) 3 now dry moulds, which were standing just

in front of the fire where the heat is strongest,
have been placed to the right of the basin.
2) 4 only half-dried moulds are turned 180°, but
so that the paper side still faces the fire. During
this turning of the moulds, 3 of them have been
moved from their outer places to the three
empty places in front of the fire, while the
fourth stays where it is and has only been
turned.
3) 3 dripping wet moulds are moved to the outer
places at the fire.
Actually the placing of the moulds was only partly
carried out in the order given above, the order
being in fact "mixed", so that, for example, 2
dry moulds may be moved to the right of the basin,
2 half-dry moulds turned and placed in front of
the fire, the third dry mould moved to the right of
the basin etc. These manoeuvres are of course
meant to ensure the even drying of all the paper
sheets. The turning may also ensure that the
upper part of the sheets does not get too thin,
because the still wet fibres might flow a little
downwards. When Seili replaced the moulds in
front of the fire, she moved her palm over the
cloth to loosen the paper on the other side.
Finally she removed the sheets from the cloth
with her hands. This has to be done with great
caution, as the paper is apt to stick to the cloth
(plate 77). The paper sheets are hung on a bamboo
holder, placed on the wall of the hut (plate 7 9 ) .
Seili did not take many rests in the course of
the day. During the scooping and shifting of the
moulds the pulp had to be mixed and poured into
the small trough, more wood put on the big fire etc.
On the average 18 minutes passed from the moment Seili poured pulp into a batch of moulds,
until she refilled the same moulds, i. e. about 12
minutes is allowed for the drying of the paper.
Seili scooped paper from about 7 a. m. till 5 or
6 p. m. With the 10 moulds about 30 sheets an
hour or 300 sheets a day were thus produced. In
hut I they said they were able to make 500 sheets
a day, because they used a larger drying f i e and
were more experienced.

14. Wood-Cutting
Large quantities of wood are required for the
drying of the paper. When Ganza was not watching the cooking of bast or beating it, he was busily
cutting wood and taking it down to his workshop.
So much wood is consumed, that the forest around
the huts already had great gaps in it. Oak was
preferred for the fire (here Quercus sernecarpifolia,
in Nepali kharrsu and in Tamang baem) besides
birch (here Bef~tlaufilis, in Nepali budsopath).
Wood-cutting is hard work. With an axe, where
the blade was only 8 cm. broad, Ganza felled trees
of up to one metre's thickness and divided the
trunks into pieces about 1 - 1 1 1 2 metres long (plate
76). The trees are felled near the huts or above
them. Cleared tracks, 3 - 4 metres broad, lead down
through the steeply sloping forest to each of the
huts, so that the logs may slide down conveniently
to 5-10 metres from the drying fire.

15. Folding
A couple of times a week the paper sheets were
folded. Ganza sat down cross-legged in front of a
big heap of paper (plate 80). Each of the two short
edges of 10 sheets together were folded to the
middle of the sheets and then again folded on this
symmetrical line. 20 X 10 such folded sheets were
tied with a thin strip of bast into a bundle.

16. Production and Sale
Here only one size is normally made measuring
c. 50 by 65 cm. and in 3 or 4 qualities (see table
p. 226):
1. Sakari. The ordinary quality has a basis weight
of 15-20 (weight in grams of one square metre).
The production of 250 takes 5 lbs. of bast. A
distinction is made between two subqualities,
viz. good and bad sakari. Both qualities are thin
and rather brownish, but in a bundle of the
inferior kind there are many very thin and
defective sheets with cracks, holes, impurities
and big lumps of bast. Price: bad sakari 5-6
Nep Rs per 200 sheets; good sakari 7-9 Nep
Rs.

-

2. BCikiigo (from bZi = 2 and kiigat paper). The
basis weight is 22-27 (g./m.e), so the paper is
only a little thicker than the ordinary quality,
but cleaner. Price: 10-13 Nep Rs per 200
sheets.
3. Sumsjang (presumably from Tibetan gsum = 3,
pronounced sum). The paper is thick and only
faintly brownish. Ganza characterised it as being fit for writing on both sides and added that
the production of 250 sheets consumes about
10 Ibs. of bast strips. This is consistent with
the basis weight being 33-35 or nearly twice
that of the ordinary quality. Price: 14-15 Nep Rs
per 200 sheets. (With regard to other properties
of the three qualities see the tables pp. 226 and
227. Photographs of qualities seen in transparcncy, see plates 183-185.)
Ganza said that many sheets of sumsjang had been
scooped earlier (before 1959), but that now sakari
paper was produced almost exclusively. Ganza and
Seili made a little over 300 sheets a day on the
average, or with 25 days of production a month
about 8000 sheets, which fetched a little less than
300 Nep Rs. This is in keeping with Ganza's statement that they had 200 Nep Rs a month with
rain and bad prices, and 400 Nep Rs with fine
weather and good prices.
Ganza made most of the tools himself. Cloth
for the moulds he bought in Bhandar Bazar (East
No. 2, see map plate 52) at 2 Nep Rs a piece.
The wooden frames came from the local bazaar.
The greatest expense was the cost of bast, 1112 Nep
Rs per bunch (5 lbs.), which reduced their net
profit to about 200 Nep Rs per month. As they
worked from 6 a. m, till 6-7 p. m., the rate by the
hour was about 0.30 Nep Rs or 0.25 Eng. sh.
On Fridays, when Ganza often went to Dopu
Bazar, Seili stayed in the hut and tidied up. The
cloth was removed from the wooden frames and
boiled in the same red-brown lye of ashes in which
the bast was cooked. Seili said that if they did
not do this once every 7-10 days there would be
holes in the paper sheets, evidently because the
cloth would by then be filled with impurities.
Furthermore she had to darn the holes etc. These
repairs are in fact often to be seen as a sort of
watermark in the paper.

Finally Ganza stated that they only made paper
4-5 months evcry year, from the end of February
to some time in July. Yet they somelimes worked
beyond this period, when traders ordered larger
quantities. Otherwise they sold the paper (by
weight, see plate 81) to buyers who visited the hut,
in Dopu Bazar or in the nearby villages. That year
(1964) they did not think they would be permitted
to continue beyond the middle of May on account
of the new laws concerning the state forests, and
this proved to be the case.

17. The Constructionof Workshops
The choice of a site for the workshop depends
first and foremost on easy access to sufficient
quantities of big oak logs for the drying fire, which
must bum regularly all day long. Water too is
necessary. As will be seen from the site plan (plate
53) huts I, 11, 111 and IV are placed a few metres
from the same steeply falling stream. Lf necessary
the water may be led through canals quite a long
distance to the workshop, as was the case with hut

v.
The two ground-plans and the photographs reveal
that none of the workshops are arranged in quite
the same way. But it is worth noticing that the position of the basin, the churn, the vat and the big
drying fire is the same in all the workshops, just as
they all used 10 moulds and the same took. The
most primitive was the uppermost workshop, IV,
where they were still beginners in the trade.
Ganza said that the building of the hut and
the arrangement of the workshop (hut III) had
taken a week to accomplish, and had taken place
in the beginning of March. The big drylng fire had
to be covered in the middle of April, as there were
then showers every day. In the middle of July, he
said, they got so heavy that he usually had to stop
production, although it continued in a few places
during the whole of the monsoon (which lasts from
about the end of June till the middle of September). So great is the consumption of wood for the
drying fire that the paper-makers have to move
with their tools to another place every 3 4 months
and build a new workshop there. Strolling one day
across the mountain slopes I came across the r e

mains of many former paper-making workshops.
In one place they had even built two adjoining
workshops.

18. Tools
The size and weight of the paper-makers' tools are
indicated below together with the hut to which they
belonged. The species of wood used will be mentioned in the next section. Photographs of the tools
are shown in plates 87 and 88.
Pan of iron with handle, for carrying ashes and pulp;
length 40 cm. ; diameter of vessel 18 cm.; 740 g. ;111.

19. Species of Wood Used for Huts and Tools
The paper-makers in hut I were questioned about
which species of wood they had used for building
their hut and for tools; Urgen wrote down the
names and I the pronunciation. A few weeks later
we visited the place once more and photographed
the various trees and shrubs with the assistance of
a Tamang whom we met near the workshop. A
couple of species remain unidentified.

Quercus semecarpifolia Smith.

Forked stick for stimng bast strips; length 89 cm.; 500 g.;
111.

Nepali: written kharrsu, pronounced khoarsu. Tamang
pronounced baena. BRANDIS, 1911 , p. 625: "Q. semecarpijblia. Vem. . . kharshu, Hind. Himalaya
. occasionally to 12,000 ft." TURNER, 1931, p. 131: "khosro,
s. . . . Q . sernecarpifolia." According to wood anatomist
E. Tellerup: mallet head of Quercus sp.

Mallet for beating bast; total length 44 cm.; handle 40
cm.; head 25 cm.; total weight 650 g.; head 560 g.; 111.

Application: firewood (big logs, high heating value),
foundations, mallet head and bearing slab (hard and tough).

Sweeper used during the beating of the bast strips; length
47 cm.; 130 g.; 111.

Betula utilis Don

Cauldron of copper; outer diameter 42.3 cm.; inner 39.3
cm.; inner depth 28.0 cni.; 111.

Pulp mixer; length 125 cm., cross 19 by 19 cm.; 230 g.;
111.
Mould; total length 106 cm.; exterior of the frame 53 by
68 cm. (interior same size as the sheet of paper); 1210 g.;
111.
Mould; total length 106 cm., exterior of the frame 53 by
68 cm. ; 750 g.; I.
Pulp ladle of wood; length 28.5 cm.; contents about 325
cc., maximum 375 cc.; 200 g.; 111.
Pulp bowl of bronze; diameter 14 cni.; contents about
300 cc., maximum 350 cc.; 270 g.; 111.
Pulp stirrer of bamboo with four legs and a cross; length
25 cm., cross 8 f/Z by 8 f/Z cm.; 30 g.; 11.
Pulp stirrer of bamboo, split at one end into many legs,
separated from each other by a cork; length 25 cm.;
50 g.; I.
Kukri; length with sheath 48 cm., without 46 cm.; weight
with sheath 1100 g., without 830 g.; 111.

The paper-makers also use: an axe for the felling of trees,
length about 70 cm. and blade 8 cm. broad; an ash
scraper. length about 130 cm.; and a poker, length about
200 cm.

.

..

Nepali: written blicopar, pronounced budsopath. BRAN. Bhuja pat.
DIS, 1911, p. 622: "Berula urilis, Don.
Nep. . . Himalaya 10-14,000 ft." TURNER, 1931, p,
479: "bhuja-patra, s. Bark of the birch (used for writing
on)."

..

.

Application: firewood (big logs, high heating value).

Tsuga brunoniar~aCarr.

Nepali: written dinri, pronounced dinggrae. BRANDIS,
1911, p. 693: "Tsuga Brunoniana, Carr. -Syn. Pinus Brunoniana Wall. . . . Vern. Tengre Salla, Nep.", Himalaya
up to 3,000 m.
Application: roof beams, vessel for the lye of ashes, pulp
container (rhe churn), "pipeline" for water (as it is easily
hollowed out), head of ash scraper, sirring board at basin.

A bies spectabilis Spach.
Nepali: written ghobir (ghobri), pronounced gaubrae.
BRANDIS, 1911, p. 692: Here three species are mentioned under Abies: "3. The East Himalayan Silver Fir.
Sikkim 10-13,000 ft." AcVem. Gobre Salla, Nep.;
cording to BOR, 1953, it is Abies specrabilis. According
to E. Tellerup the pulp ladle is of Abies sp., probably A.
Pindrow or A. specrabilis.

...

Application: frames for moulds ( I ) , pulp ladle (III), upper
foundorions of the hur (light wood, highly resinous).

to Kitamura in KIHARA, 1955. Rhamnus purpurea is
called ku-run in Tibetan.

Pinus excelsa Wall.

Nepali : written s a b , pronounced salla. BRANDIS, 1911,
p. 689: "Pinus excelsa, Wall.
. Leaves in clusters of
live." P. 690:
. . up to 12,500 feet . . ." P . 690: "P.
longi/olia, Roxb. . . . Leaves in clusters of three. . . . Occasionally to 7,500 It."

..

".

Application: trough, framing of water basin, walls (light
and easily hollowed out, resinous).

Application: firewood for cauldron (easily combustible,
dries easily).

A rundinaria sp. (? racemosa Munro).
Nepali : pronounced ma. BRANDIS, 1911, p. 664: "Arundinaria racemosa, Munro;
Vem. Ma-ling, Nep. . . .
East Nepal and Sikkim 68,000 ft. . . . is largely used for
mat-making, for the roofs of houws, for fences etc. .
Gambles unites it with a small high-level bamboo asomding to 12,000 ft."

...

..

Pinus longifolio Roxb.

According to wood anatomist E. Tellerup the frame for
mould (111) is of a kind of Pir~us,probably Pinus longijblia.

Application: mars for roofs, pulp mixer, pulp stirrer etc.

Viburnum erubescem Wall.

The following two
unidentified:

Nepali: written asari, pronounced asarae. Tamang: pronounced sjinga, possibly from Tibetan Siri-dkar = white
tree (pronounced sjingkar), which is in keeping with the
very light colour of the trunk. BRANDIS, 1911, p. 363:
" V. erubescem, Wall. . . . A small deciduous tree .
Wood close grained . . . Himalaya from Kumaon eastwards, in Sikkim . . . 610,000 ft." Drawing in Brandis
consistent with photograph. TURNER, 1931, p. 28:
"aslre, old asirhe, adj. . . V. erubescens."

. .

.

Application: supporting rafters for roofs, supporting sticks
for moulds around the dryingfire, poker ere. (still, resistant
to heat).

Rosa sericea

Lidl.

Nepali: written supar or sumpar, pronounced sumbath.
BRANDIS, 1911, p. 288: "Rosa sericea, Lindl. . . . A
large shrub . . . with hard close gained wood . Flowers
white or pink . . Himalaya 7,500-14,000 It." Description
consistent with photograph.

..

.

Application: supporting sticks for moulds around the
drying fire (does not bend when exposed to strong heat
from fire).

kinds of wood have remained

Nepali: written klikurpdikii, pronounced kukurpeile
(named from the shape of the leaf, which is palmafilobate.
krikur being a dog and pdilo a footprint, thus the footprint of a dog).
Application: supporting rafter for roojs, supporting posts
for walls, handle of mh scraper.
Nepali : pronounced silingae.
Application: supporting rafters for roo/, handle of mallet.
Even if the huts and tools are simple, it is obvious
from the above that the paper-makers are familiar
with many kinds of wood and their special uses.
For many centuries the Tamangs have occupied
the extensive forests and jungles of East and Central Nepal, and many of them have made a living
by gathering and working wood, and selling wood
products-including
paper.

20. The Paper-Makers
I n the lowest-situated hut a married couple

Acer bookeri Miq.

Hut I .

Nepali: written kairi, pronounced kasjing. Brandis, 1911,
p. 181 : "Acer Hookeri, Miq. ; Lal Kabashi, Nep. Sikkim,
Bhutan. 7-10,000 ft." According to E. Tellerup the forked
stick is from a kind of Acer.

worked from March till September and produced
up to 500 sheets a day. They had made paper for
15 years and were the quickest and most skilful
of the paper-makers.

Application: Fork for turning the bast strips during cooking. (According to Ganza the wood has to be seasoned for
5 years.)

Hut 11.

Rhamruts purpurea Edgw.

Nepali: pronounced tinbur. Tamang: written kriupm.
pronounced kurung. BRANDIS, 1911, p. 173: "Rhamnus
purpureus, Edgw. . . . A middle-sized tree, . . Outer
North-West Himalaya, . ., 4,500-10,000 ft." According

.

.

Here lived a married couple with two
small children. Like the other paper-makers they
bought bast in the village. Once there was bast
enough, they said, but now one had t o travel a
day's journey to find it in abundant quantities.
Usually they worked from the beginning of March
to the end of September, i. e. for nearly 7 months,

and produced about 400 sheets a day. Before 1959
they had often made sumsjang, the best quality,
one year even exclusively. This accords with the
fact that export to Tibet has been drastically reduced since 1959. The couple had made paper for
12 years. She was 14 years old and he was 15
when they first learned the craft. He had learned it
from his father, who had in turn learned it from his
father. They came from the village of Lothing (possibly Lodimkhani, see map plate 52), where his
father took care of their small farm while they were
away.
Hut I I I . Seili had learned the craft at the age of
14 and was now about 20 years old. She said that
all her family had been paper-makers for as many
generations back as anyone could remember. Ganza
her husband, Seili's cross-cousin, was 21 years old,
born out of wedlock and did not know his father.
Ganza had learned the craft at the age of 19 from
his mother, who had learned it from her mother
when she was 15 years old.
They owned 13 cows and some land, where they
grew potatoes, onions etc. When the married
couple made paper, the family took care of the
farm, which lay in Lothing. They ate barley, rice,
maize and onions, but like Bhotias and Sherpas
they do not care for vegetables or fruits. On special
festive days they had chicken and chang (fermented barley). They considered paper-making a
rather hard job and would gladly have given it
up if they had had enough land.

Hut IV. Here two brothers and a sister were
working. The oldest, Sangebahadur, a young man
of 20, beat the bast and cut wood for the drying
fire, while the brother of 15 scooped paper and
the sister of 10 looked after the drying of the

paper. They hoped to produce about 300 sheets
a day and said they got 5-6 Nep Rs for 200 sheets.
The quality of their paper was decidedly the most
inferior of the five workshops. To get the initial
capital they had associated themselves with a
Sherpa "lama" (a lay monk, not to be confused
with a real lama), who also procured bast and the
cloth for the moulds from Bhandar Bazar. Sangebahadur said that they had learned the art from
their parents, that their father had died, and that
they were now living with their mother in the house
of their paternal grandfather in Boaldo, where they
had a few cows etc.
Hut V . In this hut, which lay 200-300 metres
west of hut I, a married couple worked. They lived
here with their two small children and a goat. The
man, Lhakpadordje, was 24 years old, and, incidentally, the brother of Seili (hut 111). He said that
they usually worked from the middle of March till
the middle of September, and also that they were
obliged to move to another area every 3-4 months
in order to find enough big logs for the drying fire.
They produced up to 400 sheets a day and got
5-6 Nep Rs for 200 sheets. Here, too, they said
that bast was bought in Tumbu and the cloth for
the frames in Bhandar Bazar. The previous year
they had worked near Dakto, but they were told
in the village that they would not be allowed to
continue there because they damaged the forest,
so they had moved to Tumbu.
Lhakpadordje finally stated that he had made
paper for 8 years and his wife for 7, and also that
all the family had once been paper-makers, but
that only one other out of the 9 brothers and
sisters made paper now (i. e. Seili). The whole family
lived in the same house in Lothing and did a little
farming.

B. Paper-making near Jiri, District of Melung (East No. 2).
Ib Heller, a Danish journalist, visited some papermakers near Jiri in 1964 and has very kindly let
me see his notes concerning the paper-makers
there. Ib Heller gives the following information.
Three married couples had each established
their workshop on a junglecovered mountain slope

about 4 hours' walk from Jiri. Usually they bought
the bast in the valley and they cut it themselves
only when they could not buy it. They paid 1 Nep
R. per "armload", probably 5 lbs.
For making the lye of ashes, they used a mixture of ashes from the trees dingri (or dingae) and

kmru (or kusm), preferably in the proportion 3 to 1.

We recognise these names from Tumbu (p. 76),
and they seem to signify respectively Tsuga brunoniana Carr. and Quercus semecarpifolia Smith.
The ashes were put in a kerosene can in the
bottom of which many small holes had been made.
Water was poured over the ashes, and the alkaline
liquid oozed slowly into a wooden jar upon which
the can was placed. The bast strips were cooked
for 5-6 hours and the beating took 2 4 hours, depending on how fine the paper was to be.
The moulds (plate 89), like all the other tools,
seem to correspond exactly to those used near Turnbu. The size of the paper was about 50 by 60 cm.
Here the paper-making couple visited used 14-15
moulds, obviously with four batches of 3 or 4
moulds each, so that 10-12 moulds (3 batches)
would always be round the fire.
The division of labour does not altogether correspond to that in Tumbu. In the morning the
paper-maker Dil cut wood and took it to the drying
fire, while his wife Mangari beat a portion of bast,
cooked on the previous day, and took care of the
children. About noon she mixed the bast mass with
water, and he scooped paper for the remainder of

the afternoon, while she changed the moulds at
the drying fire and removed the paper from the
moulds.
The couple only made 200 sheets a day, and
for this they received 5 Nep Rs, i. e. less than 4
Nep Rs a day net profit, corresponding to an
hourly income of c. 0.20 Nep R. or 0.15 Eng. sh.
The paper was supposed to be delivered to a
particular person, who had the resale monopoly in
the district. The paper-makers circumvented this
by selling directly to the merchants in the bazaar
and sharing with them the profit thus made.
The paper-makers near Jiri made paper most of
the year, including the monsoon. After 3 - 4 months
it was necessary to move to another place, because
there were no longer sufficient big logs for the
drying fire; therefore a new workshop had to be
established at least 3 times a year.
It is finally stated that the paper-makers near
Jiri were all Tamangs, and this appears to be
confirmed by the photographs. From the above
information and photographs, it appears that the
methods of production, workshop and tools near
Jiri correspond on the whole to those studied near
Tumbu.

C. Paper-making near Malemchigaon, District of Yolrno
(East No. 1).
Yolmo (Helambu) is a valley situated to the northnortheast of the Kathmandu Valley, about three
days' journey from the capital. A number of
Tibeto-Burman speaking tribes, mostly Tamangs
and Sherpas, live in this area. I visited Yolmo in
1961, but did not notice the paper-makers during
my short stay in and about the village of Tarke
Ghyang (plates 32-34 and 37).
However, the anthropologist Alexander W. MacDonald, who stayed in Yolmo in 1962, encountered on the 12th January a group consisting of one
man, two women and two children, who made
paper in a workshop a little south of Malemchigaon, i. e. opposite Tarke Ghyang. MacDonald
has most kindly let me have his notes and photographs concerning the production. This material
shows that the methods and tools are practically

identical with those of the paper-makers from
Tumbu and Jiri.
Here the bast strips are cooked in lye of ashes
for more than two hours, and the pulp is beaten
with a wooden mallet on a flat stone. "The pulp
is then churned like milk and with nearly the same
type of instrument (plate 90). The chum was called
ldoifih (pronounced dong-sjing, see also DAS,
1902, p. 713: "ldon-mo = a tea churner."). Pulp
is then put in a wooden trough alongside a pool of
water, an artiGcial pool in the bend of a sbeam.
A ladle 213 full of pulp is then poured out onto
a frame which is floated on the surface of the
pool. The pulp is evenly distributed over the jutelike material inside the frame." The whole frame,
it is said, is called SogSiir (pronounced sjo-sjing and
meaning paper-wood in Tibetan) and the cloth fog-

khri (DAS, 1902, p. 170: "khri = couch, frame
etc."). Also the drylng of the paper, according to
this description, corresponds to that of the Tumbu paper-makers. "Using in all 19 frames the
people observed reckon on making 400 sheets of
paper in one day's work. 20 sheets are sold for 8
Annas i. e. they reckon on making 10 Nep Rs for
one day's work."
With regard to the people who made the paper,
A. W. MacDonald states that some of them were
Sherpas and others Tamangs, but he adds: "The
general ethnic pattern seems to be more confused

in the western area than in the east." i. e. Khumbu,
Parak and Solu.
In Sundarijal, where the caravan road to Yolmo
leaves the Kathmandu Valley, I bought a number
of different kinds of paper in 1964 which were
said to have been produced in Yolmo. Some of
this paper was quite a dark reddish-brown in
colour. (Photograph of this quality seen in transparency, see plate 187). Mr. Ulrik Sijchting visited
the Yolmo area in February 1968. He states that
paper-making near Malemchigaon had then ceased

D. Paper-making in Nanglibang, District of Baglung (West Nepal).
After returning to Kathmandu from East Nepal I
went to the Baglung district in West Nepal. Half
an hour's flight took us to Pokhara (plate 12), the
second largest town in Nepal, a distance that would
have taken about 10 days to cover on foot. Three
days' walk further west brought us to the small
town of Baglung, around which the best Nepalese
paper is produced (map, plate 94).
We met a paper-maker in the bazaar who told
us that paper-making had ceased in this area only
3 weeks before, i. e. about June lst, because the
rains and the sowing season were due. Nevertheless he, Purnabadur, consented to demonstrate the
method of production and conducted us to the
village of Nanglibang, situated on the opposite side
of Kali Gandaki's river gorge just opposite Baglung.
Here at a height of about 1500 m. he had his
house and his fields, where in winter and spring
he made paper. Unfortunately he had no bast left,
so I was not able to follow the process in full
detail to check that I had understood the papermaker's explanations correctly. But I photographed
his demonstration of the process without bast twice,
with a day's interval between, and it was explained
through Sherpa Passang Kami from Namche Bazar,
my very able interpreter. The four photographs,
plates 91-93 and 95, were taken on this occasion
and the ground-plan drawn (plate 96).
However, in the autumn of 1970 I revisited
Nanglibang and this time photographed the paper
actually being made (plates 97-104). The position
of the workshop, the tools, and the technique cor-

responded on the whole to those observed six
years earlier. But the paper-makers now only
cooked the bast strips once (again with lye of ashes
and in the same way as the second cooking observed in 1964, see p. 8 1).
Dr. Sigrid Lechner-Knecht, Freiburg, Germany,
visited the paper-makers in Baglung on the other
side of Kali Gandaki in 1968-69. The manufacture, as she describes it, is essentially the same
as that used by the paper-makers in Nanglibang,
except that the cooking in Baglung was done with
soda for one hour, and from what I heard in
Baglung, the production there is on a somewhat
larger scale.
The following description is the one recorded in
1964 at Nanglibang.

1. Fibres
The paper-makers here call the two species of
Daphne (Daphne papyracea and Daphne bholua)
which provide the fibre material, baudoar, which
is almost the same word as baruwa, the term most
commonly used in the Kathmandu Valley. Purnabadur declared that he knew the name lokodo, but
that this was an old-fashioned term. Of the two
species, Daphne papyracea was said 10 give the
finest and whitest paper.
The paper-makers do not themselves collect the
bast in the forests. People bring it to them from
Lespar half a day's journey away, from Ramche
1112 days away (see map plate 94, both places are

situated at about 2300 m.), from Tarakani and
elsewhere. Purnabadur said that he used about
300 lbs. a year and paid 3 Nep Rs for 5 lbs. of
bast (2.3 kg.), twice the amount paid in East Nepal. The price level of most things in West Nepal
is, and oddly enough has been for a long time,
about 50 % higher than in East Nepal.

wash them. To remove all the ash particles the
paper-maker tramples on the strips with his bare
feet. This takes 5-10 minutes. Then the strips arc
wrung dry and put on another stone slab (2). Here
black and coloured impurities are cut away very
thoroughly; it takes one man about an hour to
clean a portion of 5 Ibs.

2. Position of the Workshop

6. Second Cooking

The paper-makers here in Nanglibang establish
their workshops close to their village and on their
own land. They do not build huts, but arrange

The liquid for the second cooking is obtained
in the following way. A sawn-off kerosene can,
formerly a bamboo basket, is placed on a stone
shelf near the water basin. The bottom of the can
has been perforated with numerous holes about
112 cm. in diameter. It is half filled with wood ash,
on which cold water is poured. The water oozes
through the asb, out onto the stone shelf and down
into the cauldron (plate 98). This is once more
placed upon the fireplace and the bast strips put
into it. This time the cooking (plate 100) only lasts
half an hour. After 15 minutes the strips are
turned, and they are also stirred from time to time.

workshops in the open air in the terraced fields

(plate 95 and ground-plan plate 96).
Purnabadur had chosen the spot where he made
paper for three reasons. It should be close to a
stream and high enough up for the water to be free
of mud and the remains of plants from higher
fields. Furthermore it should preferably be in a
windy place, as the paper is sun- and air-dried,
therefore the workshop was placed near a mountain crest.
Purnabadur said that he often worked alone, but
most frequently with his wife. If they had plenty
of bast the couple were helped by Purnabadur's
brother or some acquaintance.

7. Rinsing

Bast strips are soaked in water (plate 97), and if
necessary dark parts of bast are cut off (plate 99).

The cauldron is carried to the wash place, where
the bast strips are put into a big bamboo basket.
The paper-maker squats, and with his hands makes
sure that all the lye of ashes is rinsed away with
water from the flume (plate 101), which takes about
5 minutes.

4. First Cooking

8. Beating

A big copper cauldron is set over a fire, and 12
lbs. of ashes, water, and 5 lbs. of bast strips are
put into it. They are cooked for a 112 hour and
then turned. After another ' 1 2 hour of cooking,
when the strips can be torn with the fingers, the
cauldron is carried to the wash place. (During the
cooking another portion of bast, previously cooked
and cleansed, has been beaten and worked.

The bast strips are then carried to the stone slab
(2), and with a wooden mallet he beats a little more
of the bast mass than is needed for the number of
moulds to be filled (plate 102). For example, working with 10 moulds it takes about l'/e hours to
beat the necessary portion of bast, which equals
about 115 of the cooked bast strips. Thus all in
all, it takes about 7112 hours to beat 5 lbs. Then
the beaten mass is carried to the basin and placed
in a big wooden vessel containing about 50 litres.

3. Soaking

5. Washing and Rinsing
The bast strips are placed on top of a stone slab
(1) where abundant water from the flume can

The head of the mallet is made from the tree called sit.
Aaording to BRANDIS, 191 1, p. 69: "Shorea robusto,

Gaertn. . . . The SU tree. Vem. SBI, Hindi; . . . heartwood
. . . hard, heavy, strong, and tough." The handle is made
of a light sort of wood, called tilauni.

9. Scooping
The paper-maker squats down between the basin
and the vessel and scoops water from the basin into
the vessel. For the production of 3 sheets, which
takes about 1/20 of the cooked portion of bast, 40
litres of water are poured into the vessel. Then the
bast mass is mixed with water simply by stimng
with a wooden stick.
The rnoulds are big heavy frames, under which
a piece o f fine-meshed Indian cotton cloth is
stretched. They are of various size; their inside
measurement being about 60 by 12&140 cm.,
they are 2 to 3 times bigger than the moulds
from East Nepal measuring about 48 by 64 cm.
The total length of the mould I brought home is
151 cm. The cloth itself measures 62 by 122 cm.
The mould weighs 3400 g., or about 3 times as
much as the moulds from East Nepal. The moulds
differ too from those usually used, in the fastening
of the cloth to the wooden frame. In each of the
four sides of the cloth a seam has been stitched,
just wide enough to allow some long, about 112 cm.
thick sticks to pass through. The cloth is attached
to the wooden frame by fastening the sticks to the
frame with 30-40 small iron or bamboo sprigs
(plate 91).
Purnabadur said that for making the frames the wood they
preferred had to be fetched from the forests higher up.
He called the tree salla. It is presumably one of the Pinus
species mentioned on p. 77, either Pinus longifolia, Rox.
or Pinus excelsa, Wall. The frames were also made from
the tree utis, which according to BRANDIS, 1911, p.
623 is: "Alnus Nepolcnsis, Don . . .; Uris, Kumaon, Nepal." The tree grows near Nanglibang, but is was less
suitable for the purpose.
Squatting or standing (plate 103) the paper-maker
pours 6-7 pots full of pulp (the pot holds about
2 litres) into the mould, one portion in each comer
and the rest in the middle. He pours with his left
hand through the extended fingers of his right hand,
thus distributing the pulp still further.
Standing astride the basin the paper-maker then
grasps the two long sides of the mould and lifts it
from the water. If h e r e are two persons, they do it

squatting, each raising one of the short sides of the
mould (plate 104). As previously mentioned, this
operation demands a great deal of skill and experience to get a fairly uniformly thick paper sheet,
especially with the bigger size. The effective cooking, thorough cleansing, prolonged beating of the
bast and greater dilution of the pulp not only facilitate the scooping but are also decisive in getting
a cleaner, more homogeneous and whiter paper than
that made in Central and East Nepal.

10. Drying and Folding
In Nanglibang they only dry the wet sheets o f
paper by sun and wind. The climate of West Nepal
is essentially dryer than that of East Nepal, and here
on the southwest slopes at about 1500 m. the sun
almost burns. As previously mentioned, a place is
chosen near a windy mountain crest if possible.
The moulds are placed at about right angles to the
sun's rays. It was said that they are not turned
during the 1-1112 hours required to dry the sheets
(plate 93). However, I think that some papermakers turn the mould 180' once during the drying to get an even thickness of the paper.
If it starts raining, even only a little, the papermakers stop scooping paper and go home, but
return and continue when the weather clears. If
the wet sheets of paper are rained on or if there is
a strong wind, it may result in holes in the paper.
The cloth is not washed regularly as in Tumbu.
When the paper has been loosened from the
cloth, it is folded at once on the mould, the papermaker squatting in front of it. First it is folded
twice across the long edge of the sheet, then it is
turned 90° and folded twice across the newly
created long side. The paper receives no further
treatment at the paper-maker's hand (such as
smoothing or sizing). Finally the sheets are tied
into bundles of 20 pieces each by means of thin
bast strips.

11. Production and Sale
When Purnabadur worked alone, he used 2 moulds
and made 4 sheets in 2 hours, or in a normal
working day from 8 a. m. to 5 p. m. about 15
sheets. When he worked with his wife they used

4-6 moulds and produced about 30 pieces a day.
If they had plenty of bast Purnabadur's brother or
others helped, so that with 10 moulds they were
able to produce 60 sheets a day. From 5 Ibs. of
bast strips they only got about 60 sheets or 1.2 kg.
of paper. (In Tumbu they had 200-250 sheets,
weighing about 1.4 kg., of the ordinary quality
from the same quantity of bast.) The rather great
loss of material from bast strips to paper is of
course due to the scrupulous removal of impurities
and the rinsing in the stream.
The paper-makers from Nanghbang sold the
paper at Baglung bazaar, where there were several stalls selling paper and even one trading exclusively in it. Here they distinguished between
3 qualities:
1 . The ordinary quality has a basis weight of c. 17
(the weight in g. of one square meter). The
sheets often have tears and holes and are much
more brownish than the best quality. In the
bazaar the paper cost 3 Nep Rs per bundle
(20 sheets) of which the paper-maker got 2 Nep
Rs (1964).
2. The medium quality has a basis weight of c.
22 (gIm.2). The paper is only a little thinner
and less white than the best quality, and without holes, but it cannot take ink on both sides
as can the best quality. It cost 4 Nep Rs per
bundle in the bazaar, of which the paper-maker
got 3 Nep Rs.
3. The best quality has a basis weight of c. 26
and will take writing in ink on both sides. The
paper is free from blemishes and whiter than
the ordinary qualities. It is the finest paper of
Nepal and in the bazaar it cost 6 Nep Rs per
bundle, of which the paper-maker got 5 Nep
Rs. (With regard to other properties of the three
qualities see the tables pp. 226 and 227. Photographs of two samples seen in wansparency, see
plates 189 and 190).

Purnabadur said that out of 120 sheets, on the
average 50 were of ordinary quality, 40 of medium quality and 30 of the best quality. From this
it appears that the different qualities resulted from
sorting rather than from planned production,
though the latter may well take place, especially

with the best quality. Moreover it will be eeen
that Purnabadur got an average of 3 Nep Rs per
bundle. He did not work to order but produced as
much as the weather and his other work permitted.
In the bazaar one could also buy "horoscope
paper", i. e. paper for drawing up horoscopes on
(plates 169 and 170). It consisted of two sheets of
the best quality, pasted together (see table p. 226,
sample no. 18). It cost 7 Nep Rs for 10 sheets
from the retailer, who did the gluing himself. It
was excellently done, without lumps or bulges.
Purnabadur finally stated that paper was usually
made from December to May, i. e. for 4-5 months,
and that he used 300 Ibs. of bast each season,
corresponding to a production of c. 3600 sheets of
paper. Considering that he went to market once
a week, and that another day must be allowed
for bad weather, he made an average of 30 sheets
per working day. This agrees with what we were
told, that he mostly worked with his wife. In addition, one can see that Purnabadur and his wife
only earned about 350 Nep Rs in a season or 3
Nep Rs a day by making paper, when expenses
for bast etc. had been deducted from the gross
income. From these calculations it is obvious that
paper-making is a secondary occupation, while the
principal activity is agriculture. The object of
making paper is evidently to obtain ready money
for purchasing a number of necessities which have
to be imported into the area, such as steel, cloth,
salt and kerosene.
Thus paper-making around Baglung (and perhaps also near Doti in westernmost Nepal) differs
on many points from paper-making in Central and
East Nepal in the size and quality of the paper,
methods of production and organisation. The Baglung method is somewhat less primitive and more
reminiscent of Tibetan paper-making. This seems
to suggest that paper-making around Baglung was
introduced later from Tibet.

12. The Paper-Makers
Purnabadur is a Chetri and thus he worships Hindu
deities. He grew maize, wheat, rice and millet and
had four buffaloes and one ox. On feast-days they
had meat, rice, butter, bread and pickles, but no
alcohol, which is tabu according to caste laws.

Purnabadur's father, grandfather and greatgrandfather had all been paper-makers, therefore
the occupation is at least a hundred years old here.
Purnabadur had learned paper-making at the age
of 12. On his wife's side there were no papermakers; she had learned it at the age of 10. He
said that near Nanglibang 14 or 15 families were
working at paper-making, but that paper was also
made in other places in the district including Maladji (Malaj on the map, a village north of Nanglibang). This last point has been confirmed by G. B.
Shah. Most paper-makers, Purnabadur went on, are

of the Chetri caste, but Magar (Mangar), Kami (or
Karmi, the blacksmith caste) and Dami (or Durnai,
the tailor caste) also make paper. It should be
noted that the latter two occupational groups have
a low social status. As the Chetri caste has a high
status, however, paper-making does not seem to
be subject to caste restrictions.
The tradition for making paper in the Baglung
area is probably due to its position on one of the
most important and earliest north-south caravan
routes connecting Western Tibet and Nepal with
India.

E. Paper-making in the Kathmandu Valley
The Kathmandu Valley, past and present political
and cultural center of Nepal, has within its 565
square kilometres over half a million inhabitants.
The valley has for many centuries been a consumer of paper, ever since the palm leaf was given
up for good as a writing material and replaced by
paper at the end of the 16th century. But a few
manuscripts from the beginning of the 12th century
are on paper, and presumably it was also used for
other purposes at an early date. It is worth noting
that according to Puma Harsha Bajracharya paper
is called bhoir (pronounced fong) in Newari, a
word that is not used by any other ethnic group
in Nepal and may well originate from the valley's
early contacts with China.
There is however no tradition o f paper-making
nor any other indication o f an early production o f
paper in the valley. Whereas all other crafts and
professions have had their own caste, the papermakers occur in neither the old lists of castes nor
the newer ones. Brian Hodgson observed already
in 1832: "Though called Nipalese, the paper is
not in fact made in Nepal proper [the Kathmandu
Valley and adjoining valleys]. It is manufactured
exclusively in Cis-Himalayan Bhote, . . ." Thus
everything indicates that paper has been brought
to the valley primarily from North Nepal right up
to our time.
Until 1860-70 native paper was used almost exclusively although occasionally supplemented by
handmade Indian paper. Later, traders began to
import machine-made European and Indian paper

on a small scale. Even up to 1934 Nepalese paper
was used by the government without exception.
But on account of insufficient supplies, the administration then started using imported paper, which
was also the cheapest.
Probably owing to the outbreak of World War
I1 in 1939, the demand for local handmade paper
increased in and around the capital, and for this
reason production was started in the valley. It was
also there that most of the foreign paper had been
used, which it was now impossible to obtain.
The first mention of paper-making in or near the
Kathmandu Valley is found in S. N. Sen's article:
"Handmade paper of Nepal", published in 1940
(see p. 65). The method of production described
corresponds to that most frequently found, viz.
the East and Central Nepalese.

1 . Bhurungkhel and Chetrapati
G. B. Shah says that his father Chuda Bikram Shah
started to produce paper at Bhurungkhel (Burangkha) in Kathmandu about 1940. It was done with
the co-operation of G. B. Shah's maternal uncle,
Dirgha Bahadur Malla, who came from Mallaj in
the Baglung-area, and who also sent paper-makers
to the capital from his village. Therefore the
method first used in Bhurungkhel is said to have
corresponded to that of the Baglung papermakers
(obviously not the same one as described by S. N.
Sen, see p. 65). G. B. Shah adds that until his
father started production in Kathmandu, paper-

making was unknown there, and also that at this
time most of the paper came from the mountains
of East No. 1.
That the paper-making in Bhurungkhel was the
f i s t in the Kathmandu-area has been confirmed
by Purna Harsha Bajracharya, who writes that
Nepalese paper was first made in the valley at
Bhudhangkhel and then in Paknajole.
They began at Bhurungkhel by making writing
paper from bast fibres, but since this was too
expensive they soon also started to make cardboard from waste bast paper. The Nepalese
government of that time had a special arrangement with G. B. Shah by which its office waste
paper was handed over to his factory. But writing
paper was very seldom made from it since it was
discoloured and traces of letters remained faintly
visible in the paper. It was mainly used as wrapping paper in the bazaar. G. B. Shah has sent me
a sample of the cardboard which is very thick,
slightly yellow-brown and appears to have several
layers; he writes that it was made from 20 % raw
bast and 80 % waste bast paper, and that the sheet
size was 32 by 66 inches or 81 by 166 cm.
After six months the method of production was
modified, so that now only chemicals were used
for cooking the bast, and the so-called dhikistampers for beating the waste paper (see p. 87).
It became necessary to use chemicals because it
was not possible to get enough wood ash.
After two years the workshop was moved about
1119 krn. north, to Chetrapati, as there were no
longer sufficient quantities of pure water at Bhurungkhel. Otherwise the method of production remained unaltered. The workshop exported a total
of 50 tons (Eng.) of cardboard to Lndia, especially
to Lucknow and Kanpur (to Bhimpedi by carrier,
from there to Amlekhganj by lorry and then by
train). As the factory suffered great losses due to
extensive damage to the goods during transport to
India and as, in addition, there were difficulties
in procuring the bast, production ceased about

where the Bagmati river comes down from the
mountains and runs out into the valley, and incidentally where the road to Yolmo leaves the
valley. The spot is ideally suited for the purpose,
being protected to the north by mountains where
the Daphne species grows. Furthermore there is an
abundant supply of water all the year round.
The manufacture of paper in Sundarijal took
place on the estate of C. B. Shah, on the left of the
road when coming from Kathmandu. The cooking
and beating of the bast was done indoors in a large
house, which also served as a store room for
moulds, ready-made paper etc. The remaining part
of the manufacture took place out of doors, in
fields around the house (see sketch plate 105).
Until 1959 quite large amounts of paper of
various kinds were produced in Sundarijal. During
this period many improvements in production
methods were introduced in co-operation with

D. B. Malla. W. B. Beatty saw the place shortly
before production ceased and he has given a vivid
description in text and photographs of the workshop in operation (see p. 66). I visited Sundarijal
in 1964 after paper-making had ceased, but the
method of production was explained to me. After
my return from Nepal G. B. Shah sent a more
detailed account of the production of the four
most important kinds of paper, which is given below. Here we can follow the age-old skill as it
approaches the threshold of modem manufacture.
The quantities given of raw materials, number
of persons employed at each stage of the process
etc. apply to a working unit of one scooping and
drying field. Between 1950 and 1954 two such
units were in operation, and four units until 1959.
Amounts produced and prices for the different
kinds of paper are given after the description of
the various methods of production. (Various properties of four samples from Sundarijal see pp.
226-227. Photographs of these four qualities seen
in transparency, see plates 191-194).

1944.

2. Sundarijal
In 1950 production was resumed but now at Sundarijal about 10 km. north-east of Kathmandu,

a. PRODUCTION O F THE FINEST QUALITY
O F WRITING PAPER FROM D A P H N E BAST.
Procuring the bast. People from the mountains
(Tamangs) came a distance of one or two days'
journey from Sundarijal, and sold the Daphne bast

at 2 Nep Rs per 5 lbs. Approx. 10 % of this had
to be fresh bast owing to the plant sap content used
in the production.

wooden chest. Putrefaction was partly prevented by
keeping the bast from the open air, so the mass
did not turn dark.

Soaking. 24 hours before the bast was to be
manufactured into paper, 20 lbs. were placed in a
tall square concrete tank and about 40 litres of
water added. When the 24 hours had passed two
boys trampled the wet bast strips either alternately
or together for nearly half an how. By doing this
the bast was further softened, but even more important, a thick red-brown liquid, viz. water mixed
with the sap o f the plant, could be drawn off afterwards. This was in turn used as sizing for the
production of ordinary writing paper, made of
50 % bast and 50 % waste paper (see p. 87).

Mixing wizh water. When the bast mass was to
be used 114 of the 20 lbs. i. e. 5 lbs. was placed in
a big iron pot into which 300-350 litres of fresh
water had been poured. Two boys then stirred the
pulp very thoroughly with long sticks. As in
Nanglibang this quantity of water and the small
amount of bast facilitated the even distribution of
pulp during scooping.

Cooking. The 20 lbs. of bast were then placed
in an iron cauldron and cooked for 2112-3 hours
in 20-25 litres of water mixed with 1 lb. of soda
(Na,CO,). Caustic soda (NaOH) could not be used
as the paper would then lose its smooth surface.
One man at each fireplace fetched wood, looked
after the cooking and now and then stirred the
bast strips. To test whether the cooking was
finished small portions of bast were taken out and
beaten.
Rinsing. The bast strips were then put in a square
tank (sides made of sil-wood and bottom an iron
plate). Two boys saw that the strips got well rinsed
in running water for 20-30 minutes. They also
picked out impurities and lumps of bast which
went back for further cooking.
Beating. This operation took place indoors to
prevent the wind from blowing dust onto the bast.
In a room of the house 8-10 persons (nearly
always women) sat in a big circle beating the bast
strips on a stone or iron plate with a wooden
mallet. Everybody beat about a pound at a time,
and when a lump was finished it was thrown into
the middle of the circle. The 8-10 persons were
able to handle 20 lbs. of bast in 4-5 hours, therefore 1 person could beat 5 lbs. in approximately
10 hours (6 hours if efficiently done).
Storage.

The bast mass was finally stored in a

Scooping. The moulds used were big wooden
frames under which a comparatively fine-meshed,
light piece of Indian cotton cloth was stretched.
The size of the paper depended on the order;
sometimes it was 50 by 75 cm., but more often 68
by 105 cm., i. e. a little smaller than that of the
Nanglibang paper-makers. The scooping basin was
either of the same kind as the rinsing tank or a
concrete basin sunk into the ground. The scooping
was now performed by a specially trained boy, who
carefully distributed 3-3112 litres of pulp all over
the cloth of the floating mould by pouring the pulp
through his extended left hand. Two other boys
then lifted the mould slowly, each holding a short
side, and passing it on to one of three other boys,
who carried it dripping to the drying field.
W. B. BEAlTY, 1960, p. 19, describes the method thus:

". . ., the mould, worked by two people, is held wrist deep
in the stirred pulp, given a few sidewise shakes, then lifted
slightly tilted from the tank and allowed to drain for a
few seconds."
G. B. Shah states that towards the end, i. e . 195859, this more advanced method, the dipping process, was used in Sundarijal, because they were
experimenting a good deal just then, both with new
raw materials and new methods.
A batch of 100 moulds was thus scooped and
carried to the drying field. From the whole portion
of 20 lbs. about 100 moulds could be scooped and
dried four times a day if the weather was fine.
Thus from 20 lbs. of Daphne bast 400 sheets of
paper were produced, which was the average production per scooping and drying unit per day. During the scooping and drying the boys also cleaned
cooked pulp etc.

Drying. As in Nanghbang the paper was dried by
sun and wind. Here at only 1500 metres it is wmparatively warm most of the year and the paper
dried in 50-70 minutes. The wet moulds were
placed leaning on one of their long sides against
sticks just as in Nanglibang. After about a quarter
of an hour, when the upper half of the sheets was
dry, the moulds were turned and placed on the
other long side. Usually the moulds dried with the
paper turned towards the sun; however, when there
was a dusty wind the paper sides of the moulds
were turned away from the wind.
Removal. The paper was next removed from the
cloth by means of a bamboo stick, 20 cm. long
and flattened at one end, because the boys would
otherwise cut their hands. The same three boys
who carried moulds to the drying field, turned
them and took off the paper. Finally the paper was
piled without being folded, and put in a storeroom
in the house.

b. PRODUCTION O F ORDINARY WRITING
PAPER FROM 50 % DAPHNE BAST AND
50 % WASTE PAPER. Waste paper was procured from the big government block of offices,
Singha Durbar in Kathmandu and was transported
to Sundarijal by lorry. The cost for this was 60
Nep Rs for 1600 Ibs.
Cooking. 10 Ibs of waste paper cut into narrow
strips, ' 1 2 lb. of caustic soda (NaOH) and about
20 litres of water were cooked for an hour in a
huge iron pot. The strong alkaline solution was
needed to cleanse the waste paper and dissolve
writing and print.
Riming. The cooked mass was washed out in the
water tank for 30-40 minutes; wooden sticks were
used for the stirring on account of the causticity of
the mixture.
Beating. Since caustic soda injures the skin, the
waste paper could not be beaten manually w ~ t ha
wooden mallet. Therefore it was taken to the
dhiki-stamper. This simple treadle stamper is used
everywhere in Nepal for peeling rice, barley etc.

and has been used since time immemorial in many
parts of Asia, including China where it had also
been used for beating paper fibres (eec e.g.
CLAPPERTON, 1934, p. 4). In Nepal the dbiki
consists of a 3 4 metre long beam, which moves
up and down like a seesaw, mounted on a horizontal axis 1-111, metre from one end of the beam.
Every time this end is trodden down, the mallet
of hard wood (or a stone) at the other end is raised,
and when the beam is released, the mallet falls
into a hole in the ground or into a stone trough
(it works at about 25 beats per minute). In Sundarijal two men trod alternately, while a woman
at the other end of the beam pushed the escaping
paper slurry back into the trough with a wooden
stick. The work was time-consuming, as the mass
soon became very thin. Thus it took three persons
6-8 hours to beat 10 Ibs., i. e. to separate the
fibres in the waste paper.
Rinsing. The mass was rinsed in running water
once more, now for 15-20 minutes.
Addition of bast fibres. 114 of the waste paper
mass (dry weight 2112 Ibs.) and beaten bast from 2'12
Ibs. of Daphne bast were thoroughly mixed in 300
-350 litres of water in a big iron pot or tank by
two boys. Into this was poured 18 litres of sizing
liquid, called "thick water", made by waking
fresh Daphne bast (see p. 86). From the whole
portion of 10 Ibs. waste paper and 10 Ibs. Daphne
bast about 400 sheets were made, which equals
the average production in one scooping and drying
field.
Scooping and drying. These processes were carried out exactly as described above. The paper was
stored unfolded.

c. PRODUCTION O F WRAPPING PAPER
FROM WASTE PAPER. Here 20 lbs. of waste
paper were cooked with 1 lb. of caustic soda in 40
litres of water for rather more than an hour. The
f i s t washing lasted an hour or a little longer, the
beating with 2 dhiki-stampers took 6-8 hours and
the second washing about 112 an hour. Scooping and
drying was carried out as described above, and

similarly about 400 sheets were made from the 20
Ibs. of raw material. This kind of paper was folded
immediately after its manufacture.
d. PRODUCTION O F CARDBOARD FROM
5 0 % DAPHNE BAST AND 50 % CHIULI
BAST. The chiuli bast was received in the same
way and at the same price as the Daphne bast.
Chiuli fibres (see p. 57) were not regarded as an
important raw material, because the plant is not
as common as the Daphne plants and also the bast
is twice as hard. Chiuli was not used in Sundarijal
until 1954, and it was regarded as something of an
experiment.
Cooking. 10 lbs. of chiuli bast together with l / e
Ib. of caustic soda were cooked in 15-20 litres of
water for one hour.
Rinsing. The bast strips were then rinsed in running water, this time for 10-15 minutes.
Beating. The beating was done either by women
or with the dhiki, which was cheaper. With this
instrument it took only 3 hours to beat 10 lbs. of
bast.
Washing. Once more the mass was rinsed in running water, this time for 10-15 minutes.
Addition o f Daphne bast. The beaten chiuli bast
and 10 lbs. of beaten Daphne bast were put in a
big iron pot with 100 litres of water. For 5-10
minutes two men stirred the pulp, from which only
2 0 sheets of cardboard could be made.
Scooping and drying. When 20 moulds had been
scooped and put to dry, the boys got on with other
jobs, such as rinsing cooked Daphne bast, waste
paper or chiuli bast, repairing old and defective
moulds and cleaning the cloth for the moulds with
soap, before they continued the scooping and drying of a new portion of fibre mass. The finished
sheets of cardboard were stored unfolded.

e. ORGANISATION 1950-54 (number of workers given under normal conditions).

Leader:
D. B. M d a , who besides running the factory obtained orders for the paper.
Superviser:
D. B. M d a ' s son, who supervised the production
and arranged payment of wages and the like.
Cookers:
1 man at the cooking place.

Beaters:
6 women and 2 men, who operated the dhikistamper.

Field workers:
12 boys of the ages of
ing and drying units,
cooked bast, scooping
mal good production

10-17, working on 2 scoopeach with 6 boys, washing
and drying moulds etc. Norabout 800 sheets per day.

Extra assistance:
On busy days 5-8 persons from D. B. Malla's family helped with odd jobs (unpaid).

f. ORGANISATION 1955-59 (the wages quoted
refer to 1959).
Leader and superviser as above, plus 1 clerk.

Cookers:

2 men at the 2 cooking places. 2 Nep Rs a day for
about 4 hours' work.
Beaters:
12 women. Wages according to amount of bast
beaten, about 3112 Nep Rs for 5 lbs. of bast (for
the finest writing paper), on the average they
earned about 2112 Nep Rs a day. 4 men, who operated the two dhiki-stampers. Average wages 3 Nep
Rs a day.

24 boys. 4 scooping and drying units each with 6

boys. Wages varying, about 1 Nep R. a day, Normal
good production about 1600 sheets a day (400
moulds needed for this production; in all 900
moulds were available).

Extra assistance: voluntary workers as above.

g. PRODUCTION AND SALE. G . B. Shah
states that during 1950-59 the total production of
paper and cardboard in Sundarijal amounted to
about 150,000 Ibs. If we reckon with about 200
working days a year (October to May), then in the
course of these 10 years an average of 75 lbs. of
fibres must have been consumed per day, or in
the course of the f i s t 5 years about 50 lbs. a day
and during the last 5 years 100 Ibs. a day. If
these figures seem rather high, it must be remembered that great quantities of fibres were required
for the production of cardboard.
The paper from Sundarijal was sold almost exclusively in the Kathmandu Valley. Here it was
bought partly by stores for resale, partly by makers
of pads, envelopes, filing folders etc. The biggest
customer was the governmental administration.
When a large amount of paper was required special offers were solicited, subject to conditions of
quality, price and time of delivery. Against a small
advance, often 10 %, the paper was made and delivered according to such an agreement. Big f i s
used the same procedure. Only seldom was business done through middlemen.
According to G. B. Shah middlemen can operate
in the following way. When paper is not to be
had in the market, businessmen visit the various
localities in the mountains where paper is made
and present their orders. The paper-makers receive
an advance of 50 %. When the paper has been delivered the businessmen will resell it at a good
profit to bigger purchasers. Even if there is no
question of an officially recognized monopoly, it
functions as if the buyers have a monopoly of
resale. However, if the paper-makers are dissatisfied with the agreement, they sometimes sell the
paper in the bazaar themselves.

h. PRICES O F PAPER IN THE BAZAAR
Sundorijalwper,

prices per sheet in Nep Rs:
1950-53

Finest writing paper:
0.14
Ordinary writing paper: 0.10
Wrapping paper:
0.04
Pasteboard (production
started 1954):

1953-56 195659
0.18

0.22

0.12

0.14

0.06

0.08

1.25

1.50

For the finest writing paper G. B. Shah also gave
the following prices per Ib. (size 65 by 105 cm.).
1940: 2 Nep Rs; 1950: 4 Nep Rs; 1960: 7 Nep
Rs and 1965: 12 Nep Rs. (If the basis weight is
22, one Ib. of paper equals about 30 sheets.)
It may serve as a comparison that in 1964 the
ordinary quality of paper from the mountains (size
48 by 64 cm.), corresponding to the wrapping
paper from Sundarijal, was sold at about 2.5 Nep
Rs per lb. in Kathmandu, while the price of rice
was 0.60 Nep R. per Ib. In 1968 paper from the
mountains cost 0.05 Nep R. per sheet for the
ordinary quality or about 4 Nep Rs per Ib. The
price of rice was now 0.8-1.0 Nep R. per Ib.
Prices of paper of the ordinary quality and of
rice in 1832-35 were respectively 0.21 and 0.05
Nep R. per lb. @. 63). Thus up to 1940 the prices
of paper as well as of rice rose by a factor of 3.
but from 1940-1968 by a factor of 6, while the
proportion between the prices per kg. of paper and
of rice has been almost constant at 4 :1 during
the last I50 years.

3. Tripureswar, Kathmandu
In 1948 a paper-making workshop was established
as part of a development centre for a number of
local crafts: "The Cottage and Small Industries
Department", situated in Tripureswar on the outskirts of Kathmandu. The object was to train
people in an occupation in danger of dying out.
To begin with tools and methods of production
were very similar to the traditional ones, but little
by little more modern methods were introduced
and experiments were made with new fibres.
In 1961 the following machines were acquired:
a cutting machine, a boiler, a hollander (for mixing

and mechanical treatment of fibres, trade mark
Vulcan, Bombay), a calender (to give paper sheets
a smoother surface), and a machine for grinding
fibres with a stone drum without substantially
shortening them. Plate 106 shows a sketch groundplan of the works. The model for the factory was
a similar one in Poona in India. The idea was to
introduce modern methods of production, so that
people with a professional background would be
available when the first proper paper-factories are
established in Nepal. A paper-making workshop
with an almost identical set of machinery is said
to exist at Panauti in East No. 1.
When I visited Tripureswar in July 1964 production was temporarily suspended as is always
the case during the monsoon, when the workers
are in the fields. But in the winter season about
30 people work there, 20 of them being more or
less specially trained, people from families who
are traditionally paper-makers being preferred for
these posts. The superintendant was H. B. Singha
Raya Majhi and the manager H. B. Baruwa, who
studied the advanced technique of production of
handmade paper during a stay in Japan.
In Tripureswar many different types of paper
have been produced, including writing paper,
wrapping paper, blotting paper, serviettes, wallpaper and cardboard. Apart from Daphne bast,
Daphne waste paper and machine-made Indian
and European waste paper, the fibres used have
been rice straw, sabai grass and imported wood
pulp. Two or more fibres have often been com-

bined to obtain special properties or where it has
been an economic advantage.
The various procedures of manufacture will not
be described in detail, as in most cases it is a
question of the methods already described or recently introduced ones from abroad. I shall just
mention briefly the production of Daphne paper
and paper from rice straw to show how the ancient
handicraft has been adapted to a more advanced
technique.

a. PRODUCTION O F WRITING PAPER
FROM DAPHNE BAST. After the bast strips
are cooked in lye of ashes for 2 hours and the ash
particles have been removed by rinsing, the strips

are beaten with a wooden mallet. It takes one
man 4-5 hours to beat 5 lbs. of bast. Then follows
a grinding of the mass to improve the sizing of the
paper which incidentally is considered the most
difficult process. After that a concrete tank is filled
with 1000 litres of water and pulp from the 5 lbs.
of bast, and very thoroughly stirred.
The moulds are wooden frames under which a
piece of fine-meshed cotton cloth is extended (the
imprint of which is slightly noticeable in nearly
all of the paper samples brought home) or a wire
net (as in the moulds I saw, possibly for making
the heavier qualities). The scooping is performed
by dipping the moulds in the pulp for about 3
seconds. Finally, the mould is turned and the wet
sheet is transferred to a sheet of felt lying on the
top of a pile of alternate wet paper and felt sheets.
By pressing this "sandwich" most of the moisture
from the paper sheets is driven out, and the final
drying takes place out-of-doors in the sun. On
account of the grinding the finished product is
much more suited for writing than that which is
produced in the mountains, but less glossy and not
so attractive in appearance.
For the production of writing paper Daphne
waste paper has also been used, frequently with
straw fibres added. Waste paper is mostly used
for making coloured, lower quality paper and cardboard.

b. PRODUCTION O F RICE STRAW PAPER.
H. B. Baruwa writes that paper from rice straw is
made in the following way: Bunches of rice straw
are cleaned and cut into pieces about 8 cm. long,
which are cooked in water with caustic soda
(NaOH). Then the mass is placed in a basin with
water, and rinsed 3-4 times.
The beating is done with a wooden mallet on
a base of wood or concrete. Often wood pulp or
waste paper pulp is added to the straw pulp (in
the proportion 118-1/10). If the paper is to be made
fit for writing, resin soap can be mixed in.
Rice straw is very cheap, but rice straw paper
is not nearly as good as the Daphne paper and is
therefore less used. H. B. Baruwa states too, that
rice straw and sabai grass were not used in the
production of paper in Nepal until 1940.

c. VARIOUS QUALITIES. The different kinds
of paper mentioned below are samples brought
home from Tripureswar. Fibres, basis weight, opacity, properties of strength etc. of some representative samples have been examined and are given
in the tables pp. 226-227. With regard to the content of the various fibres see also p. 197. Unless
otherwise indicated, the mould is made of fine
cotton fabric with about 7 0 threads per 5 0 mm.
(Four different qualities are seen in transparency,
plates 195-198.) In Tripureshwar the paper is also
coloured or treated with starch paste (see plate 107)
and glazed (plate 109).

Writing paper
1) A good, white paper made of two layers glued together,
0.09 mm. thick, glazed (no. 37). Made solely of Daphne
fibres.

2) Rather brownish, hard, for office use, 0.09 mm. thick
(nos. 31 and 33). When held up to the light a great many
black dots are visible. Fairly thoroughly ground Daphne
fibres.
3) Fairly white and very soft, 0.13 mm. thick (no. 32).
About 113 of the material is Daphne fibres and 113 straw
fibres (this species is unidetrti3ed; found in many samples
and marked (x). Perhaps it is a question of straw fibres
from sabai grass). The sample also contains fibres of
wnifer and mechanical pulp (fir) and a few fibres of
hardwood.
4) An almost white paper, glued and glazed on one side,
0.19 mm. thick (no. 38). Consists chiefly of wnifer fibres
(fir), but also smaller quantities of fibres from hardwood
and straw (x). The paper is said to be made partly of
waste paper and is amply coated with starch.

5) Grey, 0.19 mrn. thick (no. 36), also used as wallpaper.
Very short-fibred and chiefly made of rice straw fibres
(in Sundarijal it was claimed to be made of fibres from
sabai grass). Contains moreover small quantities of Daphne fibres. The paper is amply treated with starch.
Envelope. Fairly white, 0.20 mm. thick. It is said to be
made of choice white waste paper. Consists mainly of
wnifer fibres and mechanical pulp (fir), but also of fibres
from hardwood and straw (x). The paper is treated with
starch.
Servietre. Fairly bright, soft, 0.10 mm. thick. About
50% Daphne fibres besides conifer fibres and mechanical
pulp (fir) and also straw fibres (x).
Wrapping paper. Very brown, glazed on one side, 0.18
mrn. thick (nos. 34 and 35). When held to the light many
dark lumps and knots can be seen. Made exclusively of
Daphne waste paper.

Cover paper. Thin as well as heavy qualities from 0.1
to 0.4 mm. thick, both colourcd and uncoloured qualitien:
1) 0.1 1 mm. thick, coated with a yellow colour, orpiment.
The paper is called ais in Kathmandu and is ma& of
somewhat shortened and thoroughly beaten Daphne
fibres.
2) A lilac, streaked, glazed. 0.1 1 mrn. thick paper made of
mixed waste paper. When held to the Light, a few big
lumps of fibres are to be seen in a short-fibred mass. The
paper consists mainly of straw fibres (1)besides Daphne,
conifer and hardwood fibres and also a good deal of
mechanical pulp (fir).
3) This paper is dyed by putting together one undyed
sheet and one dyed shecf still wet, and then pulling them
apart, so that a marbled effect is produced. The paper,
0.16 mm. thick, is made of waste paper and the fibres are
much shortened and damaged. There are fibres of hardwood and c o d e r (including a portion of mechanical
wood pulp from fir) as well as Daphne and straw fibres.
The paper is very starched.

4) A red-lilac paper like blotting paper, 0.23 mm. thick,
also made of waste paper. It wntains mostly straw fibres
(x), but also fibres of pine and fir (mostly as mechanical
wood pulp) and Daphne fibres.
5) A slightly brownish, soft paper, 0.28 mm, thick, made
of straw fibres (x), wnifer fibre. and meChZini~a1wood
pulp (fir) and smaller quantities of fibres from hardwood
and rice straw (?).
Pasreboard
1) Slightly brownish qualities for less fine binding or the
Like, 0.25-0.30 mm. thick. They contain chiefly straw
fibres (x) but also a portion of conifer fibres and mechanical wood pulp (fir).
2) Mat, blackcoloured, 0.53 rnm. thick. Dye has been
added to the pulp (I.C.I. Cotton-Black Extra). The paper
contains straw fibres of conifer and a few fibres of hardwood. It is made of various types of waste paper.
3) Thick, stiff, qualities, glazed and more white on one
side than the other, 0.6-0.7 mm. thick. It is said to be
made of waste paper covered with writing. Contains on
the whole the same fibres as the previous sample.
4) Fairly white, soft drawing paper, sheet 44 by 55 cm.,
0.75 mm. thick The imprint of the mould is from a metal
wire net with 30 to 36 wires per 5 cm. Besides straw
fibres (x), the paper contains a portion of rice straw
fibres and fibres from both hardwood and wnifer (including mechanical wood pulp of fir).
5) Blacktoloured, 0.83 mm. thick. The dye is coated on.
Contains the same fibres as the previous sample.

4. Names
The Newars call paper bhoi (pronounced fong), a
name which is not known in Indian or Tibetan
sources. It may have a Chinese origin. CLAPPERTON, 1934, p. 4, thus quotes an early Chinese

source, which calls the unfolded paper fan. TURNER, 193 1, gives the following names for blank
paper:
p. 84:

"klgaji, adj. white."
"klgat, or kiigaj or klgad, s. Paper."

p. 219: "jistl, or dist5. s. A quire of paper."
"Qhaddi, dhath s. Bundle
of paper);
@aQQa,s. Bundle of paper, file, list."
p. 334: "natthi, s. File of papers. bundle. packet."
p. 419: "bandil, s. Bundle or ream (of paper); loanword
Eng. bundle."
p. 264:

Pasting, Dyeing, Impregnation and Glazing.
:anufacture of Ink
Machine-made paper and pasteboard are usually
made so that they do not need to be built up into
more layers or further worked to obtain a special
surface etc. later. This is not the case with the
handmade paper. Apart from the paper workshops
in or near the Kathmandu Valley, the paperrnakers always deliver the paper in whole, undyed
and unimpregnated sheets of a single layer. To
make the paper fit for a number of different uses
further treatment is undertaken by small workshops or the consumers themselves. This is necessary because in an untreated state the paper is
too thin and porous.

1 . Pasting
Many applications, such as for rnss., demand paper
consisting of multiple layers. G. B. Shah writes that
wheat flour paste is used for this purpose, whereas
P. H. Bajracharya states that rice flour paste is
also used. Both have been employed, especially in
the Kathmandu Valley, where rice and wheat are
grown. In mss. wheat flour starch occurs most
frequently. This also applies to mss. from the
Lamaist highlands. There rice is common, but not
rice flour, and barley is unsuitable owing to its
brownish colour. The pasting together of the single
layers (plate 107 from Tripureswar) is usually
carried out with great care, and it is sometimes
extraordinarily difficult to determine how many
layers a sheet consists of.

2. Dyeing and Impregnation
In the treatment of paper with various substances
the aim is generally to obtain two or more of the
following properties: colour, toxicity, sizing and

strength. Among Nepalese mss. there are various
frequently recurring methods of treating the paper.
Most of them have been in use up to quite recently
and are also encountered in other uses of the
paper.

a. THE BLUE-BLACK PAPER. Ever since the
beginning of the 13th century, probably even
earlier, mss. with gold or silver writing on blueblack paper have been made in the Kathmandu
Valley. Such paper is still produced and is called
hkubhoh (pronounced hakufong), which in Newari
simply means black paper. P. H. Bajracharya says
that the black colour is called niladuto (TURNER,
1931, p. 350: "nil, s. Indigo." and: "nilo, adj.
Blue.") and that it is much more poisonous than
orpiment, i. e. the yellow arsenic used for the
yellow mss. Mrs. Ruth Christensen gives the information that the blue-black dye is extracted from
a plant called nilotho. This is probably the vegetable dye used since early times for the blue-black
mss. Its toxity is seen from the fact that even very
old mss. on this paper are never worm-eaten or
damaged by mildew etc.
PINDBORG, 1967, p. 23, writes that the black
colour is obtained after treatment with a special
extract from the Areka palm. BRANDIS, 1911,
p. 646, mentions: "The Areca Palm, Areca Catechu." The dye is applied without using starch
paste. This is the reason why it has been found
necessary to glaze or lacquer the leaves (generally
only the squares with text) before writing on them;
this procedure is also usual in the case of the
Tibetan blue-black mss. The blue-black paper is
still being made; in the paper factory in Tripureswar an I. C. I. dyeing chemical was used to
colour the paper black.

b. PAPER TREATED WITH ORPIMENT.
Yellow arsenic, orpiment (As&), has certainly been
known and used for many purposes in most of
Asia even from prehistoric times. LEVI, 1905,
Vol. 111, p. 182-83, indicates a source from the
4th century mentioning the sale by merchants in
Nepal of cotton and "hioung-hoang", which seems
to be orpiment. GULIK, 1958, p. 137, states that
tz'ii-huang, orpiment, was used in China in the 5th
century for the impregnation of scrolls in order to
keep away insects; the material is also mentioned
in several sources from Tibet.
According to my investigations (see the table
p. 248) none of the Nepalese mss. on palm leaves,
which are all from before the 17th century, have
been treated with orpiment, and with regard to the
paper mss. this treatment does not become general
until about the 16th-17th century. After that rime,
however, nearly all mss. from the Kathmandu
Valley are treated with orpiment, with the exception of the rather less common mss. on blue-black
paper.
At Jorganesh Stationary Works, Kathmandu,
which produces writing blocks, envelopes, covers
etc., they explained how the yellow paper is made.
The mineral haridall (hardall) is bought in the
bazaar (plate 109). This almost insoluble mineral
(in water) is crushed into powder with a mortar
and sprinkled into a pot with ground rice. With
water added the mixture is cooked into a paste
until it reaches a suitable consistency-almost as
tooth-paste. Finally one or both sides of the paper
are coated with the paste either with a brush or
merely with the fingers. This simple procedure is
undoubtedly the one that has always been used.
This impregnation with poison as protection against
mice, rats, insects and mildew is certainly effective.
Paper treated with orpiment is rarely gnawed along
the edges and it is never worm-eaten or mildewed,
not even when only one side has been treated with
the material. After many hours of work with such
mss. I have often felt a curious stinging at the
finger-tips.
The paste adds other properties to the paper.
The rice paste £'is up the spaces between the
fibres in the surface of the paper, which makes it
smoother, less easily soiled and, what is especially

important, more suitable for writing on. In addition the paper becomes stiffer.
In time the orpiment is oxidised into arsenious
trioxide, Astoy, which is white but may turn greywhite due to absorption and reaction with water
that results in recrystallisation. Old mss. treated
with the yellow mineral are sometimes grey-white,
except in the middle of the leaves, where the
yellow colour has remained. When in the literature
on the subject mention is made of early mss. prepared with white arsenic, the paper may quite well
have originally been treated with orpiment. (Th~s
is perhaps the case with some of the Webermss. from before the 8th century, described by
HOERNLE, 1893, p. 3, and found in Kugiar in
Chinese Turkestan a little north of Leh in Ladakh.
As Hoernle suggests, it could also be a question of
treatment with the above mentioned very poisonous arsenious trioxide. A c c o r d q to Dana's "The
System o f Mineralogy", 1946, Vol. I, this mineral is
found in nature as arsenolite and claudelite, and
is the result of the chemical reaction of different
arsenious minerals. Moreover, it may be produced
from orpiment by roasting.)
Orpiment is mined in several places in Himalaya. KARAN, 1960, p. 90, writes: "The principal imports into Nepal from Tibet are shawls,
wool, salt, borax, musk, yellow arsenic, gold dust,
antimony.. ."
TURNER, 1931, p. 632, calls orpiment hartiil.
JgRGENSEN, 1936, p. 175, gives the words
huritiil (Tirh.) and p. 178 heladhiil (hritiilaka) all
from mss. dated to the year 1711.
c. PAPER TREATED WlTH STARCH. Formerly, when manuscripts were meant to last for
generations, surface treatment with only starch
paste was unusual. To-day it has however become
general. Such a treatment is shown in plate 107 at
the paper factory in Tripureswar. Here it seems
that starch powder is sprinkled on a sheet of paper,
which is then moistened with water.
d. PAPER COATED WITH LIME. Some paper
mss. from the Lamaist highlands have a greywhite, chalky surface. X-ray specmographic investigations show that in these cases it is a question
of paper impregnated with ground limestone (see

p. 248). This treatment f i s t and foremost sizes the
paper, but it also makes it whiter and protects it
against mould. The grey-white paper, however, is
most frequently merely heavily impregnated with
starch. Treatment with poisonous materials is less
necessary in the cold and dry areas of Northern
Nepal.
e. PAPER COATED WITH OCHRE. Some
few early mss. from the Kathmandu Valley are
treated with the orange-red mineral, ochre. This
material presumably has the same effect as lime,
and red is also a sacred colour.
f. VARIOUS COLOURS. Dyeing of the handmade paper merely for the sake of a colour effect
is much more common to-day than formerly, probably owing to the recently introduced Indian taste
for gaudy colours. Some decades ago the paler
vegetable dyes and earth dyes were still quite commonly used. SEN, 1940, p. 463, thus writes in connection with paper-making in or near the Kathmandu Valley:

"When still in solution [the pulp] any dye could be used
to make coloured papers. Vegetable dyes (such as: -Tarmaric to make yellow; Manjisrho to make red; etc. etc.) are
the best and the cheapest."

3. Glazing
After having been glued together, possibly dyed or
impregnated, paper for writing or paintings is usually glazed, using a stone, a block of wood or
glass, or a conch. Most Nepalese paper mss. have
distinct streaks from such treabnent. Plate 109
shows the glazing of paper at the paper factory in

Tripureswar. It was done with a conch on a wooden
board.

4. Manufacture of Ink
G. B. Shah states that the fine, very durable Nepalese ink, was made in the following way (in the
Kathmandu Valley):

"It is made out of the leaves of a certain plant, called
amala, a kind of myrobalan mixed with a piece of carechu.
80 % leaves and 20 "/, catechu are cooked together in an
iron pot and then purified by passing through a piece of
cloth.Its color is brownish-black."

TURNER, 1931, p. 21, writes: "amalo, or &lo,
usu. pl.4. . . . The hog-plum, myrobola, Phyllanthus emblica." According to "Nepal Trade Dictionary", 1959, p. 162: "Acacia catechu = Cutch
Tree" and "Phyllanthus emblica = Emblic Myrobolan."
G. B. Shah further states that gold and silver ink
is no longer produced in Nepal, but is imported
from India.
Another recipe for ink originates from the
Lamaist Bodnath near Kathmandu. Here the
method is as follows: Soot from pinewood sgronme-iih (according to DAS, 1902, p. 338: "Pinus
picea (Tibet); in Sikkim Pinus longifolia is so
called.") and sugar are mixed and thoroughly
ground. Borax, tscha-le (DAS, 1902, p. 1019) is
roasted until it becomes slightly reddish, whereupon it is ground and mixed in. Moreover a glue is
added-an extract made of leather boiled in water
and filtered; finally flower pollen is added to make
the ink fragrant.

G. The Prospects for Nepalese Handmade Paper
The paper-makers in Northern Nepal are likely to
continue their ancient craft for a few decades yet.
However, it will surely come to an end, as it has
done in India. The paper will be less and less able
to compete commercially, and more decisively, the
new laws concerning the nationalised forests will
probably bring production to a standstill. Nepal
has, according to G. B. Shah, 14 provinces and in
each one of these a Divisional Forest Officer, who

together with his men makes sure that the new laws
are observed, often with the help of informers. In
many places paper-making has been prohibited
especially where the paper-makers use wood for
the drying of the moulds, because valuable virgin
jungle is destroyed with disproportionately small
profit.
Modern paper industry does not seem inclined
to make Daphne paper, primarily because it is dif-

ficult to cultivate the plants on a large scale. Moreover, to-day it is possible to make paper more
suitable for most purposes from much cheaper
fibres. Some handmade paper will probably still be

used but merely for special purposes, such as important documents, special writing paper and for
art.

Summary

sumed that the paper-makers have to s k i t to
another site every 3 4 months.
9. Folding of 10 sheets. 20 of such small bundles
or 200 sheets which are then tied into a larger
bundle.

Paper-making in East and Central Nepal (the most
common method)

The manufacture is mainly done by Tamangs at
altitudes from 1800 m. to 3500 m. around the
caravan routes to Tibet. It is the main occupation
of most paper-makers, who live 3-10 months in the
forest, during which period their family (brothers,
sisters, parents and grandparents) take care of their
farmsteads and fields further down. A temporary
hut is made in the forest near a stream. It houses
the workshop as well as the paper-makers, usually
a married couple with their children. The method
is the simplest possible and the most primitive
existing, but it is quite efficient. There are the
following stages:

1. Harvesring of bast usually done by women and
children. One bunch of 5 lbs. costs 1 Nep R.
(1964).
2. Soaking and cutting away of black flaws in the
bast.
3. Cooking in lye of ashes (often with the sap of
Rhododendron arboreum leaves). For 5 lbs. of
bast about 20 litres are used.
4 . Beating with a wooden mallet, which takes
1 */p3hours.
5. Removal of lumps of bast.
6. Mixing with water (dilution approx. 1/40according to weight) which is carried out with an
instrument resembling a butter-tea chum made
of bamboo.
7. Scooping of the pulp into floating moulds. They
are simple wooden frames under which coarsemeshed locally made linen fabric is extended
(18-35 threads per 50 mm.).The sheets measure 40-50 cm. by 60-65 cm. Each hut possesses 10 or more moulds and produces about
200-500 sheets a day.
8. Drying around a big fire, during which the
moulds are turned 180'. So much wood is con-

The paper is made exclusively of Thymelaeaceae
fibres and in 3 (4) qualities. The common quality
has a basis weight 15-20 dm.2, and from the 5
Ibs. of bast about 250 sheets are obtained. The
paper is brown to red-brown, thin and often with
holes and pieces of bast etc. Price 5-6 Nep Rs
per 200 sheets (1964). The best quality is less brown
and has a basis weight of 3&35 dm.2 From 10
lbs. of bast about 250 sheets can be made. The
paper can be written on in ink on both sides. Price
14-15 Nep Rs per 200 sheets.

Paper-making in the Baglung district in West Ne-

pal
The manufacture is mainly done by Magar and
Gurung and in altitudes from about 1200 m. to
2000 m. around the important caravan route via
Mustang to Tibet. It is only a secondary occupation performed together with other work in the
fields for 3 to 4 months during spring (February
to the end of May). The workshop is temporarily
established in one of the fields belonging to the
paper-maker near his house. Both the paper and
the method are different from those of East and
Central Nepal, and bear witness of some improvements which resemble paper-making in Central
and West Tibet. There are the following stages:

1. Harvesting takes place higher up the mountain, by people who sell the bast to the papermakers at 1112 Nep Rs for 5 lbs. (1964).
2. Soaking and cutting away of black flaws in the
bast.
3. 1st cooking in water together with about 12
lbs. of wood ashes.

4. Rinsing the bast in a stream to remove ash
particles. This is done by trampling the bast
for 5-10 minutes.
5. Cutting away black parts thoroughly, which
takes about half an hour.
6. 2nd cooking in lye of ashes for 20-30 minutes
(1964). In 1970 another paper-maker cooked
the bast for about 2 hours in lye of ashes
leaving out the 1st cooking.
7. Rinsing in a bamboo basket under running
water.
8. Beating with a wooden mallet on a stone slab
for 4-8 hours, usually done in small portions.
9. Mixing with water (dilution approx. 11600 according to weight) which is carried out with a
wooden stick.
10. Scooping; the pulp is poured into floating
moulds. These consist of a big simple wooden
frame under which a fine-meshed cotton fabric
is extended (40-60 threads per 50 mm.) using
4 thin sticks sewn into the 4 edges of the
fabric. The sheets measure about 60 cm. by
120-140 cm. The paper-makers (often man
and wife) mostly use 4-6 moulds and produce
only 30 big sheets a day, which require about
2112 Ibs. of bast.
11. Drying of the sheets by sun and wind.
12. Folding takes place on the mould just after
the paper has been loosened from the fabric.
It is made into bundles of 20 sheets.

The paper is made exclusively of Thymelaeaceae
fibres and in 3 qualities. The common quality has
the basis weight 17 gIm.2 and is brownish, often
with holes, but seldom with pieces of bast etc.
Price 3 Nep Rs for 20 sheets (the paper-maker
receives 2 Nep Rs). The finest quality has the
basis weight about 26 and it is almost white and

with no flaws. It can be written on in ink on both
sides and is the best paper in Nepal. Price 6 Nep
Rs per 20 sheets (the paper-maker receives 5 Nep
Rs).

Paper-making in the Dolpo district in Northwest
Nepal

Bhotias have made paper from Wikstroemia
chamaejasme but ceased making paper about 15
years ago. The method was probably not different
from the Tibetan one when using this special raw
material.

Paper-making in the Kathmandu Valley

Paper-making in the Kathmandu Valley is not
known to have taken place before 1940, and it
possibly began here because of the scarcity of
paper after the outbreak of World War 11. It was
started in Kathmandu, first at Bhudankhel and
then in Chetrapati. The manufacture was on the
whole the same as in the Baglung-district because
the paper-makers were fetched from there. The
paper was made from Thymelaeaceae bast and
waste paper. Treadle stampers and chemicals were
soon introduced.
Paper-making was stopped from 1945-50 but
continued in Sundarijal 1950-59. Many new raw
materials and methods were introduced, for example the dipping process (from Japan). A small
factory was established in Tripureswar almost
within Kathmandu in 1948 to train people in
paper-making. The manufacture f i s t took place in
the traditional way, but in 1961 various modem
machines were installed and many new raw materials introduced, including rice straw and mechanical wood pulp. However, the paper is still
scooped by hand (1970).

Plate 39. Daphne papyracea Wall. ex
Steud. emend. W. W. Smith et Cave, as
found in the Botanical Gardens in Godawari, 12 km. south of Kathmandu. It was
found wild on the nearby slopes from
1700 m. upwards, and it was at the end
of the flowering season, 21st November
1970.
Plate 40. Daphne bholua Ham. ex D.
Don, found near Tjamn Tang, East No. 1
at 3200 m., 6th May 1968. The flowers
are in full bloom, but the leaves are still
in bud.
Plate 41. Daphne papyracea and Daphne
bholua plants collected at a locality between Ghorapani and Ulleri, 30 km. southwest of Pokhara, at an altitude of about
2500 m. where we found them side by
side.

Plate 42. Edgcwdrthia 8aNjnsri
graving from WALWCH, 1820.

Wall.) Mdn.; en-

Plate 43. Daphne involuctwfaWall.; angraving h m
WALLICH, 1820.

Plate. 44. Dnphne s u d W.W.Smith et Cave; drawing in &ours in CURTIS, 1933, TAB. 9297. N~titice
the very l a g , pointed 1abm Of the pwianth,

Plate 48. Wihroemia ckamczejasme L., dtawing in colours from

CURTIS, 1924, *TAB. 9028.
Hate 49. A #.ampleof W&sr*ogmiu chamaejme L found near
M&i&
in NerU1.mSeTa Nepal at: about 3700 m. It was at the
&id of f f d g rjhe be:gimbg of November, 11970.

Plate 50, WiRst-~owaiaclwtBiajmme L.: drawing fro131 W H Y A F +
1931, ;pY&
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Plate 54. Hut II seen
from paint i (see site plan
on opp&te page). Point e
and the direction towards ,
h, and hg are indicated.
Plate 55. Hut I11 seen
from point i; point j is
indicated.

Plate 56. Hut I seen
from point b. Camera
and foot of corner post
(see mark) are on the same horizontal level, and
the distance £rom camera to comer post is 11.3

m.
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Plate 59, Hut LI.
Plstr? 60, Hut

m,where the couple G w a and Seili worked.
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Plate 69. Thc bast strips are cooked in lye of ashes and turned from time to time (Ganza, 111).
Plate 70. The bast strips are then heaped, beaten flat, re-heaped, beaten and so on (Ganza, III).

Plate 71. After removing impurities and unbeaten lumps of
bast, the mixing with water
takes place in a hollow log with
the instrument shown plate 88
(Ganza, UI).
Plate 72. Pulp is scooped into the floating mould and evenly distributed with the fingertips (Seili, 111).
Plate 73. T o distribute the fibres further the mould is lifted
slowly from the vat with certain
characteristic tossing movements, during which the four
corners are raised in rotation
above the water level (Seili, 111).

Plate 74. The pulp is scooped
into the mould through the left
hand to spread the bast fibres
over the fabric (11).
Plate 75. As plate 73 (11).
This is the most difficult stage
of the entire paper-making process. It requires years of practice to make an even sheet of
paper.

Plate 76. Trees are felled higher
up the mountain slope, cut into logs
about 1 metre long and rolled down
to the big fire (Ganza, 111).
Plate 77. The paper is cautiously
peeled from the fabric (Seili. 111).
Plate 78. Three moulds with dry
paper have been taken from the
outer places around the fire and
propped against the mixer to the
right of the vat. Four half-dried
moulds are turned and put in front
of the fire. The three wet moulds to
the left of the vat will next be moved
to the outer places around the fire
(Seili, 110.

Plate 79. The paper sheets are
pierced at one corner with a bamboo
stick and hung up to dry (Seili, 111).
Plate 80. The paper is folded 10
sheets at a time; 20 by 10 sheets are
tied into a bundle with a thin bast
cord (Ganza, 111).

Plate 81. The paper
is sold by quantity and
weight either in the
bazaar or, as here, to
I buyer (also a Tamang).
Plate 82. Transport
of handmade paper
from East Nepal to
Kathmandu. We met
the porters near Ramechap (East No. 2).

Plate 83 and 85. Four Tamangs. Notice their wide-set
eyes, thick lips and clothing.
Rate 84. Two Sherpas, presumably with some Tamang
blood.

Plate 86. Paper-making
workshop IV.
Plate 87. Mould (I). The primitive wide-meshed fabric
(probably made of fibres from
Giradinia heterophylla) is fastened to the f r m e with small
bamboo sprig. The outer dimensions of the frame are 55
by 68 cm., the total length is
106 cm. and the weight 750 g.

Plate 88. Paper-makers' tools: sweeper, pan for picking up ash and pulp, mallet for beating bmb
pulp ladle
of wood and one of bronze (all from hut IU). Also two types of small pulp stirrers of bamboo 0,
a pulp mixer of
bamboo and a forked stick for stirring bast drips (both f m Dl).

Plate 89. From a paper-making workshop
near Jiri (East No. 2) at about 3000 m. The
paper-makers are Tamangs. Photograph by
Ib Heller.
Plate 90. From a paper-making workshop
near Malemehi(-gaon) at about 2600 m., opposite Tarke Ghyaag (East No. 1). Photograph by Alexander W. MaeDonald.

' ite 91.

I

Magat paper-maker (Purnadur) at Nanglibang, 1500 m.. in West
i.pal, demonstrates how the cotton fa!c is mounted on the frame by means
4 lung sticks pushed into 4 seams
long the edges of the cotton and fastned tc, the frame with iron pegs. Plates
1-96 were taben in 1964.

I

-'late 92. The big mould may be lifted

1

:
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Plate 94. Map of the Baglung district.
Plate 95. The fields in Nanglibang where Purnabadur had his workshop (1964). Plate 96 shows the ground-plan
of the workshop.
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Platc 103. T h e beaten bast is mixed with water in an oblong wooden container (a hollow log) and two o r three
pans o l pulp arc scooped into the floating mould. through the paper-maker's right hand to distribute the bast fibres
further.
Platc 104. T w o people lift the mould very carefully f r o m thc vat and carry it to the drying field where it is proppcd iigi~inst;I stick to dry In thc sun.
Platc 105. Skclch of thc paper-making workshop in Sundarijal, situated in the north-eastern corner of the Kathmandu Valley.
i eTripureswar
x"
in Kathmandu. from
Platc 106. Sketch of paper-making workshop: "Tire Coltuse SIIILIIII ~ ~ d ~ l s ~ rin
wherc plates 107 and 109 also derive.

Plate 107. The paper is sized
by moistening and dusting with
rice or wheat flour. Tripureswar
in Kathmandu.
Plate 108. The patper is glazed
with a stone or a block of hard
wood or glass. TripureWar.
Plate 109. Sldphur-yellow stone of the mineral haridal or
orpiment (ds@d used to make
yellow paper (process see p. 93).

CHAPTER V

The Uses of Handmade Paper

The art of making paper reached North Nepal
from Tibet. Here in the highlands, i. e. in the
northern part of the Middle Range and in Himalaya above 2000-2500 m., paper has been most
extensively used and it is mainly here that paper
is made even to-day. The great differences between the highlands and the rest of Nepal are
found, too, in the forms and uses of paper. In the
highlands they are akin to those in Tibet, while
in the rest of Nepal they mostly have North Indian
patterns. But many items of paper also contain
local features besides the northern and southern
elements, for example the woodcuts from the
Kathmandu Valley.
The various applications are enumerated below
according to their type and, where possible, according to the area or the ethnic groups involved.
However, the use of paper for mss. is of the
greatest interest in the present context. Thus we
have mss. on paper from Nepal from the beginning
of the 12th century, which make them many centuries older than a l l other preserved forms of
paper. Also, mss. are often dated and not rarely
provide information concerning where, by whom
and for whom they were made. As the manuscripts provide altogether the most important
source for the exploration of the past of Nepal and
Tibet, the investigations of the mss. will be of
the greatest value, namely for determining the
origin of the manuscripts in the many cases where
it is not indicated in the colophon or elsewhere.
Even if other forms of paper are less valuable
for this purpose, they shed light on the specific
character of the area. Furthermore, many uses
seem to stem from very ancient ones, such as the
amulet prints.

In order to compare the measurements of the many samples of paper, the results
are listed in the tables on pp. 228-234, together
with the most important data regarding the type,
age, text, writing, size of the mss. etc. The thickness of most of the paper samples investigated varia
considerably. Each value in the tables is therefore
an average of several measurements.
The number of layers in the paper has often
been very difficult to determine, as the pasting and
glazing have been done so carefully that the layers
are hard to separate. With mss. the task has been
further complicated by the fact that the leaves are
quite often built up of a varying number of layers,
or that different kinds of paper have been used.
In such cases either this has been pointed out, or
else the measurements quoted apply to the majority of the leaves.
The type of the mould as seen from the imprint
left by it in the paper (a sort of watermark) is of
special interest, as it may immediately disclose
the origin of the paper. By looking through the
paper, or by holding it almost parallel to the light
beam from an almost punctifom light source, the
imprint left by the mould can nearly always be
seen on paper which has not been coated. When
it is a question of paper pasted together, dyed or
coated, the task is considerably more difficult and
time-consuming. Nearly all the samples of paper
from Nepal investigated have been scooped in
simple wooden frames with some kind of fabric
underneath-the
implement still used everywhere
in the mountains. The fineness of the mesh is
indicated in the tables by the number of parallel
threads per 50 mm. If there is a difference in the
two directions of the mesh the mean number is
taken.
Measurements.

Some samples of paper are scooped on moulds
made of grass straw and a few on moulds of split
bamboo canes. Paper of this kind is noted, and the
fineness of the straw or bamboo mat is also indicated
as the number of lines per 50 mm.
The microscopical investigations of the plant
fibres and paper samples investigated are discussed
in chapter VI. In the present chapter only the
most important results of these analyses are given.
Other materials. Many paper items were probably
once made of other materials. These are only
exceptionally mentioned below, in the f i s t place
because only few such objects have been preserved. Mss. on palm leaves form the most important exception. practically all extant Nepalese
mss. are executed either on palm leaves, which
was the preferred material in the Kathmandu
Valley until the middle of the 16th century, or on
paper, which was almost exclusively used thereafter. In the Copenhagen collection there is a single
ms. on bark from the Aquilaria agallocha tree (plates
123 and 124).

Various other writing materials have presumably
also been known and used. Thus birch bark was
probably a common writing material in North India long before the beginning of our era. Some
manuscripts of this kind have been preserved, going back to the first centuries A. D. (see e. g.
HOERNLE, 1900, pp. 125-1 32). WRIGHT,
1877, p. 316, writes that mss. on birch bark are
unknown in Nepal, but that the material is used
for "charms and amulets". It is, however, easily
perishable and has presumably been used to a
certain extent like wood and bark tablets for
amulets, letters, mss. etc. before the appearance
of paper. Inscriptions or the like on metal plates,
particularly of copper, are described and pictured
by TUCCI, 1956, and others. I have no idormation as to whether or not metal plates or impregnated pieces of cotton, hides etc. have been
used as proper writing materials in Nepal (TURNER, 1931, p. 168, cites the name carmapatra for
parchment, which may merely be the Nepalese
term for European or other imported documents
of this material).

A. Books
This section contains an outline of the development of the book, century by century, with r e
gard to shape, makeup, and particularly the character of the writing material. The various types
of script etc. are also described. Palm leaf mss. are
mentioned on a par with paper mss. because they
were forerunners of paper mss. in Nepal.
All catalogues and registers of Nepalese mss.,
including the collection of Nepalese mss. in the
Royal Library of Copenhagen, consist almost exclusively of books found in the Kathmandu Valley
and predominantly mss. written in or near the
valley, or by the inhabitants thereof. When the
ambiguous term "Nepalese mss." is used without
qualification it will be mss. of this kind (with
the exception of books in Tibetan). These books,
described in section 1, are nearly all dated in
Newari Samvat, beginning 20th October, A. D. 879.
In dating the mss. of the Copenhagen collection I
have, however, used January lst, A. D. 880 as a
starting point, which is precise enough for our

purpose. For a summary of the development of
books in the Kathmandu Valley see pp. 136-137
and 140-141 and the table p. 232. Books in
Tibetan found in Nepal are mentioned in section
2, pp. 141-145.

1. Books in Sanskrit, Newari, Nepali etc.
The information below is chiefly based on Cecil
Bendall's "Catalogue of the Buddhist Sanskrit
Manuscripts in the University Library, Cambridge"
of 1883, and my own examination of the Copenhagen collection. As remarked in the preface to
BENDALL, 1883, p. X, his catalogue comprises:

". . . the most characteristic portion of the collection. This
includes Buddhist literature in the widest sense, so as to
take in on the one hand lnystical or religious works of
the tantric kind, where debased Buddhism is hardly
distinguishable from Civaism; and on the other, works
of no special religious tendency, but merely the supposed
products of Buddhistic civilization . . ., as well as the
local Nepalese literature, some of which bears more on
Hindu mythology than on the Buddhist system."

Reference is also made to other lists of mss. from
Nepal, including Luciano Petech's "Mediaeval History of Nepal" of 1958. This work confines itself
to listing dated mss. with indications of ruling kings,
but it is compiled from collections in Nepal, Tibet,
India, England, France and Russia.

dated mss. from this century, but with no indication of writing materials, which must surely be
palm leaves. 4 of the manuscripts were found in
monastic libraries in Tibet. BENDALL, 1883, p.
XXiV, writes of 6 dated 11th century Nepalese
palm leaf mss:

Before A . D . 1000. The oldest stone inscriptions

"These are all written in a square, clear, and often beautifully clean hand, the contrast between thick and fine
strokes being strongly marked."

in the Kathmandu Valley go back to the 5th century, and it is very likely that palm l e d mss. were
at least as early as that, but the oldest extant
Nepalese ms. is a good deal younger. BENDALL,
1883, pp. 27 and 191, describes two palm leaf
mss. from the 9th century (Add. 1049 and 1702
in the Cambridge collection, both 400 by 50 mm.
and with 3-5 and 6-8 lines per page respectively).
BENDALL, 1902, p. 142, mentions an equally
early ms., Or. 3568, in the British Museum.
SASTRI, 1905, p. 137, mentions three mss. "in
Gupta characters", one of which is dated A. D.
908, but according to PETECH, 1958, p. 10, the
dating is uncertain. Petech states ibid, that the
oldest dated ms. with indication of a ruling king is
from A. D. 998 and preserved in the famous Tibetan monastery of Sakya.
STEIN, 1921, pp. 814 and 914, writes the following of his find of a palm leaf ms. in Chinese
Turkestan (op. cit. Vol. IV, P1. CXLII):
"The material clearly showed that this manuscript must
have been written in India, and, as the writing is recognized by Dr. Hoernle as an upright Gupta of the Nepalese type, it appears highly probable that it was imported
directly from the south, i.e. through Tibet. The fact that
the palaeographic features point to the eighth or ninth
century A.D. fully agrees with the assumption, as that
was exactly the period of Tibetan predominance at Tunhuang."

If, however, the writing is compared with that
known from inscriptions and palm leaf mss. from
Nepal, the resemblance does not seem convincing.
The 10th (?) century ms. (plate 117) was found
in the Kathmandu Valley but its true origin is
unknown to me. (Shape, binding and writing point
to Northwest India or West Turkestan.) The paper
is made of high-level Thymelaeaceae fibres resembling Daphne bholua. The ms. is kept in the Nationu1 Archives, Kathmandu.
11th century.

L. Petech mentions no less than 26

Other mss. from the 11th and 12th centuries found
in Nepal are written in a special decorative writing
used in Bengal during the same period, and which
also appears to derive from there (see BENDALL,
1883, p. XXiV and BOHLER, 1962, p. 95). Since
we encounter far later Nepalese mss. in which this
style, RiiiijatG (also called LuAtsa etc.), has been
imitated, its introduction into Nepal is worth a brief
mention. Furthermore, this style is still used in
North Nepal, Tibet and Bhutan, where it is known
not only from mss. but also from inscriptions and
decorations on stone, wood and metal.
Until the end of the 12th century rather close
economic and cultural relations seem to have
existed between Bengal and Nepal as well as
Tibet. Nepal, moreover, became a refuge for Bengalese Buddhist monks and others, who fled there
due to the Mohammedan invasion of India This
explains why there are mss. written in Nepal in a
script precisely similar to that in vogue at the time
in Bengal and not in Nepal. Thus Bendall op. cit.
mentions 3 palm leaf mss. in R i i t i j a ~script, two of
which were written in Bengal about the year 1020
(the Cambridge collection Add. 1464, plate 11, 1,
with delicate, oblique down strokes) and in 1165
(in the Hodgson collection of the Royal Asiatic
Society). The third (Add. 1693, plate 11, 2) also
dates from A. D. 1165 and was written in what
seems to be exactly the same hand, but in Nepal.
There is a ms. very much like that of the Cambridge collection Add. 1464 in the Copenhagen
collection. It is very finely executed in both script
and miniatures, which seem to have reached a culmination in the l lth or 12th century, but unfortunately it is incomplete and contains no colophon (n. 173, plate 110). It was probably made
in Bengal, because of the great breadth of the
leaves, 69 mm., which is unknown among the

Nepalese palm leaf mss. Similar mss. are found in
collections all over the world (see e. g. TUCCI,
1956, plate I, and LEE, 1942, pp. 67-70).
The oldest extant Nepalese ms. on paper that
I know of goes back to the 12th century. However
WRIGHT, 1877, p. 159, writes of the following
event from the time of Raja Saikaradeva:
"At the time when the village of Jhul was burning,
Yasbdhari, the Brihmani widow, fled to Pitan with a
small model of a chaitya, the book Prigyi-piramiti
(written in golden letters in Vikrama-sambat 24S1), and
her infant son Yasbdhari."
') "V.S. 245 = A.D. 188."
BENDALL, 1883, p. XViii, quotes the passage
and writes that "Carikara-deva" ruled in the 11th
century, but does not deal with the remarkably
early dating of the ms. (see further BENDALL,
1902, p. 228, and PETECH, 1958, p. 45. According to the latter Sahkaradeva ruled c. 1065-1082).
While no palm leaf mss. in gold letters are known,
we have many mss. on blue-black paper with gold
or silver writing from the beginning of the 13th
century onwards. It is undoubtedly this type to
which the text alludes. The great age accorded to
the manuscript is presumably due to a misunderstanding. Perhaps it is not Vikrama Samvat 245,
but V. S. 1245 corresponding to A. D. 1188, or,
which is more probable, the ms. is dated N. S. 245
corresponding to A. D. 1125; but in both cases the
manuscript post-dates Saikaradeva.
12th century. PETECH, 1958, describes 54
dated mss. from this century, 5 of which were
found in Tibet. The mss. are certainly still almost
exclusively palm leaf. A palm leaf ms. from A. D.
1145, n. 175 a, is shown in plate 111; notice the
pagination added later. It is reminiscent of Add.
866 in the Cambridge collection from A. D. 1008,
but in our specimen the so-called "Kufia twist"
is less pronounced.
BENDALL, 1883, p. XXVi-XVii writes:
"It is from this time, then, that we find Nepalese on the
one hand, and Bengali on the other, as distinct alphabets
or styles of writing. It has been already observed that the
hooked feature cannot be regarded as the distinguishing
note of Nepalese, as this was never universally employed,
and has now disappeared for several centuries. . . . The
Nepalese must not, then, be regarded as a distinct and
original development of the Indian alphabet in the same

sense that Bengali, for instance, is so. The fact rather is
that, from the XIlth-XIIIth century onwards, the g o graphical and political isolation of Nepal resulted in the
conservation of early forms, accompanied by the prevalence of several more or less transient embellishments or
calligraphic fashions peculiar to the country."
Up to the end of the 15th century the characteristic "hooks" (at the top left corners of letters) are
very common in Nepalese alphabets, a feature
which is also due to influence from Bengal (see
e. g. BOHLER, 1962, pp. 93 and 95).
Two 12th century mss. on paper are known:
1) D. P. Ghosh, manager of the Department of
Museology and supervisor of the Asutosh Museum, Calcutta, has kindly sent me a photo of the
ms. plate 121 and a tiny fragment of the ms. but
big enough to make a microscopical analysis of
the fibres. D. P. Ghosh writes that the title of this
Nepalese ms. is Pancharaksha (Paiicaraksa), and
that it is dated A. D. 1105 and thus the earliest
paper ms. found in the Indian Republic. It is moreover the oldest known Nepalese ms. on paper.
Purna Harsha Bajracharya has translated the
colophon, from which it appears that the rns. was
written under Simhadeva in the year paAca vimsatika dviiata, i. e. 5-20-200 or N. S. 225. This
means that Simhadeva already ruled in A . D. 1105.
PETECH, 1958, p. 54, gives the dates: "Simhadeva (c. 1 110-1 125)".
The miniature is typical of the epoch and the
writing is good and easy to read, but obviously no
attempt has been made to create a masterpiece.
A comparison with the "Table of Letters" in Bendall's catalogue of 1883 shows that the writing of
the Asutosh ms. corresponds fairly well to the
writing in Add. 1886 and 1693 of the Cambridge
collection, both from A. D. 1165. This applies e. g.
to the letters th, bh, 1 and sh, but there is only
a small trace of the "hooks", which are so distinct in Add. 1886.
The format, c. 380 by 85 mm., is shorter and
broader than that of the palm leaf mss. from the
same century, and the number of lines is greater;
otherwise the ms. is very like the palm leaf rnss.
of the same period, and there is also a hole for
tying it up.
A microscopical analysis (see p. 199) shows that
the paper is made of Thymelaeaceae fibre of the

high-level type, and that it is not treated with
starch paste. The sample shows no distinct imprint
of the mould, so probably a fine-meshed cotton
fabric was used. The sample, however, is so small
that it would be more correct to say that the type
of mould is unknown. According to a number of
spectrographical X-ray analyses the paper, which
is slightly brownish, does not seem to have been
treated with inorganic substances.
2) One other ms. on paper is known, and it is
from the end of the century. B. S. Parajuli, librarian at Bir Library, Kathmandu, has kindly sent me
a small piece of paper from the following ms.:
Jyautisharanatmala (JyotisaratnamilH), catalogue
number D. 161, size 11 by 2 in. or c. 275 by 50
mm., N. S. 302 thus A. D. 1182. The paper is
also made from Thymelaeaceae fibres of the highlevel type and has not been treated with starch
paste. As for the type of mould used, my remarks
on the previous ms. and its mould apply equally
to this one.
MITRA, 1882, has only two dated paper mss.
from before A. D. 1600 in his catalogue and they
are both said to belong to the 12th century. One
ms. is on yellow Nepalese paper, the leaves measuring 10 by 3112 in. or 255 by 90 mm.,character
"Newari" and dated N. S. 230 or A. D. 11 10.
The other ms., B. 21, is also on Nepalese paper,
size l l l / ~by 4 in. or c. 290 by 100 mm. and is
dated N. S. 245 or A. D. 1125. The yellow dyeing of the first of these mss., a practice not usual
in Nepal until after the 16th century, and the
rather broad sue of both mss., render these datings
very doubtful.
BENDALL, 1883, p. 124, writes of Add. 1544
that it is a paper ms. from the 12th century. The
same ms. is shown in the Paloeographical Society's
Oriental Series, London 1873-1 883, Plate LVII.
It is a palm leaf ms., presumably from the second
half of the 13th century.
13th century. Of 49 dated mss. described by
PETECH, 1958, 6 were found in Tibet, thus about
the same proportion as in the preceding century.
(One more ms. from A. D. 1303 was found in
Tibet, but out of 92 later, dated mss. not one).

BENDALL, 1883, p. XXVii-XXViii, says of the
writing:
"In the next century, Lhe XllIth, the hooked form of
character is thoroughly in vogue; for them exists, as far
as I know. only one dated Nepalese MS. of this time
otherwise written. The large bold handwriting usual in
the Xllth century, with strongly contrasted thick and fine
strokes. continues through most of this antury. though
in some later MSS. we observe a transition wmmcncing."
Two examples of palm leaf mss. from this century
are showninplates 112 and 113 (n. 168 andn. 91).
The first is in the Mithili script.
Several 13th century mss. are known on blueblack paper:
1) Purna Harsha Bajracharya has sent me the
following information concerning one such ms.
from the beginning of the century: Ms. Vasudhira
Kalpa, N. S. 339, corresponding to A. D. 1219,
size 8114 by 3 in. or c. 210 by 75 mm. It is identical
with the blue-black ms. which PETECH, 1958, p.
86, describes thus:
"ms. hya-Vasudh2r2iyf&i $oda$akalpa, Private possession in Nepal. . . . The date is verified lor Friday. February 1st. 1219."

2) During my own visit to Bir Library, Kathmandu, 1 was shown another ms. on blue-black
paper (plate 1IS), about which P. H. Bajracharya
has given the following information: Ms. Visnu
Dharmq N. S. 340 corresponding to A. D. 1220.
Furthermore the colophon states that the manuscript belongs to Jaitabrahma Jeebaka. Sue 21 by
4 in. or c. 530 by 100 mm. PETECH, 1958, p.
86, also mentions the ms.:
"ms. Vi~pudhama,Darbar Library, I1 51. A fine volume
...The date correspondsto
September 19th, 1220."

of blue paper written in gold.

The paper is 0.45 mm. thick, has a basis weight
of 280 glm.2, and is made of 4 layers, of which
only the 2 outer layers are dyed blueblack. There
are distinct glazing streaks. It is worth noticing
that the mould used seems to have been a grass
mat with 35 lines per 50 mm. (see plate 119).
Microscopical analysis of the paper indicates that
it is probably made of fibres of hemp or ramie.
The paper has not been treated with starch paste.

3) In the National Archives, where the old mss.
from Bir Library are now kept, I saw two more
blue-black rnss. from the 13th or 14th century.
4) In the Copenhagen collection there are 3 damaged pothi leaves of still another blue-black paper
ms. with golden letters in RGjani writing (n.
176 f, plate 120). These leaves have no colophon,
but a systematic comparison with the character of
the letters of the previous ms. from A. D. 1220
shows that it is a ms. of about the same period.
The leaves measure 276 by 75 mm. The paper
is soft and has distinct glazing streaks. It is 0.25
mrn. thick and has 2 layers. The mould here seems
again to have been a grass mat with 45 lines per
50 mm. The result of the microscopical analysis
was exactly the same as that of the previous ms.
5) D. Wright (see BENDALL, 1902, p. 227) writes
of no. 537: 6 lines, size 20 by 2112 in. or c. 510 by
65 mm., Lastsa script from Nepal in silver letters
on indigo-blue paper, 12th or 13th century.
6) BENDALL, 1883, p. XXViii, describes 2 mss.
on paper, viz. Add. 1412, 1 and 2 from A. D.
1276 and 1278 respectively. From a later remark,
p. XXXii concerning Add. 1556, it is obvious that
they are not written on blue-black paper, and that
the type of writing is not Riiijana.
Small pieces of paper from the two blue-black mss.
2) and 4) were carefully soaked and divided into
their layers. The paper seems to have been scooped
on moulds of grass mats rather than bamboo mats.
The grass mat is in fact made up of parallel grassstraws tied together with thread at certain intervals (plate 119). The greater irregularity and softness of the straws cause the lines in the paper to
be less regular. We find this type of imprint left
by the mould in both old Central Asian and Indian
paper, which is undoubtedly due to their having
been scooped on moulds of grass mats. This type
of mould has been used for making paper in India
right up to modern times (e. g. as described in
CLAPPERTON, 1934, p. 55, and pictured ibid
plate V. 1).
The two mss. mentioned are further distinctive
in being the only ones out of about 200 examined

mss. on paper found in Nepal before the 19th
century, which are not made from Thymelaeaceae
fibres. Both the imprint of the mould and the
fibres thus suggest that the paper was imported,
but from where?
According to GODE, 1944, p. 2 11, paper does
not seem to have been completely unknown in
India even as early as the 7th century, probably
on account of contact with China through traders
and pilgrims. Paper-making, however, was not introduced to the Indian lowlands until the invasion
of the Mohammedans about A. D. 1000-1200,
and the use of paper first became common there
some centuries later. The oldest extant Indian
paper ms. derives from Gujurat and is dated A. D.
1223-24. In other words, it is from the same century as the two above mentioned mss. Moreover,
it is worth noticing that climate, rodents, insects
and devastating wars must have done away with
a great many of the earliest Indian mss. From this
it appears that the paper from the two mss. may
well derive from India, with which Nepal always
had close commercial connections. Furthermore,
both the fibres and the imprint of the mould in
the paper are reminiscent of early Indian paper
such as n. 85, which is an Indian Jain ms. on
undyed hemp or ramie paper from about the 15th
century, but probably brought to Nepal quite recently (plate 125-126, table p. 228).
We cannot ignore the possibility that the paper
may have reached Nepal from China, where paper
was being made from hemp or ramie fibres on
moulds of grass straw or bamboo mats at an early
date (see CLAPPERTON, 1934, p. 24, concerning the mention of paper mss. from Tun-huang).
The early connections of the Newars with Tibet
and China speak in favour of this assumptionagainst it Nepal's closer links with India.
14th and 15th centuries.
XXiX, writes:

BENDALL, 1883, p.

"The X N t h and XVth centuries may be treated as a
single palaeographic period. Books seem to have been
commoner at this time than in the centuries immediately
succeeding or preceding. Our MSS. are plentiful and
generally written on leaves of serviceable size and quality.
We neither find scarceness of Literature, as in the XVIth
century. nor the merely ornamental MSS.which we shall
notice hereafter in the XVIIth century. On the other

hand, writing as a fine art seems to be more or less on
the decline. We no longer meet with the large written
MSS. of early times; nor have we any single instana of
illumination. With the diminished size of the material,
the handwriting is also diminished. The characteristic
hooked form of the letters generally, but by no means
universally, prevails."
Two palm leaf mss. from this period are shown in
plate 114 and 115 (n. 72 and n. 90). They are
dated N. S. 446 and N. S. 552 i. e. A. D. 1326
and 1432 respectively. The hooks are pronounced
and the writing is still good, especially in the older
of the two. Notice also the small format of the mss.
and the position of the hole to the left of the
middle for tying up the ms. (on this subject see
discussion in HOERNLE, 1893, p. XXui).
The following paper mss. are from this period:
1) SASTRI, 1905, p. 210: 9 by 2 in. or 230 by

50 mm., 6 lines to the page, "Character, Newari",
N. S. 524 corresponding to A. D. 1404.
2) BENDALL, 1883, p. 106: Add. 1478, 6 8
lines, 13114 by 2 in. or about 335 by 50 mm.,
"chiefly Bengali hand", 14th or 15th century.
3) EGGELING, 1889, Vol 11, No. 7820: N. S.
594 (597) corresponding to A. D. 1474 (1477), 5
lines, 6 by 3 in. or c. 150 by 75 mm.,black paper
with gold writing, R Z j a n i or Lafitsa.
4) The Copenhagen collection has an incomplete,
undated ms. (n. 117, plate 122) which palaeographically seems to belong to the 15th century. Now
a dating based solely on palaeographic investigations will always be subject to uncertainty, but in
the present case the palmleaf-like character of
the ms. also indicates that it is earlier than the
16th century. The paper is like cardboard, 0.32
mm. thick, with 4 layers. The mould used had
about 30 threads per 50 mm. The fibres closely
resemble Daphne bholua fibres and the paper
seems to have been treated with starch paste.
The rarity of paper mss. from the 14th and 15th
century is also evident from the fact that only one
ms. on this material is found in Bendall's catalogue
of 1883. B. S. Parajuli, the Notional Archives in
Kathmandu, confirms this impression by saying

that they have only very few paper mss. in their
collection from this period.
A ms. from the 15th or perhaps the 16th century is the only one in the Copenhagen collection
written on Aquiloria agallocha bark (see plate 123
and 124). The material is very well polished and
there are faint yellowish traces of what a spectragraphical X-ray analysis shows to be an arsenious
compound which is undoubtedly orpiment (see p.
248). These bark plates were already a common
writing material in Assam in the 13th century
according to GAIT, 1894, p. 108, who also d e
scribes the preparation of the bark. There, as in
our specimen, the two outennost leaves are thicker
and not polished on the outside or dyed with
orpiment like the rest of the leaves.

16th century. BENDALL, 1883, p. XXXi, writes
that the Cambridge collection contains only 5 mss.
from this century.
"These, nevertheless, have in wmmon the important
feature of showing the horizontal top line nearly wntinuous, while the vertical strokes often slightly project
above this line. . . . Paper seems to have come into
gneral use at the end of this century."

A palm leaf ms. in this handwriting, n. 167, N. S.
652 or A. D. 1532 is shown plate 116.
Mss. in R Z j a n i writing are still common. Although it is obvious that an attempt has been
made to make letters and figures look like the
older models, the writing lacks the precision and
clarity of the past. Moreover, the miniatures with
which they are nearly always decorated are more
coarse, and rather crudely coloured. Even mss. in
the more usual writing are often reminiscent of
RGjanH script, with single letters in that style.
BENDALL, 1883, p. XXXi, mentions a palm
leaf ms. in RZiijani writing dated A. D. 1576 and
a ms. Add. 1556 dated A. D. 1583 in the same
writing, which is, he points out, the earliest ms.
in the Cambridge collection on blue-black paper.
As we have seen, however, this type is much
older, and it is indeed remarkable that it survived
right up to the 20th century.
In the course of the 16th century mss. on paper
become more and more common, and about 1550
palm leaf mms. seem to be superseded by paper
mss. Bendall states that the last complete ms. on

palm leaves in the Cambridge collection is the
above mentioned ms. from 1576.As mss. on paper
become plentiful now, the following will deal almost exclusively with mss, which have been subjected to my technical investigations.
B. S. Parajuli has most kindly forwarded tiny
fragments from the following three mss, in the Bir
Library, all from the first half of the century.

1) Ms. Bhagavat, catalogue number A. 1671. size
221 by 84 mm., in Newari, N. S. 625 or A. D.
1505. Microscopical examination shows that the
paper is made from Thymelaeaceae fibres of the
high-level type closely resembling Daphne bholua,
and that it is treated with starch paste.
2) Ms. TantrZkhyInakath5, A. 1593, 267 by 51
mm., in Newari, N. S. 638 or A. D. 1518. Fibre
as above. The paper is treated with starch paste.
3) Ms. Yantra S d a r a v i d h i , A. 249, 267 by 114
mm.,in Devanigari. According to B. S. Parajuli
the ms. is dated either Vikrama Samvat 1457 or
Saka Samvat 1457, i. e. A. D. 1400 or 1535. The
broad format, like the writing, suggests a North
Indian origin. Fibre as above. The paper, like
many early Indian mss. (see e. g. n. 85) does not
appear to be treated with starch paste, or only
lightly.
4) n. 152. A large, magnificent ms. in gold writing on blue-black paper (plates 127-128). Decorative RiiijanI script, but not distinct, N. S. 631 or
A. D. 151 1. The paper is fine and nicely cut. It
is in 4 layers, stiff, smoothed and lacquered. The
mould was a fine-meshed fabric. The fibres are
from a species of Thyrnelaeaceae of the high-level
type resembling Daphne bholua. The paper is not
treated with starch paste, which would have been
inexpedient on account of the colour.

Summary. Manusripts from the 9th Century
to c. 1550
a. THE PALM LEAF MSS. As demonstrated
by HOERNLE, 1900, p. 113, nothing but the
leaves of Corypha umbraculifera have been used
in Nepal for palm leaf mss. According to BRAN-

DIS, 191 1, p. 657,the tree does not seem to grow
wild in Nepal, and must therefore have been cultivated there.
The thickness of the palm leaves is
0.02-0.32 mm. The breadth of the palm leaf mss.
is determined by the breadth of the Corypha
leaves, since only two narrow strips on each side
of the midrib of the leaf can be cut away and
used. The breadth of the mss. is therefore rather
constant, usually from 45 to 55 mm., average c.
50 mm. for mss, executed in Nepal (see diagram,
p. 234). As shown in the table above the diagram
there are 4-8 lines on each page; until A. D. 1200
mostly about 6, and later about 5 lines. On the
other hand, the length of the palm leaf mss. greatly
decreased through the centuries. Thus out of 19
mss. in Bendall's catalogue from before A. D.
1200, 10 mss. measure more than 400 mm., of
which 8 are over 500 mm. From A. D. 1200 to
1400, out of 19 dated mss. only 2 are over 400
mm. long, of which only one is over 500 rnm.
Finally from A. D. 1400 to 1600 not one out of
17 mss. is more than 340 mm. long. The great
reduction of length after A. D. 1200 is probably
due to the fact that the longer formats were then
considered impractical. A less likely possibility is
that, owing to the disrupted contact with Bengal
and the rest of India, the Nepalese now had to
manage with local supplies of palm leaves.
The diagram p. 234 shows the "average formats"
(mean length by mean width; with one comer of
the ms. at origin, the opposite corner is marked) of
mss. from various Nepalese, Indian and Tibetan
collections, the values for Nepalese mss. deriving
from Bendall's catalogue of 1883. Except for the
so-called "concertinas", the formats of the Nepalese
mss. at various periods do not generally conform
to the average formats, but are dispersed around the
four heavy trend lines in the diagram, which I call
the "format curves". However, the changes in average formats from century to century provide a true
measure of the tendency in format development.
Formats.

b. THE PAPER MSS. What is most notable
here is the scarcity of paper mss. up to the 16th
century; they constitute only a small percentage of
the total number of mss. Even if it does not neces-

sarily follow that paper mss. were indeed as rare
in Nepal (the Kathmandu Valley) until then, we
may assume that for religious and traditional
reasons the palm leaf was by far the most favoured
writing material for mss. This was the case, too,
in India, whence the valley received most of its
spiritual and a good deal of its material culture.
AU Nepalese paper mss. up to the 16th century
known to me, have the same construction and
shape as the palm leaf ms., the pdthi. Several of
them are m e copies of the palm leaf ms. with
regard to the arrangement of text, position of holes
for the cord to keep the loose leaves together etc.
Also the thickness of the paper mss. corresponds
exactly to that of the palm leaf mss., being from
0.20 to 0.32 mm.
Like most of the other mss. on uncoloured paper
from the period, the two oldest paper mss. known
were made from Thymelaeaceae fibres of the highlevel type on a mould of some fabric. This paper
was presumably made in the highlands of North
Nepal, in areas which had been invaded by Tibetan peoples and their culture from the 7th to the
10th centuries. Paper seems to have been used
only as a substitute in the valley, as there are so
few mss. in this material and they are shaped to
look like the palm leaf mss.
The fine mss. with gold or silver writing on
blue-black paper form a special group. Both this
colouring of the leaves and the "ink" are entirely
unknown in palm leaf mss. It is characteristic of
the blue-black mss. that nearly all of them contain
Buddhist texts, and that the writing is predominantly of the Rsjanii type, the origin of whichas mentioned a b o v e c a n be traced back to Bengal. But this type of book can hardly derive from
there, as very early blue-black mss. with gold or
silver writing are unknown in India but fairly common in China.
The paper of the old blue-black mss. is made
from fibres of hemp or ramie, on moulds of what
seem to be mats of grass straw with 3 5 4 5 lines
per 50 mm. The paper is not treated with starch
paste. It is unlikely that it was made in Nepal, but
rather in India or perhaps in China.
Formats. As for the format, the breadth of the
paper mss. exceeds that of the palm leaf mss. by

about 50 %. Yet they are far from being as broad
as Indian paper rnss. from the same epoch, see
diagram p. 234. (The average format of Indian
rnss. before A. D. 1600 has been calculated from
J. Eggeling's: "Cafalogue of the Sanskrit Manuscripts in the Library of he India Office, 18871904" and agrees quite well with the average
format calculated for other collections of Indian
paper mss. from the same period.) It now appears
that the format curve, which I have computed for
the Tibetan paper mss. in the London and Paris
collections from Tun-huang (mss. nearly all prior to
A. D. 1000) coincides, not just approximately but
entirely, with the format curve for Nepalese paper
mss. prior to A. D. 1700. While Tibetan mss. have
on the whole retained the old formats up to our
time, the "average length" of Nepalese palm leaf
rnss. and equally of paper mss. diminishes very
sharply after A. D. 1200. In other words, in both
Nepal and Tibet the formats of the paper mss.
seem to have been imitated from the very long,
early Bengalese palm leaf mss. With the subjugation of Bengal by the Mohammedans about 1200,
during which religious connections with Nepal and
Tibet almost ceased, the old formats were on the
whole preserved in Tibet. In Nepal the little
breadth was also maintained for a long time. But
the length of both palm leaf and paper mss. was
rapidly reduced, probably owing to the influence
of the Mohammedans via the Indians.

The superseding of palm leaf by paper. According to Hoernle paper was only little used for mss.
in Northwestern India until the last half of the
14th century, but before 1450 the making of palm
leaf mss. had completely ceased. In Bengal, paper
mss. were not made until about 1450, and only
around 1600 did they became the commonest type;
in fact here palm leaves were used for mss. well
into the 19th century.
In Nepal (the Kathmandu Valley) paper became
the most common material for mss. about the
middle of the 16th century, i. e. the use of paper
for mss. first became general in the valley at
almost the same time as in that part of Northern
India immediately to the south of the kingdom of
Nepal.

A very great number of mss. on
paper are extant from this century onwards. BENDALL, 1883, p. XXXii, writes i. a.:
17th century.

"The various handwritings fall into two main groups,
corresponding to those noticed in the last century. The
first may be called the normal or natural style, . . . It
includes the great majority of the MSS., and falls into
several subordinate varieties, not distinguishable in the
form of the letters but in the general character of the
hand."
To this main group belongs a form of writing which
approaches Devanagari (the most common form of
script in North India at that time) while still preserving its distinctive Nepalese character.
The other main group is made up of mss. written
in an "artificial and partly ornamental style" resembling the style already mentioned in connection with the blue-black mss., and which is constantly, even into the 19th century, especially associated with this type of book. As BENDALL,
1883, p. XXXiii, appropriately characterises the
style, it now:
"has the appearance of being written to be looked at
rather than to be read. The usual case, indeed, with these
MSS. is that the letters are hard to distinguish and the
readings corrupt and barbarous."
These features become even more marked in the
18th century (see plates 129, 133 and 134).
It still holds good of most mss. from the 17th
century, that writing and miniatures remain well
executed. The paper, too, is well treated and precisely cut. Dyeing the book leaves yellow with
orpiment first becomes usual in this century, but
from then onwards for nearly all rnss., apart form
those on blue-black paper. Coating with yellow
arsenic, as orpiment is also called, has been mentioned above, p. 93. It seems to have been known
at a much earlier date in China, whence it surely
originates, like most other methods of preparing
paper.
It is characteristic of the mss. from this century
and onwards that the lines on which the text is
written are generally very conspicuous, and also
that the margin on both sides is marked by one or
two vertical lines. Both sorts of lines are often in
red ink.
181h century. Already during the first half of

this century, the mss. reflect the violent events which
led to the complete subjugation of the Newars by
the invading Gurkhas. The quality of the writing
soon deteriorates, and is sometimes even primitive.
The same is true of the miniatures, where the
drawing is clumsy, with crude colours and entirely
without the delicacy and lightness of former times.
Neither is the paper so carefully pasted together,
dyed and cut. These are all signs of the poverty
that resulted from the frequent struggles and
blockades due to the Gurkha invasion, and the
subsequent defeat of the Newars in 1768. More
and more mss. are in Devanagari writing, because
the Gurkhas were Hindus and consequently orientated towards India.
As mentioned, there are also many mss. on
blue-black paper from this century. Of these J.T. 26
and n. 184 will be dealt with more closely. They
are in fact (perhaps together with n. 172), the only
ones of all the Nepalese mss. investigated, which
are executed on Thymelaeaceae paper, but scooped
on a mould probably made of grass straws (see
plates 130 and 131). Similar moulds are used today in Bhutan and made by pushing grass straws
into one another in long sections, which are then
tied together with thread into a mat. These two or
three mss, could have been written by Newars in
Tibet on paper imported from Bhutan. If not,
moulds of grass straw must also have been used
in Nepal in the 18th century, as in Kumaon on
Nepal's western border about 1800 @. 61).
In the 18th century a new type of book, the
so-called concertina, became common-i. e. books
made of many sheets of paper pasted together to
form a long piece, which is folded up and down in
equal sections ( W W ) While the p6thi leaves are
read one leaf at a time, f i s t the front and then the
back, one reads the whole of one side of the concertina, whereupon the book is turned and the
other side is read. As there are no loose leaves, it
was not necessary to number the pages.
The concertina was primarily reserved for
smaller works, and useful texts of instruction concerning such things as ceremonies, astrology, medicine, songs and dances which were nearly always
based on religion.
The concertinas are often very shabby and dirty
and some of them must surely have belonged to

more ordinary people. Our first dated specimen is
n. 27 from A. D. 1714 (plate 138 shows a wncertina from 1737), but this type appears also in the
preceding century in Nepal. The concertina was
used at a very early date in China (known from the
Tun-huang finds for example) and later in Tibet
too, where the Nepalese probably became acquainted with it.
Among the other mss. from this century n. 67
from 1745 should also be mentioned (plate 141).
Here the writing material consists of 5 layers, with
4 layers of soft, poor quality paper, pasted in 2
layers on both sides of a 0.2 mm. thick, finely
meshed piece of cotton. The Copenhagen collection
contains two more such mss. viz. n. 122 and n.
136, evidently also from the 18th century.
19th century. Here we meet the same script and
book forms as in the preceding century, but writing, miniatures and the entire make-up have
deteriorated still further. Several mss. are very
poorly written, see e. g. plate 147 of n. 84 from
1876. It is evidently not a question of writing
exercises or a hurriedly executed ms., since the
miniature and the beginning of the ms. are painted
with gold. (The three words in French and English
at the bottom of the photograph of the ms. are
copied from an inscription in Kathmandu from
1654, see LEVI, 1905, Vol. I, plates 87-88.)
The cause of the steady deterioration in bookcraft was not only the wars in the 18th and 19th
centuries. Before the Gurkha invasion many monasteries presumably contained people who were
specially trained as scribes and book artisans. The
gradual repression of Newar Buddhism caused the
dissolution o f monasteries and the wane of bookcraft which became homeless and impoverished,
because according to Indian tradition more weight
was now attached to the spoken word than to the
written.
We have another Nepalese ms. on blue-black
paper from the beginning of the century, N. G1. 1,
dated N. S. 922 or A. D. 1802, which is particularly interesting for several reasons (plates 132134). The writing with gold ink is decorative, but
somewhat illegible and the miniature on the first
leaf fairly good. The original binding consists of
two copper plates, hammered out and coated with

gold, which show Buddha flanked by two bodhisattvas on the front cover.
The first 41 leaves, made of paper of 4 layers,
have a fine ribbing with 52 tines per 50 mm. and
supporting ribs at intervals of 14 mm. The regular
and very distinct imprint of the mould shows that
the paper has been scooped on a mould of finely
split bamboo canes. The fibres of all 4 layers are
a Gramineae, probably a kind of bamboo (see the
fibre analysis p. 200 and plate 230). The rest of
the manuscript's 184 leaves are likewise made up
of 4 layers, but scooped on a h e mesh of cloth
with 68 threads per 50 mm. The microscopical
analysis shows that the paper is made exclusively
of Thymelaeaceae fibres of the high-level type,
probably from a high-alpine species (plate 231).
The ms. derives from the Younghusband e x p e
dition of 1887-88 to Central Tibet. As the ms. was
acquired there, and the paper consists of the two
mentioned fibres, but chiefly Thymelaeaceae
fibres, and as the writing is in Newari and the
dating in Newari Samvat, the ms. was most probably produced by Newars in Tibet. In the larger
towns of this country it was quite common to find
a colony of Nepalese, chiefly Newar merchants
and artisans. In Lhasa they even formed a considerable part of the total number of inhabitants in
the 19th century (see e. g. WADDELL, 1905, p.
346), and it is quite probable that the ms. was
executed there.
Certainly Thymelaeaceae fibres have been the
most frequently used material for making paper in
Tibet, whereas bamboo paper has no doubt been
imported from China or East Tibet. Other Tibetan
mss. from the 18th-20th centuries, especially the
East Tibetan, which I have had the opportunity of
investigating, are also made on bamboo paper.
(MEISUAHL, 1958, p. 23, mentions a Tibetan
ms., Tafel 72542, in the Linden Museum in Stuttgart. A microscopical analysis of the fibres undertaken by Dr. M. Harders-Steinhauser shows that
the ms. is partly made on paper made of bamboo
fibres. It is presumably from the middle of the 18th
century and like our ms. a SuvamaprabhHsottamasutra.)
The first example of Nepalese paper in a book
from the West is found in N. Wallich's previously
mentioned work from 1820. Daphne bholua is

pictured on the handmade paper, produced from
fibres of the same plant (see plate 46). The paper
is consequently some years older, and is very similar to that made to-day in Central and East Nepal.
Yet the mesh of the mould was somewhat denser
with c. 40 threads per 50 mm.,similar to the paper
in mss. from the 19th century.
New forms of books and formats begin to
emerge in the second half of the 19th century. We
now meet with mss. sewn at the back with string
(see plate 146 of n. 86 from some time after 1857
and plate 148 of J. T. 38). Ms. n. 88 from 1870
is also sewn at the back, but here the binding is
leather, which is highly untraditional and against
the religious principles of most Nepalese. This
must be due to Western influence. The paper, too,
is in fact light blue, machine-made English paper
with the watermark MACKAY & KIRKWOOD,
BFUTANLA 1855. That European paper began to
be used on a small scale in the Kathmandu Valley
about 1870 is in agreement with the statements on
p. 84 by G. B. Shah.
From the same century we also have examples
of very worn concertina books with both blueblack and yellow pages in the same book. The
blue-black pages bear writing done with a limestone. These were used as blackboards for writing
excercises.
Even if the book leaves from this century are
seldom carefully dyed and cut, they are often
strong and hard, due to a thorough beating of the
fibres, and the large amount of starch paste with
which the paper was coated. Some mss. are even
parchment-like.

201h century. There is not much to be said about
20th century mss., since the number of true mss.
has steadily dwindled. Owing to the isolation of
Nepal at the beginning of the century, only slight
changes took place. But great changes occurred
after the second world war and the fall of the
Ranas in 1950. Many innovations were introduced
from the West and with these came new forms o f
books, o f writing, and o f writing materials. An interesting transitional form can be seen in J. T. 40
from 1945, which has almost the same format,
thickness and binding as a cheap European book,

and a printed text, but on handmade Nepalese
paper @late 149).
Printed books in Nepalese first appear about
the beginning of the century. However, in Tibet
block-printed books are very old and in the Kathmandu Valley the block-printing of amulets etc.
took place from an early date. The reason why
this technique was never used in Nepal for making
books cannot alone be due to the limited market,
for printed books do not occur in India either
until very late. The explanation is more probably
that in this respect, too, the customs of orthodox
and conservative India were closely adhered to.

Summary. Manuscripts from
c. 1550 to 1970
Throughout this period the thickness of manuscript
leaves still corresponds entirely to that of palm
leaf mss. They are 0.18-0.32 mm., on the average
0.25 mm. thick. They are usually made of 2, 3 or
4 layers of paper. Leaves of the same ms. are
often of varying thickness; in several mss. the
leaves consist of 4 layers at the beginning and
later of only 2. Moreover the single layers are
usually of uneven thickness, between 0.06 and 0.12
mm.
Of the paper mss. described in the table p.
228-231, and just as many from that period which
are not included in the table, only 4 mss. have
not been scooped on moulds of cloth. It should be
noticed that all 4 are executed on blue-black paper,
while there is only one among the other mss. on
black paper. The moulds with cloth seem generally
to have been of more finely woven mesh than that
normally used teday. Apart from the blue-black
mss. and some early ones on undyed paper, nearly
all mss. are dyed yellow on one or both sides with
starch paste containing orpiment.
All the paper, except for part of N. G1. 1 from
1802 and a few late mss. on straw paper or
machine-made paper, is made of Thymelaeaceae
fibres, and up to the 18th century they are all of
the high-level type (with one exception). From about
1720 to 1870 low-level Thymelaeaceae fibres,
probably mainly from Edgeworthia gardneri, suddenly become general (see diagram p. 239). In this
period the two main types of fibres are often m i ~ e d

in the paper. This is most likely because the consumption of paper increased so much that even
this rather less useful species of Thymelaeaceae
had to be adopted until the appearance of European paper at the end of the 19th century.
Formats (see diagram p. 234). The average
breadth of the p6thi mss. increases during the
whole period due to the steadily increasing influence from the South and gradually approaches the
Indian format, although the mss. still remain a
little longer and more narrow. As might be expected the number of lines on the page increases
with the breadth of the mss.
Concertina books became common in the 17th18th centuries. The average format of this type of
book is also indicated in the diagram p. 234.
Although it is considerably smaller than that of the
pcthi, it approaches the format curves of the
period. It is also seen that it is only a little broader
and shorter than the average format of the very
early Tibetan concertina books found at Tun-huang,
which might suggest that this type came to Nepal
from Tibet. Sewn mss. only became common in the
19th century; the later specimens increasingly approach the form of Western books.
The transition from mss. on handmade to machinemade paper. Around 1860-70 some people started to use European paper for mss. in the Kathmandu Valley on a small scale, but not until the
20th century did machine-made paper become
common. Since the second world war it has replaced handmade paper for books, just as quite
new types of books and printing techniques have
been introduced into the valley.

2. Books in Tibetan
a. THE KATHMANDU VALLEY. Books in
Tibetan, also found in the valley, have not yet
been mentioned. They originate from the peoples
of Tibetan culture, who have visited the valley
since early times. As already mentioned, one of
the most important trade routes between India and
Tibet passed through the valley. Also, many Tibetans went on pilgrimages to a number of temples
and shrines such as the Bodhnath stupa (plate 2),

one of their most important sanctuaries outside
Tibet. Sherpas, Bhotias and Tibetans have visited
the valley, particularly in the winter season when
the climate is agreeable and not harmful for inhabitants of the highlands. After the events of
1959 in Tibet and the strong decline of trade with
Tibet, many libetans and Sherpas have settled in
Kathmandu, Bodnath etc.
Books in Tibetan found in the Kathmandu
Valley have been described in many places; two
early sources will be referred to here. HODGSON,
1874, pp. 9-1 I , mentions Tibetan books and l i t e
rature; on p. 10 he says:
"The poorest individual who visits this valley from the
north is seldom without his Pothi (book), . . ."
Books and literacy are thus widespread among the
highlanders.
WRIGHT, 1877, p. 317, writes of the Tibetan
mss. which he collected in the valley, now chiefly
in the Cambridge collection:
"Some of them appear to be of considerable age. Add.
Ms. 1666 is a huge book of great beauty, with several
large pictures; and Add. MS. 1667 is also deserving a
special mention. I bought the former from the son of a
merchant, who has brought it many years ago from
Lhhl, and carefully preserved it as a charm till his
death."
This passage is interesting because it demonstrates
how and from where several of the previously
mentioned books may have reached Nepal from
Tibet.
During my stay in Kathmandu I saw quite a
few books in Tibetan among the Sherpas and Tibetans. They were all comparatively new, but there
are said to be some old books in Tibetan in Bir
Library.
In the Copenhagen wllection there are a few
books in Tibetan, acquired in the Kathmandu
Valley. They are described in the table, p. 233.
7 of them are mss. and 2 are block-printed books.
None of them is dated, but they are hardly more
than one hundred years old. All of them have the
p6thi form, and the format and whole appearance
are typically Tibetan. The quality of writing and
printing is modest, this is also the case with the
paper and its treatment; they are consequently
quite ordinary books. The paper is mostly long-

fibred and neither coloured nor coated. The book
leaves consist of 2 4 layers pasted together. The
paper is more or less brownish and has without
exception been scooped on cloth moulds.
Microscopical investigation shows that the paper
has been made of Thymelaeaceae fibres. With a
single exception (n. 137 b) the paper, which has
been scooped on moulds of coarse cloth (less than
35 threads per 50 mm.), consists of Thymelaeaceae
fibres of the high-level type, while paper scooped
on fine cloth is made of fibres from a low-level
species, probably Edgeworthia gardneri. It should
be mentioned here that a fine-meshed mould of
cloth was the most commonly used in Tibet.
b. NORTHERN NEPAL. We find nothing cor.
the Kathresponding to the many early m s ~ from
mandu Valley in other parts of Nepal. Hardly any
of the peoples in these regions had their own literature, and books seem to have been more rare. In
Terai this is due to the fact that, as in India, the
spoken word is preferred to the written for religious instruction and ceremonies. In the Middle
Range, however, it is because the population there
has always lived in small and rather isolated communities.
Among the peoples of Tibetan culture in Northern Nepal as in Tibet, the ability to read and write
has been more common, because Lamaists regard
it as extremely important to read the holy scriptures; in fact books are even thought to have a
power of their own. Even very ordinary farmers
often possess a whole pile of books. But only a
few of the books in Tibetan found in Northern
Nepal are of any considerable age. In the following section books belonging to the peoples living
there now will be mentioned, although my own
material, as well as that already published on this
subject, is rather modest.
Yangma. Only one early reference to East Nepal
will be noted. HOOKER, 1855, p. 226, writes
concerning Yangma, a village in farthest Northeast
Nepal:

"The books [in the monastery] were of the usual Tibetan
form, oblong squares of separate block-printed leaves of
paper, made in Nepal or Bhutan from the bark of Daphne,
bound together by silk cords, and placed between omamented wooden boards."

The reference is interesting because it mentions the
paper used for making the books. But it is unlikely that they were printed in Nepal, rather in
Central Tibet. Usually only big Lamaist monasteries, none of which are found in Nepal, possess
the large quantity of wooden blocks required for
making this type of book.
Junbesi. As examples of books from East Nepal,
some personally collected specimens are more
closely described below; with a single exception
they all derive from Junbesi in East No. 3. The
region has already been mentioned on p. 69. Junbesi (plate 51) is a typical Sherpa village, not very
big, with about 30 family houses and with a Lamaist temple in the middle, which is 200-300 years
old. The village is situated at 3000 m. and the
inhabitants, who are rather well-off, live by cultivating wheat, barley, maize and potatoes as well
as by trade.
The books J. T. 12 a, b, c, d, e and J. T. 13-20
(see table p. 233 and plates 150-156) all belonged
to the same family in the village. The oldest man
in the house explained, that he, his father, grandfather and great-grandfather had been connected
with the temple, the two latter as head lamas.
Many of the mss. are much worn, but none of
them seem to be more than two hundred years old
at the most. They are all in Tibetan and are not
dated. Only J. T. 20 is block-printed; the others
are mss., some in the ordinary lettering (Ucchen)
others in cursive (Ume). Some books are made on
p6thi leaves, the others are sewn along the longer
upper edge with a cord. One, J. T. 18, is bound
in black cotton fabric (plate 152). All of them have
the oblong shape, but as will be seen from the
table p. 233, the formats are less oblong than is
usual with Tibetan books. The average format, indicated in the diagram p. 234, can be seen to
lie halfway between the average formats of mss.
from the Kathmandu Valley from the period 17001850, and Tibetan books of the same period.
The leaves usually consist of two layers, c. 0.10
mm. thick, and they are all scooped on moulds of
fabric with only 20-25 threads per 50 mm. The
paper is more or less brownish and chiefly longfibred, undyed and not coated with starch paste.
Yet J. T. 12 a and b are treated with a white

powder shown by spectographical X-ray analysis
to contain calcium that proved by a diffractometer
analysis to be calcite, CaCO,. All the paper is
made oE Thymelaeaceae fibres of the high-level
type. With a single exception then, the paper
closely resembles that made in the area to-day,
which also suggests that paper as well as mss. have
been made locally.
SNELLGROVE, 1957, p. 215, writes about the
same region:
"The most profitable item of trade is the coarse, tough
paper which is not available on the far side of the Hirnalayas [in sufficient quantities], where the greatest demand
exists, and so Sherpas and Bhutanese can with ease repay
the expenses of a pilgrimage to Lhasa, bringing back
carpets, Chinese silks and porcelain, or books freshly
printed to their order."

Namche Bazar. Here, three days' march north of
Junbesi and only two from the Tibetan border lies
the once so busy caravan town between Nepal and
Tibet.
One day I visited the temple, and noticed that
pieces of paper were sticking out from many of
the defective prayer wheels mounted on the outer
wall of the building, and that more pieces were
lying on the ground. One of these, J. T. 11, proved
to be a leaf of a ms. It attracted my interest because the paper was Bhutanese, easy recognisable
by the striped surface produced by scooping on a
mould of grass straw. The paper is very brown,
0.15 mm. thick, in only 1 layer and with 18 lines
per 50 mm. The ms. was probably written in Tibet
where, until recently, Bhutanese paper was imported because it was highly estimated for makiig
books. As mentioned in chapter I, it was until
recently a custom of the highlanders in Nepal to
undertake long commercial journeys and pilgrimages in the summer season to Tibet, where books
were produced and sold on quite a large scale.
Mss. on blue-black paper are well-known in North
Nepal as in Tibet. One day when I was passing the
house of a well-to-do family, an old man was
sitting outside it mending a big magnificent ms.
with writing in silver on blue-black paper. It was
done by pasting small squares of new paper across
the tears and holes in the evidently old p6thi
leaves, and then drying the big sheets in the sun
on stone fences and in the courtyard.

The fact that books are read induslriously is
evident. They arc used at all sorts of ceremonies,
and very often men, mostly elderly, can be seen
sitting reading the sacred books. Even a strolling
magician carried, together with many other ritual
objects, a ms. kept in a case slung from a shoulder-strap (plate 36). He said that he travelled
around and performed smaller ritual functions for
families who wanted his help. My Tibetan acquaintance says that such people in Tibetan are
called tnal-'byor-pa. According to DAS, 1902, p.
763, the word means an ascetic, hermit or yogi.

Northwestern Nepal. If many regions of East
Nepal are still little explored this is true in no lesser
degree of West Nepal. As, with only two exceptions,
I neither bought any books while in this area, nor
have had the opportunity to study books or collections acquired by others, some passages from the
literature will be quoted and commented upon instead.
In G. Tucci's work on West Nepal of 1956 a
number of books found in the area are mentioned,
but appearance and materials are rarely described
in detail. For example, it is reported from Tukucha
p. 9:
"In the chapel in the old house of the Sher Chan I found
nothing worthy of note except an old copy of the bKalqgyur written in letters of gold on great sheets of blue
paper and the manuscript of a Liturgical work with some
references to the region; . . ."

The above-mentioned ms. is the most important
Lamaist text and it is specially on such mss. that
a costly execution is considered worthwhile.
Tucci writes (op. cit. pp. 18-19) that Kun-&a'b&-po, who is said to have contributed to the
spread of Buddhism in this part of Nepal and
Tibet, brought various mss. to Mustang from Tibet
on his two first visits. On a third visit in A. D.
1447 he inspected some specimens of bKa'?gyur
(bKal-'gyur) written in golden letten on black
paper.
J. Kawakita, see KIHARA, 1957, pp. 192-193,
describes a few books and their use in religious
ceremonies in Tsumje, north-northwest of Kathmandu. On p. 193, two mss. are reproduced about

prophecies and also a block-printed calendar, the
leaves of which are sewn together on one side.
The three books are a l l in Tibetan and of p6thi
form. About the last it is said, p. 201:
"This Dado provides information on the festive days,
auspicious days, and agricultural days for the whole
year. It originates, we were told, in Hlasa, but is written
exclusively by lamas who reside in Solu Gumbu, the
homeland of the Sherpas, and is printed at Kathmandu.
from whence it is distributed."
T e d a y such calendars in Tibetan are often
machineprinted on poor Indian paper. According
to Purna Harsha Bajracharya they are made in
the State printing offices in New Delhi and Simla,
from where they find their way to many parts of
Himalaya. Thus we see how books in Tibetan
become widely distributed, because Tibetan speaking people are, on the whole, united by the same
language, religion, and material culture.
SNELLGROVE, 1961, p. 45, writes concerning
West Nepal: "In all these regions printed books
are very rare indeed." That block-printed books
are chiefly executed in Tibet is furthermore supported by the following from Danzong, p. 97:
"They have just acquired a new set of thirty volumes of
block-prints from Lhasa, they told us."
Snellgrove writes on p. 120 about a ms. from
Samling in blue-black paper:
"We started with the "Mother" (yum) in sixteen massive
volunles. The pages with their gilt and silver letters on
a black ground measured about 2' 6" long by 6" wide
[or c. 750 by 150 mm.]."
PEISSEL, 1965, p. 595, reports after a visit to
Mustang on a collection of books in the monastery:
"Some books were very old and plain. Others had silver
covers inlaid with thick gold characters. One day we were
lucky enough to stumble onto a manuscript of the history
of Mustang from the 1380's to the present day."
During my own stay in West Nepal I was presented
with a ms. in Tukucha by the same Thakali (plate
16) as mentioned by TUCCI, 1956, pp. 8-9. It
deals with ritual sacrifice and is a rRifi-ma-pa ms.
It is finely written in two kinds of cursive (Ume)
and with black and red inks (plate 157). It is evident
even at f i s t sight that the paper is not of the
usual kind. It is very soft and greyish, with small

black particles everywhere. Microscopical analysis
shows that it is made of fibres from Wikstroemia
chamaejasme. The black particles are due to the
fact that the fibres are taken from the roots of the
plant. The black outer layer of the roots is often
not scraped off sufficiently before the cooking,
beating and scooping of the bast fibres.
The paper may originate in the Dolpo district,
a little to the northwest of Tukucha, where the
plant grows in many places, and the paper was
made only 10 years ago. But both paper and ms.
could also derive from Tibet where this sort of
paper was produced in many places.

Summary. Books in Tibetan
The above material relating to books in Tibetan
found in Nepal is too slight for a detailed discussion of the various types occurring there and
the paper used for making the books. Summing
up, we may say that the present material can be
divided into three main groups.
One group consists of books produced in Tibet
and then imported into Nepal. This includes mss.
as well as block-printed books. The paper is of
a very varying character with regard to colour
(whitish, yellowish, brownish etc.), the imprint of
the mould on the paper (chiefly finemeshed but
also coarsemeshed fabric, coarse or fie-ribbed
mats made of bamboo or grass straw) and the
species of fibre (Wikstroemia chamaejasme, Daphne species, Edgeworthia gardneri, Broussonetia papyrifera, bamboo, hemp or ramie, e t ~ . ) .There are
also the blue-black mss. and even mss. on machinemade Chinese paper.
The second main group comprises books produced in Northern Nepal. They are practically d
mss., the sale of books having been too small to
have made it worth while to print even the most
frequently used texts, because each page has to
be carved out in wood before the block-printing
can start. The paper, which is almost all of local
origin, is brownish and made from species of
Daphne or of Edgeworthia gardneri on moulds
mostly of coarse cloth. All things considered, mss.
seem to have been almost entirely fashioned on
Tibetan models. With regard to the quality of writ-

ing, the presentation and the materials used, the
mss. made in Northern Nepal are generally rather
simple due to the special character of this a r e a
The third main group of books in Tibetan con-

sists of machine-printed books, mostly on poor
machine-made paper. They have been printed in
New Delhi, Simla, Kathmandu, etc., in the 20th
century.

R. Letters, Documents and the Like
Handmade paper has been used to a great extent
for letters, documents, accounts and the like. Little
is known of the appearance of these in earlier times
or of the materials used. In North Nepal paper
probably replaced older writing materials such as
wooden tablets and birch bark at an early date.
Even in the Kathmandu Valley it is conceivable
that paper was preferred for letters etc. before mss.
were made on this material, because these more
practical uses were not connected with the same
religious traditions as the mss.
HODGSON, 1832, p. 11 , writes about the good
properties of the paper when used as writing paper:
"The manufactured produce of Nepal is for office records
incomparably better than any Indian paper, being as
strong and durable as leather almost, and quite smooth
enough to write on. It has been adopted in one or two
offi& in the plains, and ought to be generally substituted
for the flimsy friable material to which we commit all
our records."

G. B. Shah states the following about the importance of the hand-made paper in the administration:
"However, until 1934 only Nepalese paper was used for
Government official correspondence throughout the Nepal kingdom. Even to-day mostly Nepalese paper is used
in principal matters and in the judiciary offices (1965).
Still many in Nepal superstitiously believe that the Government correspondence, laws or any memoranda etc.,
written in foreign paper, are not valid. Therefore in all
Government offices they use Nepalese paper insofar as it
is available. Due to scarcity of the paper and the increasing
of the standard of letter-writing they have been compelled to use foreign paper."
Not until well into our century did the postal service develop to any significance in Nepal, and
apart from the few sizable towns in the country,
it is still very limited. Yet it is worth mentioning
that everywhere there are small post offices, and
that the postal service is admirably safe even if
it is slow on account of the difficult terrain.

Letters and documents, like manuscripts, also
play a greater part in the everyday life of the
people in the north than they d o for those in the
Middle Range and Terai. This is of course due to
the frequent travelling undertaken by the people
of the highlands. Ln the towns it is especially the
Newars who have always been experts in writing.
WRIGHT, 1877, p. 44, thus writes:
"The duties of clerks and accountants are performed by a
people, chiefly Newam."

special class

Various qualities. For ordinary letters as for official ones quite ordinary, hand-made, and mostly
very thin paper is used, which can only be written on
on one side. Better quality writing paper is thicker

has
layers and may
be
in
after Western models.
lunbeSi, in E~~~N ~ 3. (plate 51) 1 was presented with various letters, one of which is shown
in plate 179, and two others were specially examined (see J. T. 5 a and 5 b, and the tables pp.
233 and 246). The documents are 20th century but
are drawn up in the old-fashioned manner. They
are written in Nepali although found in a Sherpa
village, which is due to the fact that Nepali is the
official language of the country. Notice the stamps
and finger-prints on the specimen shown, and also
the series of folds. The letters are in fact sent and
kept folded in long narrow formats shaped like
small pbthi mss. The folds arise from the habit of
making a roll of the paper after it has been written
on, and then flattening it. If the roll is too long it
is folded in the middle.
To-day letters etc. are increasingly shaped after
the Western fashion; this applies to both format
and the disposition of the writing. For envelopes a
heavier paper is used, usually consisting of 2 layers
(J. T. 45 a). Often the inner layer is an Indian
machine-made paper, which is glued to a layer of
Nepalese paper.
Or

'ads

To get an idea of the different qualities of the
paper produced in Nepal, a large collection of
envelopes belonging to 0. Treschow Kiihl, Copenhagen, has been examined. The envelopes are
mainly from governmental correspondence over
the last 20 years, not infrequently from remote regions of the country. Out of almost 1000 samples
about 60 % are of Indian paper and the rest of
handmade Nepalese paper. Of the latter about
75 % are on the ordinary paper, mostly distinctly
brownish qualities scooped on coarse moulds of
cloth, whereas the remaining samples are scooped
on finer moulds of cloth. Nearly all are made of
fibres from high-level Thymelaeaceae species, and
only few from low-level species. One sample of
these latter fibres, probably from Edgeworthia
gardneri, is from Ilam in farthest East Nepal, like
J. T. 5 b, from Taplejung (see tables).
Certificates, invitation cards and the like are
often of 3 layers, with cardboard in the middle and
the handmade paper as outer layers (e. g. my passport for travelling in the mountains). Proclamations
from local authorities are written on local paper,
while public notices about bigger issues, such as
governmental proclamations or instructions from
the health authorities (e. g. regarding prevention of
malaria) are printed on machine-made paper. For
forms, bills (J. T. 45 b, plate 180) and receipts thin
handmade paper is nearly always used.
Some Tibetan paper has found its way into
Nepal, even if most paper has gone in the opposite
direction. J . T. 46 is a letter in Tibetan (plate 166

and table p. 233) from a Sherpa family who lived
in Kathmandu. The paper is grey and very soft.
The fine cloth mould had 85 threads per 50 mm.
and microscopical analysis shows that the paper is
made of Wikstroemia chamaejasme fibres. The
paper, like the letter, is from Tibet.
Near Dopu Bazar, East No. 3, I obtained a
large sheet of fine white paper of the format 49112
by 127 cm. from a lama who was an exile from
Tibet. He told me that it had been made near the
town of Shekar Dzong, about 14 days' journey
North of Dopu (no. 11 in the table p. 226). Microscopical analysis shows it to be made of Wikstroemia chamaejasme fibres, which is in accordance
with the drawing of the plant that the lama made.
The material is short-fibred and even in an untreated state the paper is fit for writing on, for
which reason it is often used for quality writing
paper. The head lama of the Thyangboche monastery gave me another piece of Tibetan paper of
the format 61 by 146 cm. It is made from the same
fibre and was likewise used for writing paper (no.
12 in the table p. 226).
Terminology. JORGENSEN, 1936, p. 106 states:

"poti, . . . s. a leaf, sheet (of paper), a document.
"patr (S. pattra) s. a letter . . ."

. . ."

TURNER, 1931, pp. 84 and 556:
"kagajat, s. Official documents."
"Likhat, s. A written document."

C. Single Leaves for Magic and Ritual Purposes
Ln this section we shall deal with the use of single
leaves bearing writing, printing or decorations for
magic or ritual purposes.

1. Woodcuts
These are single leaves with pictures or figures,
with or without text, made by pressing paper,
cloth, birch bark or the like on a carved, blackened,
wooden block (very seldom made of other materials such as metal or clay). Woodcuts are particularly interesting not least because they reflect im-

portant aspects o f popular beliefs. In the figures
depicted we also find some remarkable survivals
of pre-Buddhist religions, indeed several o f them
have had very early models.
It is not known how far back the use of woodcuts on paper dates in Nepal. CHENG TE-K'UN,
1957, p. 157, states that a Tibetan woodcut on
paper found in Szechwan may be 9th or 10th century. GODE, 1944, p. 210, refers to a mention of
prints from a still earlier date. The Chinese pilgrim
Itsing, who visited India from A. D. 671-693 thus
states:

"The priests and laymen in India make Caityas, or imawith earth, or impress the Buddha's image on silk or
paper and worship it with offeringswherever they go."

ges

Yet there is nothing to indicate that silk and paper
were common articles of trade in the Indian lowlands in the 7th-8th centuries; here it is rather a
question of Kashmir, Ladakh and West Turkestan,
which were under strong Indian influence and
through which the most important caravan routes
between India and China passed. If they in India
proper did make such prints these were probably
done on cotton cloth or birch bark.
To-day the woodcuts are only made on paper
or cotton cloth, but WRIGHT, 1877, p. 316, gives
the following noteworthy information:
"The bark of birch (bhurja, vulgarly bhoj) is used in
Nepal only for charms and amulets, of which I brought
home one specimen (Add. MS. 1578)"
Possibly this material was used for amulets before
the appearance of paper, especially in Himalaya,
where the birch is so common.
The uses of woodcuts in Nepal are manifold.
They may be divided into two main groups: those
which are used by Lamaists, chiefly in the highlands, and those used by the other peoples of the
country at lower altitudes. The prints are used
most extensively in the Lamaist highlands where
they are hardly distinguishable from their Tibetan
models. At lower altitudes Hindu motifs predominate, but here the woodcuts often have a distinctly
local character as in the Kathmandu Valley. Unless
otherwise stated, the material used for the woodcuts is paper.
a. THE LAMAIST HIGHLANDS
As amulets. Many Lamaists have a small bag of
leather or cloth hanging round their necks in
which, among other things, folded woodcuts are
kept (plate 24, the woman to the right). One can
also see people, chiefly women, on festive days, or
on journeys, carrying such amulets in beautifully
engraved metal boxes inlaid with silver and gold.
The amulets are carried primarily for protection.
They are meant to ward off evil spirits, diseases,
the dangers of travel, theft etc. The leather bags
or the boxes may contain a very considerable
number of different prints. A woodcut from East

Nepal for protecting travellers is shown in plate 164
(paper analysis p. 233). The print is stained with
a yellow dye, probably saffron.
On buildings. Woodcuts affixed to buildings OG
cupied by men and animals are believed to have
the same protective effects as the amulets. J. Kawakita, see KIHARA, 1957, p. 190 and 208, writes:
"At Tsumje [northwest of Kathmandu], when there wmes
news of an animal epidemic in a neighbouring village, the
villagers immediately put up paper charms called khorhung on the animal shelters. These arc supposed to ward
off calamity."
"The Gyangong Hrunga is a magic design printed on
locally made white paper and pasted on the doorways
of each house. The design consists of a male and a female
figure joined by a chain with a sacred inscription in the
ccntre which is supposed to ward off evil spirits."

A protective effect is also ascribed to the mandala

prints that are to be seen pasted below the ceilings
of dwelling houses.
Prayer flags. The extensive use of banners and
prayer flags is very characteristic of the Lamaist
highlands. They are printed with holy texts, pictures and symbols which, when in motion, are supposed to have the effect of bringing good luck. In
front of dwelling houses and temples there are almost always some tall wooden poles, to which are
fastened long, narrow pieces of thin cotton cloth,
bearing a series of identical prints, one below the
other (plate 19, 20, 24, 32 and 38). So widespread
is the use of these banners that they almost define
h m a i s t areas. Handmade paper is not strong
enough for the long banners, and even for the
smaller prayer-flags cotton cloth is most common.
These are often fastened to cords stretched across
temples and chortens (plates 2 and 23). The same
engraved wooden boards are used for both the
prints on paper and on cloth.
Prayer flags on cords may also be suspended between the branches of trees in places of special importance. We found an example of this two days'
march from Namche Bazar on a pass-like plateau
called Poindala, where Sherpas travelling north
catch a first glimpse of their main habitat,
Khumbu.
Paper is generally used for prayer flags fastened
to long sticks of wood or bamboo which are

pushed down into chorten-like shrines or into heaps
of stones. The shrines occur especially along roads
in the vicinity of human habitations. The heaps of
stones with sticks and prayer flags are found in
passes, on smaller mountain peaks and in other
lonely places.
The various kinds of shrines and prayer flags
often appear together. An example of this is the
big "Mini stone" above Namche Bazar (plate 160)
with the inscription "Om nliini padme hiim"
in multicoloured letters one metre high. The stone
is surrounded by tall wooden sticks with narrow
printed cotton strips and a small chorten in which
sticks with small paper prayer flags have been stuck.
A third type of woodcut on paper (plate 161) is
suspended in great bunches on a rope stretched between two poles.
J. Kawakita, see KIHARA, 1955, pp. 164-166,
distinguishes the following three types of prayer
flags: tarccho, fixed to rods erected on or near
houses, farbuche which are bigger and found in
front of temples or at meeting places, and the
smaller lungfa (lit. Tibetan rLuh-rfa = wind-horse),
which appear in places such as around town gates
or far away from inhabited areas. It is remarkable
that most prayer flags show a horse which, as far
as the last-mentioned type is concerned, is also
found in the name itself. (His words tarccho and
tarbuche however do not, as Kawakita writes p.
166, contain the syllable rta = horse, but dar (far)
= a flag, a piece of cloth).
Examples of paper prayer flags are J. T. 7, 9,
10 and 23 (see table p. 233) and also the print p.
149 made in Bodhnath near Kathmandu. They are
all of the third type, rLub-rta. J. T. 23 is printed
on a whiter paper and scooped on a finer mould
than the other prints, which accords with its origin
in Muktinath north of Baglung in West Nepal,
where exactly this type of paper is produced.

The prayer wheel exists in numerous versions.
The most common type is the one shown in plate
37. A print from such a hand-turned prayer wheel
is shown in plate 163 (paper analysis table p. 233).
Somewhat larger prayer wheels but otherwise similar, are mounted in long rows around temples and
turned round by the visitors (plate 2). Others are
very large and contain several hundred or even
thousands of prints. Even these are mostly manually turned, often by an old man or woman who
makes a living in this way. The biggest handpropelled praying wheel I have seen was in the
village Tarkegyang at Yolmo, north-east of Kathmandu. It stood in a separate room, and it was
about 3 metres high (plate 34), and was said to hold
6666 block-printed paper strips all bearing the
above mentioned formula. The bigger prayer
wheels may be worked by water power, as I observed near the Thyangboche monastery in Khumbu and in the Muktinath temple in West Nepal
(plate 23). I have also seen prayer wheels placed
on the roofs of houses and turned by the wind
(plate 17), and even a type that was turned round
simply by heat from a butter lamp.

In prayer wheels. A prayer wheel is a hollow
metal or wooden cylinder, which can revolve on
its own axis by manual power or some other external force. To be effective every prayer wheel
must contain holy quotations. They are nearly
always block-printed on paper and most often with
the ubiquitous Lamaist code words "Om m5ni
padme him".

Inside religious monuments. Larger fixed figures
and chortens usually contain woodcuts, not infrequently mss. as well. FOHRER-HAIMENDORF,
1956, p. 178, writes of this:

Inside figures. Religious figures of many different
kinds and sizes are sanctified by being filed with
woodcuts. The Buddha figures of metal (or wood),
which have found their way to the West from
Central Asia and the Himalayan states in such
great numbers, are nearly always without a bottom
cover and empty. Leaving out of account figures
made as tourist articles, this is however not the
case in the countries from which the figures originate. There they are stuffed with a host of small
objects including printed paper strips of various
kinds. The filling needs a special ceremony. If the
figure needs repairing and the things are taken out,
another special ceremony is required.

"Unlike the Sherpas, the Tamangs do not enclose bone
relics within the structure of their chorten, but sheets of
paper with the imprints of the iconographic representation of deities may be built into the masonry."
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SNELLGROVE, 1961, p. 34, writes:
"The chorten, . . ., is the typical Buddhist monument,
derived originally from Indian models. . . . Texts, representing perfect wisdom, and images as symbols of buddhaforms, often replace actual relics."
Indeed, what may Nepal's innumerable and often
very old chortens not contain!
I attended the construction of a chorten in front
of the TakSindu monastery (Taksindu of the map
plate 52), half a day's march from Junbesi towards
Namche Bazar. We arrived at the end of April
1964. It is marvellously situated just below a
mountain crest, with a view of the Everest massif,
and surrounded by a wood of rhododendron trees,
then in flower. The head lama of the monastery
had died a fortnight before, and his ashes were
now going to be enclosed in the chorten together
with a variety of things including enormous quantities of large paper prints (concerning the place
and the lama mentioned, see SNELLGROVE,
1957, pp. 214-215). The head lama from Thyangboche monastery was on his way there to conduct
the forthcoming ceremonies.
The chorten under construction and temporarily
sheltered against rain by a canvas is shown in
plate 158, together with one of the built-in prints,
plate 159. In a loft of the monastery I saw two
lay brothers printing them, their hands and faces
black from soot. Great bunches of wet sheets were
already hung to dry on cords stretched across the
loft. Two prints, J. T. 9, which I brought home,
but which were originally destined for the chorten,
are made on whole sheets of the locally produced
paper and measure 50 by 66 cm. and 49 by 61
cm. A wooden block similar to those used for
making these prints is shown in plate 162; it
derives from Namche Bazar. In TakSindu I also
obtained J. T. 8, the oblong woodcut shown in
plate 165, which is interesting because of being in
R5Iijan.a letters which Urgen called "Buddha writing" (for the analysis of the paper, see table p.
233)
I n ceremonies. Woodcuts are also used in a num-

ber of ceremonies as in Tibet (see SCHLAGINWEIT, 1863, pp. 247-272, and MAC'DONALD,
1929, p. 153). An example of this is the print on
p. 151 which is for use at a death-rite and de-

rives from Bodnath, the Lamaist sanctuary in the
Kathmandu Valley. SNELLGROVE, 1957, pp.
262-274, describes very closely this interesting
ceremony which is intended to guide the consciousness of the deceased towards nirvana. The
aim of the ceremony, however, seems to appear
in very different lights to priest and layman just
as with many other Lamaistic rites. Snellgrove thus
writes p. 262:
"The whole tantric theory is based upon the doctrine of
absolute non-substantiality and thus all its forms and
symbols are quite unreal in themselves. The after-death
rites are of this kind. At first they might appear to imply
belief in a real transmigrating element, identified as
consciousness. In fact the whole aim is to eradicate belief
in anything substantial and to show the identity of sams&ra and nirvha."
The learned monk will be able to conceive of the
ceremony in this way. T o the family of the d e
ceased the matter probably has quite another
aspect. On p. 263 it is said:
"In practice this ceremony is always performed at the
instigation of the deceased's relatives, who may well be
thinking in terms of actually influencing the course of
rebirth of one of their number. Often, however, their
intentions are far less noble, being merely concerned that
the spirit of the deceased (conceived of in no Buddhist
sense) should cause them no trouble in the future."
Snellgrove is evidently not speaking of a woodcut
but a drawn copy of the ritual print. Apart from
this, text and motif are very much like that of
the woodcut on page 151. This is seen from what
he writes p. 265:
"His effigy should be drawn in a kneeling position with
hands raised in supplication. . . . Over his head is drawn
an umbrella . . ."
SneUgrove then describes the long ceremony during
which, among other things, the deceased is requested to be present in the ritual picture, and an
offering is made to the evil spirits who are claiming
the deceased. His consciousness is then directed
through the 6 spheres of existence from hell to
nirvana, the print is consecrated and burnt, and
finally the following is done, p. 274:
"With these ashes one makes little effigies, which are
properly consecrated in due course. The certain effect of
all this is that the deceased is released from existence,

Lemaist woodwt u6ed in a death cerarnony (forexplanalicm eee pa. 149 and 131).

especially evil rebirths, and is born in the purity of the
buddha-field."
An approximate translation of the text of the
woodcut p. 151 is: "He who has come from this
world of suffering to the other side of the world
of suffering; he who has reached beyond this life
. . . (name inserted) may the effects of all the
dead man's bad and sinful actions be brought to
an end."
The face is empty so that the features of the
deceased may be filled in, or at least the coiffure,
to indicate the sex. From the neck downwards 6
letters are to be seen, which are formulas for the
6 spheres of existence.
b. THE KATHMANDU VALLEY. What has
previously been said about the uses of woodcuts
in the Larnaist highlands also applies to the customs among the few Tibetans, Bhotias and Sherpas
who live in the Middle Range, including the Kathmandu Valley. They make the woodcuts solely
from Tibetan models. The prints on pp. 149 and
151 were executed in the colony of Tibetans in
Bodhnath near Kathmandu.
The big ethnic groups in the Middle Range and
in Terai partly use other woodcuts and to a much
lesser extent. An interesting and strange intermediate position is held by the Newars, the original
and even to-day the major part of the population
of the Kathmandu Valley. They mainly make
woodcuts for use at religious feasts and ceremonies
unknown in the highlands, but they use in addition
a few of the previously mentioned types such as
the amulet prints and the strips imprinted "Om
ma$ padme hum" for prayer wheels (the rolled-up
strip, plate 163).
Typical of most of the applications o f woodcuts
in the highlands is their ubiquitous and constant
use; the Newars mainly use them on quite definite
occasions and, unlike the people from the highlands, they mostly colour them. The motifs and
texts are Buddhist or Hindu, but often contain
elements of both religions. Many woodcuts have
a distinctly local stamp and are known and used
only by Newars (see e. g. the prints pp. 1, 153 and
155 and plate 176). In other words the mixed origin
of the Newar culture, its rich and in many ways
special development is reflected in the woodcuts.

Below are mentioned some of the most important types from the Kathmandu Valley. The material derives mainly from Werner Jacobsen of the
Natioml Museum, Copenhagen, see JACOBSEN,
1959, pp. 146-161 (summarised in Enghsh op. cit.
pp. 161-165). The article was later extended and
edited together with a collection of the original
woodcuts, see JACOBSEN, 1966, pp. 1-95. Unless otherwise indicated passages below derive
from the 1959-article:
Pp. 152 and 162:
"Every year on the fifth day in the lighter half of the month
Srawan, a celebration is held in honour of the Nagas,
the snakes. This celebration is called Naga Panchami and
in 1958 occured on the 19th of August according to our
calendar. The Buddhist scripture "Kriya Samuchchaya"
records the saying of the Buddha: "Worship the Nagas,
and also Varuna, on the fifth day in the lighter half of
Srawan. This counteracts all devilry occasioned by snakes
and promotes a plentiful rainfall!" The written authority
of the Hindus is the "Garuda Tantra", in which Vishnu
commands: "Paste with cow manure pictures of the
Nagas over the entrance to the house and over the other
doors of the house on the fifth day of the lighter half of
the month of Srawan, and worship the snakes in accordance with the ritual prescribed." In agreement with these
commands this "day of the snakes" is observed by Hindus
and Buddhists alike, and coloured woodcuts. large and
small, representing the Nagas, the snakes, are pasted up
over the house entrance and the other doors."
Snakes, together with other reptiles and vermin,
are believed to inhabit the underworld, oceans and
lakes. When the valley was drained the Nagas
were driven away. So here especially they must
endeavour to mitigate the snake gods, who have so
often revenged themselves by preventing rain from
reaching the valley, which has caused famine in
the over-populated area.
The two woodcuts on pp. 153 and 155, both on
handmade paper and made in Kathmandu in
1959, show Kanyii Nhgini, the divine snake virgin,
which is the motif mostly used for this occasion.
The former is made in the old-fashioned manner,
thus it is hand-printed, hand-decorated and handwritten, and executed on paper of 1 layer. The
latter is made by mounting the wooden block on
a printing machine and executed on paper of 2
layers, which is customary when using this printing
technique. The text of the woodcut p. 155 has
been explained in JACOBSEN, 1959, p. 162. Si-
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woodcut, used during Niiga Panchami, showing KanyS Niiginl, the divine snake virgin (fc
nee opposite page). It is hand-painted and h a n d d o ~ on
~ ~a eingie
~ I l a w of paper.

milar prints on modem machine-made paper are
shown in plate 174 from Kathmandu, where they
were hanging over the entrance to a dwelling
house.
On pp. 162-163 it is said that only once a year
are the dead supposed to have an opportunity of
squeezing through the gate into the heaven of the
Newars, Yama DvL (in 1958 August 30th). But
in order to succeed they must have the assistance
of a cow, who alone is able to open the gate with
her horns. That a cow should solve this dificult
problem is certainly due to the affection with which
the inhabitants of the valley as well as in India
regard the cow. P. 163:
"It is to this end that the ceremony of Gaii Jatra (Sa-Pam
in Newai) is observed on this day. Every family in which
a death has taken place during the past year sends a cow,
or one of the family decked out as a ww, to help the dead
into heaven."
The ceremony varies from place to place, but
usually consists of the making of a skeleton, most
often merely a basket, which is adorned with a
variety of things. On the front of the basket there
is a woodcut representing a cow's head and on the
back a print of GqeSa (the elephant god or the
god of wisdom). The decorated basket, symbolizing
the cow, is then carried around the town with the
appropriate ceremonial.
The event which is anticipated with the greatest
excitement is the feast in honour of the goddess
of wealth, L e m i , which is celebrated to obtain
her favours for the year to come (in 1958, November 1 lth). Jacobsen says on p. 163:
"The morning is sacred to the ww, which rmives offerings and is adorned with flowers. Thereafter all windows and doors in the newly cleaned house are decorated,
incense is burnt, and at nightfall innumerable lamps are
lit inside and out. Surrounded by the entire family in its
finest clothes, the head of the family carries out the
various rituals of offering to Lakhsmi. Coloured woodcuts of the goddess of wealth (Fig. 5) are pasted on the
cashbox, and before her picture are placed offerings of
money, fruits and sweets."
The woodcut on p. 1 shows such a print, made
in Kathmandu in 1968 from a carved wooden block
in a small printing machine. The print is normally
coloured. As Werner Jacobsen writes op. cit. p. 164
of the same woodcut, there are not only Nepalese

but also Chinese, Indian and even European e l e
ments in the picture.
Still another religious celebration will be described here; it is the bF1 fruit ceremony of which
it is said, p. 158:
"At a very early age Newari girls are given away in marriage to a &I fruit and by this attain immunity from the
horrors of widowhood under the strict orthodox Hindu
rules, because irrespective of how later contracted marriages may develop. this first symbolic marriage is regarded as permanently valid. During the ceremony a
woodcut, Mo-ki, is tied to the little girl's head and she
carries the print during the next 24 hours."
The ceremony, photographed by Ruth Christensen,
is shown in plates 175 and 177 together with the
woodcut itself, plate 176. The bE1 fruit comes
from the tree Aegle marmelos and it has a large
number of practical uses.
For other feasts and ceremonies other woodcuts
are used, just as there are old prints used once in
ceremonies now forgotten. JACOBSEN, 1966, p.
92, adds:
"Some woodcuts are not connected with any definite
ceremony but function as amulets for obtaining desired
goods or for averting disasters or sorcery. For direct
attacks on devilry and ghosts a print is used of the eight
mother-goddesses; "Asta Matrika": Mahakali, Bhairavi,
Brahmayani, Maheswari, Vaisnabi, Kumari. Indrayani
and Mahalakhsmi. In the print reproduced here [p. 931
the eight mother goddesses are grouped round Bokhva,
whose awe-inspiring portrait is employed to avert the
imminent calamity of which a dead cat or snake in the
house is thought to be a sure omen. When the situation
calls for the use of this print it is placed like a flag on a
bamboo stick, which is stuck into an earthen jar with
offerings of food consisting of boiled rice, other sorts of
cereal, and vegetables."
It should be added that such offerings are not
only known in the Himalayan states and Tibet; I
have seen very similar ones even in Northern
Thailand.
Concerning the manufacture of the woodcuts
Jacobsen says, pp. 164-165:
"The blocks are cut by specialists of the Uriir caste, and
the material is, with only one known exception, wood
[which is an old block of sun-dried clay, shown in fig. 9
of Jacobsen's article] . . . The size of the block is 15.5 by
18.5 cm., its motif the goddess Lakhsmi. . . . From-the
wood carver the printing block goes to the artist, who
belongs to the Pung caste. To preserve its strength and
durability it is soaked in oil (of mustard seed) before
printing commences. The printing ink is made from a mix-

ture of lamp-soot, gum arabic (sares in Nepali and Newari)
and water, the correct consistency being obtained by a
slight warming. The block is placed on the floor with the
printing surface uppernlost, and the ink brushed on. The
paper is then laid over the block and smoothed over with
the hand. The paints for colouring the print are prepared
in the same way as the printing ink but are of a more
fluid consistency to allow application with a brush. The
pigments now used are all imported chemical wlours,
but originally natural vegetable and mineral pigments
were employed. The colouring is carried out on the
"assembly-line" principle, one colour at a time, and here
the artist is often assisted by the children of the family."
Sometimes the pictures are not printed but drawn.
Werner Jacobsen says that drawings are perhaps
regarded as more correct and powerful, but that
they may also have been used because the artist
could not afford to have printing blocks made,
which of course he does not carve himself.
"Some time before each festival or ceremony for which
the woodcuts are used the artists begin to manufacture
an appropriately large edition, never larger than they
estimate can be sold in the course of the coming festival,
for from then until the following year's festival there will
be no possibility of further sale. The day before the
festival, members of the artist's family station themselves
in the street surrounded by bundles of the print. Each
type of woodcut is normally offered for sale in a number
of variations.
Not all woodcuts are sold in the street. Some prints
are delivered directly to those who hold the ceremonies, such as priests and the so-called black
magicians, as with the woodcuts for the btl fruit
ceremony.
The woodcuts are of very differing sizes. The
following formats are mentioned: 55 by 45 cm.
(the Niiga prints) i. e. almost a whole sheet, 46 by
30 cm. or a half sheet, 28 by 23 cm. or a quarter
sheet, 21 by 17 cm. or 116 of a sheet and smaller,
down to 5 by 4 cm. (the Laksmi prints).
Already for several years the prints have been
executed chiefly on imported Indian machine
made paper, and with cheap factory-made dyes.
This is presumably also due to the fact that in this
way a more gaudy colour effect can be obtained,
as preferred in India for religious pictures. Besides,
prints are mainly machineprinted nowadays. The
making of woodcuts has thus been subject to great
changes during the last 20 years, and the prints
are not far from entirely losing their original

2. Paper Slips with Writing
Probably woodcuts had hand-written forerunners,
but to-day these are quite rare. LEVI, 1905, I, p.
294, describes a complicated ritual, which was
used on various legal occasions in the Kathmandu
Valley by both Newars and Gurkhas. The names
of two contending parties were each written on
separate pieces of paper, which were rolled into
balls and then worshipped (pi@). After a cornplicated test after which only one of the balls
remained, the paper ball was unrolled, and the
name on it was that of the winning party.
J. Kawakita, see KIHARA, 1957, p. 194, describes a death ceremony from the Lamaist Tsumje
northwest of Kathmandu, used if it becomes
known that the deceased has been possessed by
evil spirits:
"The lama makes an effigy called mik pi ten to represent
the dead person's body. The effigy is made by attaching
arms and legs to a khurma, a small bamboo basket used
at planting time. Inside the khurma, rice, wheat or barley
is placed, and the effigy is dressed in the dead man's
clothes. A piece of paper on which is written a passage
from the sutras is then placed within the khurrna. After a
prayer, the lama removes the paper, bums it, and mixes
the ashes with some tsarnpa. This he hides himself in
some secret place."
Purna Harsha Bajracharya, Kathmandu, tells me
that he has heard that strips of thin paper inscribed with magic formulas have been used as a
medicine, a practice which was wide-spread in
Tibet.

3. Ritual Cards
J. Kawakita, see KIHARA, 1957, pp. 189-190,
describes and depicts some ritual cards obviously
on paper. They are called Thyasing Nadung and
are used at the Thuje Chhenbo ceremony in
Tsumje (northwest of Kathmandu). P. 190:
"Thuje Chhembo 87) is the name of a god with four hands
in whose name services for the dead are performed in
households where death has occurred or where a rich man
wishes to have memorial prayers said for a dead relative.

...

67) Following Waddell, T'ugs-rje-ch'en-po is a Tibetan
name of Avalokita."

I bought some cards in the Lamaist Bodhnath very

reminiscent of those described by J. Kawakita in
both appearance and function. The cards are made
from paper, except for a few executed on impregnated cotton cloth. Nearly all the cards are
coloured and rather old and worn (plate 168). In
Bodhnath I was told that they were used in a death
ceremony during which a lama carried them one
by one past the eyes of the deceased in order to
help "the soul to heaven", or rather to guide the
conscience through the 6 spheres of existence
towards nirvana.
J. T. 48 a and b are 4-layered and coated with
lime. The paper has been scooped on a fairly finemeshed mould of fabric (see also the table p. 233).
Yet another card has 6 layers and is not coated.
The two outer layers consist of short-fibred paper,
scooped on a fine mould of fabric (with 60 threads
per 50 rnm.), whereas the inner layers are of a
long-fibred paper, scooped on a coarse-meshed
mould. The two outer layers are short-fibred to
make the surface smooth for drawing.

4. Horoscopes
In Nepal, as in India, astrology and the making
of horoscopes and calendars are extremely old
practices. As mentioned in chapter I, p. 25, the
Tang Annals say about the residents of the Kathmandu Valley (from LEVI, 1905, I, p. 164): "They
know rather well how to calculate the future . . .
They are also clever at making calenders." Nothing
much seems to have changed in these respects
until our own times. WRIGHT, 1877. p. 44, thus
writes:
"Astrologers form another large class of the learned
community. Some of them are also priests, but in general
the professions are distinct. In Nepal astrology must be
a profitable pursuit, as no great man thinks of setting out
on a journey, or undertaking any business whatever,
without having an auspicious moment selected. Indeed
the time for everything, from the taking of a dose of
physic to the declaration of a war, is determined by the
astrologers."
The basis for making the calculations is a long
and narrow horoscope roll, which is drawn up at
one's birth and which can be consulted on important occasions later on in life (before travelling,
marriage etc.). 3 different horoscope rolls, J. T. 42,
43 and 44 are described in the table p. 233 and

J. T. 42 is shown in plates 169-1 70. The dimensions of the rolls show that whole paper sheets,
measuring 640 by 480 mm. have been cut into 3
lengths of 640 by 160 mm. which are pasted
together in 2 or 3 layers into one length. J. T. 42
consists of 3 such lengths and is 1740 mrn. long.
All 3 rolls are treated with orpiment on one side,
which has evidently been necessitated by the mild
climate of the valley in order to avoid attack from
insects and other animals. Puma Harsha Bajracharya says that the horoscope rolls are of very
differing size and appearance. One made for the
famous king Prithi NiWiyaqa Shah, who ruled
Nepal 1768-1775, is said to measure 25 metres
and is executed on cloth.

5. Fortune-TellingCards
On my way to Bodhnath I met a pleasant elderly
woman at a bridge, who asked if I wanted to have
my palm read. Instead, I asked her to sell me the
card she used for the interpretation of the lines of
the hand (plate 171). In the sections between the
lines of the card various figures are to be seen, including flags, scales, suns and flowers, which, she
said, indicate happiness, harmony, a bright future,
wealth etc. When I asked if there were no sinister
things at all among them, she indignantly shook
her head as if to say: "I certainly do not sell bad
goods." The card measures 153 by 105 mm., it
has 2 layers and is dyed yellow with orpiment
on the front.

6. Paintings
Old Nepalese paintings, which practically always
have religious motifs, seem generally to have been
executed on canvas and are often made into scrolls
(see e. g. LEVI, 1905, I, supplement). Furthermore
the thanka, the Tibetan form of the Chinese scroll,
has also been used in Nepal. But paintings on
paper were common too. In "Nepalese A r l ' ,
1966, several examples of these are shown and
described. Two of them are from the 18th century
(VIII/10 and VIII/12) and measure 81 by 60 cm.
(almost twice a whole sheet of paper) and 61 by 57

cm.; two others are from the 19th century (VIIIl19
and VIII/20) and measure 62 by 43 cm, and 56
by 41 cm. (nearly one whole sheet). The painting
in plate 178 is from Patan and it measures 37112
by 29 cm. (half a sheet.)

7. Masks
The outer layer of a monkey mask brought home
from Nepal is made of paper. The mask is made
from burnt clay strengthened on the inside with a
layer of canvas and on the outside with a layer of
painted paper. Masks etc. of papier mdchC are
also known, especially in the Lamaist highlands

(plate 19 from Northwest Nepal) and among
Newars (plate 9 from Patan).

8. Decorations
Various paper objects are used at the many religious processions and ceremonies that take place
in Nepal all the year round, including richly
coloured flags, flowers, festoons and paper animals. In the Kathmandu Valley it is probably the
painter caste, Chitra Kar, which makes these things
and carves the woodcuts as well as the decorations of dancers' masks and the large umbrellas
for processions.

D. Paper Used in a Plain and Undecorated State
1. Wrapping Paper
Stalls use quite a lot of the common quality for the
customers' purchases of foodstuffs and various
other items. Often the paper is on sale in grocers'
shops, because there are only few shops that deal
exclusively in paper. The handmade paper is particularly suitable for wrapping, because of its great
pliancy and strength. On our tour in the mountains
Urgen had prepared a number of bags of food,
among them one of sugar. "Bag" is not really the
word: two layers of the cloth-like paper were
simply gathered round the sugar. Three times a
day for three weeks the paper was twisted and
untwisted without ever cracking. It is not difficult
to understand the reluctance of the Nepalese to
use the weak Indian or European paper.

out the wind and cold, and yet admit a little light to
the rooms, paper was used besides cotton cloth
exactly as in Tibet, China and Japan. In Junbesi
in Northeast Nepal there were glass windows in
several places, but one of the windows in my room
was covered with a sheet of paper. Of the same
mountain tract SNELLGROVE, 1957, p. 217
writes:
"Those who can afford it, import glass, but normally
the windows consist of light removable frames covered
with the tough paper."
Yet in 1964 paper windows were already becoming rare. According to P. H. Bajracharya it is not
unusual in the Kathmandu Valley to paste paper
on the back of the elaborately carved windows.

2. String

4. Ceiling Coverings

The paper is so strong and flexible that it is sometimes twisted into string, e. g. for tying up big
bundles of paper.

In Nepalese houses the division between the
ground floor and the 1st floor mostly consists
merely of simple boards upon cross-beams. Gravel,
insects etc. often fall from the upper rooms, so
paper is sometimes pasted onto the ceiling. G. B.
Shah says that Nepalese cardboard was once used
as wallpaper in the valley, but that it is out of
fashion now.

3. Windows
Until recently window-panes were rare and expensive in Nepal, not least in the highlands. To keep

5. Lining and Backing

it is an old practice. These squares are equally
used as a dewration to-day.

BEATTY, 1962, p. 24, writes:
"Cheaper grades of paper are used in lining and backing
in some hand-craft enterprises, and for making masks
and cut-out images and shapes. . . . Paper is a source of
warmth in the winter when used as padding under outer
coats or capes."

However, this last mentioned usage must be rare
in Nepal and Tibet, since none of my acquaintances from there knows of it.

8. Wrapping Incense
To ignite incense it is often wrapped in handmade
paper; other paper is less suitable for this purpose,
as it bums with an acrid smell and leaves greyblack ashes. Plate 182 shows a bundle of such
"incense sticks".

9. Cartridges
6. As Dressings
P. H. Bajracharya says that in order to stop bleeding from a wound, it was once the custom to
scratch the paper and place the f l d f y fibres in
the wound. Another description of the use of
paper for medical purposes wmes from S i i m , but
has surely been known in East Nepal too. HOOKER, 1855, Vol. 11, p. 39 writes:

WALLICH, 1820, p. 387, quoting H. R. Murray,
writes:
"The Paper prepared of itp bark is particularly calculated
for cartridges, being strong, tough not liable to crack or
break, however much bent or folded, . . ...

10-Firework and Toys

"My servant having severely sprained his wrist by a fall,
the Lepchas wanted to apply a moxa, which they do by
lighting a piece of puff ball, or of Nepal paper (that burns
like tinder), lying it on the skin, and blowing it till a large
open sore is produced."

According to BEAITY, 1962, p. 24, paper is used
for the production of fireworks. It is also used for
making kites during the "Kite Festival" which takes
place in September and October, when Several bundred kites can be seen against the blue sky in the
Kathmandu Valley (plate 5).

7. As a Cure for Headaches

11. Miscellaneous

Among Bhotias and Sherpas I have often seen
women with small squares of paper pasted to their
faces. My Tibetan acquaintance tells me that in
Tibet they are used against headaches (= evil
spirits), that they contain a plant extract and that

Beyond this, the handmade paper is used for
albums, briefcases, boxes, blotting paper and
s e ~ e t t e sin and around Kathmandu, where gradually all the general uses of paper elsewhere in the
world have been introduced.

E. Decorated, Written or Printed Articles for Secular Use
1 . Maps
LEVI, 1905, Vol I, pp. 72-74, mentions various
locally produced maps of Nepal, and one on paper
is shown on p. 72 in the same place. Another map,
produced before 1785, is said to have been about
4 feet long by 2112 feet wide and on cardboard.

2. Playing Cards
The playing cards which we saw Sherpas using so
industriously in many places were all of Western
origin, but formerly hand-decorated playing cards
on handmade paper were also used. The samples
I brought home from Patan have 12 cards in each
colour, 2 of which have pictures (the jack and
the king, leaving out the queen of Western cards!).
Two cards are shown in plates 172-173.

4. Postage Stamps
Nepal's philately is described by E. A. Smythies,
L. E. Dawson and H. D. S. Haverbeck in "The

Postage Stamps of Nepal" of about 1940, on p,
41 it is said:

"In 1886 the white wove imported Paper was abandoned
in favour of the local hand-made paper, which (with one
rare exception) was used continuously for the next tweaty
years in the preparation and printing of these stamps,'
The postage stamps o n handmade paper are
cuted on various types of paper ranging from the
rather brown to the whiter qualities. They all seem
to be single-layered, and are often thin and on
rather short-fibred paper. A block of 9 stamps is
shown in plate 182 (see further the table p. 233
concerning J. T. 49 from the 1899 issue).

5. Newspapers
G. B. Shah says that until about 1941 the government paper "Gorakhapatra" was printed on Nepalese paper and also that until 1950 it was the
only newspaper published. BEATTY, 1962, p. 24
moreover writes:
"The 1 0 ~ 1newspapers are printed on a poor grade of
imported sulphite pulp but from time to time, when the
caravans don't arrive in time, "releases" and tabloid
editions come out on local paper."

E. Decorated, Written or Printed Articles for Secular Use
1. Maps
LEVI, 1905, Vol I, pp. 72-74, mentions various
locally produced maps of Nepal, and one on paper
is shown on p. 72 in the same place. Another map,
produced before 1785, is said to have been about
4 feet long by 2112 feet wide and on cardboard.

2. Playing Cards
The playing cards which we saw Sherpas using so
industriously in many places were all of Western
origin, but formerly hand-decorated playing cards
on handmade paper were also used. The samples
I brought home from Patan have 12 cards in each
colour, 2 of which have pictures (the jack and
the king, leaving out the queen of Western cards!).
Two cards are shown in plates 172-173.

4. Postage Stamps
Nepal's philately is described by E. A. Smythies,
L. E. Dawson and H. D. S. Haverbeck in "The

Postage Stamps of Nepal" of about 1940. On p.
41 it is said:
"In 1886 the white wove imported paper was abandoned
in favour of the local hand-made paper, which (with one
rare exception) was used continuously for the next twenty
years in the preparation and printing of these stamps."

The postage stamps on handmade paper are executed on various types of paper ranging from the
rather brown to the whiter qualities. They all seem
to be single-layered, and are often thin and on
rather short-fibred paper. A block of 9 stamps is
shown in plate 182 (see further the table p. 233
concerning J. T. 49 from the 1899 issue).

5. Newspapers
G. B. Shah says that until about 1941 the government paper "Gorakhapatra" was printed on Nepalese paper and also that until 1950 it was the
only newspaper published. BEATTY, 1962, p. 24
moreover writes:
"The local newspapers are printed on a poor grade of
imported sulphite pulp but from time to time, when the
caravans don't arrive in time, "releases" and tabloid
editions come out on local paper."
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Plate 117. Probably the oldest paper ms. found in Nepal (10th century?), but possibly deriving from Northwestern India; now in the library of the National Archives, Kathmandu. The paper is made from Thyrnelaeaceae
fibres probably from Daphne bholua, and it is neither dyed nor starched. About size.
Plate 118.

Ms., Bir Library, 11. 5 1, N. S. 340 (A. D. 1220) on blue-black paper. Size 530 by 100 mrn.

Plate 119. The double-layered paper from the preceding rns., Bir Library, 11. 51, carefully separated before
being photographed. Full size. Observe the imprint of the mould with 35 lines per 50 mm., probably a grass mat.
Plate 120. n. 176 f, 13th century. Colour and mould as the preceeding ms. but with 45 lines per 50 mrn.

'12

size.

Plate 121. Ms. from the Asutmh Museum, caicutta, N.S. 5
paper made in Nepal. Size 380 by 85 mm.

+ 20 + 200 (A. D. 1105). Oldest known ms. on

Plate 122. n. 117, late 15th century. Notice the palm leaf character of the ms.

'11 size.

Plate 123-124. n. 123, 15th century, cover and ms. on Aquilaria agulZocha bark. The pages are dyed yellow with
orpiment, has3.'12 size.
Hate 125. n. 85, 15th or 16th century, a Jain ms, from Northern India but found in Kathmandu. ' A size.
Plate 126. A page of n. 85, photographed in transparency. The mould was a graw met with 30-35
mm. Full size.
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Plates 133-136. o, 100, N. S. m.5 &
D. 16851, m e d the tftrQ wmden cover5
and the I@-,
Tks plferis dyed 3 4 low %mifingdmnt ru am Lttbr @low
ma. m o t i d helm**Id 8-w.
Plate 137. i91. @4, 3.Si, %6 f4. 83.
1736). B~rcp-k$t ie y d k m
~d wrjl 50%
almgst me blwb$ p.qm.

l3fa3.

Plate 158. ra. 70# Irp, S. 857 (A.
1737), coxwrlha m MOW
paper.
size.

D-

Plate 143. n. 153, N. S. 955 (A. D. 1835), concertina, here with 6 pages unfolded. The paper is yellow on one side but decorated with other colotrrs. ' 1 size.
~
Plate 144. n. 125, N. S. 952 (A. D. 18321, last page. One side of the paper is
yellow. 'In size.
Plate 145. N. 1, Vikrama Samvat 1891 (A. D. 1834). One side of the paper is
yellow. '12 size.
Plate 146, n. 86, last half of the 19th century. The leaves are kept together by
stitching dong one of the short sides (to the left in the photograph). The paper
is yellow. ' l a size.

Plate 147. n. 84 e, N. S. 996 (A. D. 1876). The paper is yellow, Csneerning the
words ~
French
II
and English, see LEVI,1905, Vol. I,pp, 87-89. '11 size.
Plate 148. J. T. 38, beginning of the 20th century. Ms. sewn
book. The paper is yellow on one side. *le size.

a8

an ordinary

Plate 149. J. T. 40, Vikrama Samvat 2002 (A. D. 1945). The text is printed
on undyed, handmade paper. Otherwise the book is made in the Western fashion.
I/% size.

Plate 150. J. T. 16, ms. from the Sherpa village, Junbesi, East No. 3, like the mss. plates 151-156. Stitched
bindiag. l/r size.
Plate 151. J. T. 17, stitched binding, two pages shown.

'/e

size.

Plate 152. J. T. 18, stitched biding made of black fabric; one corner is folded to show pages.

'/r

size.

Plate 158. The GO~!~&U~~QJI
of a chorten
outside the Tgk8iIido monastery at about
3100 m., where the aeheg of its newly
deceaaed leader (ievidentlly Lama Tok-den
Tshultrhim, see SNELLGROVE, 1957, p.
214) were to be immured with, inter alia,
a great many different woodcuts.

Plate 159. One of the woodcuts made in
the maetery and to be placed in tbe
-A&mam. lib

*.

Plate 160. A '"Mani stone" with multicelomd letters, Various sorb of prayer
flags of paper are fastened nearby to poIeq, .Sicks and suings. Namche Bazar,
36M) m.

Plate 161. The woodcut that was hung
in great quantities across the rope to
the left in the above photograph. Every
whole sheet of paper has 4 prints. % size.

Plate 162. A printing dab made of hard close-grained wood acquired at Namche Bazar. It measures 50 by 32
cm. or exactly half of a paper sheet of the common size. Used for printing the long banners of cotton mounted
on high poles seen outside almost all Lamaist houses, as well as for paper woodcuts like the one shown in
plate 159.

Plate 163. J. T. 52, a paper strip about 10 meters long from a prayer wheel (cf. plate 35) on which is printed:
Oy mdoi padme hstq. From Patan. '1%size.

Plate 164. J. T. 2,
woodcut, a m q d p I ~ to
protect the travell~r.It is
put in an amulet bag ra
box and harig round the
neck, Dopu Bazar, Solu,
Ern No. 3. Ilr

*.

165. J. T.8, dhBlrc
from the TaMxido
midmastery, SoIu, with
W-printed Laiirsn let-

tbp. 'f4 J
1
h
.
*&

166. J.

T.46, let-

teP i~
Tibetan found in
b h a n d u but originating from Tibet. Written
Wikshmmia chomae-

kame paper. lh s h ,

I

Plate 167. Fa@ mloumd cads d p a w an8 am lblg
fabric linked by a wrd tn. m a b a l a m 4 W s altar. Porn
M
m in West NM&. XIS &a.

Plate 171. J. T. 50, dra~tigb assist r f a r f m w ~ ~
Front side io yellow. Kathmandu. l / t size.
Plates 172-173. Tpro wlowred playing cards fnx~$
Patm, a jadc and an aoe, Them are 12 cards En ~ c h
suit, the queen d the Western pack being omitted.
a*,
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Plate 174. Two Naga woodcuta pasted with cow dung over the
entrance of a Newar house in Kathmandu (see p. 152-154).

Plates 175-177. From the bll-fruit ceremony, during which Newar girls holding a be'l-fruit (Aegle marmelos) in their hands marry
this fruit so they may never suffer the restrictions of orthodox
Hindu widowhood. Here 11 girls from the age of 6 to 12 years
are married, the ceremony taking place in Kathmandu. Photographs by Ruth Christensen. Plate 176 shows the woodcut with
the be'l-fruit fastened to the top of the girls' heads (plate 177)
during the ceremony. '12 size.

BQ.
Plate 178. Old painting on paper. Patan. lh size.

Plate 179. J. T. 5 e, letter in Nepali found in the Sherpa village, Junbesi (the official language all over Nepal is
to-day Nepali). It is dated Vikrurlln Snmvut 1983 (A. D. 1926). Notice stamps and fingerprints. ' 1 2 size.
Plate 180. J. T. 45, bill from a shop exclusively selling handmade paper in Kamalaksmi Road 111907 (plate 10)
in Kathmandu. 'it size.
Plate 181. J. T. 53, a bundle of incense sticks made from incense powder placed in rolls of handmade paper and
then twisted. Full size.
Plate 182. J. T. 49, 9 postage stamps on handmade paper. Full size.

CHAPTER VI

Technical Investigations

This chapter contains a number of different technical investigations of bast fibres from plants and
paper. Many of the results of these investigations
have already been given above, but the measurements are more closely described and discussed in
the following. The chapter is divided into three
main sections. I n section A measurements of the
macroscopic properties of new, unused and un-

treated paper are referred to, i. e. shape, surface,
density and strength; some of these measurements
are also made on manuscripts and commented upon.
In section B the microscopical analyses are closely
described. Finally in section C a series of analyses
are discussed of organic and inorganic elements
and compounds in bast and in new and old paper.

A. Macroscopic Properties
1. New, Unused Paper
38 samples collected from different parts of Nepal
together with two samples from Tibet, two from
Bhutan and one from Dalhousie in Northwest
India have been investigated (measurements see
table pp. 226-227). The investigations cover the
format, colour and brightness of the paper sheets,
the imprint of the mould on the paper, as well
as the thickness, density, various properties of
strength, and also the fibrous texture of the paper
as seen in transparency. The fibres of the samples
are mentioned briefly here but dealt with more
closely on p. 197. The various samples of Nepalese
paper are divided into three groups in the table:
In group I those made by the commonest method
and originating from the mountains in East and
Central Nepal i. e. almost as far west as Pokhara,
in group 11 the samples from the Baglung area,
and finally in group 111 the paper made in the
Kathmandu Valley.
AU the samples were made between 1958 and
1964 and measured in 1965 at the Central Laboratory. The United Paper Mills Lid., Copenhagen,
and at a constant humidity of 65 % and temperature of 20 O C. Even in the very same paper sheet

there are often substantial differences in many of
the properties mentioned. Each of the values indicated in the schedule is thus the mean value of a
suitable number of measurements.
a. SHAPE. The formats of the sheets in group I
deviate only a little from an average, measuring 48
by 64 cm. = a by b cm., where the proportion
alb is equal to 314. The Baglung format (group IT)
is much larger, about 6 0 by 135 cm. or about b
by 3 a cm. From the Kathmandu Valley (group
111) we only have the format of three sheets. Two
of them are only a little larger than the most
common format, while the thud almost corresponds
to the large Baglung format. The two Tibetan paper
sheets (see too p. 146) very nearly measure a
by 2 b cm. and b by 3 a cm. respectively, one of
the Bhutanese paper sheets b by b cm. and the
other one a little more. The Dalhousie paper is
somewhat less than 2 a by 2 b cm. The lengths a
and b, which seem to reappear in so many formats, presumably derive from measures used in
the bazaars. To the mountain people b almost
equals the average length of the arm,and a equals
b minus the length of the hand.

The thickness of the samples has been measured
at a test load of 1 kg. per cm.2, the test area
being 2 cm.2 For groups I and 11 the values are
between 0.04 and 0.10 mm. (a single one, No. 27,
being 0.165 mm.). Thin qualities below c. 0.06
mm.are specially used for wrapping paper.
b. SURFACE. The colours of the samples in
groups I and 11 are all more or less brownish, only
No. 19 from Baglung is whitish. This is due in the
first place to the primitive method of production,
by which the fibres are merely boiled in a lye of
ashes. In group 111 the colours are far more varied.
Here stronger chemicals are used for the cooking
of the fibres and sometimes bleaching agents have
also been added.
The brightness is a measure of the percentage of
light reflected off the surface of the paper in bluish
light. It has been measured by an apparatus of the
make El-Rpo, Germany, with the use of a blue
filter (wave length 427 X 10-9m., R. 46 T, Tappistandard). The values found follow the colour indications. For groups I and 11 a brightness below
31 % thus corresponds to red-brown, 3142 % to
brownish, 42-54 % to only light tanned, and above
54 % to almost white. In group I l l the values vary
between 23 % and 64 %.
As previously demonstrated the imprint o f the
mould on the paper (a kind of watermark) may
often disclose its origin. Not only the kind of mould
(cloth, grass straw or bamboo mats as far as the
older Nepalese manuscripts are concerned), but
also its detailed structure may give important hints
in that respect. The moulds of group I all seem to
have been made of some fabric of linen with only
20 to 30 threads per 50 mm. (except No. 30,which
was probably made very close to, if not in the Kathmandu Valley). The moulds of group 11 were made
of cotton fabric, and there are 40 to 50 threads
per 50 mm. The moulds of the sheets in group 111
from the Kathmandu Valley were also made of
cotton fabric and the number of threads corresponds
approximately to that of the samples from group 11,
which is presumably due to the fact that the papermakers were brought from Baglung to the Kathmandu Valley when production was started there.
The two Tibetan samples, Nos. 1 1 and 12, are
easily recognisable, being soft, rather white and

with small protruding fibre bundles on one side of
the paper; properties that result from a different
fibrous material and a slightly different method of
production. No. 23 from Bhutan is very brown
and thick with distinct streaks, because the paper
has been scooped on a coarse-ribbed mould of
grass straw. No. 44, also from Bhutan, is reminiscent in nearly all respects of Nepalese paper, but
has been scooped on a very fine mould of cotton
cloth. This is also the case with No. 46 made by
Tibetan refugees in Dalhousie.

c. WEIGHT AND DENSITY. The basis weight
or square metre weight is the weight in grams of
1 m.2 of the sample. The bulk or the relative thickness is the thickness of the paper obtained by multiplying its real thickness by 100 gramslthe basis
weight. It is a term used to indicate volume or
thickness in relation to weight and therefore partly
a measure of the specific gravity of the particular
fibres, partly of the density of the fibre network.
For paper made in the mountains the bulk lies between 0.23 and 0.32 mm. and is greatest in the
open qualities. For paper made in Tripureswar there
are values down to 0.15 mrn.
The printing opacity is not a well-defined quality
and depends on a great number of the paper's
characteristics, i. e. on the surface, the type of fibres and not least, with regard to the present samples, on the thickness. Measuring apparatus Bausch
& Lomb, U. S. A.; filter yellow-green (wavelength
546 X 10-9m).
The porosity was measured by a Gurley Densitometer, U. S. A., by which is determined the time
it takes to force a fixed quantity of air (100 cc.)
under a constant pressure (13.15 p ~ n d l c m . ~ )
through a fixed area of the paper (6.45cm.2). For
samples in groups I and 11 the values are very
small, between 0.1 and 1.8 sec. (for No. 18 which
is 2-layered, 10 sec.). The porosity is highest in
good qualities, such as Nos. 1, 2, 7 and 30 and
smallest for typical wrapping paper. For single-layered samples produced in the Kathmandu Valley
there are values up to 62 sec. The porosity of paper
is mainly dependent on the sizing; it is normally
unfit for writing purposes if the value of porosity
falls below c. 0.5sec.

d. PROPERTIES O F STRENGTH. The breaking length is defined as the lengtb in metres at
which a strip of the paper when suspended would
break by its own weight. For the samples in group
I and I1 the figures are seen to be high, between
2700 and 4200 m. Like the other properties of
strength, the values depend on many properties
such as species, length of fibres, amount of cooking and beating.
The stretch is here defined as the relative elongation of a paper strip at the moment of breaking,
at the breaking point 20 * 5 sec. For samples in
group I and 11 the values vary but little and are between 2.0 % and 3.4 %; in group 111, on the other
hand, they are between 1.0 % and 6.2 %.
Tearing is a measure of the resistance against
tearing, measured in "gram force" (go. This is
the even force that is necessary in order to perform
tearing in continuation of an initial cut in a single
paper sheet, measured here by the Appita Elmendorf method. For groups I and I1 the values vary
between 170 and 580 gf, for group 111 between 20
and 240 gf.
The folding endurance is measured by a specific
method, which will not be described in detail. Let
it merely be said that strips of paper, 1 cm. broad,
are subjected to an initial load of 1 kg. and thereafter repeatedly folded along the same line until
the break occurs, the number of double foldings
being recorded. Apparatus: Schopper, Germany.
The values vary a great deal and reveal essential
properties of the paper. In groups I and I1 good
qualities like Nos. 1, 7, 8, 18, 19, 24 and 30 have
high folding endurance, while lesser qualities like
Nos. 5, 6, 9, 10, 13, 17, 21, 25, 27, and 28 have
low folding endurance or cannot even take the initial
load. In group 111, apart from No. 37, the tests show
low folding endurance, mainly because the paper is
short-fibred. Notice also the low values of the two
Wikstroernia chamaejasrne samples from Tibet.
The hardness of the paper or the so-called rattle
is estimated simply by grasping the paper with
both hands and making it rattle. The sharper the
sound thus produced, the harder the paper, everything else being equal. The hardness depends on
many factors but mainly on the degree of the partial gelatinisation or agglutination of the fibres under
the prolonged action of beating.

e. MACROSCOPIC FIBROUS CHARACTER.
As was to be expected, there is a close connection between the samples' fibrous charmer (ct.
plates 183-198) and their properties of strength,
see for example the samples from the Kathmandu
Valley (group I l l ) which are of very varying qualities.

2. The Uses of the Paper
Only a few of the measurements mentioned under
section I may profitably be applied to the various
uses of the paper such as mss. because these mostly
consist of pasted and dyed paper that has, in addition, often been exposed to dirt and dust. As far
as the old samples (the mss.) are concerned, one
also has to take into account the considerable variations in the properties of the paper brought
about by chemical changes of the fibres in the
course of time. But the thickness of the separate
layers, the imprint of the mould and the paper's
macroscopic fibrous character will only have altered
slightly.
Thickness. In the case of the manuscripts the
thickness of the paper per layer amounts to 0.060.12 mm.,with an average of about 0.09 mm. (see
pp. 228-233). These are not the original thicknesses, as two or more layers have been pasted
together and then smoothed. However, these two
effects counterbalance each other pretty well with
regard to thickness.
The moulds. The difficult and time-consuming
measurements of the imprints of the moulds on
the paper of old manuscripts show, a little suprisingly, that in the Kathmandu Valley the paper
generally was scooped on finer moulds of fabric
than those now in use in the mountains north of
the valley.
Macroscopic fibrous character. Among the old
mss. on paper there are some whose fibrous character is very different from modern qualities, but
generally the Daphne paper of old manuscripts
is not very different from the qualities that are produced in the mountains to-day.

B. Microscopical Analyses
The best method of studying a sample of paper,
whose origin is either wholly or partly unknown,
is still to examine the fibres under the microscope.
In this way it is generally possible to determine the
family to which the fibres belong, often the species
too, and thus from which area and epoch the paper
may originate. Furthermore, it is possible from the
appearance of the fibres to say what treatment they
have been subjected to, e. g. with regard to the
cutting, cooking and beating. The presence of foreign particles may disclose the addition of various
substances to the pulp, e. g. a coating of rice paste
or wheat flour paste.
T o determine the type and treatment of the fibres of a sample, it is of course important to know
their appearance in their original state. Consequently the first investigations to be discussed are
those of the microscopical properties of the raw
Thymelaeaceae fibres, which have been used almost exclusively for making paper in Nepal up to
our time. Then follows a description of the microscopical analyses of unused and untreated paper,
and finally analyses of the paper of mss. etc.
Microscopical analyses of bast fibres from species
other than the Thymelaeaceae family, which are
found in a few mss. or in new Nepalese paper,
will not be described separately as--with two
insignificant exceptions-they
are all thoroughly
described in the literature. An important work on
plant fibres and their identification is Julius Wiesner's "Die Rohstojje des Pflanzenreiches". The
1927 edition, Vol. I, pp. 290-705, contains an
examination of the most important species of fibres and bast, e. g. of flax p. 541, hemp p. 554,
jute p. 565, ramie p. 572, straw fibres including
rice straw fibres p. 664, Edgeworthia p. 671, and
bamboo p. 672. Reference may also be made to
the three volumes by Alois Herzog published in
1955: "Microphotographischer Aflas Der Technisch
Wichtigen Pjlanzenfasern".
The bast fibres of Thymelaeaceae are so much
alike that it is rather difficult to differentiate between them. But as the trees and shrubs used by
the paper-makers belong to such a heterogeneous
area, an attempt has nevertheless been made to
distinguish the species by their bast fibres.

VOGL, 1910, has carefully examined 10 different species of Daphne from Europe. This work is
referred to in "Just's Bofanischer Bericht", 1910,
p. 1590:
"Er ist aber der Uberzeugung, dass die Bastfasern einen
gossen Wert fur die Systematik dieser Pflanzengruppe
reprasentieren. Verf. konnte bei jeder der untersuchten
Arten eine typische Form dieser Bastzellen konstatieren,
und es gelang ihm auch aus diesen 'typischen Fasern' die
Arten der Gattung zu erkennen."

DOMKE, 1934, pp. 23-27, does not specifically
mention whether Thymelaeaceae bast fibres can be
used for the classification of the species, but he emphasises the limited value of various plant-anatomica1 methods for this purpose with regard to these
species.
Dr. M. Harders-Steinhauser, see ROCK, 1963,
p. 54, mentions some investigations of bast fibres
from Wikstroemia lichiangensis W. W. Sm., Wikstroemia aurantiaca (Diels) Domke, Daphne retusa
Hemsl., Daphne calicicola W. W . Sm., Daphne acufiloba Rehd., Daphne odora and Daphne fangufica.
It is said:
"Die sorgfaltige vergleichende mikroskopische Untersuchung der vorliegenden Pflanzenproben ergab keine
eindeutigen Unterscheidungsmerkrnale zwischen den
verschiedenen Thyrnelaceen-Bastfasern; bei allen Einzelproben schwankten die Ausbildung von Zellenden, Wandstarken, Faserbreiten in derart weiten Grenzen, dass eine
Unterscheidung zwischen den Mustern nicht moglich
war."

Dr. Hans Huber, see TSCHUDIN, 1965, p. 316,
reaches almost the same conclusion:
"Es ist nach wie vor fraglich, ob sich die Vertreter der
Gattungen Daphne, Edgeworthia und Wikstroemia anhand mikroskopischer Kennzeichen der Fasern unterscheiden lassen."

On the basis of my own researches it seems evident
that a comprehensive distinction between all the
bast fibres of the Thymelaeaceae species used in
paper-making in Asia (15-20 species) is very difficult, if only because many of the species are very
closely related. However, I think it is possible to
differentiate between important groups of these fibres, just as further investigations will no doubt
enable small but characteristic differences between

the fibres to be disclosed. It is a great advantage
in this connection that the Thymelaeaceae fibres in
paper from Himalaya are as a rule only lightly
cooked and beaten, and are therefore not rendered
unrecognisable.
If the problem is to distinguish only among those
Thymelaeaceae species used in Nepal, then the task
is more feasible. But because the identification of
the fibres still remains difficult, some general p r e
perties of bast fibres and methods of investigating
these will be mentioned before the single species
are dealt with more closely.

1. Description and Analysis
of Thymelaeaceae Fibres
a. THE STRUCTURE O F BAST FTBRES. The
main object of the strengthening (mechanical) tissue
is to impart stiffness and elasticity so as to make it
possible for the plant to resist many kinds of loads.
There are two main types viz. collenchyma and
sclerenchyma. Collenchyma cells are live, whereas
sclerenchyma cells do not as a rule possess living
protoplasm when full-grown.
Among sclerenchyma cells a distinction is usually
made between sclereids and fibres. Sclereids have
many forms; the commonest are brachysclereids
(stone cells), which are short, on the whole isodiametric cells, and fibre-like sclereids, which are longer and more slender. According to the position of
the fibres they are divided into two groups, viz.
xylary (wood fibres) and extraxylary fibres, often
termed bast fibres, which are very long. (Concerning sclerenchyma cells see e. g. BOCHER,
1948, pp. 43-48 and ESAU, 1965, pp. 203-223.)
The structure and chemistry of the cell wall of
bast fibres, as of other cells, is complicated. A
distinction is usually made between the following,
not all equally well-defined layers (see e. g. TREIBER, 1957). On the outside the middle lamella
consists chiefly of pectin and lignin compounds
which are the cement substances that bind the fibres together. Then follows the primary wall. It
consists of long, more or less orderly arranged cellulose microfibrils in an amorphous basic substance of hemicellulose, pectin etc. Every microfibril
is built up of micells, which consist of cellulose

molecules arranged in a 3dimensional and regular
(crystalline) network.
When plant cells are transformed into bast fibres, the fibres will be lignified by which, in particular, the matrix of the middle lamella and the
primary wall is transformed (it dehydrates and
partly dissolves). During this process lignin is d e
posited between the cellulose microfibrils, which
adds considerably to the strength of the fibres but
correspondingly reduces their flexibility. It is m o r e
over the lignin content of the middle lamella which
must be distintegrated in order to separate the fibres. It can be done by cooking in an alkaline
liquid followed by maceration.
As far as bast fibres are concerned the secondary
wall is many times thicker than the primary wall.
Here the cellulose microfibrils are deposited more
regularly and very densely, frequently in bundles,
called macrofibrils (these may sometimes be seen
with an ordinary microscope, see plate 239),
and as a rule parallel-wise in helices round the
longitudinal axis of the fibre. The secondary wall
consists of many layers (often designated S,, S,
and S,), the fibrils of which mostly have different
orientations. This layer consists chiefly of cellulose
or a mixture of cellulose and hemicellulose, for
which reason it is highly refractive. In the sclereids, the secondary wall is distinctly lignified.
The border layer between the cell wall and
the air-fied lumen has many designations. TREIBER, 1957, pp. 65-67, includes it under the s e
wndary wall (SS),while FREY-WYSSLJNG, 1959,
pp. 33-35, calls it the tertiary wall; yet in both
cases it is pointed out that it is mainly a question
of definition. This border layer consists of cellulose-like microfibrils in a matrix of various still
somewhat unknown compounds. Innermost we have
the lumen, which sometimes contains traces of
plasma.
The regular, concentric stratification of the
bast fibres around the cell lumen has been described above. But in addition the cell wall contains other features. Fibres may, for example, have
pores and pits, which are particularly conspicuous
in the sclereids. Some interesting features are found
at the fibre ends which, with many of the species
of plants used in paper-making, are characteristic
and therefore of considerable diagnostic value.

This is not least true of the Thymelaeaceae, of
which several individual species or groups of species can be distinguished by their fibre ends (see
drawings plates 199-200). They get their often
knotty excrescences during the symplastic phase,
probably from the pressure of surrounding swollen,
juicy parenchyma cells (similar to what KUNDU,
1942, p. 120, describes for Cannubis and Corchorus
fibres).
Finally some interesting cross lines, the so-called
dislocatiom, displacement lines or slip planes,
should be mentioned, which in many Thymelaeaceae bast fibres are very pronounced. (In German
they are called: Querspalten, Querstreifen, Verschiebungen, Gleitflachen o r Microstauchlinien.)
They manifest themselves by zinc chloride iodine
staining as many straight or slightly slanting, somewhat irregular lines. In raw fibres they appear as
fine dark lines (see e. g. plates 201 and 207, but
in fibres from paper they are more blurred and
broader (plates 206, 225 and 239).
Dislocations were already observed in 1884 by
Hohnel who assumed them to have been caused by
internal pressures during growth. SCHWENDENER, 1894, however, writes that it is a question
of an artificial product resulting from the isolation
of the fibres. Fry-Wyssling has pointed out that it
is not, as also proposed, a question of crystalline
slip planes, because the cellulose molecules of the
microfibrils have a structure entirely different from
a simple crystal. Probably the dislocations arise
during the isolation of the fibres in places where
the microfibrils happen to be weakest. Here they
undergo a double bending and are damaged. Thus
the fibres are easier to stain just here. They also
appear very distinctly in polarised light due to the
changed orientations of opposite cell walls in the
dislocations.
The reason why the dislocations look so different in the various species is due to the thickness
of the cell wall and its composition (e. g. they are
lignified to highly different extents). Even with most
of the Thymelaeaceae species the dislocations differ
in appearance, for which reason they can be used
for purposes of identification. But in the first place
they are a measure of the physical and chemical
treatment which the fibres have undergone.

b. FIBRE DIMENSIONS. Proper measurements
are necessary in order to make unambiguous distinctions between the various fibres. LEANDRI,
1930, p. 231, thus writes of the Thymelaeaceae
species, that many of them can be classified by
their dimensions. Let us see how these differences
arise and also which ones are suitable for measuring.
The cell wall remains thin as long as the fibre is
growing in length and thickness (syrnplastic phase).
With the Thymelaeaceae fibres this phase seems
to pass rather quickly, for even in a young plant
the length and maximum thickness of the fibres
are only a little less than in an older and bigger plant of the same species. Neither do these
dimensions alter much from the innermost to the
outermost layers of the bast.
As far as the species investigated are concerned,
only rather slight differences from one species to
another have been observed in the thickness of fibres. Furthermore, the fibres swell during the cooking and beating; therefore the fibre thickness is not
a good means of identification. The thickness at
the fibre end, however, is less susceptible to change
so it has been measured systematically (size b, defined on p. 190). The natural fibre length changes
hardly at all during the paper-making and it is
quite typical in each species. However, measuring
fibre lengths is time-consuming, especially when
confronted with paper that has only a few intact
fibres.
After the rather quick symplastic phase the cells
undergo irreversible changes and lose the capacity for growing bigger. Then the secondary wall
will thicken inwards, which is a slower process.
The thickness of the secondary wall or of the greater part of the whole cell wall is therefore less in
young shoots than in the older bast layers (those
used for making paper). Here the wall thickness is
quite distinctive in many of the Thyrnelaeaceae
species. As I will show in section B 2, this thickness is smaller the greater the altitude of the upper
limit of growth of the species.
The inward-facing thickening and stratification
of the secondary wall appear most distinctly in the
fibre ends. They are quite typical of many species also in the various Thymelaeaceae species which are,
incidentally, built up in the same way as described

by FAHN, 1967, p. 88, regarding flax and ramie
(notice the fine lines in the fibre ends plates 201,
207 and 232). If the arithmetrical mean value a, of
the wall thickness a at the fibre ends (see drawing
p. 239) is measured and computed for many fibres picked out from different parts of bast from
one individual plant or from other plants of the
same species, it can be demonstrated that these
mean values show only little variations. Even in
cases where measurements were made on bast fibres of the same species gathered at very d i e r e n t
altitudes or geographical localities, the size a, was
amazingly wnstant (e. g. with Daphne bholua it
only varied from 8 to 10 p). Furthermore, a , is
quite different as far as many of the species are
concerned, and finally the more solid structure of
the fibre ends makes them more resistent to
chemical and physical influences so they can be
identified even among much damaged fibres. Therefore, the fibre ends are particularly suited for
purposes of identification. For the determination of
a, as well as of b, at least 30 measurements ought
to be made (preferably 40-50) for each plant or
paper sample.

c. GUIDE ELEMENTS. Apart from the appearance of the bast fibres themselves, paper fibres can
also be identified from other cells or particles from
the plant found in the paper. These I call "guide
elements" (adopted from German: Leiteelemente).
Most important of these are the sclereids (see e. g.
plate 207) which differ in the various species of
Thymelaeaceae, thus their length, thickness, and the
thickness of their cell wall, have all been systematically measured.
Thymelaeaceae paper also contains parenchyma
cells, fragments of starch grains, pith ray cells, and
crystal druses. The last are spherical crystal aggregates of calcium oxalate, which are usually b r e
ken so that they only can be seen as single crystals (highly refractive). Furthermore, particularly
in less fine paper, there can be particles from other
tissues of the plant e. g. cells from the epidermis.
However, most of the guide elements are difficult
to use for diagnostic purposes. This is partly due
to the slight difference between the species, and
partly because it depends on where the paper

sample has been taken from (because the guide elements may not be represented in the sample at all).

d. METHODS O F ANALYSIS. Both apparatus
and chemical reagents for fibre investigations are
b d a y available in an immense variety. The appearance of the bast fibres will only be described b e
low as they appear under the light microscope and
with the use of a few well-known colour and swelling reagents.
Apparatus. T o observe the fibres a very wide
angled binocular attachment has been used at 250
magnification, which makes it possible to work
uninterruptedly for a long time without getting tired
and without constantly changing the magnification.
For the black and white photographs an ordinary
Zeiss-Leitz standard camera has been used at 240
magnification.
One of the difficulties of photographing the fibres lies in their round shape (diameter c. 10-50 p).
The best results are obtained by carefully distributing comparatively few fibres on the microscope
slide and cautiously pressing the wver slip down
over them, the liquid being absorbed by a piece
of filter paper. The fibres can also be observed or
photographed in cross-section but this involvm quite
a timeconsuming process.
With a differential interference microscope it is
possible to register particularly fine details of fibre
walls; small differences in the thicknesses of cell
walls appear as big changes of interference colours
or, with another adjustment, as changes in the
intensity of the light. Especially when dealing
with several different fibres and guide elements
from the same paper this microscope very much
facilitates identification.
Reagents for the amlysis. Bast fibres can be examined in water. This method has the advantage
that the appearance of the fibres is not dependent
on the age of the reagent. The colour reagents most
frequently used in the investigation of paper fibres
are some inorganic iodine compounds, primarily
zinc chloride iodine, abbreviated zichio in the following which on account of its very different colour
reactions to the numerous paper fibres is a sort of

universal indicator. It colours cellulose cell walls
bluish to dark violet, but lignified or otherwise encrusted cell walls yellow to greenish (for explanation of colour effects, see e. g. FREY-WYSSLING,
1959, p. 1 18).
Thus raw Thymelaeaceae fibres are coloured
slightly yellow in zichio ond only turn violet and
finally brown-black after some hours, because the
primary wall and the middle lamella layers are almost intact, the lignified walls probably preventing
the zinc chloride from making the cell walls swell,
so that the big iodine molecules cannot reach the
cellulose-fibril network of the secondary layer and
colour it.
The cooked and beaten (paper) fibres are at once
coloured wholly or partly violet in zichio, because
the primary wall is partly damaged, the secondary
layer likewise, though to a lesser degree, so that the
high cellulose content of this layer immediately
makes itself visible in the violet colouring. But the
sclereids remain green-yellow even in thoroughly
treated paper, as the walls are very strongly lignified
(plate 239).
It is interesting that, according to FREYWYSSLING, 1959, p. 120, cellulose is transformed
by strong bleaching or century-long oxidisation into
oxycellulose ((CsHlo05),0), which can be detected
with ruthenium-red or methylene-blue. With Thymelaeaceae paper that is more than 400 years old,
I have observed that the fibres often turn a pale
reddish-violet with zichio, obviously due to the formation of oxycellulose.
With regard to the use of zichio it should be
noted that the appearance of the fibres depends
to a great extent on the degree of concentration.
Specially when comparing a large number of paper
samples it is necessary to use a constant degree of
dilution. It is also advisable when photographing
to use a rather diluted zichio, as the film cannot register as big contrasts as the eye.
Besides the inorganic colour indicators, there is
a long series of organic colour reagents for detecting the contents of more or less well-defined organic compounds in the cell walls. (List of frequently
used reagents see e. g. HERZOG, 1955, pp. 2955.)
An important method of investigation is that of
allowing the fibres to swell vigorously in a liquid
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while observing the reaction of the different layers
of the fibre. The fibres will already swell a little
in water: 10-30 % in thickness, but less than 1 %
in length; the process is reversible. The swelling in
cupric oxide ammonium, abbreviated c u o x m is of
special diagnostic value (concerning different methods of preparation see e. g. HERZOG, 1955, p.
32), or cupric ethylene diamine which is more stable
in the atmosphere (C~(NH?CHZCH~NH~)Z)(OH)~.
The globular swellings are very conspicuous and
characteristic of many plant fibres (plates 203, 205,
208 and 213). They probably arise because the
middle lamella and the primary wall are very thin
in certain places, or pierced during the previous
treatment of the fibres. Here cuoxam will penetrate
and attack the very susceptible cellulose fibrils of
the secondary layer, and this, owing to their parallel structure, produces a big transverse swelling
and a small longitudinal swelling. On account of
the swelling pressure, the primary wall and the
middle lamella burst and the globules will appear
at these parts of the fibres. With a sufficiently
strong cuoxam the middle lamella and the primary
wall dissolve entirely, and the whole fibre swells
or completely dissolves.
The more cellulose available for the swelling
process (i. e. the thicker the secondary layer or
practically the whole cell wall is) the greater the
globular formation will be. Large contents of lignin, however, have a restrictive i d u e n c e on the
swelling. The swelling will be most regular when
the fibrils run parallel with the fibre itself. If they
wind around the longitudinal axis, helices appear
on the surface (plate 213), and the fibre is shortened. If the secondary wall is stratified the distances
between the layers of the cell walls will increase,
making them more easily visible (plates 203, 205
and 208). Sometimes even macro-fibrils become visible (plate 231). With swelling reagents it is possible to make visible the layer of the secondary wall
bordering on the lumen (also called the tertiary
wall or S3). Often this layer i's the last part to be
dissolved. Also, stratification, fibrils etc. may frequently be observed where fibres have been flattened.
In those Thymelaeaceae species which develop
globular formation with cuoxam (e. g. Edgeworthia
gardneri and Daphne bholua) this reaction is less

pronounced when the fibres have previously been
carefully separated from each other in water. In
this case, only an even swelling usually occurs.
But the globular formation is very much pronounced on fibres from paper of the two above species.
This formation certainly has a close relation to the
dislocations already mentioned, which are specially
numerous in much beaten fibres.
Fibres also swell in zichio because of its zinc
chloride content. This has to be born in mind when
measuring the thickness of fibres, and I have there
fore used a rather diluted solution (a, the wall
thickness at the fibre ends, hardly alters, but b
increases rather much). The formation of globules
may even take place in zichio, viz. at the edge of
the cover slip where the liquid oxidises. In the
following descriptions of the individual species, the
reagent is zichio, unless otherwise indicated. This
also applies to the diagrams on pp. 238 and 239,
and to the drawings, plates 199 and 200.

2. Characteristics of the Bast Fibres of some
Thymelaeaceae Species
a. EDGEWORTHIA GARDNERI (WALL.)
MEISN. This species and Edgeworthia chrysantho Lindl. (synonym Edgeworthia papyrifera Sieb.
et Zucc.) are so closely related that many botanists
have made no distinction between them. But according to TSCHUDIN, 1964, p. 5, there are two
species.
JENCIC, 1902, p. 151, writes of Edgeworrhia papyri/era.
i.e. Edgeworrhia chrysanrha: The length of the fibres is
2.9-4.5 mm. (min. 0.75 mm.) and the thickness is 3.818.8 p. The fibre ends are generally clavate, swollen, more
rarely acuminate. The lumen is often big, but suddenly
narrows and then again becomes big. The contour of the
lumen does not follow the outer wall of the fibre; in
places where the lumen is big the walls are thin. Fibres
were only seldom found to have the lumen interrupted for
stretches of more than 0.7 mm. The fibres are not lignified. In Edgeworfhin paper, besides bast parenchyma and
pith ray cells, beautiful crystal druses of calcium oxalate
are found. The sole difference between Edgeworrhia
papyriJera and Wiksrroemia canescens is that the former
does contain these crystal druses, the latter does not.
Daphne pnpyrvera [i.e. Daphtre bholua] fibres, compared
with Wiksrroemia canescem and ~ e w o r ~ l r fibres,
ia
are
much more thin-walled and therefore easily distinguishable.
WIESNER, 1927, pp. 671-672, mentions JenEir's ob-

servations concerning Efgeworthia gardnori Meisn (he
writes: = Edgeworthia chrysanfha = E&eworfhia papyri/era) and adds: The frequently knotty form of the fibre
ends, with undulations, usually only points towards one
side, and the lumen is very irregular, disappearing
entirely in places. This curiously shaped bast fibre is
also found in Wiksrroemia and other Thymelaeaceae
species. By careful observation one can see that parts of
the bast fibres are thin-walled and other parts are thickwalled. Only at the thick-walled parts does the lumen
disappear in places. The former are younger and formed
near the cambium, the latter are older, more peripherally
placed bast fibres. In cross-section they are rounded off
polygonally. The middle lamella and the primary wall
are strongly developed and distinctly separated from the
rest of the cell wall. Not infrequently the two layers are
also separated from this. They are only faintly :lignified
and sometimes show cellulose reaction. Cuoxam partly
dissolves the fibres which develop globular swellings
(resembling a string of pearls) as with cotton fibres. The
fibre wall is stratified. The stratification appears even
more distinctly when chromic acid is added. Pores are
rare.
No reference will be made to later sources as, on the
whole, they repeat the observations already mentioned.

Bast fibres were taken from three rather small
herbarium plants, a l l deriving from Nepal and, incidentally, collected by N. Wallich. Thus here there
can be no question of Edgeworthia chrysantha. The
result of my microscopical investigations of the fibres in diluted zinc chloride iodine (abbreviated
zichio) is as follows.
The fibre lengths are between 1.5 and 5.0 mm.
and only rarely bigger. The thickness of the fibres
is 4-20 F, sometimes as much as 25 F. They are
often very thin, particularly towards their ends.
The contour of the fibres is only faintly undulating
and mainly very straight The lumen, on the other
hand, is of greatly varying width and often disappears, especially near the fibre ends (plate 201).
The thin-walled fibres give a glossy effect, the
cell wall is slightly yellow and appears clearly d e
lineated. The thicker fibres are less transparent and
more yellow. Undiluted zichio discloses thin, clearly delineated cross-lines in the thin-walled fibres,
whereas broader, more diffuse lines appear in the
thick-walled fibres (plate 201). The cell wall now
takes on a more distinct yellow colour that can become slightly greenish. The fibres are rather sensitive to pressure, especially where the cell wall is
thin. In places, where the fibres are flattened out,
they are grey-violet like the dislocations.
The fibre ends are sometimes irregular and knot-

ty, but mainly regular. Most of them are rounded

off, but also clavate or acuminate forms occur (see
drawings plate 199). Bifurcate ends of fibres (plate
202) are sometimes very long, up to about 1 mm.
As a rule the lumen ends rather more than one
fibre thickness before the fibre end. Several plants
were examined to verify this characteristic property, including a specimen from Sikkim and another
one from Meitan in China (the latter is indicated as
Edgeworthia papyrifera = Edgeworthia gardneri).
The distance a, between the end of the lumen and
the fibre end and also the fibre thickness b, where
the lumen ends (see drawing p. 239) were measured in a great number of bast fibres. In all specimens a was 7-50 11 with an average of about 18
11; b was 4-1 8 p, with an average of 9'12 11. So the
proportion amlbmequals 1.9. (If the fibres are observed in a dry state, a is practically as given
whereas b is now 4-14 p.) With Daphne bholua,
for example, the proportion a,,,lbmis a little below
1.0, thus substantially different from that of Edgeworthia gardneri.
With the addition of cuoxam the fibres swell to
about twice their size, but even if different kinds
of cuoxam in different concentrations are used,
the proper string of pearls formation is only slightly
pronounced when the raw fibres are cautiously divided, because the primary wall is then almost intact. The swelling of the fibre ends is interesting
(plate 203) and, as might be expected, rather different from that of Daphne bholua. Notice the "cork"
at the fibre ends, and also the accentuation of the
border between the secondary layer and the lumen.
The fibres swell to double size in the course of
a few hours if a not too strongly diluted zichio is
used and they become brown-black in colour. The
lumen is still easily visible. Moreover it will be
noticed that light passing through the fibres is now
strongly polarised; two fibres overlapping each
other at right angles are black at the point of intersection. This phenomenon is also found with the
other Thymelaeaceae species.
The guide elements will not be mentioned further, apart from some fibre-like sclereids which are
0.7-1.6 mm. long and 1&20 p thick. The fibre
ends are pointed. The cell walls are slightly yellow,
c. 3-6 p thick, often irregular and very sharply
delineated (plate 233). In contrast to the proper
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bast fibres they react only slowly to zichio and
preserve their yellow colour a long time after the
bast fibres have turned brown-black.
From the Sherpa Urgen I received a long strip of bark 3
cm. broad from the neighbourhood of Kalimpong, where
it is used in paper-making. The bark is rather red-brown
and finely grooved (unlike Daphne bholua or Daphne
sureil, which also grow in Sikkim). The bast fibres of this
plant most resemble fibres from Edgeworrhia gardneri
even if the fibre lengths do not correspond to those
from this shrub. ( J E N ~ I1902,
~ , p. 151, thus gives the
maximum fibre length of Edgeworthia gardneri as 4 %
rnrn., LEANDRI, 1930, p. 146, mentions 5 '/2 mm., and
the small plants I have had at my disposal were 5 mm.)
The fibres are 3-7% mm. long and 6 3 0 p broad;
only a few are thin and many are 15-25 p broad. In diluted
zichio they are fairly yellow, but not so glossy as the fibres
that are known with certainty to derive from Edgeworthia
gardneri. In less diluted zichio they become more yellow
or green-yellow, but also turn violet in places. Flattened
sections and ruptures then become black-violet. The
lumen is negligible in many places and the cell walls
appear to be very solid. The lumen can be either indistinct
or sharply delineated. Dislocations are numerous; often
they occur in broad bands, which makes the fibres look
cross-striated.
Quite a few fibre ends are pointed; but mostly they are
clavate and big (see drawings plate 199). Long ramifications are not unusual (plate 202). a was 8-35 p with
an average of 15 p. As the mean value of b was c. 10 p
( 6 2 2 p) the proportion am/bm is 1.5 (with dry fibres b is
3-12 p with a mean value 6 p).
The big green-yellow sclereids known from Daphne
bholua have not been observed, but there were some
thin-walled fibre-like sclereids, pointed at both ends, c.
0.8-1.5 mm. long and 2&35 p thick. Cell walls are 3-6 p
thick and have some short longitudinal pits.
The bast fibres swell vigorously in cuoxam, in fact
even in zichio.
The bast sample has also been examined by Mr. C. R.
Metcalfe at the Jodrell Laboratory, Kew, who reported
that after microscopical analysis and comparison with
some of the Daphne species from the area, the sample
most closely resembles Edgeworthia gardneri.
b. DAPHNE INVOLUCRATA WALL. Bast has
been taken from a plant collected in the Khasia
hills in Northeast India, from a plant from East
Nepal (East No. 2), and from two specimens marked H. Griffith 4370.
The fibres are 2-61/~ I ~ I I ~ mostly
.,
21/24 mm.
long, and 3-16 p wide. Most of them are very thin,
particularly just before the fibre end (plate 204).
The fibres become d d yellow to green-yellow
with zichio. They are not as beautifully refractive
as Edgeworthia gardneri fibres, because they contain less cellulose and more lignin, and hence, too,

they become more greenish-yellow with aniline sulphate. The lumen varies but is mostly small and
often indistinct, even near the fibre ends. Dislocations are more numerous than with Edgeworthia
gardneri, but less sharply delineated. Flattened sections and ruptures are black-violet.
The fibre ends are mostly oblong clavate,
often pointed and sometimes irregular and knotty
and then small and finely formed. Long ramifications are not unusual. a is 9-50 p with an average
of 19 p; b was measured at 7 112 p on the average
(3-14 p), i. e. the proportion a,/b, is 2.5. (In water
the proportion was measured at 17 '12 p/7 p, also
equalling 2.5. Finally, with dry fibres b was measured at 2-10 C( with an average of only 5 p.)
With cuoxam the swelling is amazingly small
considering the great thickness of the cell walls
(plate 205) and this indicates that the fibres contain less cellulose. This is well in accordance with
the fact that they are not considered good for making paper. Notice the division of the fibre walls
into several layers.
Some fibrelike sclereids have been observed.
They are 0.5-1.5 mm. long, 10-20 p broad, partly
thin-walled (3-10 p), but occasionally more thickwalled. There are small pits in the cell walls.
Hexagonal starch grains also seem to be characteristic (plate 204).
c. DAPHNE BHOLUA EX. D. DON AND
DAPHNE PAPYRACEA WALL. EX. SlEUD,
EMEND. W. W. SMITH E T CAVE. As I have
not been able to find much difference between the
bast fibres of these closely related species they are
dealt with together.
H. Huber, Basel, see TSCHUDIN, 1965, pp. 314-316,
has examined bast fibres from specimens of plants of
Edgeworthia chrysanrha Lindl. and Daphnepapyracea, the
latter from Nepal, and has also drawn and photographed
the fibre ends. I have examined the following samples:
1) In the herbarium of the Botanical Museum in Copenhagen there are 17 plants under the name of Daphne
papyracea but none under Daphne bholua, though many
of them. judging by the leaves and the dried flowers,
are Daplrrre bholrta. Possibly single specimens of Daphne
sureil also occur in the collection. As there are hardly
any exact indications of finding places and flowers, the
fibre properties of the plant will not be mentioned here in
detail, with two exceptions. One plant is labelled: "Sikkim. 5-9000 feet" and the other: "violet flowers", so that

in these uws we must be dealing with Daphne bholua.
(Daphepapyraeea only occurs in West and Central Nepal
and Daphne sureil only below 5000 feet.)
2) The sherpa Urgen has sent a pressed plant from the
Baral pass in East Nepal, which is probably Daphne
bholua.
3) Personally collected Daphne bholvo from near Junbesi
in East Nepal (East No. 3) at 3500 m. The bark is light
brown and the bast itself very slightly yellow. almost
white, like all the specimens mentioned below. The plant
was about 1 m. high.

4) Broad bast strips used by the paper-makers near Junbesi,
but deriving from a somewhat lower altitude. The plants
were 1 ljp-2 yp m. h g h and were probably Daphne bholua.
5 ) Daphne bholua from an altitude of 2600-2700 m. from
the forests around Tarke Gyang, Jolmo, East No. 1.

6) Three plants collected from the same area, a few kilometres north of the Kathmandu Valley at c. 200 m. One
of them has been established with ~ r t a i n t yto be Daphne
bholua; according to G. B. Shah the others are of the
same species.
7 ) Daphne bholun from the Baglung area, West Nepal.

8 ) Daphne papyracea from the Baglung area.
9) Daphne papyracea which we found in the jungle 1-1 4/2
day's journey north-west of Pokhara at 23WUWW) m.

The fibres are 2-7112 IIM.long, rarely more, 6-20 p
thick, smooth, very soft and flexible, transparent,
faintly yellow and without any easily visible surface
details. The contour is not as straight as in the case
of Edgeworthia gardneri, but often wavy and irre
gular (plate 207). With only slightly diluted zichio
many dislocations appear and the cell walls appear
distinctly yellow, whereas the lumen becomes greyviolet on account of the dislocations. The cell walls
thicken strongly in places and are then less easily
visible. They are very sensitive to pressure and
such places are grey-violet.
The fibre ends are very often knotty with all
sorts of excrescences and ramifications, but chiefly
lightly clavate and rounded off, and only seldom acuminate (see drawing plate 199). Ramifications above 0.5 mm. are rare. The dimensions a
and b were measured for the samples from all of
the plants and from different parts of the bast
layers. a, the wall thickness at the fibre end, is
4-16 p, averaging 8-10 p. Since the fibre breadth

at the fibre end was found to be slightly greater
(9-1 1 p), &bm is a little less than 1.0, average
0.9. (In a dry state b was 5-10 p, average 7'12 p.)
The most conspicuous guide element consists of
some frequently occurring thick-walled sclereids,
0.4-2.5 mm. long and 15-50 p thick which take
on a green-yellowish colour even with diluted zichio.
The dimensions of these fibres were, for samples
1-9:
0.7 mm. long, 22 p thick.
0.7-1.9 mm. long, 12-20 p thick.
2.5 mm.long, 15 p thick.
0 . 6 1 . 5 mm. long, 20-50 p thick.
0.3-1.5 mm.long, 15-20 p thick.
0.5-0.9 mm. long, 25-30 p thick.
0.7-1.0 mm. long, up to 30 p thick.
0.4-1.0 mm. long, 20-40 p thick, both thickand thin-walled (from 3 p and up).
9. 1.1.-2.5. mm. long, 15-25 p thick, both thickand thin-walled (from 3 p and up).
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

In samples 1-7, i. e. Daphne bholua, the heavy,
thick-walled sclereids are by far the most common
(plates 207 and 239). With samples 8 and 9, i. e.
Daphne papyracea, the slender and thin-walled fibre-like sclereids are possibly the most common
(plate 206), just as with the equally low-altitude
Thymelaeaceae species, Daphne involucrata and
Edgeworthia gardneri. However, as the sclereids
may vary a good deal in both size and appearance
in the selfsame plant, besides looking similar in
other Daphne species and are, in any case, not
always found in small paper samples, they are only
partly suitable for purposes of identification.
In cuoxam the globular formation is common
but not nearly as marked as with the paper fibres.
It is characteristic that the cell walls in many fibres become almost invisible (plate 208). Notice
how different the reaction is from that of Edgeworthia gardneri and Daphne involucrata bast fibres, with regard to size, stratification of walls
and fibre ends. Furthermore, the swelling is different from that of the Thymelaeaceae species mentioned below.
d. DAPHNE RETUSA HEMSL. This plant is a
shrublet; the specimen investigated comes from
West China. According to DOMKE, 1934, p. 75, it

occurs in the Himalayas between 3000 and 4500 m.
The fibres are 3-5112 nun.long and 6-20 p broad
with a few up to 25 p. The fibre walls are far more
sharply delineated than in Daphne bholua and considerably thinner, on average only 2114 p (plate 210).
The lumen is completely continuous. The fibres
have many small lateral branches, particularly at
and near their ends (see drawings plate 200),
which are often bifurcate. The forms are finer than
those of Daphne bholua. The fibres are very sensitive to pressure and where they are flattened they
turn a beautiful bright grey-violet. Dislocations are
much rarer and finer than with Daphne bholua. a
is 3-14 p, b is 5-16 p and a,,lb, = 719 = 0.8.
The sclereids are pale yellow, 1-2 mm. long,
15-25 p broad and rather thick-walled (more than
5 p). The lumen often ends up to 40 p before the
fibre end.
In cuoxam the bast fibres curl up and have a
pronounced pitted and undulating surface in which
helical lines can be faintly discerned. In contrast
to Daphne bholua, the fibre wall is still very prominent.

e. DAPHNE TANGUTICA MAXIM. Two specimens have been examined. One is from Northwest China (a shrublet c. 112 m. high), the other
comes from the Kansu province, from an altitude
of about 3000 m. (a shrublet c. 114-112 m. high).
According to DOMKE, 1934, p. 75, the plant
occurs in West China from 600 to 3200 m., and
also in East Tibet.
The fibres are 21/4-5112 mm. long, 6-20 p thick
and have very thin walls, Z1/4 p on the average.
The walls are not quite as prominent as in Daphne
retusa. The fibres are extremely sensitive to pressure and where they have been flattened become
bright grey-violet. As with Daphne retusa fibres,
from which they differ only slightly, the dislocations are quite delicate. The fibre ends have finer
shapes and are often pointed (plate 200). a is 3-14 p,
b is 5-15 p and a,,,lb, = 6-611217-8 = 0.8-0.9.
Sclereids are 0.7-1.5 mm. long, c. 2 0 p broad
and have walls more than 6 11 thick.
The bast fibres swell moderately in cuoxam and
reveal an undulating surface. The walls continue to
be very prominent.

f. DAPHNE GIRALDll NITSCHE. This is a
shrub V4-1 m. high, which, like Daphne tangutica,
occurs in Northwest China up to c. 3000 m. The
two specimens examined are from this region.
The fibres are 24112 mm,long, 5-15 up to 20 p
thick, with extremely thin walls, averaging only
1112 p thick. They are particularly sensitive to pressure and then turn bright grey-violet The fibre
ends have fine forms (plate 200). Only few ramifications were observed, a is 3-10 p, b is 4-12 p
and a,,,lb, = 5-511~1711~8= 0.7.
Sclereids are 1.0-1.5 mm. long, 15-30 p broad
and rather thick-walled (more than 5 p).
The cuoxam reaction is violent. The fibres curl
up and become wavy and bulbous; on the surface
faint helical lines can be seen. The cell walls are
now indistinct in places.
g. DAPHNE SERICEA WAHL. Two specimens
have been examined, one of which derives from
Trans-Caucasia, presumably the farthest extension
of the plant towards the East.
The fibres are 11/44 1x1111. long and 4-15 p broad.
The walls are on average 2114 p thick and not so
prominent as in the last three Daphne species. The
fibres are sensitive to pressure, and dislocations
are few. The fibre ends have fine forms, many of
them pointed, and ramifications are rare (plate
200). a is 2-11 p, b is 3-12 p and a,lb, = 411-71
51/2-71/s = 0.8.
Sclereids are 1-11/2 mm. long, c. 15 11 thick and
the walls are more than 3 p thick.
With cuoxarn there is a violent swelling of the
fibre walls in which helical lines are very distinct.
Cell walls are now almost invisible in many places
just as with Daphne bholua.
h. DAPHNE ALPINA L. Two specimens have
been examined, from France and Switzerland respectively.
The fibres are 11/A1/2 mm. long, 6-15 up to
20 11 thick. They often have a wavy surface. Cell
walls have varying thicknesses, on average 3 p.
The lumen often disappears near the fibre ends,
upon which are many excrescences (plate 200).
a is 2-10 p, b is 3-13 p and a,,lb, = 51/e/71/2 =
0.7.
Various sclereids have been observed. They are

dull olivegreen, 0.5-3.0 mm. long and 10-20 p
thick. The cell wall becomes strongly undulating,
indistinct in places, but marked helical lines can
be seen.
i. DAPHNE MEZEREUM L. A specimen frorn
Switzerland has been examined The fibres are
2 4 mm. long and 6-15 up to 20 p broad. They
are mostly thin-walled, on average c. 2 p thick.
The fibre walls are dull yellow-greenish. Dislocations are remarkably few, and the fibre ends arc
slightly clavate or pointed. a is 3-10 p, b is 5-14 p
and a,lb, = 6 1 / ~ 8 / 7 1 / ~ 8 1=/ ~0.9.
Various sclereids have been observed. They are
dull olive-green, 0.2-2.0 mm. long, 10-20 p broad
and with walls from 3 p to very thick.
The bast fibres curl up in cuoxarn, becoming
intertwined, and the cell walls become strongly
undulating. Cell walls are still easily visible.
j. WIKSTROEMIA CANESCENS (WALL.)
MEISN.
HERZOG, 1955, p. 392, writes of these fibres, from
which the so-called Gampi paper is produced: The bast
fibres are delicate and the inner cohesion in fibre
bundles is lacking. The fibres are either single or joined
together in small groups. The peripherally situated bast
fibres are, as with Edgeworrhia, thicker than those near
the cambium. The lumen is very irregularly developed In
the cell wall one may frequently observe a prominent
longitudinal streaking. Knotty swellings [dislocations]
are essentially more rare than with Broussoneria fibres.
Pores are fairly common. The cell ends are rounded and
only seldom divided. According to E. Miiller the thickness of the fibres is 7-20 p. The fibres are only faintly
lignified and turn yellow in zichio. Cuoxam dissolves them
without showing any striking swellings. Pith ray cells
and bast parenchyma are present among the fibres in
considerable quantities. Crystals on the other hand are
totally absent.

Bast samples of a small plant from Nepal collected
by N. Wallich were examined under the micro-

='=ope.
The length of the fibres is 1/24 mm., mostly
2-3'12 mm., and the thickness 4-20 p. Many of
them are very thin. The fibres are massive and
dull green-yellowish. Dislocations are fine and characteristically indistinct. The cell walls are slightly
undulating. Pores and pits are quite distinct, e s p e
cially in the thickest fibres. The lumen varies greatly but is usually not very big, which agrees with

the fibres not being particularly sensitive to pressure. Flattened sections are black-violet. The fibre
ends are often finely knotty, with all sorts of excrescences, and may be ramified; many of them are
quite pointed (plate 200). a is &16 p, b is 5-15 p
and a,lb, = 7-91/2/7-8'/e = 1.0.
During the swelling in zichio the fibres become
grey-black as with the Daphne species. Cell walls
are not very distinct.
The sclereids are thick-walled, 2-3 mm. long
and 10-15 p thick. Calcium oxalate crystals have
not been observed.
In cuoxam the bast fibres curl up, while the cell
walls remain indistinct.
k. WIKSTROEMIA CHAMAEIASME L.
(SYNONYM STELLERA CHAMAEJASME L.)
After having met with this characteristic fibre so
often in new paper sheets as well as in letters and
manuscripts, I at last found a herbarium specimen
at the Botanical Museum in Copenhagen with identical bast fibres. Interviews with Tibetans have later
confirmed that this plant has been used for making
paper in several places in Tibet. According to Corneille Jest, Muste de I'Homme, the plant has also
been used for the purpose in the Dolpo area in
Northwest Nepal.
The bast, most of which is found in the abnormally thick roots of the plant, is very soft and
easily divided. The fibres are '/A mm.,mostly
1/~-31/2 mm. long and 5-20 p, chiefly 10-15 p
broad. They have a characteristic wavy surface
(plate 212) in which distinct helical lines can be
seen. Lumen is never absent and the cell walls
are very thin and sensitive to pressure. On an a v e
rage they are c. 1112 p thick. In diluted zichio the cell
walls are coloured slightly yellow, but bright-violet
in only slightly stronger zichio, while the lumen
then becomes a beautiful grey-violet. The fibres
are very slightly lignified, and dislocations are
few and almost neghgible.
The fibres only narrow a little before the fibre
end (plate 200), which does not adopt as many
forms as with Wikstroemia canescens. Excrescences are mostly softly rounded off. In the two s p e
cies examined, a is 1-6 p averaging only 2 11,
whereas b averages 6 p. Thus a J b , = is only c.
0.3. (For fibres in a dry state b was 3-9 p, average

5112 p.) The fibres often appear twisted, single or

in pairs or in great yarn-like bundles-far
more
marked than with the other Thymelaeaceae species.
The swelling of the fibres is already pronounced
in rather diluted zichio, and the fibres turn greyblack after some time. The cuoxam reaction is very
characteristic: whole fibres curl up in a violent
torsional movement round the longitudinal axis
and become more than twice their original size.
In the swollen fibres helical lines in the cell walls
are now visible (plate 213). The previously loosely
twisted fibres turn into dense tight coils.
As guide elements there are many big blackviolet, starchy parenchyma cells and small yellow
strongly refractive calcium oxalate crystals, and also
a few ruby-red, thick-walled fibres with greenish
lumen c. 20 p thick. Occasionally there are also
some pointed, thick-walled dull-yellow sclereids c.
2 mm. long and 2 0 p thick.

1. DISTINCTIONS AMONG THE THYMELAEACEAE FIBRES. The most important results of
the investigations of the bast fibres, taken directly
from plant specimens, are given in the table p. 236.
The vertical distribution of the plants, indicated in
metres, is mainly that stated in the literature
(see pp. 50-56). The alleged fibre characteristics
must be taken with reservations. They are often
based on measurements of the fibres from small
plants or from a rather modest number of plants,
even if the number of individual measurements
amounts to several thousand.
The properties which mark the chief distinctions
among the fibres are italicised in the table. As
mentioned, the quantity a,,, shows only little variation in one and the same species. From the table
it appears, however, that this quantity is the measurable property which varies most in the different
species.
an, and a,., are seen to be smaller, the higher
the upper limit of distribution in the comparatively
limited area which makes up Himalaya. (A similar
reduction applies to fibre lengths and fibre wall
thicknesses, but here the variation is less.) The
thickening o f the secondary wall, in other words,
is less, the higher the altitude at which the species
is able to exist, which must be due to the more difficult conditions of growth and adaptation to them.

In Wiksrroemia chmaejasme, the species of Thymelaeaceae that is found in the highest altitudes
(up to c. 4500 metres), the major part of the plant
is below the soil. The thickness of the fibre wall,
and especially a,, is particularly small.
With regard to the task we have set ourselves,
viz. to distinguish between the various fibres, it
appsars from the table p. 236 that this cannot be
done on the basis of a single property or measurement. The best thing is to compare the properties
of the unknown fibres with the values shown in
the table and then compare the fibres with known
plant fibres under the microscope. (It may be remarked incidentally, that bast fibres from Daphne
involucrata differ greatly in several respects from
the other species of Daphne examined. According
to DOMKE, 1934, Daphne involucrata belongs in
fact to the Erisolena subseries and not to the
Daphne subseries, as HOU, 1969, p. 37 writes.)
A provisional key to distinguish the species of
Thymelaeaceae examined is shown on p. 238.
Daphne sureil is not included in the key. Owing
to the close relationship between this plant and
Daphne bholua, which it replaces below 1700 metres
in Sikkim,it must be expected that the bast fibres
of the two species are much alike. Presumably a,
will be a little over 9 p and the sclereids more
slender and thin-walled.
The differences between the fibres of Daphne
papyracea and Daphne bholua are very small.
Whether or not the sclereids differ has yet to be
verified by the investigation of more plants.
The differences between the fibres of Daphne
retusa, Daphne rangurica and Daphne giraldii are
also small.

3. New or Unused Paper
After the cooking and beating of the Thymelaeaceae fibres their resistance against zichio, cuoxam
etc. is changed. This causes their appearance to
be rather varied. The fibres take on colours ranging from yellow through greenish and brownish to
red and blue-violet. Flattened fibres, which are now
numerous, are coloured deep blue-violet to greyblack. The fibres are often also broken or swollen,
and the cell walls have become indistinct. Only the
fibre ends keep their originul appearance fairly

well, and in my opinion it is here that one can
most e d y identify rhe various Thymelaeaceae
paper fibres.
When investigating the fibres it pays to make
several different preparations from the same sample. In one preparation the fibres are cleared of
guide elements, added starch grains, colour particles,
dust etc. by washing the fibres in water before,
for example, zichio is added. In another test one
may dye the fibres directly, so that the finer guide
elements, starch etc. do not disappear. But it
should be remembered that some of these cells and
particles are dissolved by zichio.
It is important to notice that most handmade paper from the Himalayan area is so unhomogeneous, that a small sample taken from a sheet of
paper, manuscript or the Like, need not be at all
representative of the paper as a whole with regard to the previous cooking and beating as well
as to the shortening of the fibres. Many slides should
preferably be made by taking fibres from 2-3 diffe
rent parts of the sample and from all the layers.

a. PAPER FROM THE MOUNTAINS. Microscopical investigations of the modern paper sheets
brought home, and made outside the Kathmandu
Valley (see table p. 226) show-a little suprisingly
-that these are all made from fibres of Daphne
bholua or Daphne papyracea. As seen in chapter
11, this does not mean that the other Thymelaeaceae
species are not used at all to-day. Another important result of the investigations is that in none of
the samples made in the mountains are the fibres
intensely cooked, beaten or shortened, and none
are sized or coloured.
b. PAPER FROM THE KATHMANDU VALLEY. Paper made in Sundarijal and Tripureswar
is made of many different kinds of fibres. Besides
Daphne fibres several kinds of straw fibres have
been used, as well as imported wood pulp and
waste paper from India, England etc. of highly
differing character. In some paper one finds almost a dozen different fibres. It should be stressed
that all Thymelaeaceae fibres occurring in modem
handmade paper from the Kathmandu Valley are
from either Daphne bholua or Daphne papyracea.
Microscopical analyses of the samples in the table

pp. 226-227 (see also pp. 90-91) show the following:
No. IS. Made from Daphne fibres. Quality and type
(plate 191) are almost the same as the Baglung paper,
No. 21.
No. 37. Daphne fibres which are somewhat shortened.
The paper has 2 layers.
No. 31. Daphne fibres which have been rather strongly
ground.
No. 34. Daphne libres being much worn. The paper is
made of waste paper (plate 196).
No. 32. Contains many different kinds of fibres and is
probably mixed with waste paper. 1) c. 4/3 are Daphne
fibres; sclereids up to 60 p thick. 2) c. '/3 are 1-3.5 mm.
long, until 30 p thick, red-brown, round, thick-walled
fibres with pointed fibre ends and a shell visible everywhere. As we lind vascular cells, angular parenchyma
cells, big indented epidermis cells etc., the fibres are from
a species of straw, possibly sabai grass. 3)The rest are conifer fibres (including mechanical pulp of fir), and there are
even a few hardwood fibres. The paper is not sized (plate
195).
No. 36. The fibres (plate 237) are 0.42.3 mm. long,
3-15 p broad (average 7 p), mostly very thin, brownyellow to faintly reddish and have many dislocations and
pointed fibre ends. The guide elements are some few thinwalled, angular parenchyma cells and the characteristic
indented epidermis cells, of somewhat varying size and
shape. According to my informants the paper is made
from sabai grass fibres, but they look more like rice straw
fibres and those of another paper which was said to
contain rice straw fibres (plate 236). The paper also contains some few Daphne fibres. It has been extensively
coated with starch paste (plate 197).
No. 38. 1) This paper consists predominantly of conifer
fibres (from spruce) and also a few hardwood fibres.
2) there are also small quantities of straw libres up to 3
mm. long and 30 ,u thick of the same kind as those described under No. 32 item 2. The paper is said to be mixed
with waste paper and is extensively coated with starch
paste (plate 198).
No. 39. 1) Contains predominantly c. 1 mm. long and
1 5 4 0 p broad, flat, acuminate, mostly frayed light blue
violet fibres with badly defined, faintly undulating
contours (plate 239). Fine lines are seen and some scarcely
visible round or oblong holes. According to G. B. Shah
these are chiuli fibres, which agrees with the fact that
quite another paper, which was also said to be made from
chiuli fibres, contains the very same fibre. 2) There are
also Daphne fibres and 3) a few straw fibres like those
described under No. 32 item 2. The paper is extremely
short-fibred. It is not starched and looks very like parchment paper (plate 192).
No. 40.

1) This paper contains the same fibres as

described under No. 32 item 2. Here they are 0.7-2.5 mm.
long and 10-25 ,u broad. 2) There are also many Daphne
fibres which are a good deal shortened and worn. The
paper is very much coated with starch paste (plate 193).
No. 41. Contains many different kinds 01 fibres and
must be mixed with waste paper. The fibres described
under No. 32 item 2 predominate. They are here up to
4.5 mm. long and 25 p broad. Furthermore there are
those under No. 36 item 1, finer fibres (rice straw fibres)
as well as many kinds of round and angular parenchyma
cells and also big vascular cells and various indented
epidermis cells. Finally there are fibres ol spruce and
chiuli and also small amounts of Daphne and cotton
fibres, conifer wood pulp etc (plate 194).

4. Manuscripts, Letters, Woodcuts Etc.
Used, printed, decorated paper o r paper with writ-

ing has as a rule undergone various treatments
(it can b e starched, painted, lacquered etc.) and
is often dirty, damaged by moisture, mould and
so on. These factors alter the fibres' appearance
in various ways s o that they become more diiicult to identify. The paper most often consists of
several layers pasted together, which need by no
means b e alike. It already appears from this that
a fairly complete description of the fibres, from for
example a manuscript, is a complicated and circumstantial affair.
a. E A R L I E R INVESTIGATIONS. Before my
own investigations are mentioned reference will be
made to some earlier works concerning microscopical investigations of Asiatic paper.
WIESNER, 1902. An important work is J. Wiesner's
book of 1902, which contains a series of analyses of old
paper from East Turkestan and other parts of Asia.
Among the samples investigated are two pbthi-mss. from
the 4th-5th century in "Gupta Sanskrit" found in Kuchar,
in Northern Sinkiang on the "Silk Road". In one ms.
the paper is made of Broussonetia papyrifera fibres which
are very long and have been exposed to an intense chemical treatment. The paper of the other ms. is made of
Thymelaeaceae fibres which are somewhat shortened
and to a great extent destroyed. In the first ms. the paper
is covered with a layer of gypsum, in the second the paper
is buff. Wiesner also mentions some analyses of North
Indian paper from the 17th century, and further on a
Nepalese ms. dated A. D. 1602, all of which are made of
Thymelaeaceae fibres (species of Daphne unknown).
In the last ms. the paper is buff, soft, long-fibred, only
a little beaten and not treated with starch. Also to be
noted is A. Stein's discovery of some very early Tibetan
mss. in Tun-huang, Miran and Endere, of a dilferent sort
of paper than that of the other Tibetan and Chinese mss.

Such mss. from Endere were examined by Wiesner, who
found that they too were written on Daphne paper, see
STEIN, 1921. p. 462 and 816. According to Stein the
paper seems to have come from Himalaya.
GEORG JAYME & M. HARDERSSTEINHAUSER.
With regard to modem investigations reference will only
be made to a series of analyses undertaken at the Insrirur
fur Cellulosechemie rnit Holzforschungssrclle der Technischen Hochschule Darntstadr by Georg Jayme and
Marianne Harders-Steinhauser. In the sources cited below
exact descriptions of paper and fibres are given, all
accompanied by fibre photographs. Some of the material
has appeared in the following publications:

l a y d C 1-C 13 and T 3, T 4, T 5, T 7 and T 8 are said
to be scooped on bamboo moulds. whereas T 1 and T2
are scooped on cloth moulds (the mouldof T 6 hasnot becn
identified). It is maintained that acoording to the titerature, as well as the investigations of W. sander ma^
(see bibliography), the ribbed paper cannot have been
made in Tibet where the bamboo mould (or grass mould)
has presumably not been used. It must be remembered.
however, that Tibet covers an enormous area of very
differing character, and that thehistory of the paper of that
country is still only very little investigated. Incidentally,
it should be mentioned that moulds of grasn have been
used in Bhutan and apparently in Kumaon as well (see
pp. 61 and 143).

Papier Geschichte, June 1958. Analyses of 4 different
Tibetan mss. from the 17th to 19th centuries. The paper
is made respectively from fibres of: 1) Daphne species,
2) Broussonelia papyrifera, 3) bamboo species plus hemp
or Boehmeria (ramie), and finally 4) ramie or hemp-like
fibres.

b. PRESENT INVESTIGATIONS. In the t a b
les pp. 240-246 microscopical analyses are given
of a l l the mss. described in the tables pp. 228-233
as well as of other examples of applied paper.

MEIZEZAHL, 1961. Analyses of two Tibetan mss. One
of them, presumably from the 15th or 16th century,
consists of two inner layers of bamboo fibres and the two
outer layers of Broussoneria papyrfera with a good many
bamboo fibres. The other ms., presumably from the 16th
or 17th century, is on paper made from Daphne fibres.
ROCK, 1963. Analyses of 8 partially very old Na-khi
mss. made partly on Broussoneria paper, partly on Wikstroemia paper.
Papier Geschiclite, April 1965. Analyses of various
modem Nepalese paper.
D m Papier, April and May 1969. The results of M. Harders-Steinhlusers careful investigations of 21 paper
samples from 13 Chinese mss. (C I-C 13) and 8 Tibetan
mss. (T 1-T 8), found in the famous bricked-up side
chapel in Tun-huang and now in the Bibliothhue Nationale in Paris. Probably none of the mss. is younger than
c. A.D. 1000. It is of interest in the present context that
many of the samples were made from hemp or ramie and
on ribbed moulds, exactly the same as the paper mentioned on p. 109 found in Nepal (see also plates 118 and
119). In the English summary it is said:

"Two of the papers were made according to the oldest
paper making technique on the floating wire [the
scooping-in technique] the other papers show a rib-like
water mark which means that they are scooped on the
movable bamboo wire [the dipping technique] which
to our knowledge was not used in Tibet. That means
that these papers come from China. In some cases
the fibre material proved to be pure bast fibres from
Broussonelia, in other cases it was a mixture of rags
(may be hemp, ramie fibre) with bast fibres from
Broussonetia or from Thymelaeacees. All papers show
a more or less dense starch coating or starch flour that
was dusted on. The two paper sides often varied in
their coating."
The samples are of very mixed quality with regard to
fibres and colour, thickness and hardness. Only one
sample, C 13 is doublelayered, the others being single-

Fibres. The two first columns of the tables indicate the basic character of the paper fibres (maximum length, breadth, colour, fibre ends etc.). The
fibres in Thymelaeaceae paper may be divided into
two main groups. The largest one comprises the
high-level fibres such as Daphne bholua and Daphne papyracea. In the tables they are indicated as
T. h., i. e. Thymelaeaceae high-level species. For
nearly all of these fibres a,,, was between 8-10 p
(see table p. 236 and diagram p. 239, where a
and b are defied). a, and b, have been obtained
from at least 25 double measurements, in cases of
doubt 50 or more. Sometimes a , was found to be
a little less than 8 p, which may be due to the
presence of fibres from Daphne species that grow
at very great heights. Furthermore the two samples
of Wikstroemia chamaejasme paper should be mentioned, where a, was 4 p.
In the other and smaller main group the fibres
are broader, more thick-walled, a little longer and
altogether of a different appearance. In this
group a, is greater than or equal to 15 p (in a
single case 14 p). The fibres therefore derive from
low-level plants, i. e. either from Edgeworthio gudneri or Daphne involucrafa. In the tables they are
indicated as T. I., i. e. Thymelaeaceae low-level
species.
In contrast to Daphne bholua paper, nearly all
the samples for which a, is greater than 14 p are
remarkable in not containing bundles of fibres, in
being softer, felted, clouded when held to the

light and distinctly reddish. They are also easier
to divide in water or zinc chloride iodine. Therefore
in these cases they are probably made from Edgeworthia gardneri in spite of the great fibre lengths
measured. (In the literature fibre lengths of at the
most 5'12 mm. are given, presumably because
only small plants have been investigated.) Fibres
from the two main groups are in fact mixed in
many of the samples.
The diagram p. 239 shows a, and b, of every
single paper. Particularly with regard to a,,, the
values appear to be distributed in two sharply separated groups correspondmg to the two above mentioned main groups of fibres. Thus (aJb,), of
the two main groups was calculated to 9/10'/n and
16llplll~lprespectively. The reason why b , is a
little greater than that of the raw bast fibres is
surely due to the swelling of the fibres after cooking. The diagram also shows that a, can be used
for dating manuscripts. Thus it is seen that all the
low-level fibres only occur in the period 17301880, when they are found in half o f the mss.
This is possibly due to the fact that the consumption of paper increased greatly in the 18th and
19th centuries before the appearance of factorymade Enghsh and Indian paper, after which new
fibres were taken into use.
State of the fibres. The values for the average
lengths of fibres are estimated (long - quite long
- medium long - quite short - short) and are a
measure of to what extent the fibres are shortened
through cutting and beating. The number of places
where the fibres have been flattened is only a
measure of the beating, and likewise depends on
an estimate (a few - some - fairly many - many
- very many). The swelling of the fibres due to
cooking is only indicated when it is very pronounced.
The c u o x a m reaction. For all dated manuscripts the swelling of the fibres in cuoxam has
been investigated, which depends among other
things on the fibres and the treatment to which they
have been exposed as a result of cooking and beating. Also with reference to this reaction, the paper
fibres of the two main groups of Thymelaeaceae
species show a characteristic difference. The Daph-

ne bholua or Dahpne paryracea fibres swell less
but form many and more refractive spheres (plate
209). Since the cuoxam reaction is so different for
most fibres, it is extremely suitable for disclosing
the presence of even a few admixed fibres in a
sample.
Guide elements. Only a few of the guide elements are noted; with Thymelaeaceae paper only
the appearance of the sclereids. While paper
made from the high-level species contains practically exclusively the thick, massive, green-yellowish sclereids (plates 207 and 239), the paper made
of the low-level species contains chiefly the thinwalled sclereids (plate 206) in accordance with the
results in the table p. 236. In the first group they
averaged 1.2 mm. long (0.3-3.5 mm.), 42 p thick
(30-60 p) and were thick-walled (over 10 p), while
in the second and smaller group they averaged 1.1
mm. long (0.5-3.0 mm.), 3 0 p thick (25-35 p)
and were chiefly thin-walled (average 7 p).
Starched paper. Many of the samples contain
starch, either because several layers of paper have
been pasted together or because they are coated
to improve the surface or strength. These things
have not been examined for all the samples, which
would have been a rather vast and probably largely unprofitable task. The investigations seem to
show that starch paste (colours blue-black in zinc
chloride iodine) has been used almost exclusively
for these two purposes. As well as being in accordance with the Nepalese aversion to using animal products especially for religious books, the use
of starch paste also accords with what is commonly
practised today. To judge from the kinds of starch
grains which occur, they often seem to have used
wheat flour paste and sometimes rice flour paste
(concerning the identification of the different sorts
of starch see e. g. WIESNER, 1928, pp. 19621965).
A distinction is made in the tables between two
forms of starch: firstly some big, round or irregular,
blue-black grains which are often placed on or
directly envelope parts of the fibres (plate 229), and
secondly finer, fluffy, brighter blue-violet particles
resulting from the crushing and partial disintegration of the starch grains (plate 228). Both are

indicated by three degrees of content (1 corresponding to a small and 3 to a large content). The figures given should not be taken too literally, as considerable variations may occur from one test to
another with one and the same paper. T h e reason
for this is that the layer or layers examined may
contain an uncharacteristically great or small quantity of starch. The latter is the case when samples
have been taken from edges of the manuscripts
where the starch has dissolved or worn off. I£ the
starch content is very great it is often due to a
coating of the exterior sides of the leaves. Thus
the starch content is very great in all the yellowdyed manuscripts coated with orpiment plus starch
paste.
I n the following, attention will be called to the
microscopical analyses of the oldest samples, but
also to some representative examples among other
specimens.
Asutosh-ms., A. D. 1105 (concerning this ms. and the
paper see also p. 132 and plate 121). The fibres are up to
6 mm. long and 20 y thick, but are nearly all much
shortened, especially in the two outer layers (plates 215
and 216). The fibres most resemble Daphne bholua
fibres, but a , is only 7 4/9 p (bm = 9 p; in water a m / b ,
= 7 p/9 y = 0.8). Possibly this is a Daphne species from
a greater height. There are many broad, olive-green,thickwalled sclereids, which are 0.5-1.6 mm. long and 25-40 p
broad. The proper bast fibres turn a pale red-violet
colour, possible due to century-long oxidation. The
fibres immediately dissolve in cuoxam, not just because
they are rather heavily mechanically treated, but rather
on account of withering (the sample has been taken from
the edge of the ms.). Only a few big round starch pains
have been found. The paper, which is Clayered, has therefore presumably not been treated with starch to improve
the surface.
Bir Library D. 161, A. D. 1182 (concerning this ms. and the
paper see p. 133). The fibres are pale, violet or red-violet
coloured and have knotty fibre ends. They resemble those
of Daphne bholua, but also in this case a m is only 7 4/9 p
(bm = 9 p), for which reason it is possibly here, too, a
question of a Daphne species from a great height. The
thick-walled sclereids are about 1 mm. long and up to 40 p
broad. With cuoxam the bast fibres form typical strings
of pearls which dissolve rather quickly and surely due to
the manuscript's age, particularly as the fibres do not
seem to have been much cooked or beaten. Many shortened fibre bundles occur. The paper, which is 4-layered,
contains only a little starch and presumably has not been
treated with starch to improve the surface.
Bir Library 11, 51, A.D. 1220 (concerning ms. and paper
see pp. 133-1 34 and plates 118 and 119). The natural

fibre lengths are difficult to determine. M the fibres have
been heavily treated mechanically and s h a d (plate
218). They are flat and red-brown or violet. Already
when studied under a magnifying-glass they are seen to
appear in bundles in the paper. The thickness of the
fibres is 20-40 p, but sometimes up to 70 p. The natural
fibre ends are chiefly pointed, some single ones are rounded and not a few are bifurcate. They are mostly
divided into many fibrils. The lumen is almost invisible
and dimly demarcated. Cross-lines or dislocations only
appear distinctly in polarised light (plate 220). Along
with some indented epidermis cells, quite a few up to 1.5
mm. long and 10 p thick, round fibres with pointed ends
have been found. In addition single, big, round grains
of starch mur. In spite of the application of several
different methods of analysis it could not be decided with
certainty whether the fibres derive from hemp or ramie,
but the swelling in cuoxam (plate 219) points to hemp
(see also HERZOG, 1955, pp. 332-337 on hemp, and pp.
347-349 on ramie). Furthermore, the helical fibrils, occasional traces of starch and often distinct lumen which characterise ramie (plate 223) have not been observed in the
present sample.
n. 176/., 13th cenhtry (rns. and paper see p. 134 and
plate 120). The fibres are almost entirely of the same
character as those of the previous manuscript. They are
dirty yellow-brown, red-brownor violet, flat, and up to 70 p
broad, but mostly below 40 p. The swelling in cuoxam
is exactly as in the last mentioned test. Therefore the
fibres probably also derive from hemp (or ramie). Here.
too, thin pointed fibres have been observed and also
single round grains of starch c. 50 p in diameter.
As a comparison to the two previous samples, two
early Indian mss. have been examined which also seem
to be made of hemp (or ramie) fibres. One, n. 85, c. 15th
century, is a Jain ms. but found in Nepal (ms. and paper
see p. 134, plates 125 and 126). The fibres of this
undyed paper are red-brown to greenish and violet (plate
221). They are flat and up to about 50 p broad, but most
of them are below 30 p or even strongly divided
into fibrils. Also some pink, round fibres up to 20 p
thick with a streak-like lumen were observed. Only a few
big grains of starch were found. I. 751, A.D. 1634 (of
The Royal Library in Copenhagen) is also on undyed
paper. The fibres are up to 60 p broad (plate 222). The
broad lumen is visible in isolated places, and the paper is
not starched.
n. 117, 15th cetrtury (ms. and paper see p. 135 and
plate 122). The fibres are from a high-level Thymelaeaceae resembling Daphne bholua (am/bm = 9 p/10 y).
The two inner layers are long-fibred, while the outer
layers are short-fibred, which together with a dense
coating of starch makes the paper stiff and suitable to
write on.
n. 152, A. D. 1511 (ms. and paper see p. 136 and plates
127 and 128). The fibres are from a high-level Thymelaeaceae resembling Daphne bholua (plate 217. a m / b m=
9 p/11 p). In the two inner layers they are less shortened
than in the outer layers. The layers are glued together
with starch paste. As with all the other blue-black mss.

the colouring is pasted on the outside, only penetrating
here and there to the inner layers.
n. 84 a , A.D. 1631. The fibres are of the same kind as
those of the previous ms. (am/bm= 9 p / 1 1p). The paper.
which is long-fibred, contains only a few starch particles
and is soft.

N. 29, A. D. 1675. The fibres are of the same kind as in the
two previous mss. (am/bm = 9 p/l1 p), while some paper
squares covering the miniatures are of later date and
much less dirty than the book leaves. They are made
from a low-level Thymelaeaceae (amlbm = 17 p / I l p).
The rather long-fibred paper has been stiffened and sized
by means of a heavy coating of starch and subsequent
polishing.
n. 176 g, 17th-18rh century. The fibres are from a lowlevel Thymelaeaceae (am/bm = 16 1/2 p / l 1 p), as shown
not only by the bast fibres themselves but also by the
thin-walled sclereids and the cuoxanr reaction. The soft,
felt-like and slightly reddish character of the paper's
undyed inner layers suggests that this is Edgeworthia gardneri. In the inner layers particles and grains of starch
occur from the pasting together of the paper layers, while
the many black irregular particles in the outer layers come
from the black dyeing.

n. 84, A.D. 1736 (ms. see plate 137). The fibres are from
a low-level Thymelaeaceae (am/bm = 16 p/lO p, plate
224) and probably derive from Edgeworthia gardneri. The
paper is long-fibred and very soft, almost like blotting
paper and does not contain starch particles.
n. 70, A.D. 1737 (ms. see plate 138). The fibres entirely
correspond to those of the previous ms. (am/bm= 17 p/
1 1 1/2 p). The book leaves, however, are dense and stiff
due to their having been coated with starch paste and
then polished. Notice moreover the swelling of the fibres
in cuoxanr (plate 226) which is characteristic of Edgeworthia gardneri.

N. GI. 1, A.D. 1802 (ms. and paper have been minutely
dealt with on p. 139 and are shown in plates 132134). Leaves 1 4 1 of the ms. are executed on bamboo
paper (plate 230). The remainder of the leaves, 42-184,
however, are made from fibres of a species of Daphne
that seems to belong to a great altitude (am/bm = 7 1/2 p/
10 p, plate 231). In these leaves the fibres have been
rather strongly shortened, swollen and beaten. The starch
content is fairly great, in spite of the paper being dyed
blue-black and polished. The book leaves are consequently
stiff and hard.
n, 10, A. D. 1820. The paper is made from a mixture of
fibres from a high-level and a low-level Thymelaeaceae.
This appears both from the differing appearances of the
fibre ends, the presence of both thick and thin-walled
sclereids, and the swelling in cuoxam. am of the whole
paper is 12 p and has resulted from the prevalence of the
high-level species with am of 9 p as against the fewer
fibres with am of 19 p (afterwards measured separately).

The proportion between the two fibres by weight is about
111. The fibres have been heavily beaten and rather
shortened which, in addition to a very heavy coating of
starch, makes the book leaves parchment-like.
n. 164, A.D. 1824. The paper is made from a low-level
Thymelaeaceae, presumably Edgeworthia gardneri, as
shown not only by the paper and fibres (plates 228 and
229), but also by the swelling in cuoxam. The book leaves
are hard on account of their high starch content, as the
fibre photograph distinctly shows.

n. 155, A. D. 1848. The ms. contains two kinds of paper.
In some leaves the fibres are from a high-level Thyme
laeaceae, while other leaves consist of a mixture of this
type and of one of the low-level species. The book leaves
are parchment-like on account of their thick coating with
starch paste.
11. 84 h, A.D. 1850. The fibres are from a high-level
Thymelaeaceae (amlbm = 8 1/2 p/11 '/2 p). The swelling
in cuoxam (plate 227) is less than with Edgewortltia gardneri and there are a far greater number of refractive
spheres. The fibres are rather shortened and the book
leaves are coated with starch paste, and consequently
dense and rather hard.

On the whole the same fibres appear as mentioned
above with regard to the books, p. 141, in Tibetan
(all found in Nepal and undated). It should, however, be emphasised once more that the investigation of books of this kind has not been particularly extensive, neither have all the existing types
been dealt with. Many different types of fibre must
be represented in the books brought to Nepal from
Tibet.
As far as the specimens examined are concerned
see tables pp. 245-246) most of the samples are
made from high-level Thymelaeaceae like Daphne
bholua. Fibres of the low-level species occur in
other samples, presumably n~ostly Edgeworthia
gardneri, and in a few the two fibres are mixed
(see n. 138 b and J. T. 15). In n. 45 some of the
leaves are made from one of the main types and
some from the other. J. T. 21 is executed on
Wikstroemia chamaejasme paper ( aJ b , = 4 p / 9 p
= 0.4) and presumably imported from Tibet.
A heavy coating of the book leaves with starch
is less common than with the mss. in Nepalese. In
a few of the samples the starch content seems to
be of a special kind, see for example n. 45.
Among the other applications such as letters,
woodcuts, cards etc. only the kinds of paper already described occur, including the soft, felted and

slightly reddish paper which is presumably made
from Edgeworfhia gardneri and which seems well
suited to woodcuts (see J. T. 7, 8 and 10). An
exception is the writing paper found in Kathmandu,
J. T. 46, which also derives from Tibet. It consists
chiefly of Wikstroemia chamaejnrme fibres (aJ b ,

= 4 d9 p) mixed with fibre% from a low-level
species, and also with smaU quantities of other
fibres. The paper is made from waste paper, which
was quite commonly used for making paper in
Tibet.

C. Organic and Inorganic Substances in Bast, Pulp and Paper
Finally I will discuss a series of investigations
of organic and inorganic substances in bast fibres,
pulp, unused paper, mss. etc. Such analyses have
several purposes. We can follow the chemical
changes that take place in the fibres during the
manufacture of the paver
. . and therebv elucidate the
process from a new angle. Of more significance in

the present
is the
CQlouring, protecting or surface-improving materials,
as well as possible tracer elements which, on acof their
character Or quantity, may
be used to disclose the origin of the paper of mss.
etc.
Unfortunately, the results of the measurements
of the various elements and compounds in paper,
new as well as old, can be very difficult to judge,
because paper is an extremely complicated product.
Its content of elements and compounds depends on
the kind of fibres, place of growth, method of production, additions to the pulp etc., as well as the
pasting together of layers, dyes, coatings and presence of dust and impurities. As long as only a
few actual measurements are available it hardly
pays to treat this subject in general. I shall therefore confine myself to recording and commenting
on these measurements.

1. Organic Substances in Fibres, Pulp and
Unused Paper

"Chemistry of Da~hne.-In the chemical analysis of the
fibres of ~ndia,p"b1ished by Messrs. Gross, Bevan, and
King, Daphne . . . possesses . . . cellulose, namely, 22.3
per cent.
Edgeworrhia:-Moisture 13.6 per cent., ash 3.9; loss by
hydrolysis, for five minutes, in soda alkali 21.6, for one

hour 34.7; amount of cellulose 58.5 per cent.; mercerising
16.5; increase of weight on nitration 126; loss by acid
purification 8.3; amount of carbon 41.8 per cent."
WEHMER, 1929-31, p. 813:
''149.

Fam. Thyme'aeaceae.

.. .

Als characterist. Stoff nur Glykosid Daphnin. . . .
2603. Daphne Merereurn L., Seidelbast, Kellerhals. . . .
Rinde: ~lykosidDaphnin 1) (Diosycumarin, in Daphne
tin U. Dextrose spaltbar), Aepfeldure frei u. als K-,Cau. Mg -Sab, scharfes Harz, 'Schleimsucker', Wafhs, g d .
Farbstoff u.a. nach frihren Angaben 2); fettes Oe&
schad. Harz ('Mezereinsaure') 3); [Umbelliferon oder
Paraoxycumarin aus Harz der Rinde bei Destillation 411.

;g6.Daphne

L.
Rinde: Daphnin, scharfes Harz, Bitterstoff, Schleirn u.a."

It should be noted concerning the measurements
of cellulose content that the cellulose in bast and
paper appears in several not very well-defined
forms, for which reason the measured contents will
depend to a certain extent on the method of measurement. The content given for Daphne bholua
bast of only 22.3 % is remarkably low and does
not agree with some measurements taken at the
Central Laboratory of The United Paper Mills,
Ltd. in Copenhagen. Here we found a cellulose
content in Daphne bholua bast that was almost
equal to that given above for bast from Edgeworthia gardneri.

Measurements
1) A bast strip of Daphne bholua from Tumbu in
East No. 3 contained: 57 % holo-cellulose, determined bv the chlorite-method; 46 % alpha-cellulose,
17.5 %-NaOH for 1
by treatment
hour; ash 3.3 %.

detemided

2) Paper of the ordinary quality from Tumbu made
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horn the above mentioned bast strips contained:
83 % holo-cellulose and 72 % alpha-cellulose. Extract 0.23 % with alcohol-benzene.

the 150 g. of cellulose are lost through impurities
being sorted out throughout the process and through
fibres escaping in the scooping basin.

3) Paper of the ordinary quality from Nanglibang
in West Nepal contained: 85 % holo-cellulose and
77 % alpha-cellulose. Extract 0.20 % with alcoholbenzene.
The content of free water in the bast was 10 %
and in the paper 8 %, both measured at a relative
humidity of the atmosphere of 50 % at 20° C.
Tbe paper-makers in Tumbu said that from 5
Ibs. of bast or about 2250 g. they could make
200-250 sheets of paper of the ordinary quality
with a square metre weight of c. 20 or 6-7 g. per
sheet, i. e. in all 1400 g. of paper. This information, together with the above results, may help in
following in outline the transformation of substances during the manufacture of the paper.
Out of the 2250 g. of bast strips, 57 % are cellulose, i. e. about 1300 g. The free water amounts to
c. 250 g. and other substances constitute the remaining 700 g. Of the paper's 1400 g., 83 % is cellulose or c. 1150 g. The free water constitutes c.
100 g. and other substances the remaining 150 g.

1

1

t

Other
ce,,u~ose ~ r e water
e
substances

Bast
Loss

850 g.

,

150 g.

150 g.

550 g.

Thus during the manufacture altogether 850 g. has
disappeared, consisting of 150 g. cellulose, 150 g.
free water and 550 g. other substances. During the
cooking of the fibres c. 350 g. (estimated) out of
the 550 g. are lost to the cooking liquid (the cellulose content is hardly reduced at all during the
cooking). The remaining 200 g. of the 550 g. and

1 Dry matter I
Ash for cooking the bast
Fresh cooking liquid
Cooking liquid after use

89 %
2.2%
5.5 %

inorg.

org.

73 %
46 %
12%

23 %
54 %
88%

2.Analyses of the Cooking Liquid, Pulp Etc.
The following measurements were taken at Tumbu,
East No. 3, in huts I-V:
pH of the lye of ashes in the ash-basket was
9-101/~, of the cooking liquid 121/~-13 and of the
pulp 81/~101/2. The temperature in the big
cauldron during the cooking of the bast strips was
only 88O C on account of the altitude. In the wooden conduits 91/p0 C was measured and in the scooping basin 10l/oOC in the middle of the day (20th
April).
The measurements in the table below were taken
at the Central Laboratory of The United Paper
Mills, Ltd.
For comparison with the ion values given here,
it should be mentioned that the cooking lye for
making half-chemical pulp contains 25-75 g.
NaOHfitre. The pH-values seem to agree fairly
well with those measured on the spot.
The quantity of dry-matter in the cooking lye
increases during the cooking owing to the liberation
of salts, resin, wax etc. from the bast strips. This
is apparent from its thick, oily, very dark brown
character after the cooking is finished, even allowing for a certain amount of evaporation.
For the cooking of the bast strips the papermakers used about 25 litres of cooking liquid of
which about 15 litres were left afterwards. Based
on these approximate values and on a somewhat
simplified calculation the bast strips during the
cooking have liberated: 5.51100 X 15 kg. - 2.21100
X 25 kg. = 825 g. - 550 g. = 275 g. of dry matter to the cooking lye. This figure seems to agree

I

OH-

CO-

0%
1.2 g/l
0 g/l

4%
4.5 g/l
0 dl

HC0,1.4%
0 g/l
12.2 g/l

(g/l is gramllitre)

I

pH
10.3
12.0
8.6

fairly well with the estimated value of 350 g. (see
p. 202).
During the cooking the cooking lye has given off:
461100 X 550 g. - 121100 X 825 g. = 253 g. 99 g. = 154 g. of inorganic materials to the bast
strips.
On the other hand the bast strips have given off:
881100 X 825 g. - 541100 X 550 g. = 726 g. 297 g. = 429 g. of organic material to the cooking
lye.

3. Elements and Compounds in
Bast and Paper
a. BAST AND RAW PAPER.
WEHMER, 1929-31, p. 813, writes:
"2603. Daphne Mezereum L., . . .
Rinde . . . -Asche (3% ungf.) mit (%) 40.8 CaO, 8.6
Na,O, 12.4 MgO, 8.15 P,O,, 20 K,O, 6.6 SO,, 2.6 SiO,.
0.2 AI,O,, 0.3 CI . . ."

Converted into elements, the percentages in ash
are: 29.1 Ca, 6.4 Na, 7.5 Mg, 3.6 P, 16.6 K, 2.6 S,
1.2 Si, 0.1 A1 and 0.3 Cl.
At the Mineralogical Institute in Copenhagen a
series of quantitative optical spectrographic analyses of Daphne bholua bast and of new, uncontaminated samples of paper have been undertaken, see
table p. 247. Apparatus: Hilger Large Quartz/Glass
Littrow Spectrograph. The analyses were undertaken by H. J. Bollingberg, M. Moritzen and I. 9rensen.
The quantities of elements are indicated in percentage of paper made into ash, each sample onginally being c. 10 by 10 cm. The values can be
converted into p. p. m. (parts per million) of the
paper by multiplying by the ash content and the
coefficient 100. With regard to the absolute values.
the error is estimated to be rather big, because the
standards of comparison are measurements executed on chemical silicates. On the other hand, the
standard deviation with regard to the various samples' content of one particular element is only about
- 10 % and 20 % relative.
Some remarks are necessary on the character of
the samples. The largest group of samples are all
Thymelaeaceae paper of the Daphne bholua type.
The figures given in brackets for some of the sam-

+

ples are those measured previously, see the table
p. 226. The paper called Dalhousie is made by
Tibetans near the town of this name in Northwest
India. The bast was harvested in this area but the
method of production is Tibetan (e. g. the format
and the fine mould used for making the paper).
The samples PP 11,PP 70 and Kanjur 114 are from
unpriated leaves of books in Tibetan and they Q
not seem to be contaminated. The books derive
from Central Tibet north of Sikkim, but the paper
may have originated in Himalaya. PP 11 is slightly brownish, 0.10 mm. thick, m p e d on a fine
mould of fabric with c. 50 threadsJ50 mm. PP 70
is rather bright, 0.12 mm. thick and has 32 threads1
5 0 mm. Kanjur 11 4 is red-brown, 0.20 mm. thick,
2-layered and with 18 threads150 mm.; the fibres
are from a low-level Thymelaeaceae. The two Tibetan samples called Shekar Dzong and Nyerno,
made near these localities, are both made from
Wikstroemia chamnejasrne fibres. The two last samples in the table are made from Broussonetia papyrifera fibres and they are from Thailand (fibres,
see plate 21 1) and the Shan state in Burma respectively. The samples made outside Nepal and from
other fibres are included to give an impression of
the resultant changes in the content of elements.
The maximum values in the table are italicised in
order to underline the variations.
Results. It will be seen that in bast of Daphne
bholua the elements Cr, Cu, Sr and Ba occur in
about the same quantities as in the two samples
of paper, bast and paper all originating from the
same locality. Of the other elements found in the
paper only traces were found in the bast, or nothing (Zr). Those elements which occur more abundantly in the paper than in the bast have been
supplied during the manufacture of the paper, and
mainly from the cooking lye.
The two sheets of paper made near Tumbu a
few years apart and by different paper-makers,
seem to contain almost the same quantities of the
elements investigated. The Yolrno paper, in respect of Si, Ti, Cr, Fe and Cu only contains I / ~ ' l a
of the quantities of those elements found in the
other Nepalese samples. This is assumed to be a
casual deviation, the more so as the variations are
one-sided. This assumption is supported by the

analyses mentioned below. More remarkable is
the high percentage of ash in the samples: Bhutan,
PP I I and PP 70.
Paper from Kanjur I1 4 probably made of fibres from Edgeworthia gardneri contains a low ash
percentage and relatively small quantities of Si, Ti
Mn, Fe and Cu. For the cooking of the more easily
divisible bast strips of this species smaller quantities
of lye of ashes are certainly required.
The two samples of Wikstroemia chamaejasme
paper from Shekar Dzong and Nyemo, not far from
each other in Tibet, are distinguished by having
small Mn and Ba contents and also by having the
same small percentage of ash. Finally, the two sarnples made from Broussonetia papyrifera fibres contain rather divergent quantities of elements and ash,
possibly because they are made in different regions.
In order to group the samples more clearly by
their contents, the proportions between specific elements have been calculated as shown in the table.
Moreover one bast strip and two sheets of paper
were subjected to neutron activation analyses, inter alia to control the above mentioned measurements. These analyses were made at the Isotope
Division, Danish Atomic Energy Commission, Research Establishment Ris), by K . Heydorn. The
results of the measurements are shown on p. 247.
The three samples are from the same locality as
three of the optically spectrum-analysed samples.
The method, which is very sensitive and accurate, is
briefly as follows. The sample is irradiated with neutrons
in a reactor and returned at once for analysis. Each of
the isotopes formed emits y-rays (photones) with quite
definite energies which are characteristic of the isotopes
and thus of the elements contained in the paper. The
photones can be detected as faint flashes when they hit
a sodium iodide crystal activated by 0.1 % thallium-iodide.
By means of a photo-multiplierthe flashes are transformed
into electric pulses, the number of which are proportional
to the energy of the photones. The pulses are sorted according to their size in a multichannel analyser.
When the number of registered pulses is indicated as a
function of the pulse height (the energy of the photones)
we have the y-spectrum. This consists of a series of maxima, the so-called photo-peaks, one or more for each
radioactive element. The area below each photopeak
determines the quantity of the isotope in question. Isotopes with the shortest half-life period have by far the
greatest maxima at the beginning and are therefore
measured first. If the measurements are repeated at
suitable intervals, after hours, days and months, the con-

tent of other elements can be determined, as the y-speo
trum of isotopes with comparatively much shorter halllifes has now decayed and handed over the stage to isotopes with a longer half-life period.

Results. The first measurements record some
quantitative analyses of bast and paper from Tumbu and paper from Yolmo. At the bottom of p. 247
some further analyses of activation are given, but
here the elements are measured in proportion to
the content of the paper sample from Tumbu. It
will be seen that the amount of each element in
the bast sample is between 0.2 and 0.9 of those of
the paper. It further appears that in the two samples of paper the quantities of K, Na, Mn, Ca, Fe,
Cs and Au are almost equal, while the quantities
of Cu, Al, Sc and Cr in the Yolmo paper are
about twice those of the Tumbu paper. The two
samples of paper, besides being produced by the
same method, derive from areas very similar to
each other. Finally it may be noted that there is
a good agreement between the results obtained by
the optical spectrographic analysis and those obtained by activation analysis, considering the hetere
geneity of the paper.
The provisional results of the above analyses
show that the elements in raw paper depend on
the species of fibres used, from where the plant
derives, the place of production, and particularly
on the method of production, but that these factors each alter the composition in a specific way.
The paper-making area in question is divided by
the Himalayas, which with regard to height, climate
and geology form such a sharp barrier that it should
be possible to detect tracer elements in the paper,
disclosing its origin. These are, however, difficult
to determine, because there are so many factors
influencing the composition. Moreover, the analyses are too few to afford a more precise distinction
between the various effects, but they are of great
value for the evaluation of small contents of inorganic dyeing and coating rnatcrials in the paper.
b. MANUSCRIPTS. Dyes and coatings are of
special interest for the determination of the origin
of the mss., because not only have they differed
from one area to another, but they have also
changed with time. In cases where organic dyes

and coatings have been used it is extremely difficult to determine the character of materials, because they consist mainly of complicated high-molccular compounds. When inorganic compounds
have been used they are mostly rather simple chemical compounds which are more easy to identify.
Below I shall mention some X-ray fluorescence
analyses of paper from mss. which have been investigated because of their age o r uncertainty as
to the kind of colours etc. with which they have
been treated. The analysed mss. have already been
described above, see the tables pp. 228-234. The
measurements were made by M. G r u m l ~ s e and
E. Leonardsen, at the Mineralogical Institute in
Copenhagen. Results see p. 248.
Apparatus: Phillips X-ray, fluorescence-analyser. type
1540. With this method a sample is placed between two
layers of Mylar-foil, which almost exclusively contains
elements with low atomic numbers (at least below 20.
i.e. Ca) whereupon it is irradiated with X-rays. (The
effective area of the sample which can be measured is
Control measurements showed that the
about 2
X-rays passed almost unimpeded through two layers of
the raw paper.) The intensity of the fluorescense radiation caused by the agitated atoms is registered as a function of the wavelength. From this a series of maxima
results, the position of which in Angstrom may be directly
correlated with the elements in the sample. In principle
the height of a maximum is proportional to the quantity
of the element in question.
However, the height of a given maximum and thereby
the value indicated in the table cannot be converted into
an absolute quantity of the element, because among
other things the height of the maxima is not only highly
dependent on the element in question, but also to a certain
extent on the amounts of other elements in the sample.
In addition the sensitivity of the apparatus is dependent
on the wavelength, and finally the samples are of different
sizes and thicknesses. Therefore the figures are not even
a measure of the relative quantitative contents of the
samples element by element. Nevertheless by comparing
the measured figures with the size of the samples we may
discover possible added materials, where there are considerable relative differences, i.e. more than say 10 times
the quantities in the untreated paper. According to
the table p. 247 a new and untreated paper contains c.
200 p.p.m. Mn, 400 p.p.m. Fe and 20 p.p.m. Cu.According to the table p. 248, for the same paper and for the
same three elements the relative amounts of these el*
ments are respectively 5, 12 and 1 units. 1.e. for these
p.p.m..
three elements 1 unit corresponds to about 2which presumably also gives an idea of the order of
magnitude of the contents of Ni, Zn and As in table 248.
The occurrence of definite, and comparatively large
amounts of certain elements cannot in itself deter-

mine which inorganic dyes or coatings have been
used. The measurements were therefore supplemented by some X-ray diffrac~ometer-analyses, which
may be used when the materials exist in a crystalline state and the crystals are bigger than c. 1 p.
The combination of these two methods is extremcly well-suited for the determination of mineral dyes
and coatings of manuscripts. Furthermore the measurements only require very small samples.
By the X-ray diffractometa method the distances in the
lattice system of the crystal are determined by interference measurements. A well-defined X-ray is pointed at
the sample during a continuous changing of the angle of
incidence, at which a series of interference maxima, the
position of which (in relation to the X-ray's angle of incidence) and size characterise the structure of the crystal
are registered in the reflected radiation (apparatus Phillips). Even small quantities are sufficient to obtain these
interference maxima. The elernenla determined by the
X-ray spectrographic method arc checked in a table to
find just that compound which has exactly the rneasu~ed
interference maxima determined by the diflractometer
method.

Results (see also table p. 248).
Palm l e a f m s . n. 173, 168, 109, 72, 90 and 94, 11th-15th
century.

The measurements show that none of the palm leaves seem
to have been treated with inorganic materials, as also
indicated by the diffractometer analyses. It is especially
remarked that none of the slightly yellowish palm mss.
were treated with orpiment, as was first assumed. U we
take the size of the samples into consideration, it appears
that they contain approx. the same amounts of each
element. However, the contents of K, Ti and Cr arc
rather high in n. 173, and the As-content in particular
deviates from the other samples. This may be due to the
fact that this ms. was probably not made in Nepal like
the other palm leaf mss.
n. 123, 15th century. The slightly yellow Aquilario

agallocha bark sheets were also suspected of containing
orpiment (As,S,), and the analysis confirmed this. In
order to verify this result a deep yellow. modem paper,
densely treated with orpiment, was analysed by means of
X-ray fluorescence. It appeared to have exactly the same
maxima.
Paper mss.
Asutosh, A. D. 1105. The sample is small and rather
dirty. It will be seen that the content of Ca, Fe, Cu, Zn
and Pb is about 10 times that of the untreated paper, yet
still corresponds to a very small quantity. Neither did
the diffractometer method disclose sigtuficant elements.

therefore the paper has probably not been treated with
inorganic materials.

remarkably high content of elements apart from As.
Possibly the paper has been lightly treated with orpiment.

Bir Library D . 161, A. D. 1182. What has just been said
of the Asutosh-ms. also applies to the present ms. from
the same century.

n. 84, A. D. 1736 and N. 34, A. D. 1764. With both these
red-yellow coloured mss. the content of arsenic is about
500 times that of the untreated paper. The mss. have
certainly been treated with orpiment.

Bir Library 11 51, A. D. 1220 (blue-black ms. on hemp or
ramie paper). The content of Ca, Fe and As is considerably greater than with the untreated paper, but still no
more than if the colour were of organic origin like the
blue-black niladuto colour used up to our time. The
black particles are very fine-grained even under the
microscope and hard to dissolve in either petrol or boiling
water. A diffractometer analysis indicates strongly that
this is a case of an organic dye, which of course does not
prevent inorganic materials from having been used in the
preparation of the organic dye stuff.
n. 117, 15th century. This worn, slightly brownish and
much worm-eaten ms. with dark, finely crystalline spots
here and there, contains more than 10 times Ca and Fe
than the raw paper and, it will be noticed, no arsenic. As
the X-ray fluorescence analysis did not disclose the
character of the coating, the finely crystalline spots were
scraped off and subjected to a diffractometer analysis.
Thus a series of maxima were found corresponding
almost exactly to that which the tables indicated
as y-Iron (11, 111) hydroxide phosphate hyd. q.
(FeFe,(PO,), (OH),, 3H,O ), and partly to y-Iron
oxide hydroxide (-FeO(0H)). The elements present
and the brown colour of the paper, together with the
diffractometermeasurements, could suggest that the paper
has been treated with the earth mineral ochre, which
for unknown reasons has been transformed in places
into the above phospates. However, it is more likely that
the spots stem from blood-offerings so common on
Nepalese rnss.
Bir Library A 1671. A. D. 1505. The content of arsenic
is about 100 times that of the raw paper. Consequently
the paper has certainly been treated with orpiment.
Bir Library A 1593, A. D. 1535. The content of Ca and
in particular of As is rather high. Possibly the paper has
been lightly treated with orpiment.
n. 26, 17th or 18th century. The measurements show no

N. G I . I, A. D. 1802. The content of Ca, Fe, Cu and
Pb is about 10 times, and the Zn-content more than 50
times, that of the raw paper. What was said concerning
the blue-black colouring of the ms. 11. 51 in Bir Library,
from A.D. 1220 applies also to this ms.
J. T. 126, 18th or 19th century. On account of the white
dusty surface of the leaves of this book the paper's Cacontent was explored at once. As this was more than 10
times that of the untreated paper, the paper was investigated with the diffractometer. The measurements
showed that the paper was covered with calcite (CaCO,).

J. T. 21, 19th century (from Tibet). This whitish ms.
was also expected to contain a chalky compound; this
however, did not seem to be the case, the Cacontent
being small and the diffractometer measurements giving
no results. But the iron content is more than 10 times
that of the untreated paper. Probably the whitish colour
of the ms. isdue to the fact that it is of greyish Wikstroemio
chamaejasme paper heavily treated with starch paste.
Investigations into organic and inorganic materials
in paper are still rather difficult to carry out, as
well as time-consuming. T h e methods, however, are
developing fast and becoming more sensitive and
more easily executed. Soon it will be possible to
make analyses of elements and compounds precisely and almost fully automatically, thus determining not only dyes and coatings, but also features
of the technique of production, glues, sizing materials, various sorts of ink etc. In this way these ana-

lyses will become just as important as the microscopical analyses which hove until now been by far
the most used method of examining antique paper
from Asia.

Summary (Chapter VI)
The technical analyses of bast, raw paper and paper
made into mss. etc. give many kinds of information
of technological and paper-historical interest. Chap-

mination of elements and compounds in bast, raw
paper and mss.

ter VI particularly deals with the identification of
mss. fibres through the microscope, and the deter-

MACROSCOPIC P R O P E R T I E S OF P A P E R
Properties such as shape, surface, weight, density

and strength of raw paper as well as of paper
in its various uses are investigated. Whereas these
properties may give much useful information about
new paper, only few of them such as surface properties can be studied in the case of old samples of
paper.
MICROSCOPICAL ANALYSES
I. Fibres from herbarium planis. As nearly all
Nepalese paper, new as well as old, is made of
Thymelaeaceae bast fibres, the species of this family used for making paper are particularly dealt
with. Special analyses have been made of the irreversible colour and swelling reactions in zinc
chloride iodine and cupric oxide ammonium. It is
shown that the fibre ends are of special diagnostic value, and that it is possible to distinguish between almost all the fibres used for making paper
in Nepal.
2 . Unused, new paper. Investigations of such paper show that all the samples from outside the
Kathmandu Valley are made of either Daphne
bholua or Daphne papyracea. In paper made in
the valley in recent times we also find fibres of
rice straw, sabai grass (Pollinidurn augustifoliurn
comb. nov.), chiuli (? Sterculia coccinea Roxb.)
and various wood fibres, waste paper fibres of local
or foreign origin, as well as mixtures of all the
mentioned fibres. The mechanical and chemical
treatment of these fibres used for making paper in
the Kathmandu Valley is much more pronounced
than is the case with the paper from the mountains.

3. Manuscripts, letters, woodcuts etc. A few early
mss. are executed on hemp or ramie paper, probably not even manufactured in Nepal. Nearly all
the other mss. are on Thymelaeaceae paper. Of
these, the oldest mss. and most of the other rnss.,
are executed on paper made from fibres of highlevel species i. e. from plants found over c. 1800
metres. Another large group of mss. is on Thymelaeaceae paper made from a low-level species ( b e
low 2000 metres) with a remarkably soft, felted
and slightly red-brown character. These fibres probably derive from Edgeworthia gardneri Wall., and
it was found that mss. on this kind of paper are all
from A. D. 1730 to 1880. The demand for paper

in Nepal and Tibet increased so sharply during the
18th century, before the introduction of modem
fibres, that the paper-makers had to introduce new
fibres.
The earliest mss. do not seem to have been
treated with starch paste, whereas from the 17th
century onwards the great majority of mss. were
treated with a starch paste containing orpirnent quite a necessity in the rather warm climate of the
Kathmandu Valley. Mss. in Tibetan found in N e
pal are not treated in this way, and are rather less
often starched, but may sometimes have been
dusted with chalk powder.
ORGANIC AND INORGANIC SUBSTANCES
IN BAST, PULP, PAPER AND MSS.
I. Organic substances in fibres, pulp and paper.
Here only measurements of the cellulose content
in bast and paper are referred to:
Strip of bast, Tumbu, East Nepal:
(Dophne bholua) Hollocellulose 57%. Alpha-cellulose
46 %
Paper, Tumbu, East Nepal:
(Daphne bholua) Hollocellulose 83 %, Alpha-cellulose
72 %
Paper, Nanglebang, West Nepal:
(Daphnepopyracea)Hollo~llulose85 %, Alphacellulose
77 %
2 . Analyses of ash lye (for cooking the bast), pulp
etc. These measurements are primarily made in
order to understand the chemical processes taking
place when the bast is made into paper. About
60 % of the raw bast is made into paper. It is found
that the loss is due to the removal of impurities
and the sorting out and loss of fibres during the
entire process (c. 50 %), and to the loss of various
substances such as juices, wax, resin (c. 35 %) and
water (I 5 %) during the cooking.

3 . Analyses of elements in bast and paper. The
optical spectrographic analyses and the neutron activation analyses demonstrate that during the manufacture the fibres absorb inter alia Al, Si, Ti,
Mn, Fe, Ni, Cu, Zr and Cs, whereas the Sr content falls. When comparing new, raw Thymelaeaceae
paper from various localities in and around Nepal,
we see that the ratio between the amounts of one
and the same element in two samples may be up to
7:1 (Si, Ti and Fe), but for other elements (Cr, Mn,

Cu and Sr) there are ratios of over 20:l. Soil,
climate, fibre and not least the method of
manufacture each influence in a specific way
the content of elements in a sample, but the
measurements are still too few to distinguish between all these factors or to find tracer elements.
The measurements are, however, of great value
when determining the added inorganic dyes and
coatings applied to the mss. because the treatment
has changed from place to place and from period
to period.
Through the X-ray spectrographic analyses it
is found that palm leaf mss. were probably not
treated with inorganic substances as was first anticipated. On the other hand a ms. made on bark
sheets from Aquilaria agallocha was proved to have
been treated with orpiment, As& Analyses of
the typical yellow mss. on paper, all from the 17th
century and onwards, showed that they were also
treated with this mineral.

X-ray diffractometer measurements enabled the
determination of crystals in dyes and coatings, and
thereby their exact chemical composition. In addition fine traces of dark crystals on a 15th century
ms. were found to be of gamma-iron phosphates
probably deriving from a blood-offering so common
on later Nepalese mss. A Tibetan ms. from the 19th
century was shown to have been treated with calcite, CaCO,.
Even though the analyses of organic and inorganic substances in bast, pulp and paper are still
somewhat complicated to make, it will soon be
possible to carry them out far more quickly, with
greater precision and less expensively. It will then
not only be possible to determine dyes and coatings,
but also characteristics of manufacture and of sizing, inks etc. Thereby these analyses will be able to
compete with microscopical analyses which until
now have been of major importance when investigating antique Asian paper.

Fibre Photographs

Plates 183-190.

Paper photographed in transparency. Bundles of fibres appear darker. All fibres are from
Daphne bholua or Daphne papryracea. For numbers and further properties see pp. 226-227. Scale 1 : 1.
Plate 183. Tumbu, no. 1, fine quality.
Hate 185. Tumbu, no. 6, ordinary quality.
Plate 187. Yoho, no 27, inferior quality.
Hate 189. Baglung, no. 19, fineat quality.

Plate 184.
Plate 186.
Plate 188.
Plate 190.

Tumbu, no. 5, with holes,
East No. 1, no. 28, ordinary quality,
Bhutan, no. 23, very coarse quality.
Baglung, no. 21, ordinary q~iaIity,

Plates 191-198. Paper photographed in transparency. Bundles of fibres appear darker. All samples except no.
15 (of Daphne fibres) contain various mixed fibres. For further properties see pp. 226-227. Scale 1 : 1.
Plate
Plate
Plate
Plate

191.
193.
195.
197.

Sundarijal, no. 15.
Sundarijal, no. 40.
Cottage Industry, no. 32.
Cottage Industry, no. 36.

Plate
Plate
Plate
Plate

Sundarijal, no. 39.
Sundarijal, no. 41.
196. Cottage Industry, no. 34.
198. Cottage Industry, no. 38.

192.
194.
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Platc 199. Drawings of fibre ends of Etlgr\c,orrhitr gtrrdtri,ri (spccimcns from Ncpal. Sikkim and China). L)trplrtrcs
ir~~~olrrc~t-trrcr
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Platc 200. Drawings of fibre ends of Dtrplrtie rerrtstc. Dtrphtie rc~trgrrriccr.Dnplrrle giruldii. Dnphtre sericet~e.
Dcrplrtri~t~ic.zrrrroti.Dnphtic, trlpitrtr. Wiksrroeti~itcccrrrtrsce~isand U'ikstroettria c I ~ t ~ ~ ? ~ o r j uMagnification
srt~e.
\ 500.

Plate 201-202. Edgeworthia gardneri fibres (from dried plants). Notice the comparatively great fibre thickness
(up to 30 p), the varying wall thickness and the fibre ends. Lumen often narrows or wholly disappears, especially near the fibre ends. Plate 202 shows a bifurcated fibre end. Magnification X 240 (1 cm. = 42 p).

Plate 203. Edgeworthia gardneri fibres in cupric oxide ammonium (cuoxam). Notice the big swellings, the now
easily visible divisions of the fibre walls and also the long "corks". Magnification X 240.

Plate 204. Daphne involucrata fibres. The fibre walls are difficult to distinguish and often very thick. The
thiiening of the fibre ends with many long "corks", and presumably also the hexagonal grains of starch, are
typical of this fibre. Magnification X 240.

Plate 205. Daphne involucrata fibres in cuomm, The sweWng is mall and there is a very distinct stratificatiOn
of the fibre walls. Magnification X 240.

Plate 206. Daphne papyracea paper fibres. Notice the stronger staining of the paper fibres, the swelling, the
indistinct fibre walls, the many flattened places and the dislocations, all due to the chemical and mechanical treatment of the paper fibres. To the left a long pointed sclereid fibre. Magnification X 240.

I

Plate 207. Daphne bholua fibres. Notice the knotty fibre ends with many excrescences, the thick-walled acuminate sclereids, the very thin-walled parenchyma cells and the bii, round and almost black starch grain. Magnification X 240.
Plate 208. Daphne bholua fibres in cuoxam. Notice the great swelling,the indistinct fib= w a s and the refatidy
mall dark "corks" at the fibre ends. Only in a few place$ was a proper string-of-pearls farmation observed. Mag-

11

nifioation X 240.

Plate 209. Daphne Qholuapaper fibres in cumam. Here the globular formation is far mom marked than'4fim
taken directly from bast samples. Maguificatim X 240.

Plate 210. Daphne retusa fibres which are very thin-walled. Magnification X 700.
Plate 211. Broussonetia papyrifera paper fibres (from Northern Thailand). The fibres are reddish-brown; the
fibre ends are bright violet and quite different from those of the Edgeworthia and Daphne species. Dislocations
are very faint. Magnification X 240.
Plate 212. Wikstroemia chamaejasme fibres, flat with a slightly wavy contour and with very thin walls which
almost lack dislocations. Notice also the typical twisted fibres and the many black, starchy parenchyma cells.
Magnification X 240.

Plate 213. Wikst~oemiachamuejarme fibres in Cuoxam. Notica the many tight twistings and the fine helices
in the fibre walle. There is no globular formation here or in the paper fibres. Magnification X 240.

Plate 214.

Wikwoemia chamaej(~~me
paper fibres from a Tibetan paper (no. 11 see p. 226) bought in Dopu,

east No. 3. MagnElcatictn X

240.

i

I
V
I'
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Plates 215-216. Fibres from ms. in the Asutosh Museum in Calcutta, A. D. 1105. Daphne fibres of a high-level
species. To the left in plate 215 a sciereid. The fibres are covered with tiny particles, mostly dirt and dust. Magnification X 240. Plate 216 shows a very typical fibre end. Magnification X 550.
Plate 217. Fibres from ms. n. 152, A. 1). 1511. Thymelaeaceae fibres of the Daphne bholsla type. Eda@cation
X 240.

Plate 218. Fibres from ms. Bir Library, I1 51, A. D, 1220. Ramie or hemp fibres which are flat, very broad,
with longitudinal stripes, and fibre ends that are nearly all divided into many fibrils. Magnification X 240.
Plate 219. Fibres from the same ms., 11 51, in cuoxam. Notice the swellings, coilings and stratifications in the
fibre wall. Magnification X 550.
PIate 220. Fibres from the same ms., I1 51, photographed in polarised light (nicolls in orthogonal position).
Notice the dislocations and the longitudinal lines. Magnification X 550.

Plate 221. Fibres from ms. n. 85, 15th-16th century. Ramie or hemp fibres which are flat, very broad, longitudinally striped and divided into string-like fibrils, particularly at the ends. Magnification X 240.
Plate 222. Fibres from ms. I. 751 (in the Royal Library in Copenhagen), A. D. 1634, ms. from Northern India.
Fibres as with n. 85, plate 218. Magnification X 240.
Plate 223.

Ramie fibres from plant material and very sitnilnr to those in plates 216-222.

Plate 224. Fibres from ms. n. 84, A. D. 1736. Thymelaeaceae fibres, presumably from Edgeworthiu gardneri.
Notice the broad, thick-walled and often pointed fibres. Magnification X 240.
Plate 225. Fibres from ms. n. 34, A. D. 1764. Fibres as in plate 224. Notice the fibre end. Magnification X 240.
Plate 226. Fibres from ms. n. 70, A. D. 1737, in cuoxam. Probably Edgeworthia gardneri. Notice the very big
globular swellings also observed in n. 84 and n. 34. Magnification X 240.
Plate 227. Fibres from ms. n. 84 h, A. D. 1850. Daphne bholua-like fibres in cuoxam. The globular swellings
are smatler, thinner-walled and have less distinct wall-stratifications than Edpeworthia gardneri fibres. Magnification X 240.

Plates 228-229. Fibres from ms. n. 164, A. D. 1824, probably Edgeworthia gmdneri. The black particles and
the many fine (blue-black) particles show that the paper is heavily sized with starch. Magnification X 240.
Plates 230-231. Fibres from ms. N. GI. 1, A. D. 1802. The first 41 leaves of this ms. are made from bamboo
paper. Notice the big vascular cell to the right in plate 230. The rest of the leaves of tbis ms. are made of Thymelaeaceae paper (plate 231), possibly from a hiilevel species of Daphne. To ttK right a swollen sslereids netice the
Slne helices (macro-fibrUsX Mtig@mtlon X 240.
. -

Is.

Plates 232-233. Fibres from a letter, J. T. 5 b, from Taplejung in East Nepal. Probably Edgeworthia gardneri
fibres. Plate 232 indicates that the dislocations arise where the fibres have been affected by pressure. Notice the
three thin and thin-walled sclereids in plate 233. Magnification X 240.
Plates 234-235. Fibres from a book, J. T. 40, published 1945; the sample was taken from the binding resembling
blotting paper, that is made from different kinds of wastepaper containing mostly fibres of rice straw md Daphne
bholua. Magnification X 240.

Plate 236. Fibres from handmade paper made of rice straw fibres at the small factory in Tripureswar, Kathmandu. Notice the long, thin, pointed fibres and also the indented epidermis cells. Magnification X 240.
Plate 237. According to the paper-makers at Tripureswar this sample, no. 36 (see table p. 226) contained fibres
of sabai grass. But it seems to be rice straw mixed with small quantities of Daphne fibres. Magnification X 240.
Plate 238. Fibres of handmade paper made in Tripumswar from waste-paper ~ontainingfibres of wood, straw,
Daphne bholua etc. Magnification X 240.
Plate 239. Fibres from paper made in Sundwijal of 5 0 % Duphw bfwlua and 50 ?4 ckiuli f i b . Nottee the
@ i d , thick-walled s c l e r d and same (bluish) fibres with indistinct contours, Magaific~~tion
X 240.

Macroscopical Analyses

Analysis of New Paper Sheets

Tumbu, East No. 3

1
2
3
4
S

,.
East No. 2
East No. 1
Yolmo. East No. 1

26
27
28
29
30
14
22

West No. 1
Lamjung, West No. 1

18

Baglung, W-Nep.

East No. 1

19
20
21
Sundarijal

Cot. Ind., Kath.

-

-

Rattle

Colour

Manufutwd

Character of R b n network

Spocb

ofRbm

tan
tan
tan
tan
tan
tan
tan
light tan
tan
light tan
red tan
tan
light tan
tan
red tan
red tan
tan
red tan
tan
light tan
tan
tan

good
good
rather good
rather good
moderate
moderate
good
rather good
rather good
rather good
moderate
rather good
rather good
rather good
moderate
moderate
bad
bad
good
good
good
rather good

fine bdl. in dense paper
bdl.. some impurities
bdl., some impurities
long bdl.. lumps & defects
bdl., lumps & defects
big bdl., lumps & defects
few bdl., clouded
few bdl., clouded, dense
few bdl., holes
many bdl., impurities
many bdl.. lumps etc.
bdl., no lumps
big bdl., lumps & impur.
many bdl., few impurities
long bdl., lumps etc.
bdl.. lumps etc.
big bdl. & lumps
big bdl.. lumps & impur.
small bdl., lumps. 2 layers
no bdl.. dense
big bdl., lumps & impur.
few bdl., no lumps

light tan
white
light tan

tan

good
good
good
rather good

no bdl., 2 layers
no MI.. clouded
no bdl., clouded
some bdl.. clouded, impur.

tan
Brey
tan
white
light tan
white
tan
W Y
light tan
white

moderate
very good
bad
very bad
rather good
bad
bad
bad
very good
bad

fine bdl., clouded
as parchment paper
black particl., 2 layers
clouded
fine bdl., dense
few bdl., black particl.
many small lumps
dense, black particles
dense, 2 layers
dense, black particles

chiuli, D. & straw
straw & D.
straw, wood, D. ctc.
D. bholua or papyracea
D., straw &wood
D. (waste paper)
straw (rice?) & D.
D. bholuo or papyracea
wood & straw

short bdl., clouded
many fine bdl.

Wikstr. chamaejasme
Wikstr. chamaejasme

-

D a p h bholua

"

D. bholua or papyracea

- -

II
12

Shekar, Tibet
Tibet

grey

light tan

bad
bad

23
44

Bhutan
Bhutan

tan
tan

good
rather good

coarse, big bdl. & lumps
few, short bdl.. dense

D. bholua or papyracea

46

Dalhousie, India

light tan

very good

fine bdl., dense

D. bholua or papyracea

bdl.

= bundles

D.

=

Daphne bholua or Daphne papyracea

Formal
mm.

M

t

B.

x = does not rake initial load

-

mm

.

oprltu

mm .

%

Md.

lll~
(mu.)

xx = too little paper for measurement

m

%

= mould of .gas etraw

prm-.

Analysis of Books and other items of Paper belonging to the Royal Library, Copenhagen
1. Manuscripts in Sanskrit, Newari, Nepali etc.

n. 173
n. 81
n. 175a
n. 92
n. 168
n. 91
n. 109
n. 31
n. 1761
n. 72
n. 176b
n. 90
n. 123
n. 117
n. 85
n. 152
n. 169
n. 176g
n. 52a
n. 26
n. 84a
N. 29
n. 133
n. 100
n. 172
J.T. 26
n.184
n. 27
n. 84
n. 70
n. 128
n.183
n. 87
n. 67

Writing

Teat

no.

11.-12.c.
1143
1145
1147
1246
1250
1265
1284
13.cen.
1326
1371
1432
15.cen.
late 15.c.
15.-16.c.
1511
1532
17.c.?
16.-17.c.
16.cen.
1631
1675
1680
1685
17.-18.c.
17.-18.~.
1704
1714
1736
1737
1743
1744
1745
1745

Abbreviations
B = Buddhist
H = Hindu
S = Sanskrit
N = Newari
I = Indian

B/S
B/S
mantra
tantric texts
homonym word-book, Sanskrit
Amara's NBrnalihginuSBsama
Kavaca texts
?

Sabdalak~apa
various texts
on rituals
?

on medicine
Jain
PrajfilpiramitB
stotras, mantras, dhaapis
?
PrajaPpBramitaydaya
on cakras
mantras
collection of dhlrapis
on astrology
Samldhirlja-mahlyina sOtra
mantras
?

B/ ?
B/S
RBajanB, ornamental, gold
B & H/N moderate, tk.

MahByBna sntra
on medicine
mantras
on initiation
strotras ('stava')
dhaapi
Kiirqdavyiha-mahiyaa sfitra
on religious dances
ho
tw
tk
st
fr

"hooks"
"twists"
= thick pen
= "straight-topped"
= fragment
=

=

BIN

RlfijanB, excellent
rather good, big letters
g.
rather good, big letters
good. ho. and tw.
good. Mithila
finical, ho., little tw.
rather good, ho. and tw.
good, ho. and tw. marked
Rlfijani, very fine, tw.
v. good, ho. and tw. marked
good, ho. and tw. marked
good, tw. marked, ho.
K h o , small, very good, tw.
good. tw.
fast
RBfijanB, ornanlental, indistinct
f.
fast, good, many st., tw.
Rlfijani, tw., tk., in gold
RifijanB, indistinct, tw.. silver
slovenly
rather coarse, tk.
good
I.
rather good, some tw., tk.
ornamental, good, tw. marked
r.g.
ornamental, indistinct, tk., gold
reg.
ornamental, indistinct, gold & silver

HIS
B/S & N

coarse, big letters, tk.
rather good, tw., tk.

B/S
B/S
B/S
B/S

ornamental, good, tw., tk.
Devanlgari, rather good, tk.
moderate, but readable
coarse, indistinct, st., tk.

f = fine
g = good
r = rather
v = very
w = worn
d = dirty
c =come
k = complete

palm
agal
conc

= palm

c.

leaf

= Aquilaria

agallocho bark

= concertina
= yellow

coloured o n one side
coloured on both sides
= blue coloured (both sides)
= varying
= fibred
= yellow

palm
palm
palm
palm
palm
palm
palm
palm
paper
palm
palm
palm
agal.
paper
paper
paper
palm
paper
paper
Paper
paper
paper
paper
paper
paper
paper
paper
paper
paper
paper
paper
paper
paper
paper

pothi
pothi
pothi
pothi
pothi
pothi
pothi
pothi
pothi
pothi
pothi
pothi
pothi
pothi
pothi
pothi
pothi
pothi
pothi
pothi
pothi
pothi
pothi
pothi
pothi
pothi
pothi
conc.
pothi
conc.
pothi
pothi
pothi
conc.

Formal

cz

Poll0

mm.

mm.

no.

0.25
0.21
0.27
0.20
0.29
0.22
0.29
0.22
0.25
0.23
0.23
0.32
0.33
0.32
0.12
0.30
0.30
0.36
va
0.30
0.30
0.30
0.18
0.21
0.20
0.31
0.20
0.25
0.23
va.
0.25
0.18
0.24
0.60

.

Col0.r
of layer

mm.

6
6
6
5
5
7
4
5
5
5
4
4
5
6-9
9
6
4-5
5
va.
8-9
8
5
6-7
5
5
5
5
5
8
6
5
5
5-6
IS12

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
2
1
1
1
1
4
2
4
1
4-5
va.
3
3
4
2
3
2
3
4
3
3
va.
2
2
2

4+1

lion

~ioa

-of-

Pibn mtwork

per SO mm.

0.12

45. straw

0.08
0.06
0.07

40. fabric
40,straw
62,fabric

V.W.
f.
g.

very soft, polished
v. hard, good & stiff, polished

0.08
0.10
0.10
0.10
0.07
0.09
0.07
0.10
0.10
0.07
0.08
0.08
0.10
0.12
0.09
0.12
0.10

40?,fabric
SO?,fabric
va. c. 50
40, fabric
55,fabric
53, fabric
SO,fabric
20. straw
17,straw
21,straw
36, fabric
23,fabric
40, fabric
751,fabric
60?,fabric
va, fabric
50,fabric

T.W.

as cardboard, in layers soft

T.W.

polished
as soft cardboard. brown
sort
good, as cardboard. polished
stiff, very hard, polished
good hardness, v. polished
hard, polished, lacquered
rather hard, lacquered
thick, but not stiff
good, hard
very soft, as blotting paper
dense, polished, as n. 84
hard, polished
not good, but hard
bad, soft
bad. mounted on 0.2mm fabric

V.W.

very ooft, polished

short-fb.

as cardboard, hard

dm-fb.
very short-fb.
rather long-fb.

&

w.d.
V.W.

r.w.d.
T.W.

B.

g.
V.W.

r.g.
r.d.
r.g.
r.g.
r.g.
r.g.
r.w.d.
V.W.

long-fb. c. clouded
short-fb.
long-fb.
medium-long-fb.
medium-fb., clouded
long-fb.
medium-fb. clouded
densc
medium-fb.
rather long-fb.
dense
long-fb.. clouded
medium-fb.. clouded
dense
medium-fb.
short-fb., clouded
short-fb.

1. Manuscripts in Sanskrit, Newari, Nepali etc.
binding

?
from Skandapwipa
Sri-Lalit&canamaRjari
MahividyHrijRi
stotras
probably songs of Kr$palili
on piija and ceremonies
a) Vajripini-deguli b) tantric
"Tales of the Parrot"
Suvarpaprabhhottarnaswendrarija
7
on piljB
Sanskrit grammar
7
Sanskrit grammar
dhaapis
MaBjuSriplrijiki, N. comrnenl

mantras and a stotra
VarpSivali
on astrology
on mudris and music
MahHy%nasBtra
Devimihitrnya
a) history b) astrology
Cipakyasirasamgraha
dhirapis
Cipakyasirasampaha
presumably stotras
various
various
Skandapuripa
various
various songs
Abbreviations

B = Buddhist
H = Hindu
S = Sanskrit
N = Newari
Np = Nepali

Mlni.turc

Wriling

Text

no.

ho = "hooks"
tw = "twists"
tk = thick pen
tn = thin pen
st = "straight-topped"
P

=

paper

1

m.

TYPC

indistinct, tk., gold & silver
fast, but quite good
rather good, tk.
ornamental, rather good, tk.
Devanigari, coarse, st., tk.
va., average to bad, tn.-tk.
Devanigari, coarse, bad, tk.
rather good, tk.
Devanigari, r. coarse, st., tk.
ornamental, somewhat indistinct

POhi
pothi
conc.
pothi
conc.
conc.
conc.
conc.

coarse and bad, tk.
not good, but readable, tk.
coarse and bad, tk.
rather good, somewhat indistinct
Devanigari, coarse, orderly, st.
ornamental, indistinct & c.
coarse, tk.
DevanBgari, slightly coarse, tk.
coarse and shaky, tn.-tk.
Devanigari, fast, firm, st., tk.
shaky, and very bad, tn.
rather coarse, tk.
rather good, tn.,tw.
D e v a n i w - , neat and sure, st.
very coarse and bad, tk.
Devanigari, rather coarse, tk.
DevanHgari, big letters, st, tk.
untrained, tk.
coarse and untrained, tk.
coarse and untrained, tk.
DevanBgari, r.c., tidy st., tk.
DevanHgari, fast, tidy, st., tk.
Devanigari, fast, bad, st., tk.
Devanigari, tidy, st.. tk.

conc.
conc.
pothi
pothi
pothi
pothi
pothi
pothi
conc.
pothi
conc.
pothi
pothi
pothi
conc.
pothi
stit.
pothi
pothi
pothi
stit.
pothi

r.g.
V.C.

pothi
stit.

k = complete
g = good
r = rather
v = very
w = worn
d =dirty

conc = concertina
stit
= stitched
= yellow coloured on one side
y
= yellow colowed on both sides
yy
= blue coloured (both sides)
bb
va
= varying

c

-h

=

coarse

= fibred

0.21
0.21
0.65
0.20
0.20
0.30
0.35
0.30
0.19
0.28

23
89k
89k
152k
21k
24
34k
30k
188k
184k

0.30
va.
0.21
0.21
0.22
0.18
0.28
0.23
0.31
0.21
0.28
0.30
0.23
0.20
0.21
0.19
-

66k
37k
193k
23k
153k
26
92k
10
58k
116k
25k
37k
84
68k
223k
65k
5Ok
65k
22
va.
12
324k
23k
44k

0.22
0.45
0.26
0.20
0.23
0.20
0.19

-

3
va.
2
3
2
2
3
3
3
2
3
3
2
24
va.
2
7
2

-

-

0.10
0.09
0.10
0.07
0.11
0.09
0.09
0.08
0.10
0.10
0.09
0.10
0.11
0.10
0.10
0.09
-

7
5
6

3
4
4
2
2
2
2

0.07
0.11
0.07
0.10
0.11
0.10
0.09

7
6
6
6
5
5
7
6
9
7
6
5
8

va.

14
7
9

48?. fabric
65 ?, fabric
65,fabric
62,fabric
70?,fabric
53,fabric
40. fabric
35,fabric
40, fabric
52,straw
68. fabric
50,fabric
30,fabric
va., fabric
45,fabric
40, fabric
40,fabric
40?,fabric
50,fabric
50,fabric
40, fabric
35,fabric
va., fabric
23,fabric
45, fabric
35, fabric
40,fabric
32,fabric
35, fabric
26,fabric
?, fabric
45,fabric
50,fabric
35 ?, fabric

bb
Y
YY

Y
YY
YY

YY
Y
Y
bb
YY

Y
Y
YY

Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
YY
Y
Y
Y
YY
Y
va.
Y
YY

Y
Y
Y
Y
Y

r.w.
d.
r.g.
r.w.d.
w.v.d.
r.g.
w.d.
w.d.
B.
g.
w.d.
r.g.
r.d.
r. d.
g.
g.
v.w.d.
g.
v.w.d.
r.g.
T.W.

v.w.d.
r.w.
v.w.d.
r.g.
r.w.d.
r.w.
r.g.
v.d.
V.W.
r.g.
r.w.
v.d.
v.w.d.

-

rather hard
rather soft, redbrown
as cardboard, not good, polish
rather good and hard
soft and bad
dense, as cardboard, polish
coarse, as cardboard, polish
modest quality, but hard
modest quality, but hard
fine, text lacquered, polish

long-fb.
clouded, no bundles
varying
bundles in dense p.
r.short-fb., clouded
r. short-fb.
medium-lb.

modest quality, hard, polish
r.bad, as cardboard
mainly as soft cardboard
hard, as parchment, polished
rather good, in layers soft
modest quality, but hard
modest quality, but hard
hard
as oudboard, hard
hard
r. hard, polished
rather hard, polished
rather hard and good
very hard, as parchment
hard, polished
rather hard
hard, some sheets European p.
rather hard
as cardboard, layers soft
rather hard
very hard, as parchment p.
hard
very hard, as parchment p.
hard

dense, clouded
bundles in dense p.
mainly long-lb.
short-fb., d e w
clouded
r. long-fb.
r. short-fb.
r. short-fb., dense
bundles in dense p.
bundles in dense p.
bundles in dense p.
bundles in dense p.
dense paper
dense paper
dense paper
very short-fb.
long-fb. etc.
very short-fb.
r. long-fb.
medium-fb.
short-fb., dense

wrying
r. long-fb.
short-medium-fb.

varying
rather long-fb.
dense paper

Survey of the Development of Books in Sanskrit, Newari, Nepali etc.
Mod
A.D.

Fonnnt (mm)
mean vduos

I

I

I

palm leaf

im~raplation

I

I
n o inorg. impregn.

until A.D. 1550 by far
the most mss. are on palm
leaf

pothi

pothi

(same length)
broader

paper, Thymelaeaceae

340 x 50

palm leaf

broader

no inorg. imprem.

I
I

paper, Thymelaeaceae

broader

I

I

Colour orllad

Material of laws

I

paper, hemp (or ramie)

fabric

not sized w. starch
n o inorg. impregn.

--

-

fabric

I

grass straw

palm leaf
paper, Thymelaeaceae

broader

not sized w. starch

I

blue-black colour

I

no inorg. impregn.

fabric

-

sized with starch
blueblack colour

(220 x 75)

concertina

orpiment

only few on palm leaf

no inorg. impregn.

paper, Thymelaeaceae;
after about A.D. 1600
all mss. are on paper

pothi

I

Aquilario agallocha bark

I

(few)

I

pothi

paper, Thymelaexeae

fabric

I

--

mostly w. orpiment
blue-black colour

I

fabric

I

mostly w. orpimmt

paper, Thymelaeaceae
(some mounted on fine
woven cotton cloth)

fabric

grass straw

nearly all with
orpirnent or
blueblack colour

Indian paper, hand-made

grass straw

none or orpiment

paper, Thymelaeaceae

fabric

mostly w. orpiment
some blue-black

concertina

pothi

1800-1900

I

concertina

I

stitched

mostly
stitched
or
paper bound

I
I

280x110

190 x 80
short, high

many
different

I

Indian paper, hand-made

I

European paper,
hand-made or
machine-made

I

none or o r p h e n t
none or orpiment
or synthetic w l o m

metal wire

paper, Thymelaeaceae
straw, wood pulp,
waste paper etc.
Indian and Western
machine-made paper

grass straw

fabric
various
metal wire

I

metal wire

I

2. Books in Tibetan
TYP md vrllinl

Famu

FoUo

Una

Mould

mm

Korhmandu Valley:

various
Prajtiiiphmits
7
dPal rdo-rje sdermo fes bya-bas
gzd3
rituals
rituals
purification cerim.
purification cerim.
Vajricchedoha
J.T.
12a
12b
12c
12e
13
15
16
17
18
19
20
21

block-printed
m.,old, modest
ms.. modest

Lm

I. tna

d l , dcmc m w
r. hud, long&.
r. hard. long-fb.

rns., old, bad
ms.. modest
ms., modest
ms..modcat
ms.. modest
block-printed

tan
I. un
r. tan
tan
tan
I. tan

r. d t , long-fb.
r, bard, long&.
long bundlcr, dcav
dl,long-lb.
r. hard, l m - f b .
mf1, long-fb.

tan

dt.
medium-fb.

tao

soft, medium-fb.
rather long-fb.
lather long-fb.
lofh r. long-fb.
long-fb.
long-lb.
ralha long-fb.
varioltl quawed
medium-fb.
long-fb.
short-fb.

1. tan

Norrh Nepal:
yoga, wl, drawings ms., old, good
yoga, col. drawings ms., old, good
yoga, col. drawings ms.. new, r.good
yoga, drawing^
ms.. new, r.good
rituals, drawings ms., new, r.good
rituals, stitched
ms.,old, modest
divination, stitched ms., old. modest
divination, stitched ms., old, modest
rituals, stitched
ms., old, modest
cremation cerem. ms., quite good
rituals
block-printed
rituals
ms., good

white
white
tan
tan

tan
tan
tan
1. tan
tm
white

3. Letters, Wood-Cuts, Cards, Rolls etc.
Type and teat

Collded

J.T.

letter, r. new
letter, from Taplejung, new
letter from Tibet, r. new
envelope, new
bill, new
woodcut, mandala, new
woodcut, d h h N , rather new
woodcut, rLud-rta, new
woodcut, rLufi-rta, new
woodcut, rLud-rta. new
woodcut, rLd-rta, new
roll from praying wheel, new
ceremonial card, rather old
ceremonial card, rather old
horoscope roll, yellow
horoscope roll, yellow
postage stamp
r

= rather

I = light

-fb

= fibred

Junbesi
Junbesi
Kathmandu
Kathmandu
Kathmandu
Dopu Bazar
Talckiddo
TakSiddo
Poijndala
Namche Bazar
West Nepal
Kathmandu
Kathmandu
Kathmandu
Kathmandu
Kathmandu
Kathmandu

185 x 100
460x160
265 x 135
135 x 93
158 x 114
320 x 290
510 x 80
660 x 500
150 x 140
640 x 510
160 x 160
10000 x 41
105 x 96
88 x 78
1 7 4 0 153
~
636 x 160
24 x 21

white

soft, long-fb.

tan

vay soft, long-lb.

rn

very soft, short-fb.
long-fb.
rather long-lb.
long-fb.
eoft, long-fb.
soft, long-fb.
soh, long-fb.
soft. long-lb.
clouded. r. long-fb.
medium-fb.
medium-fb.
medium-fb.
r. long-fb.
medium-fb.
medium-fb.

tan
Ian

1. tan
dtan

I. tan
m y

1. tan
white
white
tm
tan
tan
tan
tan

NEPAL, FROM

SlZE & L I N E S ON PAGES

C. BENDALL, CATALOGUE OF BUDDHIST SANSKRIT MSS., CAMBRIDGE

KH
MSS. I

I

NUMBER OF LINES ON THE PAGE

O F MSS.
1800-1900 A.D.

?

TIBET,

FROM

L . POUSSIN,

I

-10001 PAPER
INDIA, FROM J EGGELING.

CATALOGUE

OF THE

1 74 1146

951451171 8 1 3

CATALOGUE

OF

THE

TIBETAN

SANSKRIT

MSS.

MSS.

FROM

I4

OF
NEPALESE
POTHI -MSS.
SCALE 1:10
SlZE

TUN H U A N G , I N D I A O F F I C E LIBRARY.
I

I

16

PALMLEAF MSS. - 1200

FROM I N D I A OFFICE L I B R A R Y

width

cm

SlZE

(for explanation

- 10

diagram see

of

INDIAN

p. 136)

PAPER- MSS.

CONCERTINA- MSS.

MIN.

PAPER

MODERN 118. MSS.
SOLU - 1 9 0 0

SlZE

-5

1

SlZE

PALMLEAF-MSS.

I

1400-1600 A.D.

I

-1700 A.D.

A.D.

-

PALMLEAF -1600 A.D.

A

MIN.

OF

NEPALESE
POTHI-MS.
SCALE 1:2

1200-1400 A.D.

I

-1200 A.D.

Microscopical Analyses

Thymelaeaceae Bast Fibres in Zinc Chloride Iodine and Cupric Oxide Ammonium
Daphne
kvolucrata

Edgeworthia
gardneri

Vertical distribution
(m.)
in Nepal

1500-2400

1200-1800

Daphne bholua &
Daphne popyracea

Daphne
retusa

1800-3600
1600-3000

3alo4000

Daphne
tangutica

(West China
-3000)

1 %-5 (7 fh)

2-6 %

2-7 4/9

3-5 %

2 %-5 f/,

4 2 0 (25)

3-20

6-20

6-20 (25)

6-20

very varying
mostly distinct,
soft

thick,
often indistinct,
only little soft

rather thin (3p)
mostly distinct,
very soft

thin (2%p),
distinct,
very soft

thin (1 %a),
distinct,
very soft

Colour

yellow to greenish

slightly yellow

slightly yellow

slightly yellow

after pressure

black-violet

pale yellow to
greenish
black-violet

grey-violet

light grey-violet

light grey-violet

Dislocations
(displacement lines)

many, fine
or broad

many, mostly
broad

many, sharply
delineated

fime

fine

Fibre ends

rounded, but
often pointed

oblong clavate,
often pointed

irregular.
often clavate

clavate, fine forms.
irregular

fine forms

7-50
18 (15-21)

9-50
19 (16%-23)

4-1 6
9 (8-10)

3-14
7

3-14
6%

b (def. p. 239)
bn

4-20
9 ]/2 (7 1/2-10)

3-14
7 4/2 (6 %-8)

6-1 6
10

5-1 6
9

5-15
7 Y2

omlbm

1.9 (1.5-2.1)

2.5 (2.1-2.8)

0.9 (0.8-1 .O)

0.8

0.8

Cuoxam-reaction

fairly quick and
big. walls
indistinct

rather slow
and smaU
swelling

quick,
many balls,
walls indistinct

violent.
walls battered,
helical lines

quick,
walls battered

0.5-1.5
1&30
3-10

0.4-2.5
15-50
see p. 192

1.CL2.0
15-25
25

0.7-1.5
c. 20
26

(mm.)

Fibre length
Fibre breadth

(p)

Cell wall

-

-

a (def. p. 239)
am

Sclereids
length
breadth
wall thickn.

(p)

(mm.) 0.7-1.6
(p)

10-20
2-6

Daphne
giraldii

(West China
looO?-3ooO)

Daphne
sericea

(East
Mediterranean)

Wikstroemia
crmescens

Daphne
mezereum

(South and
Central Europe)

(Eurasia)

1 ~ 3 0 0 0

Yo

25WHY)

(NB.librea
from roots)

1~ o - 4

1Y

5-15 (20)

4-15

6-1 5 (20)

thin (1 %p), distinct,
extremely soft

2-4

Wikstraemh
clurm~jasm

d%

2 4

% 4

Yo-3 %

6-15 (20)

+2n

4-20

rather thin (3p).
thin ( 2 % ~ ) distinct,
.
very soft
rather distinct
and soft

thin (Zp), distinct,
rather soft

varying. mostly
thick and indistinct. Pits.

very thin (1 %p),
irregular.
extremely soft

slightly yellow

slightly yellow
grey-violet

slightly yellow
to greenish
light grey-violet

pak yellowm n
black-violet

slightly yellow

light grey-violet

slightly yellow
to greenish
light grey-violet

fine

fine

fine

fine

rather few,
broad, indistinct

none,
helical lines

fine forms

very l i e forms,
often pointed

fine forms,
mostly rounded

lightly clavate,
some pointed

f i e forms.
often pointed

mostly rounded.
some pointed

3-10
5%

2-1 1
5%

2-1 0
5%

3-10

4-17

7

8

1-6
2

4-12
7%

3-12
7

3-1 3
7 f/z

5-14
8

5-1 5
8

2-9
6

0.7

0.8

0.7

0.9

.
1O

0.3

violent.
waUs battered
and indistinct

violent,
walls battered,
helical Lines

quick,
walls battered.
h e l i d lines

quick,
walls battered,
fibres twisted

rather slow

violent,
helical line,
..
many inbxhmmgs

1.0-1.5
15-30
25

1.0-1.5
c. 15
23

0.5-3.0
10-20
26

0.2-2.0
10-20
23

2.0-3.0
10-15
thick walls

C. 2.0
c. 20

-

grey-violet

thick walls

Preliminary Key for the Identification of Bast Fibres of Himalayan Thymelaeaceae
1. a,

> 14 p :
< 2.1, cuoxam-swelling rather fast and big:

2. a,/bn

2. am/bm> 2.1, cuoxam-swelling rather slow and small, characteristic starch particles:

Edgeworthia gardneri
Daphne involucrata

1. a- < 14 p:

3. 8 < am < 10 /I:
4. Mainly thin and thin-walled sclereids:
4. Mainly thick and thick-walled sclereids:

(Daphne sureil)
Daphne papyracea
Daphne bholua

5. Fibre length all > 1 mm:
6. (Fibre walls)m > 2 p, amoz

> 12 p,

at cuoxam-swelling: wall distinct:

7. Fibres up to 25 p broad, fibre ends mostly rounded:

Daphne retwa

7. Fibres less than 20 p broad, fibre ends mostly pointed:

Daphne tangutica

6. (Fibre walls)m < 2 p, amas < 12 p, at cuoxam-swelling: wall indistinct:

Daphne giraldii

5. Fibre length some < 1 mm :
8. am > 6 p
8, a m < 4 p

Abbreviations:

a

= definition see

p. 239.

amoz= maximum value of a
am = mean value of a
fibre = bast fibre

Wikstroemia canescens
Wikstroemia chamaejasme

am
I'

MEASUREMENTS OF FIBERENDS
(fibres from mss. & other papers)

10.
17 .
16

---

14 .
f3 12 .
IS

. --T----. -I ...

...

high level

+---I
I
I
I
I

- - - - - - - . - -

9

1'
'
I
I - * low level
1 . =. type

8

7

-

A.D.

1100

.

1200

1300

1400

1500

1600

1700

1000

1900

1....

high level
type

# I

.............
........
...
..,"I

.X*"",X"

..X.L.LY.D

.....X
. . . .I . .. . . . s

x*Uxn-X

. m-.X*nm*XLa...L.........

.Y,LILn,xX

"I"..

MY....'.

..

x

dated mss.
other papers

Definition of the thickness of the fibre wall a and the fibre end b. The diagram
below demonstrates that a, (mean value of 25-50 measurements) is very different
for high-level and low-level species of Thymelaeaceae for all the measured samples
of raw paper and manuscripts paper. From the diagram above it is seen that paper
from manuscripts before A. D. 1730 is made only of the high-level species.

1. Microscopical Analyses of Paper from Manuscripts in Sanskrit, Newari, Nepali etc.
Conditlon of fibm

Character 01 fibm
CItalogue
no.

Dated

Lpycrs

AD.

size (len#~h & breadlh)

shape and colow

Asutosh

1105

4

-Bir Lib.
D. 161

1182

4?

--Bir Lib.
11. 51

1220

2

IongCh '
Inner A d
outer layer

'yps

r. short

Sureh.

Sclereidr :
length,
breadth
and wall
thlcknas

Panicla:

lnnar aod
outer lam

y:gz

zit:;

many

quick &
violent,
no balls

0.5-1.6 mm,
2 5 4 0 p, thick-w.

)

mostly 3 4 , -6 mm, to 20p,
claret, ends rounded or clavate
forks to 0.7 mm

T.h.
8/10

very thin, brown-claret ends
clavate and irregular with
small forks

T.h.
7%/9

r. short,
cutfibre
bundles

few

dissolves
quickly,
balls

c. 1 mm, -40 p,
thick-w.

-6.5 mm, mostly 40p,-65p,
red-brown, some green or
violet; broad, almost invisible
lumen; longitudinal lines
distinct; ends oblong clavate
round or blunt

hemp
or
ramie

r. short
very few
with fibre
ends

very
few

waved
contour

few 1-2 mm,
- 10 p, pointed,
massive

almost identical with those of
Bir Lib. ll 51

hemp
or
ramie

short,
fibrils

few

waved
con tour

as above

T.h.
9/10

long

some

small
balls

0.8-1.5 mm,-40p,
thick-w.

short

many

short

0
0
-

--

13.
cent.

2

--n. 117

IS.
cent.

4

- 8 mm, pale yellow,
dislocations violet

15.16.
cent.

2

Bir Lib.
A. 1671

1505

n. 152

1511

hemp
or
ramie

very
short,
fibrils

2 or
more

(somewhat swollen)

T.h.
9/10

medium,
cut bundles

4

(2 outer layers are coloured
black)

T.h.
911 1

r. long

---

1518

3

--n. 52a

16.17.
cent.

various

small
balls

0.5-2.2 mm. -65p.
thick-w.

16.17.
cent.

3

1631

3

(in 2 outer layers black
particles)

some

small
balls

0.4-1.0 mm, -3Op,
thick-w.

Abbreviations:

240

2

3

2

0

1

some

medium

many

T.h.
8'/2/10

r. short

T.h.
9/10

3

2

-1

0

-2

?

I

I

3

0

0

0

-small balls,
dissolves
quickly

1.0-1.5 mm, - 4 0 ~ .
thick-w.

some

small balls.
diss. q.

one 0.7 rnm, 40p.
thick-w.

r. short

many

small
balls

-1.2 mrn, to 40p,
thick-w.

--

-

-

T.h.
9%/ll

medium

few

small
balls

0.3-1.5 mm,
2 W p , thick-w.

-1
1
-7
0
--

T.h.
9111

medium

few

-

small balls,
dissolves

1.41.7 m n ~ ,
40-Sop, thick-w.

-

-

T.h. = Thymelaeaceae "high level" species (like Daphne bholrta)
T.I.
= Thymelaeaceae "low level" species (Like E4ge1vorrhia gardneri)
r
am/bm= definition of a, and bm see p. 239.
thick-w.

up to or not measured
rather
= thick-walled

=
=

--

--

--n.84a

1

--

--

--n. 26

1

--

many

medium

T.h.
8/10

1535 2 or
(1400?) more

1

0

little admixture of
other fibres

r.many

--Bir Lib.
A. 247

1

0

many
forms

r. short

--Bir Lib.
A. 1593

0

--

Indian ms. Fibres very like
Bir Lib. I1 51 & n. 176 f.

---

0

--

--n. 85

0

--

--n.1761

h

-2

2

-

-

0

0
1
2
3

1
-

none
few
rather many
= many
=
=
=

Ch.naa 01 6 b m

catalowe
no.

N. 29

Dared

A.D.

1675

bycn

Condition d fib-

W h

size (Icnsb & breadth)
shape m d d o u r

4

1

1
-

T.h.
911 1

paper covering miniature
a) light yellow-violet &
b) yellow-green, thick-w.

--n. 133

1680

2

r. long

T.h.
911 1
T.1.
17/11
T.h.
911 1

1685

3

T.h.
9 Yd
10%

--n. 176g

17.
cent.

4-5

--n. 172

17.18.
cent.

2

17.18.
cent.

3

1704

4

-7 mm. -25p. thick-w.,
yellow-green, bifurcations -0.8
mm, ends big clavate, often
pointed, a = 9-30p, b = 5-23p

-

small

-

some

-

0.7-3.0 mm,
20-40p, thick-w.

some

small

balls
-

-

medium

many

medium

few

small
balls

-1.2 mm, -Ssp
thick-w.

O.lmm,-4oc(
thick-w.

1714

T.h.
9/10

T.h.
9 %I1 1

3

-n. 84

1736

3

--n. 70

1737

T.1.
-7 mm, -2Sp. yellow-green.
lumen small, indist.. ends often 16/10
pointed, a = 6-35p, b = 1&22p

2 or
more

as above n. 84

2

as above n. 70

--n. 128

1743

--n.183

1744

2

--n. 87

1745

2

3

0

0

-a,

2

2

2

1

--

-

-2

1

2

1

?

?

many

small
balls

0.7-1.3 mm, -SO#,
thick-w.

few

small
balls

0.6-1.7 mm, - 4 5 ~ 0
1
-thick-w.

--3

2

-T.h.
r. long
8%b%

--n.27

3

-0.8 mm,
walls -10p.
outer layer
black particles

-

-

r. long

small balls.
many.
swollen dissolves
quickly

--

--n. 184

-

big balls
which
dissolve
r. quickly

--J.T. 26

-

--

-medium

T.I.
very long
16 k/l 1

T.h.
911 1

-

o u l s lam

f i ~ bi#

balls

--n. 100

Inaa .ad

brudlh
mnd wall

-after
1700

SLUchpMkI0:

Sclmddm:

as n. 70 (A.D. 1737)

r. short

1
--

many

small

balls

--1.7 mm, -4011,
thick-w.

big balls,
dissolves
quickly

-1.2 mrn, -Sop,
thick-w.

few

rather
small balls

-0.8 mm. -35p.
walls 5-lop

-

few
very long
in aU layers

T.1.
long
17/11 %

0.7-2.3 mm. - 4 5 ~ 3
thick-w.

3

1

-0

0

--

T.1.
17/12

r. short

many

big balls

T.h.
9/11

r. short,

many

small
balls

0.7 mm,20p.
thick-w.

T.1.
19/13

r. short,
swollen

many

big balls

-0.8 mm. -30p,
walls c. 10p

3

2

-2

3

-swollen

3

2

-3

2

1. Microscopical Analyses of Paper from Manuscripts in Sanskrit, Newari, Nepali etc.
Condition of Abra

Charlaor of fibm
W o w e
no.

Dated
A.D.

hyen

size (Ienglh & breadth)
shape and wlour

n. 176 1

18.

T.h.

3

9/10

cent.

1753

2

--n. 157

1753

-7 mm, thick-w., yellowgreen, long forks

6

outer

r. long

1 1
flattened
t
o

few

-

-

T.1.
16111

long

few

T.h.

r.long

--n.162

,

typo

am/b.

cuoxarn-

r-tion

small
balls

big balls

SU!T.I-

Sderclds :
length.
bwdth
and wall
thicLnua

ParUclo:

Innu and

outor layu
fine

9/10

small
balls

-0.9 mm, -30p,

1753

2

--N. 34

1764

2

--n. 82

1768

-6.5 rnm, -30 p, long bifur-

T.h.

cations

9111

varying

many

small balls, -1.3 mm, -45p,
dissolve fast thick-w.

mostly 3 4 mm, - 3 5 ~many
disloc., ends often pointed

T.1.
15/11

r. short

few

big balls,
diss. fast

T.h.

4

-

-

9111

--n. 151

1768

T.h.

4

--n. 6

1799

3 4

(2 kinds of sclereids)

medium

many

-

-

small
balls

small
balls

--n. 35

1803

3

0.7-1.5 mm, -4Op,

thick-w.

T.1.

-

-

long

few

r. short

some

small
balls

pieces of the
thick-w. sclereids

some

small
balls, like
pearls

big vascular cells
with many holes,
few parenchyma.
Outer layer
coloured black

T.h.

-

-

-

-

-3

a) -2 nun, -30p,
thick-w.
b) c. 1 mm, 30p,
wall 5p

2

--3

1

3

3

-pp. 1 4 1: a) 0.5-3.0 most
0.8-1.5 mm, &12p, yellowbrown or green, round,
pointed, h e , distinct lumen,
pits. b) 0.5-2.0 (7) mm,
12-30p, flat, violet, fine disloc.
less pointed, wall 2-5p

bamboo

v, short

pp. 42 and on: T.1.. very
high altitude species

T.1.
7%/10

r. short

many

small balls, 0.6-1.2 mm, - 4 0 ~ . 3
dissolve fast thick-w.

2

-

-

small
balls

-

-

r. long

few

2

2

2

2

--

--

--

-T.h.
9/10

Abbreviations:

2

-3
1
--

thick-w.

few
big balls

3

--

-1.Omm,-4p

cent.

4

1

thick-w.

medium

9111

4

1

--

-1.3 mm, -4p,

--1802

2

--

2

18.

N.GI. 1

2

2

9 %/
10%

--late

-

1
2
--

18/12

n. 174

-

I

--n. 42a

2

--

thick-w.

-

0

--

-1.2mm,-35p,

-

blp

--

-0.8 mm, -4p,

thick-w.

walls c. lop
few

I

T.h. = Thymelaeaceae "high level" species (Like Daphne bholua)
T.I.
= Thymelaeaceae "low level" species (like Edgeworrhia gardneri)
r
thick-w.
am/bm= definition of a m and bm see p. 239.

-

c. 1 nun, -3Op

up to or not measured
rather
= thick-walled
=

--

-

0
none
1 = few
2 = rather many
3 = many

ChuMu of f i b
nke (Icnlth & breadth)
shape md WIOW

va.

-6 mm. -30p, thick-w.

I

amlbm

T.1.

;

la%/
11%

2

Condition d Bbra

-7 mm, -30p, thick-w.
(2 kinds of sclereids)

T.I.
17/12

long

mixed fibres: a) mostly T.h.
9/10. b) yellow-green, big fibre
ends, T.I. 17/12
(2 kinds of sclereids)

mixture
12/10

r. short

-7 mm. -30p, thick-W.

T.I.
19/13

long

1829

2

-7 mm. -30p, thick-w.

T.I.
16%l
I IK

r. long

1832

3

-7 mm (much beaten fibres)

T.h.
9 %I
11%

r. short

1834

3

fine and small fibre-ends

~.h.
819

I 1
sonu

big balls

few

big balls

a) -3 mm. -45p.
thick-w.
b) c. 1 rum. 25p,
walb 5-10p

big and
small balls

a) 0.5 rnm. -5Op.
thick-w.
b) - I .5p, -mp,
walls 5-lop

big bab

0.8-1.5 mm. - 3 0 ~
walls 7p

few

1 big
c. I mm, -5Sp
thick-w.

-

I

r. short

(very much beaten fibres.
many cut bundles)
short

1
1

few

sballs

I

c. 1 mm,
thick-w.

-*.

small balls. c. 1 nun, -4Op,
dissolvc fast thick-w.
many

I

-

I

-

1 c. 1 mm, -3Op

r. long
balls
-7 mm, -30p, thick-w.,
pointed long forks, big ends

' thick-W.

big balls,
0.7-1.8 mm, - 3 0 ~
dissolve fast walls 8p
long

fine, thin fibres
varying
n. 84 i

1841

2

-7 rnm, -30p. thick-w..
pointed long forks, big ends

T.1.
16111%

1 some

I. short

small
balls

0.5-1.7 mm. - 4 5 ~
thick-w.

big balls

a) -1.3 mm, -30p,
thick-w.
b) C. 1 mm. -30p.
walls 5-lop

small
balls

0.7-2.0 mm.
2560p, thick-w.

-

some leaves exclusively T.h.

other leaves a mixture:
T.h. 9/10 and T.1. 19/13
(-7.5 mm, -30p, thick-w.)

few

s d and
big balls

Condition 01 fibre.!

Character 01 fibres
Caldoaue
no.

Dnld
A.D.

byerr

size (length & breadth)
shnpn and colour

n. 165

1848

2

1850

1870

1876

3

cuoxam-

reaction

small
balls

-1.4 mm, -4Op,
thick-w.

T.h.
8 %/
11%

medium

some

small
balls

-1.2 mm, -35p,
thick-w.

thin, very fine fibre ends

T.h.
7/10

short

rather
a few

small
balls

-1.3 mm, -45p,
thick-w.

very thick-w.

T.1.
19%/
12%

long

some

big balls

-

-

a) 0.9 mm, -45p,
thick-w.
b) -0.8 nun, 25p,
waUs 5p

T.h.
8/10

short
bundles

many

rather
big balls

none found

(very beaten and swollen o and b big)

T.h.
10112

short
bundles

many

small
balls

-0.8 mm, - Mp,

(very beaten and swollen a and b big)

T.h.
9%/12

short

very
many

small balls, 1.0-1.6 rnm.
dissolve fast -45 p, thick-w.

T.h.
9 %/I 1

varying

some

small balls

--n. 84e

flaltencd
sections

many

2

7

1 1

short

--n. 88

Inner
lenglh:
and
outer layer

T.h.
8%/11

fine. thin (much beaten)

--n. 84h

type
am,bm

--n.

9e

1890

2

--n. 171

1894

2

--n. 176c

1897

2

--11.103

1926

2

Sclueidp :
longth.
breadth
and wall
thickness

StarchParticla :
h e r and
outer lay=
h e

3

1

bb

2

-2

0

-2

1

-3
1
--

-

-2

2

-thick-w.

-1.3 mm, -55 p,
thick-w.

2

3

-3

3

-3

3

2. Microscopical Analyses of Paper from Books in Tibetan
a) Found in the Kathmandu Valley
Chuuler of fibre8

cdtsloou~ Isycra
no.

aim (length and bmdth),
shape lad wlour

I

amlbm

length:
Inner arid
OUlsr Layor

ScWL:
lenpb, b r d t b
and wdl ~hickllaa

zEt

I n m and
own Inyw

q-ir

2

-6.5 mm

T.h. 9 %/lo%

medium

few

0.5-1.3 mm, -60 p, thick-w.

1

I

4

a) -35 p, yellow-green. long
forks, particles in lumen
b) some few T.h. fibres

T.l.lS/ll%

long-fb.

few

0.5-1.6mm,-30p.
walls c. 5 p

0

0

another leaf: Not quite
typical T.h. fibres
(many, small, edged starch pmicles)

T.h. 9 1/2/11'/2

medium

rather
many

- 1.O mm, -50 p.

n. 44a
n. 45

Stuchpmldm:

Condition of Rbrs

-4

and T.h.

-0
(3)
<lop

thick-w., many

--

p
-

n.46

4

T.h. 10112

-n. 47

long

few

-

-

0

0

-

-

0

0

--

--

6

T.h. 9/11

long

-7.5 mm, -30 p, yellow-green,
thick-w. Many ends big, quite
a few pointed

-n. 137b 3

T.1.16Hlll

T.h. 8/10

few

-

-

long

few

-

-

medium

few

-

-

-n. 137a

-l.Omm,-40p,
thick-w.

-2.5 mm, -45 p,
thick-s. many

--

a) -0.5 mm, -30 6
thick-w. b) -1.0 mm.
-40 p, walls 10 p

--

-0.6 mm. -30 p,
thick-w.

--

1

2

-0

0

-

-

3

2

3

2

--

-n. 138a

2

-8.5 mm, -30 p, as n. 137a

T I . 19/114/2

long

r.many

n. 138b

3

a) the main part as n. 137a
b) c. 30% T.h. fibres

Mixt: 16/12:
T.1. 19/11 $$
+T.h. 9fh/ll

long

r.many

-

-

a) 1-2 mm, -50 p.
walls 5-10 p, b) - 1 mm,
-40 p, thick-w.

T.h. 9/10

long

few

-0.6 mm, -45 p, thick-w.

0

0

T.h. 10/11

r. short

many

0.41.0 mm, -60 p, thick-w. 0

0

12b 2

T.h. 9/10

medium

some

-1.3 mm. -40 p, thick-w.

0

0

12c

T.h. 9/10

r. long

some

0

2

-

-

-

-

long

some

1

0

-

-

T.h. 9 % / l l H

r. long

r. many -0.8 mm. -45 6 thick-w.

1

2

mixture: a) -6.5 mm. -30 p, yellow
- green, ends big, many pointed
b) violet as Daphne bholua

14/11 =
T.I. 181114/2
+T.h.10/11

long

few

0

0

long

r.many

a) -0.8 mm, -30 p,
walls 6 p. b) -1.5
mm, -60 p, thick-w.

0

0

-1.3 mm, -40 p, thick-w.

--

n.15

2

--

---

b) Found in North Nepal

J.T.12a 2

(very much beaten fibres)

--

-4

-12e

T.h. 95/2/11

2

13

2

15

3

--

-16

2

(much beaten)

T.h. 91/2/11%

r. long

many

17

2

(much beaten)

T.h. 911 1

medium

many

-Abbreviations:

T.h. = Thymelaeaceae "high level" species (like Daphne bholua)
= Thymelaeaceae "low level" species (like E&eworrhia gordneri)
r
T.I.
thick-w.
am/bm= definition of a m and bm see p. 239.

---

---1.5mm.-Sop,
thick-w.

=
=
=

up to or not measured
rather
thick-walled

---

---2

2

2

2

0 = none
1 = few
2 = rather many
3 = many

airc (Ionah and bmdlh).
&ape and wlour

J.T. 18

Dullclm:
IJmwMd

S c M L :

I

am1b.m
lYC

T.h. 94/,/11

3

SUrCh.

Condition of fibras

CharMer of fibrea

"'F
L-o

length, breadth
md waU thickneu

length:
lnncrmd
outhcr layer

-

-

-1.4mm.

outs

T-

-45p,

thick-w.

--

very short

r.many

-

19

2

(very beaten)

T.h. 9111

varying

many

- 1.0 mm, -45

20

1-2

(very beaten)

T.h. 9/10

r. long

many

-0.6 mm, -50 p, thick-w.

21

3

Wiksfroemia chamaejasme

W.C. 419

r. short

many

-

-

---

p, thick-w.

-1

3

--

3. Microscopical Analyses of Paper from Letters, Woodcuts, Cards etc.
J.T.

5a

2

5b

1

T.h. 9 %/lo%

r. long

some

-8 mrn, -30 p, yellow-green,
thick-w., broad dislocations;
ends big or pointed

T.I. 15/12

r. long

some

a) mainly Wiksfroernia chamaejasme
b) some thick-w., yellow-green
c) few other. Probably wastepaper

W.C. 419
T.I. 16111
7

r. short

--

1

--

+

some

+

2

T.h. 9110%

long

some

45b

1

T.h. 8%/10

medium

few

2

2

T.h. 9/10

long

many

8

1

-8.0 mm, -30 p, yellow-green,
very thick-w., ends big or pointed,
bifurcations up to 2 mm

T.1.19/11

verylong

few

-7.0 mm, -25 p, otherwise as J.T.8

T.I. 15/12

very long

few

T.h. 919

long

some

--

--7

1

9

1

--

-10

1

-8.0 mm, -25 p, otherwise as J.T.8

-35 p,

- 1.3 mm,

-0.9 mm. -60p. thick-w.

2
1
4

(very beaten)

-1.4mm,-30p,

(very beaten)

4

-30 p, yellow-green, very thick-w.,

2

44

3

(very beaten)

1

1

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

--

-1.5 mm, -30 p, walls 6 p

T.h. 95/2/10%

r. long

many

-1.8 mm, -40 p, thick-w.

T.h. 9/10

r. long

some

-1.4 mm, -50 p, thick-w.

--

T.h. 10/12

r. short

many

-1.0 mm, -40p,

2
0
---

T.h. 8%/10%

T.I. 16/12

0

0

0

0

--

r. short

many

-

-

--

r. long

few

-

-

--

many

r, short

many

-

-

long

few

T.h.9%/105:

0

-

T.h. 91/2/10'/2 r. short
T.h. 8/104/,

0

--

-

-49

0

few

-42

1

very long

-0.6 mm, -35 p.
thick-w.

-0

3

ends big, many pointed

--

1

--

T.I. 16/11%

-48c

--

--

-5

0

--0.7 mrn, -30 p, thick-w.

walls 10 p

48b

0

walls 6p

-48a

0

--

-52

0

--

-23

0

--70 p,

thick-w.
W. cham. parenchyma

45a

--

-1.5.

0

--

walls c. 8 p

-46

-1.0 mm. -60 p, thick-w.

0

1

-0

-0.9 mm, -45 p, thick-w.

0

-2

1

--2

2

0

0

Measurements of Content of Elements in Bast and new Paper
I . Determined by Spectroscopical Analysis, Institute of Minerulogy, Copenhagen
Mn

paper (and &I) from:
fldilu)

b a t . Tumbu, East No. 3
Tumbu, East No. 3 (13)
Tumbu, East NO. 3 (3)
Helambu, East No. 1 (25)
Lamjung, West No. 3 (22)
Baglung, West Nepal (19)
Dahousie, NW-India (46)
Bhutan (23)
Bhutan (44)
PP 1 1, Tsang, Tibet
PP 70,Tsang, Tibet
Kanjur I1 4,Tsmg, Tibet
Shekar Dwng. Tibet (II)
Nyemo, Tibet
Chiengmai, Thailand
Shan, Burma

-

trace
0.10
0.13
0.06
0.10
0.12
0.16
- 0.20
10.0 0.1 1
- 0.19
0.08

4.4
4.0
1.8
4.0
-

1.5

0.04

trace

-

trace
0.008
0.006
0.011

0.007

-

6.0 0.23
0.11 0.007
9.0 0.25 - 0.11 0.008

The quantities of elements are indicated in per cent of ash, and the contents of ash in per cent of papa. Highat and smallest valuea are
italicised. The numbers in brackets stands for Yunples investigated previously. see schedule pp. 226227.
- = not measured

2. Determined by Neutron Activation Analysis, Research Establishment Rise

I

- - --

I

Paper and bast (locality)

Tumbu, East No. 3
paper, Tumbu, East No. 3
(3)
paper, Helambu. East No. 1 (25)

K(%I

0.7
1 .O
0.8

bast,

I

Na(%l

Mn ( 9 . 9 . ~ ~ )

0.1
0.3
0.4

100 [trace]
200 [I171
180 (1141

Cu @.p.m.)

6 PI
13 [Dl
30 [El

The quantities of elements are indicated in per cent or p.p.m. (1 p.p.m. = 1/10')of the paper. The values found through the spcclroscopical analysis are written in square brackets, but converted to p.p.m. m e two samplea from the same locality, inveetigated by both mb
thods, have not been taken from the same sheet of paper.)

Papu and bast (localily)

bosr. Tumbu, East No. 3

paper, Tumbu, East No. 3
(3)
paper, Helambu. East No. 1 (25)

I

I

25.7+0.5
100
174*2

a

87k6
100
102*7

I

k

I

71*3
100
187*3

c

r

I

<32
100
226k15

f

i

68*2
100
98k2

I

22.7~t1.9
100
97.1+0.7

72&3
100
11063

The quantities of elements are indicated in per cent relative to the content of the sample: paper, Tumbu, East No. 3 (3,also measured
by the spectroswpical analysis.

Measurements of Content of Elements in Palm Leaf Mss. and Paper Mss.
Determined by X-ray Fluorescence, Institute of Mineralogy, Copenhagen
Material and

no.

quaalily (cmm)

I

etzu

I O I M n ~ F e I N i I C u I i n ) * I ~ ~ l

Coated

with

-

n. 173

palm leaf, 1.5

K, Ti, Cr

n. 173
n. 168
n. 109
n. 72
n. 90
n. 123
Asutosh
Bir D 161

palm leaf, 1.3
palm leaf, 1.4
palm leaf, 0.7
palm leaf. 1.5
palm leaf, 0.7
agallocha bark 3.0
paper, I layer 0.3
paper, 1 Layer 0.7
paper, 2 layers 1.7
paper, 1 layer 1.0
paper, 2 layers 0.3
paper. 1 layer 0.5
paper, 1 layer 1.0
paper, 1 layer 2.0
paper. 1 layer 5.0
paper. 2 layers 1.5
paper, 1 layer 0.8
paper, 1 layer 0.3
paper, 1 layer 8.0
paper. 1 layer 10.0

K,Ti,Cr
K, Ti. Cr
K,Ti, Cr

B i r U 51
n. 117
Bir A 1671
Bir A 1593
n. 26
n. 84
N. 34
N. GI. 1

J.T. 12b
J.T. 21
orpiment p.
raw paper

-

- -

-

no inorg.
cornp.

K,Ti.Cr

-

orpiment

K, Ti

?

-

?
erg. colour

K,Ti. Sr. Cr
Zr

K, Ti, Cr

K,Ti, Cr

~

- -

blood
orpiment
orpiment?
orpiment ?
orpiment
orpiment
org. colour
calcite
starch paste
orpirnent
none

-

The values are relative and can only be compared element by element taking into consideration the quantities of the samples. For the
sample "raw paper" 1 unit corresponds to 20-40 p.p.rn. (1 p.p.rn. = 1/10" which gives the magnitude of the quantities in the other samples.
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Indledning
Det har varet af afgorende betydrung for enhver
kultur, der har et skriftsprog, at komme i besiddelse af papir. F k s t rned dette materiale har det
vaeret muligt effektivt at formidle kundskaber ti1
de mange, fordi intet andet materiale har vzret
s l billigt og velegnet bide ti1 skrift og tryk. Underslgelser af papirets udbredelse og brug har
derfor stor kulturhistorisk interesse.
Oprindelsen i Kina omkring vor tidsregnings begyndelse og hhdvarkets udbredelse til Japan og
mod vest via kiesisk Turkestan ti1 de arabiske
lande samt Europa har vaeret genstand for en raekke
undersggelser og er delvis klarlagt. Det er mindre
velkendt, at kunsten allerede tidligt diede de nordlige dele af Bagindien samt Tibet og Himalaya,
hvor den endnu u d ~ v e sefter na~rbeslagtedemetoder, som naeppe adskiller sig meget fra de forste
kinesiske. Der foreligger imidlertid kun meget
spredte unders~gelser af papirets fremstilling og
brug i disse utilgaengelige egne.

egne en mkke systematiake under-elser
og sammenholde de opniede resultater med de endnu eksisterende papir- og bogfremstillingsmetoder, er det
muligt ikke blot at klarlagge, hvorfra og hvornk
de forskellige omdder fi papirmagerkunsten, men
ogsl hvordan fremstillingsteknii og bogkunst har
udviklet sig.
Gennemfgrelsen af ovennavnte papirhistoriske undersegelser g@r
det herefter muligt at besternme oprindelsen af
omrldets store antal b g e r , hvis proveniens ofte
ikke fremglr af tekst, skrift eller lignende. Vardien af sidanne unders~gelserberor p i , at netop
manuskripterne indeholder de vigtigste oplysninger
om Tibets og Himalayas fortid, bl. a. fordi a r b *
logiske, etnografiske og sproghge studier af religiose og politiske grunde endnu er sA f l i omrldet. I gvrigt har undersogelserne ikke alene omfattet selve papiret, men ogsl skriftformer, miniaturer, pagineringer, indramning af teksten, format,
farvning, indbinding etc.

Besternmelse of bagers oprindelse.

Formdl rned undersggelserne
Studier of frernstillingsmetoder. Hovedfomilet
med mine rejser i Himalaya har varet at opspore
og studere den ddgamle fremstillingsteknik i detaljer, inden den helt forsvinder som fAge af de volds o m e rendringer, der foreglr i omridet og da
i a r i Tibet.

Af manuskriptfund
og tidlige tibetanske tekster fremglr def at papirfremstilling nlede Tibet i det 7. Arhundrede, og at
den allerede var ret udbredt her et til to hundrede
Ar senere. Hvorledes kunsten har bredt sig i Tibet og herfra ti1 Himalaya, ved man endnu kun
lidt om. Ved imidlertid at underkaste de rige Samlinger af manuskripter og bloktrykte bgger fra disse

Kulturhistoriske oplysninger. Papirkunstens udvikling og papirets mange anvendelser i Tibet og Himalayastaterne kan endelig belyse nye sider af de mange interessante kulturer, som opstod mellem kulturcentrene Indien og Kina, og som i hvert fald for
Tibets vedkommende fik en meget selvskndig udvikling m. h. t. sprog, religion og materiel kultur.

Popirhistoriske unders0gelser.

Det foreliggende arbejde
Efter at Nepal i 1950erne lbnede sine graenser for
Vesten blev det muligt at ggre en vigtig del af
Hirnalayaomridet til genstand for en grundig papirhistorisk forskning. Det er grunden til, at det
foreliggende arbejde har koncentreret sig om Ne-

pal, i 0vrigt p i basis af to korte samt et lrengere
ophold. Under studierne blev det imidlertid klart,
at papirets fremstilling og brug i Nepal kun kunne
forklares tilfredsstillende, n h bide Indiens og Ti-

bets papirhistorie var kendt i store trrek. Der er
derfor refereret til mine unders@gelser af disse emner i den udstmkning, de har forbindelse med Nepal.

KAPITEL I.

Land og befolkning. Papirkunstens udbredelse
Himalaya gennemskrerer Nepal i hele dets lrengde
og inddeler landet i en mkke omrlder af meget
forskellig karakter bide m. h. t. vegetation, folk
og kulturer. Denne struktur har ogsi vreret bestemmende for udbredelsen af papirkunsten og brugen
af papiret.

Hvor og af hvem papiret fremstilles
Papirh5ndvarket er ikke undergivet kastemressige
begrrensninger og er blevet udavet af en rakke etniske grupper, men isrer af tamanger. Tamangpapirmagerne bebor fortrinsvis hajtliggende dele af
mellemlandet op mod Himalayakaden i h0jder fra ca. 1500-2700 meter. Sproget tilhgrer den
tibetobunnanske sproggruppe, og tamangerne har
udpmget mongoloide trrek og er lamaister. De ernrerer sig farst og fremmest ved landbrug, men indsamler, forarbejder og afsatter tillige skovprodukter, herunder papir. Papirproduktionen foregk
navnlig omkring karavanevejene mod Tibet og i
hajder helt op ti1 3600 meter, d. v. s. ofte vzsentlig hajere oppe end deres huse og marker. Tamangpapirmagerne kaldes kakadi tamang, men de
tilh~rerikke i dag nogen bestemt klan eller kaste
inden for gruppen. Hindvarket udaves dog fortrinsvis i familier, som traditionelt har vreret beskreftiget hermed.
De nordligere og endnu hajere boende bhotiaer
og sherpaer har kun undtagelsesvis fremstillet papir, men har som k~bmrendafsat det i Tibet. Bhotiaer har dog produceret papir i Dolpo i Vestnepal,
antagelig ogsi i det fjerneste Ostnepal, hvor tillige
limbu- og raifolkene siges at u d ~ v ehindvarket.
I Vestnepal vest for Marsyandi-floden optrzder
tamangerne praktisk talt ikke; dCr fremstiller bl. a.
magar og chetri papir, og efter en metode, som
p l mange mider er forskellig fra den @st- og centralnepalesiske.

I de lavere liggende dele af mellemlandet og i
Mahabharat Lekh samt i Terai producerer man
ikke papir. Selv i Kathmandudalen, som havde
endog meget tidlige kontakter med Kina, og hvor
man omkring irtusindskiftet begyndte at bruge papu, synes det ikke at vrere kemstillet f@r i vort
irhundrede.

Papirkunstens indfgrelse
Geografiske, botaniske, etnografiske, sproglige og
historiske data viser, at Himalayafolkenes udbredelse og indbyrdes kontakter isrer er foregiet ad
to veje af ret forskellig karakter. De u d g k begge
fra Sydvestkina (som i @vrigt er kulturplanternes
vigtigste sgencentruma eller ~buecentrumai Asien),
og medens den ~tibetanskebuec falger Tsangpo
og Indus nord om Himalaya til Ladakh, ligger
*Himalaya-buenc p i Himalayas sydside og farer
til Kashmir. Vigtige forbindelser er tillige karavane
vejene over Himalaya, som har dannet broer mellem de to buer. Det bemzrkes at:
1. Tamangerne og med dem narbeslregtede folk
optrreder langs store dele af Himalayabuen.
2. Tamangernes udseende, sprog og kultur samt
betegnelsen bhote levner nappe tvivl om, at de
niede Nepal h a Tibet, d. v. s. fra den tibetanske bue.
3. Den tibetanske bue og Himalayabuen u d g k
som nzvnt fra Sydvestkina, hvor papir og papirfremstilling sandsynligvis allerede var kendt
i det 2.-3. khundrede e. v. t., og hvorfra Tibet og Himalaya ogsi har l e t jern, te, silke,
porcelren m. v.
4. Nresten samme enkle og tidlige papirfremstillingsmetoder anvendes langs store dele af de
to buer.
5. Tamangerne er hovedudovere a . hHndvrerket
i Nepal.

M. h. t. tidspunktet for ankomsten ti1 Nepal af
tamangerne og mrbeslagtede folk som gurung og
magar ved man kun med sikkerhed, at de m i have
varet her i adskillige khundreder. Det nyoprettede tibetanske storriges ekspansioner fra ca. 600900 e. v. t. og den kendsgeming, at Nepals historie
frem til Arhsindskiftet er prreget af uro og invasioner nordfra, grar det dog rimeligt at antage, at
hovedparten af disse folk niede Nepal i det 7.-10.
irhundrede. Unders~gelsemeindicerer, at de bragte papirkunsten med sig ti1 landet, samt at papirmageme har varet blandt de senat ankomne,
hvilket ogsi fremgk af, at papirfremstilling fBrst
blev almindelig i Tibet i det 8.-9. Lhundrede. Da
de aldste nepalesiske manuskripter er pH Daphnepapir og fra begyndelsen af det 12. hhundrede,
er det sandsynligt, at papirkunsten nHede Nepal i
det 10. eller 11. khundrede. Som det fremgir af
kapitel V, synes brugen af papiret imidlertid forst
at vare blevet almindelig i mellemlandet, herunder
Kathmandudalen, flere Arhundreder senere. Indtil
da var fremstilling og brug hovedsageligt indskrzn-

ket til gmnseomrider i Nordnepal af overvejende
tibetansk kultur.
Papirkunsten synes &rfor at have d e t Himalaya
og specielt Nepal p i falgende mkde: I de forste
irhundreder efter vor tidsregnings begyndelse n L
kunsten Sydvestkina bl. a. Szechwan-provinscn.
Herfra breder den sig langs den tibetanske bue til
Centraltibet i det 7. og 8. khundrede, forst og
fremmest p. g. a det tibetanske storriges opstAen
og buddhismens gradvise indf~~relse.
Som f ~ l g eaf
den tibetanske magtudvidelse a n g e r papirkunsten Lngere mod vest, miske helt ti1 Ladakh, og
mod syd over Himalayapassene ti1 dele af Bhutan
og Nordnepal engang omkring hsindskiftet. Barere af papirkunsten i Himalaya har varet tamanger og med dem mrbeskgtede folk. Dene forlob
forklarer, at man i dag finder den meget tidlige
metode langs Himalayabuen, selv om folk og papirkunst ogsi har bredt sig langs kortere dele af
denne bue. (Langs den tibetanske bue havde man
ogsi mere avancerede metoder, men de d e d e
aldrig Nepal).

KAPITEL 11.

Fibre ti1 papirfremstfing
Familien Thymelaeaceae
E n oversigt over de nedenfor omtalte Thymelaeac6arters placering i familien Thymelaeaceae.

ThymelaeacC-arter ti1 papirfremstilling
Som fibermateriale har papinnagerne i Nepal helt
op ti1 vor tid nasten udelukkende anvendt basten
af visse arter af familien Thymelaeaceae. De optmder i Kina, Bagindien, Tibet, Himalaya og
Nordindien, altsi i netop de omr%der, hvor der er
fremstillet papir efter omtrent samme enkle og tidlige metode.
1. Edgeworthia gardneri (Wall.) Meisn. En stgrkt
grenet, stor busk, der i @st- og Centralnepal f o r e
kommer i ca. 1800-2400 meters h ~ j d e .Basten er
velegnet til papirfremstilling og giver et r0digt og
b l ~ d tpapir, men planten er langtfra s i almindelig
som Daphne bholua.

2. Daphne involucrafa Wall. En stor busk eUer
et op til 6 meter h ~ j tw,
t
som i Ostnepal vokser
i ca. 1200-1 800 meters hgjde. Papir hemstillet af
deme fiberart siges at vare ret groft.
3. Daphne sureil W. W . Smith et Cave. En 1-2l12
meter h#j busk, der vokser i Sikkim samt i @stnepal i ca. 1300-1700 meters h8jde. Basten er antagelig velegnet ti1 papirfremstilling.
4. Daphne papyracea Wall. ex Steud. emend. W.
W. Smith et Cave. En 1-2112 meter h@jbusk, som
i Central- og Vestnepal forekommer i ca. 18003000 meters hejde. Vestlig forskning har fejlagtigt havdet, at bastfibreme er mindre velegnede til
papirfremstilling. I virkeligheden fremstilles et lyst
og fortrzffeligt papir af denne fiberart. Planten
minder meget om Daphne bholua, som den ofte
er blevet forvekslet med.
5 . Daphne bholua Ham. ex D. Don.

En 1-211.

meter h0j busk, der i Nepal gror i ca. 1800-3600
meters h0jde. Denne Daphne-art er i Nepal p. g. a.
sin store udbredelse den mest anvendte til fremstilling a£ papir.

net sabai grass). Indsamlet i Terai og afsat i
Nordindien til papirfremstilling, men engang efter
1940 tillige bmgt i papirproduktion i Kathmandudalen.

6. Daphne retusa Hemsl. Forekommer i Nepal
i ca. 3000-4000 meters hgjde. Hvomidt denne og
andre ikke omtalte Daphne-arter har vreret anvendt ti1 papirfremstilling i Nepal vides ikke.

Sterculia coccinea Roxb. (lokalt kaldt chiuli, ciuri
m. v.). Antagelig anvendt i Sundarijal n a r Kathmandu ti1 fremstilling af karton.

7. Wiksiroemia canescens Wall. Skal have vreret
anvendt ti1 papirfremstilling i Kurnaon.

8. Wikstroemia chamaejasme L. (synonym Siellera chamaejasme L.). Forekommer i Nepal i ca.
2500-4500 meters h ~ j d e .En meget lav busk rned
en trreagtig, indtil 7 cm tyk rodstok, af hvis bastfibre man fremstiller papir. Det er g r a g t og meget
b l ~ d tog har vzret produceret i stor udstrrekning i
Tibet, men kun undtagelsesvis i Nepal (Dolpoomrldet).

Andre fibre til papirfremstilling
Cannabis saiiva (hamp) eller Boehmeria nivea
(ramie). Papir fremstillet a£ en af disse plantearter forekommer i nepalesiske manuskripter allerede
£ra det 13. irhundrede. Papiret stammer antagelig
£ra Indien, asttibet eller Kina.
Pollinidum augustifolium comb. nov. (synonym
Ischemun augustifolium - bedre kendt under nav-

Risstrl, importeret trrepulp, brugtpapir m. v. blev
indfgrt i papirfremstillingen i Kathmandudalen efter 1940.

Stedlige navne
I litteraturen er der for hele Nepals vedkommende
angivet mange forskellige navne for de omtalte
Thymelaeacbarter. Ved nannere undersagelse viser det sig, at navnene kan spores tilbage ti1 forholdsvis f l , der blot er blevet udtalt forskelligt eller er fomanskede ved gengivelsen. Som regel betegner et navn flere af arterne. I mellemlandet
bmges fortrinsvis baura med varianter. Set baura
angiver ofte Daphne papyracea. I h~jlandetanvender tamangerne betegnelsen lokodo med varianter,
og bide der og i mellemlandet bruges kagadi.
Argali med varianter synes specielt at have betegnet Daphne involucrata. Sherpaer og bhotiaer har
som regel helt lokale navne for planterne og navngiver dem efter brug eller i~jnefaldendeegenskaber.

KAPITEL ILI.

Litteratur om papirfremstillingen
Omride og folk
En af de tidligste, men mest oplysende artikler om
papirfremstillingen i Nepal er B. H. Hodgsons artikel i >Royal Asiatic Researches o f Bengalcc fra
1832. Han er tillige den eneste, som har beskreftiget sig nrermere med, hvor og af hvem papiret
fremstilles. Hodgson adorer omrldet &is-Himalayan Bhotea @st for floden Kali Gandaki og forstir herved de nedre dele af selve Himalaya og

h~jtliggendedele af mellernlandet @st for nrevnte
flod, som netop u d g ~ rtamangernes hovedudbredelsesomrlde. Det nrevnes tillige, at ~ R a n g b oor CisHimalayan Bhoteahsu hemstiller papiret. Denne
betegnelse omfatter foruden tamanger ogs% rai,
gurung, magar og andre, men ikke sherpaer og bhotiaer. De avrige kilder omtaler papirfremstilling nrer
falgende lokaliteter: Walung, Dhankuta, Thudarn,
Jiri og Milemchi i asmepal samt Bene og Doti i
Vestnepal.

Fremstillingsmetoder
De omtalte metoder, redskaber og papirer samt
fotografier og tegninger viser, at der langt overvejende er anvendt en og samme fremstillingsteknil,
udforligst beskrevet af Hodgson. Nzvnt er en anden papirsort fra Vestnepal, der er fremstillet efter en lidt anden metode. De to produhioner bliver nzrmere omtalt i kapitel IV. Dog skal det understreges, at alle kilder vedrorende Nepal f0r 1950
omtaler papirfremstilling ved indrdsningsmetoden og
ved brug af formbunde af stof. (Kun fra nab*
omrHderne og Bhutan er bambusformbunde omtalt, og her er der sandsynligvis tale om gmsformbunde).

A n v e n d t e fibre
De omtalte fibre er msten udelukkende Thymelaeact-fibre, men kun i ganske f i tilfzlde er en planteart og tilharende papirsort omtalt WALLICH,
1820, nzvner, at Edgeworfhia gardneri-papir er det
bedste, hvad der er rigtigt m. h. t. trykning, men
ikke m. h. t. styrke og skrivestyrke. BEATTY,
195 8, omtaler santiktc nepalesisk papir, fremstillet af sabai-grzsfibre. Her er der antagelig tale om
hamp- eller ramiepapir fra Nordindien, eventuelt
@sttibet eller Kina. JAYME og HARDERS-STEINHAUSER, 1966, diskuterer, om der til papirfremstilling lznge har vzret anvendt a s l i b i Thudam i

Bstnepal. Den i artikkn citcrede kilde mttcr imidlertid fejlagtigt meslibudvikhqen i forbindelse med
det handgjorte nepaleskke papir. Slibet i Thudam
anvendes alene sorn r~agelsespulver.Ganskc vist forekommer trzslib i hbdgjort Thymelaed-papir fra
Himalaya, men det skyldes iblanding af fibre fra
moderne brugtpapir eller importeret trtepulp, hvilket
bl. a. bmges i Kathmandudalen.

Produktion og afsretning
Det oftest omtalte format er c a 4 8 x 6 4 cm. I
Kathmandu fik man i 1837 ca. 400 ark/Nep. Rs.
af den almindelige kvalitet (ca. 18 g/mf og 175
ark/Nep. Rs. af den fineste kvalitet (ca. 30 g/mL)
i det mvnte format. Papir af den almindelige
kvalitet kostede efter vtegt - dengang som i dag
- 4-5 gange s i meget som ris. Endelig n v n e s
det, at man hovedsageligt fra Doti i Vestnepal fik
den iineste kvalitet af formatet 300 X 75 cm.
Mange kilder omtaler eksporten af papiret t i l
Tibet, og fra forrige Arhundrede mvner enkelte
ogsi den ikke helt ubetydelige afsatning til Nordindien. Ud h a Hodgsons angivelser af Kathmandudalens import og re-eksport af papiret omkring
midten af forrige Brhundrde s b n n e s det, at i hvert
fald 400 s n i v ~ r k s t e d e rproducerede papir dengang mod under 200 eller snarere 100 vzrkstcder
i 1964.

KAPITEL IV.

Papirfremstilling ifalge egne iagtt agelser og kilder
@st- og C e n t r a l n e p a l
Den papirfremstilling, som er den almindeligst f*
rekommende i Nepal, og som fortrinsvis udrdves i
8st- og Centralnepal (d. v. s. h a @stgnensen ti1
Pokhara), kan karakteriseres siledes:
a. Der indrettes et midlertidigt vzrksted i skoven
n z r et vandlrdb, hvor der kan skaffes rigeligt
med tgrrebrznde, idet der anvendes batsrring
af papiret. Fremstillingsmetoden er den enklest
knkelige, men der er opnHet en betydelig ef-

fektivitet i hele arbejdsgangen. Den best& a£
f~lgendetrin:
1. Indsamling af bast, almindeligvis udf0rt af
kvinder og km. 1 bundt baststrimler p i 5
lbs. (1 lb. er 454 g) kostede 1 Nep. R. i
1964.

2. OpblBdning og bortsk~riqaf marke bastdele.
3. Kogning i askelud i 3-5 timer (kan =re
tilsat saft af rhododendron-blade). Ti1 5 Ibs.
bast medg3.r der ca. 20 liter.
4. Bankning med en @hammer pA et banke-

5.
6.

7.

8.

9.

brat, hvad der for navnte portion tager
l l / p 3 timer.
Frasortering af ubankede bastklumper etc.
Blanding rned vand (fortynding ca. 1/40
efter vagt) rned et apparatur, der minder
om en tibetansk sm0r-te-blander.
fining under anvendelse af indgsningsmetoden og 10-20 trarammer. Formbunden er
et groft spundet, stormasket stykke h0rlignende stof rned 18-35 tride pr. 50 cm. Formen m a e r indvendigt 40-50 gange 60-65
cm.
Butorring, hvomnder formene vendes 1 80°,
suedes at deres papirsider stadig vender
mod baet.
Foldning af 10 ark ad gangen og derpi
bundtning af 20 X 10 ark. Den daghge produktion er 200-500 ark (2 personer).

b. Der fremstilles udelukkende Thymelaeack-papir og i 3 h 4 kvaliteter. Den almindelige kvalitet
har gramvregten 15-20, og af 5 Ibs. bast f i s
ca. 250 ark. Papiret er brunligt til rgdbrunt,
tyndt og har ofte revner og huller samt indlejrede bark- eller bladstykker. Pris 5-6 Nep. Rs.
for 200 ark (1964). Den bedste kvalitet er mindre brun, nasten dobbelt I tyk og har gramvzgten 30-35; her medgir der 10 lbs. bast ti1
ca. 250 ark. Bastfibrene er bedre renset og
banket, og papiret kan beskrives p i begge sider.
Det er denne kvalitet, som fortrinsvis har varet
anvendt ti1 manuskripter o. lign. Pris 14-15
Nep. Rs. for 200 ark (1964).
c. Metoden anvendes fortrinsvis af tamanger i h ~ j der fra 1800 ti1 3500 meter og isar omkring de
fra Tibet kommende karavaneveje. Hgndvarket,
der barer p m g af at vare et rigtigt erhverv,
u d f ~ r e ssom regel af et zgtepar, som rned born
bor i varkstedet i de 3-10 mineder om iret,
produktionen st51 pb, medens den 0vrige familie tager sig af hus og landbag i landsbyen. Hver
3-4 mined m i man flytte varkstedet for at
have tilstrakkeligt med bmnde ti1 t8rrebilet.

Vestnepal
I Baglung-omridet (muligvis ogsi i Doti) i Vestnepal er papirfremstillingen i flere henseender forskellig fra den central- og gstnepalesiske. Frem-

stillingsmetoden ligesom papirets kvalitet vidner
om en lidt mere avanceret teknik og ligner p i flere
punkter tibetansk papihemstilling. Den kan karakteriseres ved:
a. Verkstedet indrettes interimistisk p i egne terrasserede jorder, n a r gird, helst p i en syd- eller
sydvestvendt skr%ning og n a r en bjergkam, da
der anvendes sol- og vindtorring. Fremstillingsmetoden bestir af folgende trin:
1. Indsamling af bast. 1 bundt baststrimler p i
5 lbs. kostede 1'12 Nep. Rs. i 1964.
2. Opbl0dning og eventuel rensning af baststrimler.
3. 1. kogning: 5 lbs. baststrimler koges ca. 1
time i vand tilsat ca. 12 lbs. trreaske.
4. Skylning, som f o r e g t ved at trampe p i
baststrimlerne i et v a n d l ~ bi 5-10 minutter.
5. Bortskzring af m0rke bastdele i 1 1 ~ 1
time.
6. 2. kogning: Baststrimlerne koges i askelud i
ca. 112 time. Nogle papirmagere udelader
den 1 . kogning, men koger ti1 gengzld basten i 2 timer i askelud.
7. Baststrimlerne anbringes i en kurv og gennemskylles rned vand.
8. Bankning med en trrehammer p i en trreeller stenplade. Det tager op ti1 8 timer at
banke portionen p i 5 lbs. baststrimler.
9. Bastmassen blandes med vand. Til 3 ark
eller ca. 1/16 af den oprindelige portion
baststrimler p i 5 lbs. fortyndes der med
ca. 40 liter vand (fortynding 11600 efter
vagt).
10. gsning under anvendelse af ind0sningsmetoden og 2-10 forme. Formbunden er et
stykke finmasket bomuldsstof rned 40-60
tride pr. 50 mm. Formen m a e r indvendigt
60 gange 120-140 cm, og stoffombunden
er fastgjort rned 4 lange pinde, indsyet langs
de 4 kanter.
1 1 . Foldningen finder sted p i selve formen, lige
efter at papiret er blevet l0snet fra stofbunden. Arkene bundtes i 20 stk. Den daglige
produktion er p l ca. 30 ark (2 personer).
b. Der fremstilles udelukkende Thymelaeact-pa-

pir og i tre kvaliteter. Den almindelige kvalitet
har en gramvagt p l omkring 17 og er brunlig,
har ofte revner og huller, men sjeldent storre
stykker indlejrede baststumper. Pris 3 Nep. Rs.
for 20 ark (1964), hvoraf papirmageren fik de
2 Nep. Rs. Den bedste kvalitet har gramvegten ca. 26 og er msten hvid og fejlfri. Den kan
beskrives pH begge sider. Pris 6 Nep. Rs. for
20 ark, hvoraf papirmageren fikde 5 Nep. Rs.
c. Hlndverket udgves af bl. a. chetri og magar
og i hgjder fra 1200-2000 meter omkring Vestnepals vigtigste karavanerute mod Tibet. Det
barer preg af at vere et bierhverv og udf0res
som regel samtidig med landbrugsdriften af agtepar n e r deres hus og jorder og blot i forbsminederne.
If0lge Corneille Jest, Paris, er der produceret
papir i Dolpo i Nordvestnepal, hvor man skal have
benyttet Wikstroernia chamaejasme-fibre; metoden
adskiller sig nreppe fra tibetansk papirfremstilling
af samme fibre.

Kathmandudalen
Papirfremstilling i Kathmandudalen er farst med
sikkerhed kendt s i sent som fra 1940. Sandsynligvis var det mangelen p l anglo-indisk papir p. g. a.
2. verdenskrig, som gjorde, at man begyndte en produktion i hovedstadsomridet i Bhudankhel og
Chetrapati. Den anvendte metode var stort set den
samme som i BaglungomrHdet i Vestnepal, idet papinnagerne herfra var hentet ti1 Kathmandu.
Snart begyndte man imidlertid at anvende stampere
og kemikalier. Som fibermaterialer benyttede man
ThymelaeacC-fibre og brugtpapir, fremstillet heraf.
Fra 1945-50 var produktionen indstillet, men
blev genoptaget i Sundarijal fra 1950-59. I denne
periode indf~rtesnye fibre i fremstillingen, ligesom

man begyndte at eksperimentere med mere avancerede metoder bl. a. dyppeteknikken.
I 1948 blev der oprettet et traningscenter i
Tripureswar i Kathmandu ti1 opkring af folk i papirfremstilling. I begyndelsen fore@ den p% traditionel vis, men ligesom i Sundarijal indf~irteman
lidt efter lidt mere modeme metoder. I 1961 anskaffedes forskellige maskiner, og der blev fremstillet papir af brugtpapir, risstri, sabaigms, importeret trcfpulp samt Daphne-bast. Papiret er dog
endnu (1970) hbdgjort ligesom i det ~ v r i g eNepal.

Efterbehandling a£ papiret
Papirmagerne i bjergene farver, imprzgnerer og
glitter ikke selv papiret. Efterbehandlingen foretages i serlige vierksteder og kan vere:
a Sammenlimning af flere lag, hvortil anvendes
ris- eller hvedemelsklister.
b. Sortfarvning. Det anvendte farvestof var tidligere
et planteudtmk og hedder niladuta eller nilofho.
Det har givetvis en udtalt giftvirkning over for
gnavere, insekter samt skimmel. Meget tidligt
anvendt
c. Farvning rned andre vegetabilske farvestoffer,
hvilket dog sjaeldent har vreret anvendt ti1 manuskripter.
d. Gulfarvning med giftstoffet auripigrnent, As&.
Papiret pistryges en stivelsesklister iblandet auripigmentet i pulverform. Forst anvendt i Nepal
fra det 17. irhundrede.
e. Pistrygning af det rodbrune jordmineral, okker.
Ret sjreldent brugt ti1 manuskripter.
f. Kalkbehandling ti1 forbedring af skrivestyrken
(virker tillige beskyttende mod skimmel og dyr).
Anvendt i Nordnepal.
g. Farvning med fabrikshemstillede farvestoffer,
som er nesten eneherskende i dag.
h. Glitning, hvortil man bruger en sten, konkylie,
trre- eller glasklods.

KAPITEL V.

Papirets anvendelse
Bmgen af papir og senere kunsten at fremstille det
niede Nepal fra Tibet, og det er ogsl i hojlandet
mod nord, papiret har fundet sine fleste anvendelsesformer. Forskellene mellem det lamaistiske h0j-

land og det gvrige Nepal, der i alle mider virker
s i overvaldende, g%r ogsH igen m. h. t. tildannelse,
piskrift og dekoration af genstandene af papir. Som
landets aldste og vigtigste kulturcentrum indtager

Kathmandudalen en ~rstilling.Da den aldst kendte og mest interessante brug af papiret her er b0ger, er dette omrides boghistorie i s m blevet unders0gt.

af de nepalesiske mss. igennem resten af perioden
som falge af pivirkningen sydfra. Papinnanuskriptemes tykkelse svarer helt ti1 palmebladenes, d.v.s.
0,20-0,32 mm.

BBger

1550-1 900. Farst omkring 1550 bliver papima-

B@GER PA SANSKRIT, NEWARI OG NEPALI.
De tidligste og langt de fleste mss. fra Nepal er
nedskrevet i og omkrimg Kathmandudalen eller
af beboere herfra. Her udviklede der sig en selvskndig litteratur og bogkunst, som m. h. t. de anvendte skrivematerialer kan inddeles i fire perioder
(se skemaet p i nreste side).

nuskripterne i overtal i Kathmandudalen, d. v. s.
omtrent p i samme tidspunkt, som man i Indien syd
for kongedammet gik over til naesten udelukkende
at anvende papir ti1 mss. Fra ornkring det 17. lrhundrede er manuskripterne talrige, men skrift
og udstyr forringes mere og mere, bl. a. som f ~ l g e
af landets indre stridigheder og gurkhaernes undertvingelse af Kathmandudalen. Helt nye bogformer
er foldebogen og de hreftede b ~ g e r .
Over 100 mss. er ngije unders~gtfra perioden.
Langt hovedparten er udfart p i Thymelaeact-papir, @stp i stofformbunde. I 4 af de bllsorte mss.
er papuet 0st pB gmsformbunde. I et blisort ms.
fra 1802 er en del af bladene fremstillet af bambuspapir, @stp i en bambusformbund. Manuskriptet er formentlig udfort i en newarkoloni i Tibet
(Lhasa). ,Low-levela-papirer, antagelig fremstillet
af Edgeworthia gardneri-fibre, optrreder kun i
mss., som er fra det 18. thundrede og senere. Nogle sene mss. fra det 18. og 19. khundrede er nedskrevet p i hamp- eller ramiepapir, @st p i gram
formbunde; papiret stammer formodentlig fra Indien. Europreisk papir optrreder farst i mss. i anden halvdel af det 19. hhundrede.
Bortset fra de blisorte mss. er praktisk talt
samtlige andre mss. farvede enten p i den ene eller begge sider med auripigment. De enkelte blade
er som regel 2-, 3- eller 4-lagede og 0,18-0,35 mm
tykke. Medens langden af manuskripterne kun
aftager lidt i perioden, vokser bredden s k r k t
og nrermer sig det brede indiske format, hvilket
skyldes den stadig voksende indflydelse sydfra.

F0r dr 1100. Indtil omkriing k 1100 er manuskripteme, hvoraf der kendes et ikke ringe antal,
kun fremstillet p i palmeblade (art Corypha urnbraculifera).
1100-1550. I denne periode er palmebladet fremdeles langt det almindeligste skrivemateriale ti1 bogbmg. Det reldste nepalesiske ms. p i papir stammer
fra Kathmandudalen, er dateret ti1 L 1105 og er
u d f ~ r tp l Daphne-papir, formodentlig fremstillet
p l en stofformbund ligmom de f i andre mss. p i
papir fra perioden. Manuskripterne adskiller sig i
form og udstyr kun lidt fra palmebladsmanuskripterne. E n undtagelse u d g ~ rdog pragtmanuskripterne udfgrt p i blisort papir med sgilv- eller guldskrift. Den anvendte skriftfom er for de aldre, blisorte manuskripters vedkommende udelukkende
den specielle og dekorative Raiijanii-skrift, som synes at stamme fra Bengalen. De fleste af de blisorte
mss. fra det 13. Arhundrede er i givrigt frernstillet
p i hamp- eller ramiepapir, der synes at komme
fra Nordindien eventuelt @sttibet eller Kina. De
er antagelig @stp i gmsformbunde.
Samtlige mss. fra perioden bade p i palmeblade
og papir er af pothi-form, d. v. s, med lose, a f l a ~ g e
blade, som regel anbragt mellem to dekorerede traplader og omviklet med et stykke bornuldsklrede.
Bogformen og specielt formatet synes ligesom i Tibet lange at have varet udformet efter bengalske
forbilleder med meget lange og ret smalle mss. Med
muhamedanernes endelige undertvingelse af Nordindien omkring i r 1200 blev de religigse forbindelser ti1 Bengalen afbrudt. Medens man i Tibet bibeholdt de gamle formater, formindskedes lrengden

20. drhundrede.

Helt op mod vor tid optrreder de
foregiende thundreders mss., men nu tillige flere
overgangsformer samt vestlige bogtyper og papirfibre. Det er bemrerkelsesvardigt, at newarerne ikke
ligesom i Tibet har fremstillet bloktrykte bgger, selv
om bloktrykteknikken har varet kendt i dalen i
mange khundreder.
B@GER PA TLBETANSK. Folkene af tibetansk

Manuskripter pb Sanskrit, newari og nepali fra det 10. - 20. Arhundrcde
Pcrlodc
&e.v.t.

-1100

1100-1200

1200-1300

1300-1550

1550-1700

Boeypar

pothi

Pommt (mm)
gsnnsrmnluv.

1900-

Pormbund ud.r( d

P.".qLmme
dp.p(r

410x 50

palmeblade

ingen uorg. etoffa

400x 50

indtil 1550 Ian@ overvejendo
palmeblads-mss.

inwn uorg. stoffa

samme kngde
men bredere

papir, fremstillet af
Daphncarter

340x 50

palmeblade

bdere

papir, Daphne-arter

rtof

ikke cltivclsubehandkt

bredere

papir, hamp- eller ramiefibre

griromht~e

blhortfarvet

300x 50

palmeblade

bdere

papir. Daphne-arter

(220x 75)

Aquilaria agallocha-bark

auripilpncntbehandlet

fh palmeblads-mss.

ingen uorg stofler

pothi

pothi

pothi

stof

ikke ~(fvelatsbehandltt

ingen uorg. stoffer

instof

uorg. moffa

stivelscsbchandkt

pothi

2 8 5 ~75

papir. Daphne-arter
Efter ca. hr 1600 er alle mss.
ph papir

stof

flesk auripigmentbehandlet. en &I
blbsortlarwt

foldebog

(fa)

papir. Daphne-arter

stof

flestc auripigincntbch.

pothi

280x 90

papir, fremstillet af
Thymelacad-arter

stof, no&
gmsrniltte

auripigmentbehandlct
eUer bksortlarvct

foldebog

190x 80

indisk papir, overvejcnde
hampfibre

pothi

280x 110

papir, fremstillet af
Thymelaeackrter

foldebog

190x 80

indisk papir

hieftede

korte og heje
formater

-

1700-1 800

1800-1900

~alsrl~c

pothi,
hsftede og
indbundne

ingen eUer
auripigmentbehandlet
stof

fleste auripigmentbch.
nogle b h o r t l a m t

grmmhtte

ingen eUer auripigm.

europsisk papir. hhndgjort e k r
maskinfremstillet

meta1tdd.s
forrnbund

forskelligt farvet

papir, Thymelaead-arter.
hilndgjort

stof eUer metaltrhdsformbund

auripigmentbehandlet
tillige moderne
syntetiske farver

indisk og andet udenlandsk
papir, maskinfrernstillet

grasmhtte, metaltrhdsforrnbund

mange fonkellige
slags farver og
impwgneringer

-

mange fonkelLige formater

kultur i det nepalesiske hajland har fremstiUet og
anvendt manuskripterne i g e ~ e madskillige Arhundreder. Det foreliggende materiale er imidlertid for
lille ti1 at beskrive papirets og bogkunstens udvikling i dette omride. Sammenfattende kan man dog
sige, at materialet deler sig i tre hovedgrupper.
Den ene gruppe udMres af bager, som er fremstillet i Tibet, men som senerehen er bragt ti1
Nordnepal. Her optrader mss. sivel som bloktrykte bager. Papiret er af meget forskellig karakter, bide hvad angir fawe (hvidlige, gullige og
bmnlige kvaliteter), anvendte formbund (grovmaskede-finmaskede stofformbunde, grovribbedefiribbede g a s - og bambusformbunde) og fiberart
(Wikstroemia chamaejasme, Daphne-arter, Edgeworthia gardneri, bambus, hamp eller ramie, etc.).
Den anden gruppe omfatter b0ger udfaa i Nepal,
d. v. s. fortrinsvis i Nordnepal. De er nasten alle
mss., idet afsatningen af bloktrykte bager som r e
gel har vceret for ringe til, at det har kunnet betale sig at fremstille det meget store antal 11advendige trykblokke af tre. Papiret, der langt overvejende er af lokal oprindelse, er oftest brunligt og
fremstillet af Daphne-arter eller Edgeworihia gardneri og p i grovmaskede stofformbunde. Alt i alt
synes man i Nordnepal nasten helt at have tildannet mss. efter tibetanske forbilleder. Dog er de
m. h. t. skrift, udstyr og karakter gememgiende af
mere beskeden kvalitet, hvilket hanger noje sammen med hele omrddets sarlige karakter.
Den tredje hovedgruppe u d g r e s af maskintrykte bager og fortrinsvis p i maskinfremstillet papir.
De er trykt i det 20. hhundrede i New Delhi,
Simla, Kathmandu - ja, endog i Kina.

Breve, dokumenter og lignende
Det hdndgjorte papir har i vid udstrakning varet
brugt ti1 breve, dokumenter, opgorelser, regnskaber
og lignende.

I det lamaistiske hajland finder bloktrykkene d e
res fleste anvendelser og er udfgrt efter tibetanske
forbilleder. Mange er karakteristiske ved den d e stedsnarvarende og permanente brug: i amuletskrin, p i bygninger, som bedevimpler, i bedetromler, i figurer og i religiose monumenter; men de
benyttes ogsi i en mkke ceremonier. De er i gvrigt nasten altid ufarvede.
De store etniske grupper i mellem- og lavlandet
bruger flere af de allerede omtalte typer bloktryk,
men i betydeligt mindre omfang. En sarlig stilling
indtager newar-bloktrykkene. Her er motiver og tekster snart hinduistiske, snart buddhistiske, men indeholder ofte elementer fra begge religioner tillige
med lokale trak. Bloktrykkene anvendes fortrinsvis
ved ganske bestemte religi~sehajtider og er som
regel farvelagte.

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Beskrevne papirstrimler
Rituelle billedkort
Horoskoper
Spdkort
Malerier
Dekorationer

Papir anvendt i ubeskrevet og
udekoreret stand
1 . Indpakning
2. Snor
3. Vinduer
4 . Loftsbeklledning
5 . Foring og beirlekning
6. Ved skader
7 . Indpakning af rpgelse
8 . Ansigtsprydelse
9 . Patronhylstre
10. Fyrvlerkeri
1 1 . Forskelligt, bl. a.
ti1 mapper og lesker

Enkeltblade ti1 magiske og rituelle formil
1. Bloktryk. Anvendelsen af bloktryk i Nepal er
mangfoldig og antagelig meget gammel, idet bide
udseende og brug r ~ b e rtrak af tidlige religioner.
Deres funktion er farst og fremmest at skulle vare
lykkebringende og beskyttende mod alle slags farer.
De har givetvis oprindelig varet hlndskrevne og
tegnede.

Dekorerede, beskrevne eller trykte
genstande ti1 verdslige formhl
1 . Landkori
2. Spillekort
3. Formularer, regninger o. lign.
4. Frimrerker
5 . Aviser

KAPITEL VI.

Tekniske analyser
De tekniske undersgigelser af bast, ubrugt papir, papirets anvendelser m. v. giver mange slags oplysninger af teknologisk og papirhistorisk interesse. I
det foreliggende arbejde har der isax vreret lagt
vregt p i at finde frem ti1 de fibermaterialer samt
de organiske og uorganiske stoffer i manuskripterne,
som er karakteristiske for deres proveniens.

Makroskopiske egenskaber
Form, ovefflade, vzgt og k t h e d samt stjkeegenskaber af ubrugte nye papirer sivel som af beskrevne og trykte papirer er nrermere underagt.

Mikroskopanalyser
Fibre fra herbariemateriale. Da msten alle n e
palesiske papirer, nye som gamle, er fremstillet af
ThymelaeacC-fibre, er de ti1 papirhemstilling anvendte fiberarter af denne plantefamilie indgiende
beskrevet pH basis af herbariemateriale. Ved unders~gelser er fibrenes irreversible farve- og opsvulmningsreaktioner i henholdsvis klorzinkjod og
kobberoxydammoniak isax blevet anvendt. Fiberenderne viste sig at vrere de sikreste ti1 identifikation af fiberarterne, og man kan i mikroskop
skelne mellem alle de ThymelaeacC-arter, som har
vreret anvendt ti1 papirfremstilling i Nepal med
undtagelse a f Daphne bholua- og Daphne papyraceae-fibre, hvor der ikke kunne konstateres sikre
forskelle.
Ubrugte, nye papirer. Mikroskopunders0gelser af
hjembragte nye, ubrugte papirer £ra Nordnepal viser bl. a., at de d e er fremstillet af fibre a f Daphne bholua- eller Daphne papyracea-typen. I papir fremstillet i vor tid i Kathmandudalen o p m der der desuden fibre af risstr8, sabaigms (Pollinidurn augustifolium comb. nov.), chiuli (? Sferculia
coccinea Roxb.), forskellige slags Infibre, fibre
fra lokalt og udenlandsk brugtpapir samt blandinger af de nrevnte fibre. Den mekaniske og k e
miske behandling af fibrene er som regel langl
kraftigere end ved papirerne fra bjergene.

Manuskripler, breve, bloktryk etc. Nogle ganske
fa tidlige mss. er udf01-t pa h a m p eller ramiepapir, som antagelig ikke engang er fremstillet i Nepal. Nasten samtlige Ovrige mss. pa papir er udf0rt p i Thymelaeac6papir. Heraf er de ddste og
fleste fremstillet af fibre fra h~jtvoksendeplanter,
d. v. s. fra over ca. 1800 meters h ~ j d e(hovedsage
lig Daphne bholua og Daphne papyracea). En anden stor gruppe af Thymelaeack-papirer er af en
pafaldende, bid, filtet og let r ~ d b r u nkarakter.
Her er fibrene lidt Lngere, en del bredere og mere
massive, og de stammer antagelig fra Edgeworrhia
gardneri. Disse papirer stammer fra mss., der alle
er fra perioden 1730-1880, hvilket sikkert skyldes.
at efterspe~rgslen efter det hhdgjorte papir bade
i Nepal og Tibet steg strerkt i dette tidsrum inden
det maskinfremstillede papirs £remkomsS hvorfor
papirmagerne inddrog nye fibre i produktionen.
De tidligere mss. synes ikke at a r e overstr0get
med stivelsesldister, medens lmgt hovedparten fra
det 17. khundrede og helt op i det 20. khundrede
er gulfarvede med en gftig auripigmentholdig stivelsesklister, en nyttig foranstaltning i Kathmandudalens varme klima. Mss. p i tibetansk, fundet i N e
pal, er ikke behandlet p i denne made og er mindre ofte pistrgget stivelsesklister, men kan undertiden vrere drekket af kalkpulver.

Kemiske og fysiske stofanalyser
Organiske stoffer i fibre, pulp og papirer. Her
skal der blot refereres til nogle m ~ g e af
r basts
og papirers celluloseindhold:

Baststrimmel, Tumbu, Ostnepal:
hollocellulose 57 % , alfacellulose 46 % .
Papir, Tumbu, Ostnepal:
hollocellulose 83 %, alfacellulose 72 %.
Papir, Nanglibang, Vestnepal:
hollocellulose 85 % alfacellulose 77 % .

.

Analyse of kogevreske, pulp m. v . M a n g e m e er
bl, a. u d f ~ r tfor at bestemme stofomsgtningerne
under fremstillingen af papiret.

Besfernrnelser of basts og papirers indhold af
grundstoffer. Spektral- og aktiveringsanalyser godtgar, at der under fremstillingsprocessen i Tumbu tdf0res papirfibrene bl. a. folgende gmndstoffer: Al, Si, Ti, Mn, Fe, Ni, Cu, Zr og Cs, medens
Sr-indholdet falder. E n sammenligning mellem nye,
ubehandlede ThymelaeacQpapirer fra forskellige
lokaliteter i og omkring Nepal viser, at mrengderne af et og samme grundstof i de forskellige papirer for nogle grundstoffers vedkommende (Si, Ti
og Fe) maksimalt varierer som 711, medens der
for andre grundstoffers vedkommende (Cr, Mn, Cu
og Sr) er milt variationer p i over 2011. Jordbund,
klima, fiberart og iszr fremstillingsmetode pivirker hver for sig p i specifiik mide grundstofindholdet, men milingerne er dog endnu for f i ti1 at p i vise hvordan. De er imidlertid af stor vrerdi ved
bestemmelser af de uorganiske fawe- og coatningsmidler, som man har anvendt til mss., og som har
varet forskellige gemem tiderne og fra sted til sted.
Ved ~ntgenspektrografiske analyser ogsi af
grundstofindholdet afslgiredes det, at palmebladsmanuskripterne og de blisorte mss. sandsynligvis
ikke blev behandlet med uorganiske stoffer. Et ms.
fra dot 15. fhundrede pH Aquilaria agallocha-bark

viser derimod et tydeligt indhold af arsen og er blevet behandlet med auripigment, As2&. Analyser
af de typiske gulfarvede mss., alle fra det 17. irhundrede og fremefter godtgor, at ogsi de er behandlet med auripigment.
Endelig blev der udf01-t en m k k e rontgendifraktometerm&ger til bestemmelse af fame- og imprregneringsmidlernes eventuelle krystalformer og
derigennem af deres kemiske sammensatning. Foruden at bekrrefte de rgntgenspektrografiske analyser viste de, at et ms. fra det 15. irhundrede er
blevet pismurt et jernholdigt stof - antagelig rester
af et blodoffer, samt at et hvidligt ms. p i tibetansk
fra det 19. irhundrede er behandlet rned caloit,
CaC03.

Selv om analyserne endnu er forholdsvis vanskelige at udfore og tillige tidkrrevende, vil man
snart kunne foretage de forskellige slags stofanalyser langt hurtigere og mere praecist og kunne b e
stemme ikke alene famer og coatninger, men ogsA
trzk af fremstiUingsteknikken, limstoffer, anvendte
blzksorter etc. Hewecl kommer stofanalyserne ti1
at indtage en sidestilling til mikroskopanalyserne,
som indtil i dag har w r e t d e vigtigste ved undersgigelser af orientalsk papir.
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a, am, definition of 187, 239
Abies specrobilis 76
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Bandar B u r 70
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banners 147

Almora 61

barua 58

Alnus nepolensis 82

basis weight of paper 182
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different Himalayan Thymelaeaceae 238 ;
elements in bast 247

alphacellulose 201-202
Alpinae 50
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AmSuvarman 24.25
amulets 147, plates 24, 164
Anantamala 27
A-ni-ko 27
Aquilaria agallocha 130,

analysis of dye of ms. 134, 228
rns. plates 123-124
arbadi, argali 58

arc centre 18
architecture of Newars 19
Areca carechu, Areka palm 72
"armload" 78
arsenious trioxide, arsenolite 93
Arundinaria species 77
Arya-Vasudh~rSyShSodqakalpa ms. 133
asflri, asarae 77

ASoka 24
astrologers 25, 157
Asutosh Museum 67
average, formats of mss. 136, 142
length of mss. 137

b, b,, definition of 187, 239
baena 74, 76

Baglung 80, map of district plate 94
paper from 226
bags of paper 158
btiikea 75
balwa 58

bamboo fibres, raw 184
paper for mss. 139
paper fibres plate 230
bamboo mats as moulds 61, 129, 134, 139,
197, plate 134
bamboo stirrer 73

bara kqghuti 58

bark sheets for mss. 135
barter 30

baudoar 59, 80

bsl-fruit ceremony 154, plates 175-177
Benares 31
Bengal, relations with 130
Berula utilis 74, 76

mss. 132-134. 137-140. 143
plat= 118-120, 127-134
Bodhnath stupa plate 2
Boehmerw fibres 184, 197
Boehmeria nivea 57
Boehmeria fenocirsimo 57

Bonism, Bon 16
borax 94
Brahman, Brahmin 15, plate 29
breaking length of paper 183, 227
bricks of dried pulp 62
brightness of paper 182,227
British Resident 28
Broussonetiopapynyera

paper 144; fibres 193, 196. 197.
plate 211
elements in paper 203-204
bricopar 76, budropath 74,76

Buddhism 16
bulk of paper 182,227

Bhagavat ms.,136
bhalua 58
bhangara, bhmrgra, bhtitiro, b h k r o 64

bhori 84, 91
bhonlu 58
Bhore 20,21

calcite for mss. 143, 206
calcium oxalate crystals 194
calendar 144, 157
C d i s sariva 57, fibres 186
caravan routes 14, 29, 30, map 272
cardboard 85, 88

Bhotia 15, plate 24, 25; origin 22
paper-making 23

cartridges of paper 159

Bhatgaon, foundation of 27
west gate of plate 11

bhujil 64
bhulloo-soang, bhuoluo swa,
bhullu soang 58
bburja, bhoj 147

Bhurunghel, Burangkha 84
Bhudhangkhel85
Bhutan 28
Bhutanese paper 66, 138, 142, 143, 181,
182, 197,226

elements in paper 247
birch bark 129
for amulets and woodcuts 147
block-printed books 141. 142, 144
block-prints. Tibetan type 147-152,
Newar 152-156
blood offerings on mss. 206
blotting paper 90
blue-black, paper 92-94

carmapatra 130
catechu 94

caustic soda in paper-making 86,87,90
ceiling covering of paper 158
cellulose in bast and paper 185,201
Central Nepal, Nepal betwgn the mcridians of Kathmandu and Pokhara
ceremonial cards 233, plate 168
chalk-powdered paper 93
chamboi 58
chargat pul58

Cheego, ruins of, plate 22
Ch'eng-tu 18
Chetrapati 85
Chetri 15, 84
chhora aryili 58

China, tribute to 27
Chinese, influence 19, Turkestan 9, 26,
-Nepalese war 28

Chitra Kar 158
chiuli 57, 88, 196, 226

fibres plate 239
chorten 148, 149; woodcuts from
148, 150, plates 158, 159
chota kaghuti 58
cholo argeli, aryili 51, 52, 58
chuckmaree soah 58

Chuda Bikrarn Shah 84
chumlia 58

Daphne longfo/ia 51
Daphne mezerum 49

fibres 193, 237, plate 200
organic substances 201, inorganic 203
Daphne odora 53.54, 184
Daphne papyracea 50, 52-55, 61,

plates 39,41,45, 47
paper 64-65, 80,226
fibres 190, 195, 197, 236, 238,
plate 199, paper fibres plates 206

Cis-Himalayan Bhote 63
claudelite 93
collenchyma 185

Daphne papyri/era 53
Daphne retusa 50, 55, 184

Collinae 50

Daphne sericea 50, 54, 56

concertina 136, 138-139, 141, 234
plates 138, 141. 143
conifer fibres 91, 196
cooking liquid, analysis of 202
Corchorus fibres 186

fibres 192, 236, 238, plates 200, 210
fibres 193, 237, plate 200

fibres 192, 236, 238, plate 200
Daphne wallichii 51

Daphneae 49
Daphnin 201
Daphninae 49
Daphnopsinae 49
Darni 84
Darjeeling 54

208,209,213,219, 226,227
cutch tree 94

death ceremonies 150-151, 154, 156, 157
decorations of paper 158
deflocculation agents 72, 86, 87
demon trap plate 18
deterioration of climate 23

Daphnantes 49. 50
Daphnanthoides 50
Daphne, paper 26, species 49

cellulose in bast 201
Daphne acutiloba 184
Daphne alpina 50, 56

fibres 193, 237, plate 200
organic substances in bast 201
Daphne bholua 50, 52-55, 70, 71, 80,

plates 40, 41, 45, 46, 62
fibres 191, 195, 197, 203, 236, 238,
plates 199,207,208, paper fibres plate 209
paper 226
elements in paper 203, 247, 248
Daphne bonplandii 56
Daphne calicicola 184
Daphne camabina 52, 53, 54

dayshing 58

fibres 193, 237, 238, plate 200
Daphne involucrata 49, 50, 51-52, 53, 54,

55, 58, 71, plate 43
fibres 190. 191, 195, 197, 236. 238.
plate 199, 204, 205
Daphne lagetto, lagetto 56

Erisolena 49, 195

ethnic groups 15; dispersion,
migration, religion 16
extraxylary fibres 185

flax fibres 184, 187
fibre thickness, length, ends, 186, 239
fir fibres 91, 196
fireworks and toys of paper 159,
kite plate 5
folding endurance of paper 183, 227
fong 89, 91

formats of mss. 136, 137, 141, 142, 234
forest officer 94
fortune-telling cards 157, plate 171

Gampi paper 193
gande 58

GaaeSa print 154

Devandgari 136, 138
deyshing 58
dhaddi, dha& 92

gaubrae 76

Dhankuta. Dunkotah 64
dhGra!ii plate 165

ghobir 76

dhenok 58
dhumga 66

Girardina heterophylla 73

diffusion of cultivated plants 17
dikhi 85, 87
dingae, dinggrae, dingri, diriri 76, 78

dipping process 86, 90
dislocations in fibres 186,
plates 201, 206, 224, 225, 232, 239
distd 92

Dolpo 23, 56
dong-sjing 79

Doti 61
Dumai 84
dyes for paper 91, 92, 94
for mss. 205-206

Georgius 31
Ghiamdo 32
Ghorapani 55
fabric made of, plate 87
globular swelling 188
glazing of paper 94, 134, plate 108
gold ink 94
grass straw mats as moulds 61, 129,
133. 134. 138, 143

"watermarks" in paper made on, plates
119, 126, 130, 131

Great Himalayas 14 (the main chain
of the Himalayas) plates 21, 27
gram force of paper (gf) 183
Grueber 31
Guge 23
guide elements 187, 198
gurance. grrras, gorBs 71

var. glacialis 53, 54
Daphne gardneri 50, 51
Daphne giraldii 50

elements in bast and raw paper 247
in paper from mss. 248
Emblic Myrobolan 94
English paper in Nepalese ms. 140
envelopes 91, 145, 146, 233

fibres 195
Daphne tangutica 50, 184

Corypha urnbraculfera 136

Dalhousie, paper from 226
Dami 84
Daphneae, Daphnopsinae. Daphninae 49

232,234)
m e w o r t h i a papyrijera 50

Daphne sureil50, 52, 53, plate 44

cotton, used as strengthening layer
for paper, plate 141
fibres 196
wver paper 91
crystal druses 187, 189
cuoxam, cupric oxide ammonium 188,198
reaction with fibres plates 203, 205.

dado 144
doh1 58

paper 64, 140, 142, 144, 146,200
fibres 189-190, 197,236, 238,
plates 199, 201-203
(paper fibres 224226. 229-230.

East Nepal, Nepal east of the Kathmandu
Valley (divided into East Nos. 1.2, 3 ..)
Edgeworthia 49, paper 51
cellulose in bast 201
Wgeworthia chrysantha 49, 50

fibres 189
Edgeworthia gardneri 49, 50-51, 54, 55, 61,

65, plate 42

Gurkha, town, dynasty, invasion 28
Gurkhali 28
Gumng 15, 22, plate 15

hakubhon, hakufong 92

lian dynasty 19, tile from plate 6
Hanuman Dhoka plate 4
hardwood fibres 91, 196

haridall, hardall, haritdlaka,
harrdl, haritdl, heladhi193

harvesting of bast 70
Helambu 79
hemp 57, hemp (or ramie) paper from
mss. 133, 137. 199
fibres 184, 197, 199,240
paper fibres plates 218-222
Hibiscus manihor 72
highlands 13
high-level fibres 197, 239
Himalayan arc 17
Hinayana 25
Hinduism 16-17
hioung-hoang 93
Hitaura 3 1
holo-cellulose 201-202
hooks on letters 132
horoscopes 157, 233, plates 169, 170
paper for 83

income of paper-makers 75.83, 88
Indian manuscripts 234
indigo 92, 134
ink, manufacture of 94
Inner Himalaya 14
Inner Terai 13
incense sticks, paper for wrapping of 159
plate 181
Ischvmun augusri/olium 57

Jain manuscript 134, 228-229
plates 125-1 26
jcilircino 66
Jang Bahadur 28
Jangrism 16
Japan, paper-making method from 68
Jayayak~aMaUa 27
jeku 58
Jiri 55, 79
paper-making workshop plate 89
jisra 92
Jolmo 55
paper-making workshop plate 90
Junbesi 142; plates 51, 52
Junan 18
jute fibres 184
Jyotisaranatmgla ms. 133

Kachir Bhoteahs 62
k e a d , k*adh, k e a j , krigoj par,
k a p j i , k e a s , kdgar, kagare,
k e h a z . kaghuri 58. 59, 92
kagajal 146
Kagadi, K e a r e 22

Kagadi Tamangs 70
krigore bhole 22
Kakani 54
Kakbeni plate 20, 21

kdlo baruwa 55. 59

Kamalaksmi plate 10
Kpmi, Karmi 84
Kanyil Nilgini 152. 153, plate 176
Kardang 64
kairi, kasjing 77
Kashmir 26, merchants from 27
kasru, kusru 79
Kathmandu, foundation of 27
Kham, links with 23
Khang La 30
khar 57
kharrsu, khoarsu 74, 76
Khasia 54
khc5rhmg 147
Kiranti 19
kite festival 159, plate 5
Kodari 30
Koprang 30
kukri 70, 76; plates 62-63
ktikurpciildi, kukurpeile 77
Kumaon 14.28, 55, 56, 61.65
Kuti 31
kufila twist
kriulum, ku-run, kurung 77

Lacquering 92
Ladakh 26
Lagerra lintearia 49, 56

Lakgrni ceremonial woodcuts 1. 154
Lamaism 16
Lafirsa writing 131. 134, 135
Lapcha, Lepcha 63
larbarisa 57
Laureola 49
Idori-mo, Idotifiii 79
lerbarwa 58
Lete 30
letten 145. 233. plates 166, 179
Lhasa 31, 32, 63, 139
Licchavi 24
tignin 185
likhat 146
Limbu 15. 19, papermaking 19
limestone stylus used for writing 140
Lines on pages of mss. 234
Lining and backing with paper 159
lokara 59
lokda, lokodo. Iokra 58
lokodo, lokodo pul58, 80
1010-rug 58
long-distance traffic 29
lowlands 13
low-level fibres 197-198.239
lumen of fibres 185
lungta, rLurira, 148

ma, ma-ling 77
machine-made paper 141, 145
Indian 145

macrofibrils 185. 188, plate 231
Magar 15, 22. paper-making 22. 84
p l a m 91.92, 97-104
Mahabharat Lekh 13
Mahayana 25
mohadea-ka-phul58

Mahendra, Bir Bikram Shah Deva 28
Malayan arc 18
Malaj 84
Malemchigaon 79, paper-making plate 90
Malla 26, 27
mandola 147, plate 164
d
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Mangar 84
manjhrha 94
manuscripts. mss.. 130-145
Copenhagen collection of Nepalese msa:
paper thickness 183; text, lang-,
writing, miniatures, material, type, format, folio, Lines, thickness, colour, 228231 ; development of 232; size, lines o n
page, 234
paper from 240-246
elements in paper from mss. 248
maps on paper 160
marrying ceremony 154
Mar-yul23
masks of paper 158,
of papier m k h 6 plate 9
mechanical pulp 91
metal plates for mss. 130
metal wire moulds 91
Mezereum 49
micells 185
microfibrils 185
middle lamella 185
Middle Range 13
migration routes of cultivated plants and
of people in Himalaya 17
Mithila script 133
mixed ethnic groups 15
Mohammedan invasion 27
Monba 63
monopoly on paper 79. 89
mould;
Tumbu, plate 87
Jiri 79, plate 89
Malemchi(gaon) 79, plate 90
Nanglibang 82, plate 91
Sundarijal 86. Tripureswar 90
fineness of mould 129, 227
paper of mss. plates 119, 126, 130, 131,
134
ms. and mss.. manuscript and manuscripts
mugro 66
Muktinath 56, plates 23, 26
Murmi 21,63
Mustang 30, 143
myrobola, myrobolan 94

N.S., Newari Samvat 130

N a g Panchanli 152
woodcuts 153, 154, plate 174
Nagkanda 65
Nanglibang 55, 80
paper-making 97-104
Nangpa La 30, 70
Narendradeva 25
National Archives 134
natrhi 92
Nep R. and Rs, Nepalese Rupee and Rupees

Nepali 18
neutron activation analyses 204, 247
Newar 15, 18, origin 19
colony in Tibet 18. 28
woodcuts 152-156
Newari 18, 27; Samvat 26, 130
newspaper on handmade paper 160
ngyarflgi kharkalo 66
niggi 58
nil, nilo 92
niladuto, nilotho 92
Nyalam 31
occupational groups I5
ochre 94
oldest Indian mss. on paper 134
oldest Nepalese mss;
on palm leaves 131
on paper 131, 132, plates 117, 121, fibres
215-216
Oleoides 50
ordinary quality of paper 74, 83
orpiment 93, stones of plate 109,
for mss. 135, 138, 140, 206
oxycellulose 188
pagodas 19
paintings on paper 157, plate 178
Paknajole 85
palm leaf mss. 129, 228-229, 234, plates
110-116
elements in leaves 205, 248
oldest 131
Panauti 90
Paacarakia ms., 132
paper
elements in, 205-206, 247
import-export 64
in transparency plates 183-198
items made into: medicine 156; string,
windows, ceiling covering 158; lining
and backing, dressings, plasters against
headache, incense wrapping, cartridges, fireworks, toys, micellaneous,
159; maps, playing cards, postage
stamps, newspapers 160, 233
price of 61, 62, 63, 64, 65, 67, 74-75, 79,
80, 81, 83, 89
production of 64,67, 82, 89
qualities 61, 65, 67, 74, 83, 91

raw paper; macroscopical analyses, formats 181; thickness, colow, brightness, mould, weight, printing opacity.
porosity 182; breaking length, stretch,
tearing, folding endurance, rattle 183;
microscopical analyses 195, 226227
paper-making
earliest Indian 134
earliest Nepalese 26
earliest Tibetan 26
prohibitation of 94
Tibetan 32
paper-making localities:
Baglung 65, 80, paper from 226
Batang (Tibet) 32
Bene 67
Chetrapati 85
Dolpo 67
Doti 61, 83
Dunkota 64
Giamda Dzong (Tibet) 32
Jiri 67, 78
Jolmo 80
Kardang (Lahul) 64
Kathmandu 66, 67, 84, near 62, 65
Kumaon 61
Lamjung, paper from 226
Lhasa (Tibet) 32
Litang (Tibet) 32
Malaj, Maladji 84
Malemchi(gaon) 79
Nanglibang 80, paper from 226
Paknajole 85
Panauti 89
Sundarijal 67, paper from 226
Shigatse (Tibet) 32
Takpo (Tibet) 65
Tengri (Tibet) 32
Tripweswar 89, paper from 226
Turnbu 69, paper from 226
Yangma
Yolrno 80, paper from 226
papier micht, mask plate 9
ceremonial hat plate 19
parenchyma 187
pasting 92
pasteboard 89, 91
pit 58
Patan, foundation of 27
stupa 24, plate 3
patr 146
Phyllanthw emblica 94
Pinus excelsa 77, 82
Pinus longfolia 77, 82, 94
Pinus picea 94
plant mucilage used in paper-making 72
playing cards 160, plates 172-173
Pokhara, main street of plate 12
Pollinidurn augu~tifoliurn57
population of Nepal 13, 18. 67
porosity of paper 182, 227
postage stamps 65, 160, 233, plate 182

postal service 145
p6thi, poti 137, 146
prayer banners and flags 147-149
plates 23, 32
prayer wheels 148, turned by:
wind plate 17, water plate 23, hand plates
34, 37, woodcut from plate 163
primary wall of fibre 185
printed books 140
printing opacity of paper 182, 227
printing slab plate 162
hithivi NHrHyapa 28
protection against mould 92-94
pulp, mixer 72, 79; stirrer 76
Pung caste 154
Shrang 23

Quercus sen~ecarp~olia
74, 76, 79

R. and Rs, Indian Rupee and Rupees
Rai 15, 19, paper-making 19
rain ceremony 152-153, 155
Rakra La 29
ramie (or hemp) 57
fibres 184,187,197, plates (218-222). 223
Ranas 28
Rangbo 63
Rdfijanri 131, 135
Rasua Garhi 29, 30, 31
rest places 29, plate 13
Rhododendron arboreurn 71
leaves of used for making the cooking
lye, plate 68
Rhododendron purpurea 77
rice, price 89
straw fibres 90, 196, plates 234-237
straw paper 90
flour paste 90, 93
ritual cards 156, plate 168
ma/-'byor-pa 143
roads 29
Rongpa 63
roots, raw material for paper-making 56
Rosa sericea 77
Rudradeva 26
rta-dmag 21

sabai grass 14, 57, 90, 91
Saka Samvat 136
sakari 74
Sakya 63
sril 14, 81
sala, salla 77
salt trader plate 35
Sadkaradeva 132
Sanku, foundation of 27
satpura 58
sclereids 185, 192,236237, 24&246
plates 206, 207, 215, 231, 233, 239

wlerenchyma 185
secondary wall of fibres 185
sewiettes of paper 90, 91
setbarud 53. 58,61
set buroa, setburooa, setburosa, set-burwa
58,set bdruwo 58, 59
seto baruwa 55, 59

sewn mss. 140
sgron-meJiri 94

Shams ud-dhi I l y b 27
Shan paper 203
shedbarwa 5 1, 58
Shekar Dzong 27,28, paper from 226
Sherpa 15, 23, plates 31, 37,84
paper-making 24
Shigatse 63
S h r e a robusta 14,81
shosho 58
sieve for filtering pulp 62,63
Sikkim 13, 28 .
silingae 77
silk as writing material 147
"Silk Road" 9
silver ink 94
Simla 54
Sirphadeva 132
Singha Durbar 132
sisnu 73
Siwaliks 13
size, of paper 61,67,of mss. 234
sizing 86,plate 107
sjugu, sjugu mendo 58
Jog-bu 58,Jog-Sin 79,Jog-khri 80
Sokhpo 63
Solu 69,map of plate 52
spectrographical analyses 203. 247
square metre weight of paper 182
Srinagar 61
Srong-btsan-sgam-po 9, 25
starch, sizing 93. grains 187.
plates 207,212,214,229,230,233
starched paper 91,92,198
Stellera chomaejasme 56. 194
Stercullia coceinea, coxinia 57
stitched binding plate 146.148.149.150-153
stone, mortar 62,inscriptions 131
straw fibres 91,196,226
stretch of paper 183,227
string of paper 158
sumpat. supot 77
swnsjang 75, 78
Sundarijal 67,85
sketch of factory plate 105
paper from 226
Sunwar 15. 19
SvayambhGnBth 24, plate I
Swat 26
swet varowa 58
Szechwan 18. 19. 31, 32, 146
tile from plate 6
TakSindo 150,plates 52. 158

Takur 15
Tamang 15;number, distribution, features.
language, religion, occupations, name.
origin 20, migration 21; paper-making
21,32
plates 30,62-89
Tantr&khyPnakathl ms., 136
lipke 66
tarccho, torbuche 48
tarrnaric, turmeric 94
tearing of paper 183,227
Terai 13
textiles of bast 63
Thai paper 18, 203
Thakali 15. 22,plate 15
Thikuri and Early MaUa 26
Tharkc Ghyang 55,79
Tharu 15, 19
"thick water", deflocculation agent 87
thickness, raw paper 182,227
of paper from mss. 183
Thyangboche plate 38
Thymelaeaceae 49, upper limit 14, distinction between fibres 194, high-level
and low-level fibres 197-239; vertical
distribution. fibres. fibre ends, rlereids
236-237; identlication of species from
fibres 238
Thymelawidea 49
Tibet 25,foundation of empire 26
Tibetan; arc 17
paper-making 26, 32
paper 146, 139,181, 197,226
mss. 26. 141,233,234
microscopical analyses of fibres from
mss. 245-246
tilnuni 82
tinbur 77
t'ing towers 19
trade with Tibet 29
transport 29
Tribhuvana Bir V i a y Shah Deva 28
Tripureswar 91. 92
sketch of factory 106
paper from 226
tscho-le 94
Tsygo b r u n o n i a ~76, 79
Tukucha, Tukche 30, 56, plate 16
Turnbu 55,plate 52
Tun Huang mss. 197,234
tyalom 66
&'ti-huang 93
Ucchen writing 142
UUen 55
Ume writing 142, 144
Ur5r caste 154
utis 82

Vikram Samvnt 136
Viburnum erubrscenr 77
Vi6oudharma ma., 133

wages at Sundarijal paper factory 88
WaUich 51
wallpaper 90
Walung 66
Wang Him-ts'e 25
waste paper 85,87.90, 196
"watermark" 75, 129, 140, 181
Weber-manuscripts 93
West Nepal. Nepal west of the Kathmandu
Valley, others include only Nepal west
of Pokhara
Wickstrmmio salici/olio 54
Wikstroemia aurartliaca 184
Wikstroemia canescens 49,54, 55,56
fib- 193, 189,237,238,plate tOO
Wiksrroemia c h a m j a r m e 49,56,
plates 48-50
paper 144, 146. 183. 197,200,201,226
for ms. plate 157,for letter plate 166
fib= 189. 193, 195, 197. 200, 201, 237.
238,plates 200.212-213
paper fibres plate 214
elements in paper 204, 206
Wikstroemia indico 53
Wikstroemio lichiangensic 184
Wikstroemw paper 197
Wikstroemio salieijblia 56
Wikstroemiinae 49
wheat flour paste 92
window paper 158.226
wrapping paper 87,89,91,158
writing paper 85,87,89,90,91
wood pulp 90
woodcuts 146,233
Tibetan type 147-152
Newar 152-156
manufacture of 154-155
wooden tablets for writing 26

x-ray diffractometer analysis 205,248
x-ray fluorescence analyak 205.248
xylary fibres 185

Yama Dw%r 154
Yantra bdkaravidhi ms., 136
yellow arsenic 92,93
yellow mss. 133. 138
yogi, itinerant magician plate 36
Yolmali 21
Yolmo 55,79. paper from 226
Yunnan 18
Yiian Chiiang 25

valkol64

vegetable dyes 94
vegetation 14

zichio, zinc chloride iodine 187

